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Abstract 
 
The object of this research is to investigate the dynamic nature of identity 
construction of a regional place in English translations. The study focuses on the 
analysis of Wang Zhenhe’s works in translation. The Regional Prose Literature of 
Taiwan was developed when writers began to examine their identity and sense of 
belonging under Japanese colonization (1895-1945) and later the rule of the 
Nationalist government under Martial Law (1949-1987) by using narrative and 
descriptive prose as a vehicle for presenting the distinctiveness of the island. The 
dialects, the colonial language, local customs and scenes which regional writers 
created in their stories brought out what they saw as the uniqueness of Taiwan 
identity. However, Taiwan, like Hong Kong, has been categorized by many scholars 
as part of the Han-Chinese-influenced region, which shares the same cultural identity. 
Translating Taiwan, therefore, depends on how a translator understands and 
(re)constructs its cultural and political discourse in translation.  
 
This thesis uses a cognitive-pragmatic model (CPM) to describe how a translation of 
regional prose literature communicates to readers of the target culture. The CPM in 
translation studies looks at translation from the aspects of literary communication 
and the comprehension process. It enables the researcher (1) to study the textual 
signals of a place which readers used to construct the text of the source cultural 
world; (2) to examine how these signals were conveyed in the target text; (3) to study 
the likely effects on specific readers who have little or no knowledge of the source 
text culture.  
 
The major finding of this study is that communication through translated literature 
depends not only on the translator’s roles as a reader and a rewriter, but also on 
target readers’ processing effort and literary competence. Textual analysis shows 
that the translators’ decisions on conveying regional signals in translations often 
affect readers’ comprehension of the target text (TT). When the translation is too 
literal and the cultural signal is unfamiliar to the target readers, those who have little 
or no knowledge of Taiwan have more difficulties understanding the text. Reader 
response studies also show that the use of footnotes in the literary translation is not 
always unacceptable by the readers when specific regional elements are preserved 
in the TT. Target readers’ reception of cultural signals relies firstly on their existing 
knowledge and secondly on the information they receive from the translation. 
Effective communication therefore results from a translator’s assumption of target 
readers’ schemas and efforts in making the translation comprehensible and coherent, 
especially when there are regional elements in the translation.  
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Chapter One 
Introduction 
1.1 General Introduction to this Thesis 
Taiwan, also known as the Republic of China (ROC), has a population of over 22 
million and a land area of about 36,000 square kilometres. The main island of Taiwan, 
along with Penghu1 (the Pescadores), Kinmen (Quemoy), Matsu and other outlying 
islands, is situated in the western Pacific between southern China to the west, Japan 
to the north and the Philippines to the south. As stated by Wang (2007: vii), “Two 
hundred miles southeast of mainland China, and sparsely populated before the 
sixteenth century, the island had traditionally been regarded as being located on the 
margins of Chinese politics and humanities.” Separated by the Taiwan Strait, the 
island took a path of its own, different from China, for centuries.    
Taiwan, a region of East Asia, has a strong regional identity. The formation of 
regional identity (images of a region or regional consciousness) can be shaped by its 
territorial, social, historical, cultural and political context. Although certain western 
countries had taken an interest in occupying the island, until the late 17th century it 
fell under no specific state’s sovereignty. It was not until the Qing Dynasty in 1683, 
that Chinese government officials began to develop the island. Taiwan’s ambiguous 
status continued when the island was ceded to Japan in the First Sino-Japanese 
War in 1895. During the 50 years of Japanese colonial rule, a novel sense of identity 
began to emerge on the island in which some intellectuals advocated the need to 
develop a distinctive Taiwanese culture that functioned as an antidote to Japanese 
assimilation. At first, the return of Taiwan to the ROC (Republic of China) government 
in 1945 was considered a welcome event. However, the lengthy separation of the 
island from the mainland had led to a huge gap between the people of both sides in 
terms of culture, language and more besides. Before long, conflicts between the 
                                               
1 The common way of Romanizing Chinese in Taiwan is the Wade–Giles system. Specifically, a person’s first 
name (if two words) is always separated by a hyphen and follows the family name, for example, Hung Hsing-fu 
(‘Hong Xingfu’ in Pinyin). Today, the common way of transliterating Chinese names or terms in English texts is 
Hanyu pinyin (often abbreviated as Pinyin). Therefore, the researcher will present both Wade-Giles and Pinyin 
when the names of the regional writers first appear in the thesis and then use Pinyin throughout. Those place 
names which have a standardised English transliteration will be retained in Wade-Giles. The rest of the terms, 
either in Taiwanese or Chinese, will be presented in Pinyin.   
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islanders and mainlanders started to emerge on the island. After the defeat of the 
Nationalist Party by the Communist Party in the Chinese Civil War (1945-1949) and 
the establishment of the People’s Republic of China, Taiwan was brought into a 
difficult situation both internally and internationally (see Chapter 2). On the one hand, 
the People’s Republic of China views Taiwan as a breakaway province. On the other, 
many Taiwanese consider Taiwan as a legitimate country in its own right where 
people share different cultural and social experiences from the people of mainland 
China.  
Taiwan’s Regional Literature, which tells stories about the ordinary people and 
customs of Taiwan, was developed in a climate of political and social changes 
(details see 2.4). Mainland China has, by virtue of its large population and 
widespread diaspora, had a profound, even dominant cultural influence on other 
Chinese-speaking areas. Therefore, it is significant to study whether Taiwan’s literary 
position as a regional place can be differentiated through translators’ rewriting so that 
target readers can distinguish Taiwanese signals in the translations. This thesis 
therefore seeks to investigate how and to what extent regional-place, -culture and -
identity are communicated in English translations of Taiwan’s regional prose 
literature. 
A cognitive-pragmatic model (CPM) is used to analyse Taiwan’s Regional Literature 
in translations. The model, which developed from Jones’s CPM of dialect translation 
(2006), is based on Stockwell’s cognitive poetics (2002), Hickey’s pragmatics 
equivalence (1998), Richardson’s deictic features (1998), and Gutt’s relevance 
theory (2000). The CPM makes it possible to study the textual signals of a place 
which readers use to construct the text of the source cultural world. It aims to identify 
various translation techniques in dealing with locale and identity and to find out 
whether the translators’ attempts are likely to achieve similar effects in the target text 
(TT, i.e. translated text). For instance, Taiwan’s literary position as a regional place in 
the dominant Chinese cultural world would need to be differentiated through 
translators’ textual signals if the readers of the TT were to distinguish Taiwan from 
the Chinese cultural world. Moreover, many British readers do not know much about 
Taiwan, let alone its literature. It is hoped that the cognitive-pragmatic model can 
bring a new perspective in order to investigate the possible effects of the given 
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signals from the translators on the wider issue of regional identity in translation. 
This study is not aimed at assessing the quality of translation, but aims to measure 
what translators did to convey multiple languages, as well as varieties of language 
and culture in translation. The topic of this thesis encompasses a broad range of 
subjects which give this research a complex theory-base. The development of 
Taiwan’s Regional Literature and its translations are deeply influenced by its history, 
politics and cultural traditions which requires a thorough discussion on the subjects 
mentioned above. In addition, only a few institutes/universities in the U.K. study or 
teach courses relating to Taiwan subjects (Chou, Tu and Chang, 2006). As a 
Taiwanese who has a strong sense of Taiwanese identity (Hoklo background), I have 
been inspired by the stories that regional writers created about Taiwan. I believe that 
these regional works are worth translating and hopes to raise some questions and 
issues regarding Taiwan’s literature in English translation. For example, what signals 
translators used in conveying Taiwan’s regional elements and how effective these 
signals are to the readers of the translation. In order to minimize the subjectivity risk 
(my perceptions as a Taiwanese) of this research, readers’ responses are taken into 
consideration. After several attempts to translate parts of Wang Zhenhe’s work, the 
researcher discovered that conveying hybrid regional elements in translation is not a 
simple task: just one alteration may affect the target readers’ view about the place. 
The database that native English speakers’ provide in this study may help find better 
solutions in conveying regional literary works in translation. 
1.2 The Aims of this Thesis 
The initial hypothesis of this research is that English target readers would gain better 
knowledge of Taiwan (e.g. the image of Taiwanese culture) through reading 
translation of Taiwan’s Regional Literature. To test the hypothesis, the main research 
question is how regional-place and -identity are communicated to readers in English 
translation of Taiwan’s regional Literature? 
A wider purpose of this thesis, however, is to use the study of the translation of 
Taiwan’s Regional Literature to investigate more general issues of regional identity in 
translation.  
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The specific aims of the thesis are to investigate (1) to what extent translators 
attempt to convey features of regional culture, language and identity when 
translating Taiwan’s Regional Literature into English; (2) how far translators will go to 
convey socio-political aspects of Taiwan’s regional identity through their works; (3) 
why translators might wish to use certain translation techniques in some contexts, 
e.g. whether it is worth their while, given all the other big gaps they have to bridge; (4) 
to find out whether their attempts are likely to achieve an analogical effect with 
English readers who have little or no knowledge of Taiwan. 
To examine the aims, this research mainly investigates Wang Chen-ho (Wang 
Zhenhe)’s (1940-1990) novel Rose, Rose, I Love You 玫瑰玫瑰我愛你 in an English 
translation by Howard Goldblatt. Wang’s two short stories, An Oxcart for Dowry (the 
1976 version)2 嫁妝一牛車 (translated by the writer and Jon Jackson) and Sulan’s 
Getting Married 素蘭要出嫁  (translated by Rosemary Haddon), will be used as 
supplementary materials to see how other translators conveyed Wang’s works in 
Chapter 5 Textual Analysis. The reasons for studying Wang’s works will be presented 
in Section 2.4.3 and 4.2.1. Other supporting material includes Wu Zhuoliu’s (1900-
1976) autobiography The Fig Tree – Memoirs of a Taiwanese Patriot 無花果 
(translated by Duncan Hunter) and Hung Hsing-fu’s (1949-1982) two short stories 
My Land 吾土 (translated by Cathy Chiu); and The Play’s Over 散戲 (translated by 
Michael S. Duke). All the selected examples and their translations will be discussed 
in Chapter 5 Textual Analysis and Chapter 7 Discussion. 
These aims are operationalised by two sets of detailed objectives – descriptive and 
theoretical. Questions 1-3 provide a descriptive analysis of Taiwan’s history and the 
features of Taiwan’s literature. Questions 4 and 5 give a deeper-level evaluation of 
the published translation of that literature. 
(1) How has ‘socio-political regionalism’ in Taiwan developed and how does it affect 
Taiwan?  
(2) What are the regional features in the source texts (ST, i.e. original text) that 
portray Taiwan’s place and identity? 
                                               
2 In the 1995 version which published in The Columbia Anthology of Modern Chinese Literature, the title was 
changed to “An Oxcart for a Dowry” by the editors. 
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(3) How do translators use signals to present Taiwan’s history, culture, languages, 
people and so on? 
(4) What implication do these signals have for communicating Taiwan’s regional 
culture to readers of the target culture? 
(5) In what ways do translators’ signals affect English readers’ understanding? 
For example, the researcher will look into how the interplay between standard 
Mandarin Chinese and local Taiwanese speech might be conveyed in translation and 
what their possible effects are for English readers. As is arguably the case with 
translating Taiwan’s Regional Literature, translators face the challenge of conveying 
Taiwan’s hybrid cultural and linguistic elements in translation. More detailed issues 
regarding the translation of Taiwan’s Regional Literature will be elaborated on in the 
following section. 
1.3 The Translation of Taiwan’s Regional Literature 
By means of a study of Taiwan’s Regional Literature in translation, the researcher 
hopes to discover how regional identity (including voices, dialects, etc.) can be 
reconstructed when there is such a wide source-target culture gap and what might 
be a better way to convey regional voices in translation. The fundamental issue in 
translating regional voices and regional dialect is that translators often face cross-
cultural and cross-national obstacles in conveying marginal language varieties in the 
TT.  
The constraints in translating this type of work is that it involves bridging a big 
culture-gap (East vs. West), a knowledge-gap (e.g. some westerners do not even 
know about Taiwan, believing, for example that Taiwan is Thailand) and a language-
gap (standard and regionalised voices). The stylistic form of Taiwanese Regional 
Literature involves the use of more than two languages and language varieties (i.e. 
dialects, standard Chinese, Japanese and even English), colonial or post-colonial 
characteristics (e.g. cultural assimilation), and explicit or implicit messages (e.g. 
political ideology) that the author wants to convey.  
A translator links the target reader with the text world. A text world, according to 
Stockwell (2002: 137), is a language event created by the writer which allows 
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discourse participants to construct what they read, including the text, context, 
characters, settings, events, etc. A translator as a reader is a discourse participant 
(author and reader) who uses the text (e.g. characters, background, events and so 
on) to construct the text world. Because the text world is created in the mind of a 
reader, a translator’s beliefs, knowledge, memories and imagination can affect the 
production of the target text. The function of literary translation is to allow people 
from a different country to understand the history, way of life and outlook of citizens 
that are foreign to them in a piece of work (Cronin, 2006: 39).  
Only when a translator can fully understand the language and culture of a place and 
recognizes the signals that a writer has tried to create in a source text, can the 
source text world be communicated in the target text. Linguistic or cultural signals in 
the text reflect the social situation and the interaction between people. Therefore, 
identifying signals or signs that are specifically constructed in an original work is 
essential in the process of translation. 
However, because of cultural and linguistic differences between the text worlds, 
translators have to make choices as to what they want to preserve and what they 
want to omit in translation (Tymoczko, 1999: 55). Literary translation, therefore, 
involves negotiating and bridging the gaps between two opposite cultures and 
languages.  
The translators of Wang’s works may need to reconstruct a text for the target readers 
which go beyond their own culture. Identifying signals and signs that represent a 
place depends on a translator’s knowledge and choices. Their decision is likely to 
affect target readers’ understanding of the text world where cultural identity is 
presented and language varieties are constructed in the original work. The question 
is how far a translator can guide his/her readers to understand a specific cultural 
world that is unfamiliar to them and to what extent translators’ attempts can be 
communicated to English readers. This thesis aims to study these issues in the 
framework of Taiwanese prose regional literature in translations. 
1.4 Structure of the Thesis 
As this research concerns Taiwanese literature in translation, it is necessary to 
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explain the history and literature of Taiwan in Chapter Two. The chapter will present 
the colonial and postcolonial history of Taiwan and the development of Taiwanese 
Regional Literature from the early 1920s to the 1980s. The concept of Taiwanese 
Regionalism will be defined and an explanation given as to why it is necessary to 
study this. Its function and the challenges faced in translating Taiwan’s Regional 
Literature will also be discussed. 
In Chapter Three, the concepts of colonialism, post-colonialism and neo-colonialism 
and their effects on the colonised countries and literature will be presented. In 
addition, the chapter will examine the relationship between postcolonial theory and 
translation studies and why it is important to study the translation of post-colonial 
literature. Furthermore, cognitive studies on readers’ response and the pragmatic 
and relevance theory will be reviewed, to discover how a translation is reconstructed 
from an original literary text and how real target readers may be affected by the 
translator’s recreation. 
Chapter Four covers the research method, which consists of context-based textual 
analysis and interviews designed to see how regionalism is preserved or 
reconstructed in the TT and to what extent the image of Taiwan is presented. The 
materials contain five case studies of the English translation of Taiwan’s Regional 
Literature as stated in section 1.2. A cognitive-pragmatic model is used to analyse 
source and target texts, to find what signals translators might use to bridge gaps in 
assumed knowledge between the source and target readers, and to examine the 
possible effect on target readers. TT readers’ understanding based on a reader 
response study is also used in this research to see how TT readers with and without 
Taiwan-specific knowledge respond to the translation. In addition, interviews are 
conducted to gather information from translators to understand their ideology in 
translating Taiwanese Regional Literature.  
Chapter Five is a comparative analysis of the target texts and the source texts. The 
cognitive-pragmatic approach helps to study how the translator built up the TT for the 
TT readers. Firstly, ST readers’ schema knowledge is taken into account with the 
approach of cultural, historical and linguistic discourse analysis, so as to explain the 
context of the story. Secondly, the signals given by the translators to achieve the 
intended communicative effects, as well as the likely effects on the TT readers, are 
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studied through the target text. 
Chapter Six consists of findings in which the data from translators’ interviews and 
reader-based studies will be presented. Chapter Seven comprises a discussion of 
translators’ approach in reconstructing regionalism. Target readers’ attitudes and 
views toward translation strategies will also be discussed in this chapter. The final 
part of the chapter consists of the conclusion and suggestions for future research. 
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Chapter Two 
Background 
2.1 Introduction to Taiwan’s History 
2.1.1 Seventeenth Century Taiwan 
Taiwan’s first inhabitants were Austronesian aborigines whose ancestors migrated to 
Taiwan from Southeast Asia over thousands of years before recorded history (Chou, 
2009: 39-45; Manthorpe, 2009: 26-27). It was only in the 17th Century that any 
country claimed sovereignty over Taiwan, until then the island was inhabited by 
Austronesian aborigines and a small number of Chinese fishermen, pirates and 
outlaws (Tsai, 2009: 05). 
From the middle of the 16th century, a succession of foreign powers traded with and 
settled in Taiwan. The island was named “Ilha Formosa (the beautiful island)” by 
Portuguese sailors. The first formal political power over Taiwan from the West was 
established by the Dutch from 1624 to 1662, mainly on the southwest and north of 
the island. During its rule, Taiwan was an important trading port for the Dutch East 
India Company, linking the Asian trade with its commercial networks in the world 
(Tsai, 2009: 06). The Spanish also occupied the northwest coast of Taiwan in 1628 
but were expelled by the Dutch in 1642. 
Many Chinese refugees fled to Taiwan due to famine and the political chaos caused 
by the Manchu’s invasion in the late Ming (1587-1644). The Dutch welcomed and 
encouraged Han Chinese migrants to settle on the island for land plantations. The 
number of Han Chinese migrating to Taiwan increased rapidly in this period (Tsai, 
2009: 23). The Dutch missionaries also played an essential role in the development 
of the island: they taught the natives Romanised vernacular and agricultural skills 
(Chou, 2009: 58-63). Under the Dutch regime, the natives were allies in order to 
control the Han population. 
The Dutch colonisation of Taiwan ended when the Ming loyalists, Koxinga’s (also 
known as Cheng Cheng-Kung or Zheng Chenggong) forces, defeated the Dutch 
army in 1662 and established Taiwan as an anti-Qing Dynasty base (Tsai, 2009: 41-
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43). During his rule, Han Chinese began to outnumber aborigines and became the 
dominant ethnic group (Tsai, 2009: 44). Aborigines during this period were 
considered to be important military forces to Cheng’s family, but they were also seen 
as a potential threat (Brown, 2004: 42).  
Under the governance of Koxinga, Taiwan became a miniature Ming society. 
European Christian teaching was soon replaced by teachings of Confucius. Classic 
Chinese was used as the official written language of Taiwan. A new agricultural plan 
was also implemented on the island to encourage cultivation and land ownership. 
When Koxinga died in 1662, his son Cheng Ching (Zheng Qing) took control of the 
power and continued to develop agriculture, commerce and an education system in 
Taiwan. Moreover, many writers, poets and scholars emigrated from China in this 
period to escape the Manchu’s political repression (Brown, 2004: 103-104). Two 
years after Cheng Ching’s death, the rule of Cheng’s family was ceded to the 
Manchus in 1683 (Tsai, 2009). It is worth noting that Koxinga is not only a god figure 
but also a symbolic political figure in modern Taiwan: “In the context of contemporary 
politics, [Koxinga] is the symbol of the beginning of ‘Taiwan consciousness,’ of the 
evolution of separate national entity” (Manthorpe, 2009: 85). 
2.1.2 Conquest of the Manchus 
The conquest of the Manchus (Qing) in 1683 can be seen as the first Chinese 
territorial claim on Taiwan. Their first policy after taking over the island was to reduce 
the Han population: almost half the Han population was sent back to the mainland, 
including Cheng military forces and unmarried Han colonists (Brown, 2004: 43-44). 
The immigration of males to the island was also seriously controlled by the Qing 
government. Despite the fact that the Han immigration to Taiwan was prohibited 
during this period (1693-1895), many Han people were still trying to immigrate to 
Taiwan illegally (Manthorpe, 2009; Chiung, 2004). The record shows that by 1818 
the Han population had increased from 400,000 inhabitants in 1683 to 545,000 
(Manthorpe, 2009: 113-114).  
There was great conflict between the Han Chinese and Taiwan’s aboriginal people. 
In the early period of the Qing regime (1683-1730), plains aborigines were used as 
militia to fight against Han rebels and mountain aborigines (see 2.2.1). However, in 
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the final period of the Qing regime (1858-1895), the indigenous people gradually 
became a minority group as they were no longer politically important (Brown, 2004: 
43-53). Under Qing’s rule, only a little infrastructure was developed on the island and 
no Taiwanese civil servant was allowed in its administration (Manthrope, 2009: 115).  
Western interest in Taiwan grew in the era of foreign intervention (e.g. Russia, Britain, 
America, France and Japan) in China around the 1700s and 1900s. It was not until 
1858 when the Treaty of Tientsin was signed by the Qing government under the 
forces of the Eight-Nation Alliance that Taiwan opened to foreign trade (Tsai, 2009). 
According to the most-favoured-nation agreement, British, American and other 
foreign nationals could open consulates in Taiwan and do business with people on 
the island (ibid.: 71-75). Although the British wanted to turn Taiwan into a colony at 
one time (1830s) and desired Taiwan’s natural resources for their commercial needs, 
the British government declined the offer from the Qing government of Taiwan in 
1895 (as they realised that they were going to lose the First Sino-Japanese war to 
Japan) (ibid.: 85-86). For this reason, the British language and culture do not have 
much impact on Taiwan’s society. 
France and the USA also took an interest in Taiwan, but did not colonise the island. 
They viewed Taiwan as a perfect strategic location either for being a battleground or 
a buffer place against other Western powers and also an important trading port for 
natural resources (Gorden, 1988; Li, 2002; Tsai, 2009). Despite the fact that 
American merchants, diplomats and navy officers strongly urged their government to 
take over the island, they still missed the opportunity to acquire Taiwan due to the 
American Civil War.  
Western missionary work also had a significant effect on Taiwan and on aboriginal 
people in particular. One example is the work that Rev. George Leslie Mackay3 did 
for the people of Taiwan. In 1882, Mackay began the project which helped to 
establish Oxford College for training native evangelists in Taiwan (Alexander, 2006: 
10). Before his death in 1901, he had established a hospital, 60 churches and 
several schools in Taiwan (ibid.: 8-9).  
                                               
3 A Canadian born clergyman with basic dentistry and medical skills. 
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2.1.3 Japanese Colonisation 
Taiwan, under Qing rule, was ceded to Japan in the First Sino-Japanese War in 1895 
by the Treaty of Shimonoseki (Hsiau, 2000; Tsai, 2009). Taiwan became a base for 
Japanese colonial expansion into Southeast Asia and also a place that provided land 
space and agricultural products for its people. At the beginning of Japanese colonial 
rule, an independence movement was launched by the people of the island and a 
short-lived republic was proclaimed (Tsai, 2009: 131). The first phase of Japanese 
colonisation (1895-1918) was a military rule aimed at suppressing the resistance. In 
this period, Taiwanese resistance to Japanese rule and uprising was fierce, which 
cost many lives on both sides. Realising that military suppression might be the 
reason for Taiwan’s resistance, the governor-general Kodama Gentaro (1898-1906) 
decided to introduce the Japanese educational system (Tsai, 2009: 134-135). He 
saw this as a way to win the hearts of people on the island. His chief civil 
administrator, Goto Shimpei, was appointed to do land surveys and a population 
census, to improve Taiwan’s public health and to develop the island’s economic and 
educational systems (ibid.: 135-138). In order to reduce Taiwanese resistance, Goto 
adopted a land reform system similar to the Chinese pao-chia system, called the 
hoko system. He allowed certain Taiwanese to act as headmen so as to maintain the 
island’s social order and communities. The aim was to gradually shift islanders’ 
loyalty and interest to the Japanese rulers and culture (Manthorpe, 2009: 166-167). 
The second phase of Japanese colonisation (1919-1937) was characterised as 
“forced assimilation”. In order to make the Taiwanese people more cooperative and 
to serve the interest of Japan, educating Taiwanese to work as teachers, doctors, 
interpreters, agricultural technicians and clerks was one of the priorities in the 
assimilation process (Tsai, 2009: 144). In addition, Japanese language (the so called 
mother tongue) schools were set up all over the island, for they saw language as a 
tool for cultural, social and political assimilation. It was compulsory for school 
children to have six years of elementary education. However, as Tsai (ibid.: 148) 
stated, “By 1930, [although] 12.36 percent of Taiwanese had become literate in 
Japanese[, …] the domains and spheres of the colonial language in Taiwan 
remained rather limited, as the vast majority of the islanders still preferred to use 
their native tongue (whether southern Fukienese dialect, Hakka, or an aboriginal 
language) for family conversation, social intercourse, and business transactions.” 
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It was in this period that Taiwanese students in Tokyo organised the Taiwan Cultural 
Society, aiming “to preserve Taiwan’s identity, distinct from both Japan and China, 
and to campaign for an assembly on the island as well as elected representatives at 
the [Imperial] Diet in Tokyo” (Manthorpe, 2009: 172). Taiwan’s publishing and 
literature also flourished in the 1920s: the first daily newspaper, the Taiwan mimpo 
(Taiwan people’s news) was published in 1927. Taiwanese writers, like Lai Ho (1894-
1943), wrote about the island’s social situation and the colonial oppression. 
During Taiwan’s occupation by Japan, the Qing government (the last dynasty in 
China 1644-1911) was overthrown by the leader of the Chinese revolution and the 
founder of the KMT (Kuomintang, also known as the Nationalist Party), Sun Yat-sen 
(1866-1925). The Republic of China (ROC) was established on the Chinese 
mainland in 1911.  
In the third phase of Japanese occupation (1895-1945), Taiwan became a strategic 
place for supporting Japan’s military conquests in Southeast Asia. According to the 
Japanese government’s records, “[there were] a total of 207,183 Taiwanese armed 
service personnel – including combat troops (80,433) and auxiliaries (126,750) – 
fighting and serving in World War II” (Tsai, 2009: 166). Many however died from 
bombings, disease and hunger or became prisoners of war. In August 1945, the 
Atomic bombing of Japan by America forced the Emperor of Japan to finally accept 
the terms of unconditional surrender to the Western Allies. 
2.1.4 The Early KMT Rule and Martial Law 
When Japan was defeated in 1945 (the end of World War II), Taiwan was handed 
over to the ROC government with the help of the United States (U.S.) (Tsai, 2009: 
174). Four years after Taiwan was recovered from Japan, the long-standing civil war 
(1927-1949) between the KMT and the Communist Party on the Mainland ended. 
Most people in Taiwan at first welcomed the KMT rule and were delighted that the 
colonisation had finally come to an end. However, at the beginning of their rule, the 
KMT government was accused of only being interested in Taiwan’s rich resources 
(e.g. coals, sugar, timber) for their tottering economy on the Mainland (Manthrope, 
2009). The troops of the KMT also acquired a bad reputation for being arrogant and 
ignorant: “The islanders began to react as it became more and more apparent the 
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Kuomintang troops considered Taiwan conquered territory to be looted and its people 
Japanese collaborators worthy only of contempt. […] Comments such as ‘The dogs 
[Japanese: present author] have gone and the pigs [KMT: present author] have 
arrived’ […] were scrawled everywhere (ibid., 2009: 189).” Following the defeat of the 
Nationalist Party by the Chinese Communists in 1949, the Nationalist government 
retreated to Taiwan. During this period, an influx of around one and half million 
soldiers and civilians fled from China (GIO, 2007).  
This created an ambiguous political status both internally and internationally. As 
stated previously, following Japan’s surrender in 1945, the official name of Taiwan 
became the Republic of China. Even after its defeat in 1949, the Nationalist Party led 
by Chiang Kai-shek still saw itself as China’s legitimate power holder. They believed 
that they would claim back their sovereignty over the Mainland. The island was 
therefore regarded as a temporary home and shelter for the KMT (Eastman eds., 
1991).  
The early days of KMT rule were tragic. One of the greatest tragedies was the 2-28 
Incident in 1947, when a massacre took place owing to a conflict between Taiwanese 
locals and Mainlanders. On February 27, as a group of official investigators were 
confiscating a Taiwanese woman peddler’s smuggled cigarettes a crowd was 
attracted by the argument. In the confusion, an investigator shot one man. Crowds 
were angry and started to assault and kill Mainlanders. Local Taiwanese leaders on 
the island demanded greater autonomy and free elections after they took control of 
the island. The result was a massacre (which began on February 28) of the 
Taiwanese people (mainly intellectuals) by the arrival of reinforcements from the 
Mainland, known as ‘White Terror Era’ (Simon 2003: 120; Chiung 2004: 109). Many 
of the elites and leading figures like doctors, lawyers, intellectuals and even students 
were executed in the White Terror and some were labeled as ‘the spies for Chinese 
communists’ (see 2.4.3).  
Martial Law was promulgated in 1949 and continued in force until 1987. During this 
period, no political parties were allowed; freedom of assembly, speech and even 
travel abroad were restricted; mass media were controlled and monitored by the 
government (Tu, 2003; Chiung 2004). Many of the writers who wrote in Japanese 
were also driven out of the literary circle as only Mandarin was allowed under the 
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KMT regime. As a result of the KMT suppression, many Taiwanese began to express 
nostalgia for the Japanese. To quote Brown’s (2004: 60) interview with the family 
who lost an older brother in the 2-28 Incident: 
Only now (with the abuse by Chinese officials in Taiwan) did the Taiwanese begin to 
miss the Japanese period. The Taiwanese despised the Japanese and had called them 
“dogs,” “Dogs” bark, but “dogs” will watch the door for you. Chinese are “pigs.” “Pigs” 
are good for nothing except stuffing themselves. (Translated in Chang 2000:70n37)  
Under the Nationalist Martial Law, Mandarin Chinese became the national language 
of Taiwan. The Japanese language was prohibited and the use of dialects was not 
allowed in schools, government offices and public places. 
By 1949, the US government had lost its patience with China’s civil conflict and had 
no intention of providing military aid to the KMT (Tsai, 2009: 179-180). However, the 
rising tensions between the United States and the Soviet Union forced Truman’s 
administration to change their foreign policy on Taiwan. During the outbreak of the 
Korean War in 1950, the US stood by the KMT and protected Taiwan against attack 
by the Chinese Communists. Taiwan’s geographic position in the Pacific gave it 
strategic importance between Mainland China and America. The island was called 
the ‘unsinkable aircraft carrier’ in which the US government sought to counter 
Communism in their ‘containment’ policy (Manthorpe, 2009: 195; Tsai, 2009). During 
the Cold War, especially from 1951 to 1965, large amounts of economic (e.g. 
agricultural commodities and technical assistance) and military aid (e.g. training and 
equipment) came from the USA (Hsiau, 2000: 05). During the 1950s and 1970s, the 
USA set up various military bases (e.g. Hualien Air Base) in Taiwan to perform 
defence and advisory duties. As Su (2011) described, “During this decades-long 
period, tens of thousands of US military personnel had travelled to Taiwan, including 
those fighting the Vietnam War and coming here on R&R (rest and recreation) 
leave.” Taiwan became one of the stations for GIs to relax (e.g. visiting bar girls) 
before returning to the battlefield.  
America also provided Taiwan with loans which were used on several industrial 
projects, such as hydraulic electricity, railway, cement, etc. Large amounts of 
economic aid laid the foundations for the island’s future development, especially 
Taiwan’s infrastructure and the agricultural sector. For example, the Ten Major 
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Construction Projects which were the main building projects that the government 
planned to use to upgrade Taiwan’s industry and the development of the country. 
This included the construction of highways, seaports, airports and power plants 
during 1970s. As result of America’s economic assistance, Taiwan became known as 
one of the "Four Asian Tigers (including Singapore, South Korea and Hong Kong)" in 
the 20th century: this was regarded as Taiwan’s economic miracle. At the same time, 
the influence of American culture (e.g. music, language, popular sports like baseball 
and basketball) had also made a huge impact on Taiwan’s cultural development. 
The relationship between the US and the KMT governments began to change when 
President Kennedy was in power due to the fact that the KMT on Taiwan 
continuously claimed that they were the only legitimate government of China. Taking 
the existing international reality into consideration, the US offered the Nationalists the 
‘two-China’ option that is one seat for Taiwan (ROC) and one seat for China (PRC) at 
the United Nations; however, Chiang repeatedly rejected this suggestion. (Tsai, 2009: 
190-191). The situation took a major turn when the policy of the United States 
changed in favour of the PRC government. In 1969, President Nixon decided to 
improve US relations with the PRC in order to avoid more costs and risks in the 
Vietnam War and to counter the Soviet Union in the Cold War. In the early 1970s, 
after two decades of political stability and economic prosperity, Taiwan encountered 
a series of diplomatic setbacks. The biggest event was when Nixon announced in 
1971 that he would visit Beijing in 1972 to seek new relations with China (Hsiau, 
2000). In the same year, the PRC government took over the ROC government’s seat 
in the United Nations as “representative of China” and in the following year, the US 
and the Chinese authorities in Beijing signed the Shanghai Communiqué, in which 
the US “acknowledged” that there was only one China and that Taiwan was part of it 
(Huang, 2005). Although this Communiqué was made without any involvement of the 
people of Taiwan, Taiwan became a non-sovereign nation. This occurred even 
though it had its own government, constitution, people and land. Under these 
conditions, many people in Taiwan felt that Taiwan had been abandoned by the 
international community. While China “advanced to a national one [identity]”, Taiwan 
was “relegated to a territorial regional identity” (Shih, 2002: 12). It can be said that 
the formation of Taiwan’s regional identity relates closely to this forced political 
regionalism (i.e. not ‘nation-state identity’) (see Section 2.3 for detailed discussion on 
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the formation of Taiwan’s regional identity). 
After the death of Chiang Kai-shek, Chiang Ching-kuo succeeded his father as the 
president of the ROC in 1978. The following year, in order to oppose the 
Kuomintang’s one-party rule structure and the international setbacks, a large number 
of opposition leaders and local activists (e.g. Chang Chun-hung, Huang Shin-chieh, 
Chen Chu, Yao Chia-wen, Shih Ming-teh, Chen Shui-bian, Annette Lu) began the 
International Human Rights Day demonstration in the major southern Taiwan city, 
Kaohsiung, calling for a democratic Taiwan. Many people were injured in this event 
(also known as the Kaohsiung Incident 高雄美麗島事件) due to provocative action 
played by the government agents in the crowd, which caused panic and violence 
(Manthorpe, 2009: 209). This liberal movement led to the arrest of many of these 
activists by the KMT. The Kaohsiung Incident prompted the radicalisation of the 
opposition movement in the 1980s and “gave birth to the modern Democratic 
Progressive Party” (ibid.). With the formation of the Democratic Progressive Party 
(DPP) in 1986, a demand was made for the KMT to hold a direct election of the 
president and the members of Legislative Yuan (similar to Parliament) (Hsiau, 2000: 
06).  
During Chiang Ching-kuo’s presidency, he met with opposition from within his party 
due to his reform policies and his wishes to restructure the KMT to become a more 
democratic government. It was not until the end of Chiang Chin-kuo’s presidency 
and upon his death in 1987, that his successor Lee Teng-hui (at the time Vice 
President) carried out his wishes by pressuring the Legislative Yuan to end Martial 
Law. In the following year, political parties were allowed to register, restrictions were 
lifted (e.g. publication of newspapers was allowed) and the 40-year ban on visits to 
the mainland was lifted (Manthorpe, 2009: 210). In 1996, Lee became the first 
democratically-elected president. Moreover, the Second Legislative Representative 
Election was held in 1992. This was the first time that a direct election had been held 
for the legislature in Taiwan since the 1948 election in China. This changed the 
membership of the Legislative Yuan from mainly mainlanders to mainly Taiwanese 
and, more importantly, 1/3 of the seats were taken by the DPP and non-party 
members. 
The above brief introduction summarises Taiwan’s history and colonial experiences. 
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In the following sections, the ethnic groups and languages in Taiwan will be 
introduced. Both elements are part of the features of Taiwan’s regional literature 
which portray Taiwan’s regional place and identity. 
2.2 Ethnicity and Language Development in Taiwan 
Taiwan’s population can be divided into four major groups chronologically according 
to the time they moved to the island: 2% Austronesian aboriginal (14 tribes), 73% 
Southern Min/Hoklos, 12% Hakka and 13% Mainlanders (Encyclopedia of Taiwan, 
2011). The latter three are ethnically Chinese. Most of the current Southern Min and 
Hakka in Taiwan are descendents of Han Chinese, who emigrated from the Southern 
provinces of China in the 17th, 18th and 19th century. Mainlanders are those who 
came to Taiwan with Chiang Kai-Shek and his party after he lost the Chinese Civil 
War in 1949.  
It is important to note that the scope of this thesis mainly focuses on the major Han 
group, the Hoklo people (including Hakka), as they were the earliest immigrants on 
the island of Taiwan. The post-1949 immigrants and their settlement in Taiwan are 
another domain which is outside the scope of this study. The history of aboriginal 
groups on the island and their cultural development is rather complex and different 
from that of the Han Chinese which is outside the scope of this thesis as well.  
As mentioned in Section 2.1, Taiwan’s first inhabitants were Austronesian aborigines. 
The immigration of Han people to the island changed the ecological distribution of 
tribal groups on Taiwan. Those who adopted Han culture and were under daily Han 
control were called ‘plain tribes 平埔族’ or ‘cooked barbarians 熟番’ and those who 
did not integrate with Han people and lived in the high central mountains, on Orchid 
Island or on the eastern plain of Taiwan were called ‘mountain tribes 高山族’ or ‘raw 
barbarians 生番 ’ (Chiung, 2004: 113; Brown, 2004: 8). Many Taiwanese today 
descend from intermarriages between Han people (mainly hoklos) and plains 
aborigines since the 17th century as many Chinese immigrants to Taiwan were men 
(ibid.: 8; Brown, 1996: 50-55; Hsu, 1980). Many Taiwanese, therefore, do not share 
the same ethnicity and cultural experience as their mainland counterparts. 
The Hoklo people, also known as the Min-nan people (閩南人 Southern Min people), 
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were the first Han immigrants in Taiwan. The Hoklo people were primarily from two 
cities (Quanzhou 泉州 and Zhangzhou 漳州) in Fujian Province in southeast China. 
The dialects of Quanzhou and Zhangzhou are actually two different varieties of the 
Southern Min dialect. The two varieties were gradually merged into one after being 
influenced by the languages of plain tribes and the Japanese language in Taiwan 
(Chiung, 2004). Today, Min-nan people are the ethnic majority in Taiwan and the 
language they speak are generally called Tai-yu (Taiwanese). Hakka people came 
later, followed by more Hoklo people during the Qing dynasty. The meaning of Hakka 
in Chinese is ‘guest’. The language they speak is the Hakka dialect.  
A neutral explanation of language and dialect is that every form of language is a 
variety. As defined by Armstrong and Federici (2006: 11), “A language and its dialects 
are usually mutually intelligible to a high degree, and the essential relation between 
them is obviously one of dominance; in the jocular formulation sometimes used in 
linguistics, ‘a language is a dialect with an army and navy’.” Dialects tend to be 
associated with geographical area. It is often the case that different geographical 
areas have linguistic variations in regional accents (in terms of pronunciation) or 
dialects (distinguished by its vocabulary, grammar and pronunciation). Thus, 
recognising features of regional dialect can help us to identify a speaker’s 
geographical origins (see 2.3.2). 
As mentioned in 2.1.3, under Japanese rule, the colonial government’s policy was to 
gain control over Taiwanese people through language and cultural assimilation. 
(Chen, 1998: 12-21). Despite Japanese authorities suppressing the use of Chinese 
languages, Han people still used Classical Chinese (文言文) in literature and spoke 
local languages, the Southern Min dialect or the Hakka dialect (no written form), in 
daily life. Classical Chinese had been used as the standard written language since 
ancient China and up until the beginning of the 20th century. However, this was 
replaced by Vernacular Chinese 白話 in the early 1920s under the influence of the 
New Cultural Movement. Taiwan’s intellectuals also followed this movement closely 
for they believed that the use of Vernacular Chinese could help to improve the 
literacy of Taiwanese people when learning Mandarin (Lin, 2008). The Japanese 
language by the mid-1940s had become the dominant language on the island; many 
works and literature were created in Japanese (Brubaker, 1995). Developing 
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Vernacular Chinese on the island was therefore seen as one way to prevent the 
language from disappearing. 
When Taiwan came under the KMT control in 1945, Mandarin became the official 
language of Taiwan. Although ‘Mandarin’ is the official language in both mainland 
China and Taiwan, it has developed differently in each place, in such a way that 
vocabulary and pronunciation and writing systems are different. The result of “de-
Japanising” the island and language assimilation in Mandarin under the control of the 
Nationalist government from the 40s until the 70s was very successful and had a 
great impact on Taiwan’s citizens (Chen, 1998). Today, local Taiwanese over 50 
years old continue to use their native Taiwanese dialect or Hakka in their daily 
conversation. However, due to education and social pressure, many of their children 
can hardly use Taiwanese or Hakka fluently and some of them even had/have a 
sense of shame if they speak the dialect or speak with a Taiwanese accent when 
they speak Mandarin (Chou, 2010; Feifel, 1994; Hsiao, 1997; Hong, 1992; Wachman, 
1994). Local Taiwanese often speak Mandarin with a Taiwanese accent, known as 
‘Taiwanese Mandarin (台灣國語)’. The accent can be either weak or strong according 
to one’s social and educational background, but in general, Taiwanese Mandarin is in 
many ways different from that of the Beijing standard, not only in phonological 
differences but also in syntactical and lexical features (see 2.3.1).  
It is also worth noting that Taiwan continues to use ‘Traditional Chinese 繁體 (the 
original complex form of Chinese characters)’ while China changed its writing system 
to ‘Simplified Chinese 簡體’ in 1956. The phonetic system of the Mandarin language 
“注音符號 (zhu yin fu hao) or bopomofo” in Taiwan (which was widely used in the 
mainland as well until the 1950s) is also different from the pinyin system of China 
today. Formulated in 1913, the phonetic spelling was created from the ancient Han 
scripts (e.g. ㄅ[b], ㄆ[p], ㄇ[m]) (see Table AA-4).  
When the DPP (Democratic Progressive Party) came to power in 2000, the inferior 
status of the Taiwanese dialect (Tai-yu) began to change. Under the DPP’s new 
educational policy, the promotion of Taiwan’s dialects and aboriginal languages 
became the priority in schools. Their policy was to challenge the legitimacy of 
Mandarin as Taiwan’s only language and the KMT’s political stand on their China-
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centric policy (the sovereignty of the Republic of China: see 2.1.4). Official language 
planning agencies were also set up in 2002 to establish a standardised written 
system for Tai-yu and Hakka (Klöter, 2004). The inclusion of Tai-yu and other local 
languages into the school curriculum have helped native Taiwanese to gradually find 
their voice (ibid.).  
Language can be regarded not only as a tool of control; it can also be used as a 
“symbolic marker” to represent one’s ethnic and/or national identity (Oakes, 2001; 
Edwards, 1985). People’s common attitudes and perceptions toward one language 
are often affected by their sense of individual identity and their socio-political 
condition. The following section will present the interaction between language 
markers and identity. 
2.3 Language Attitudes and Identity in Taiwan 
2.3.1 Identity and Nation 
In the more recent, academic view, identity is not fixed or based on common 
ancestry; it is socially constructed and greatly influenced by our social, economic and 
political experience (Jenkins, 2004; Brown, 2004). Identity, in the more traditional 
view, is about “sameness” within the group, such as common ancestry, common 
culture and/or common physical type, but it is also about one’s “uniqueness (the 
differences [in contrast to other groups])” (Joseph, 2004). Jenkins (2004) claims that 
identity is not a ‘natural’ formation, but is a product of discourses between the 
individual and others, and to a great extent a socially constructed interpretation of 
selfhood. Jenkins goes on to claim that identity often is not just constructed as a 
sense of similarity with an identified group, but also as a sense of difference with 
other groups. Similarly, Brown (2004: xi), referring specifically to identity changes in 
Taiwan and China, also proposes that, “identity is based on social experience, not 
cultural ideas or ancestry.” The formation of identity and its implications are strongly 
affected by the common social experience involving economic and political 
influences (ibid., 02).  
Among various categories of identities, physical, geographical, ethnic, national, and 
social identities, etc., ethnic and national identities are two fundamental factors which 
people have involved in constructing a nation during the modern age (19-21 century). 
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To many theorists such as Smith (1987, 1991), the characteristics of a nation 
constitute a shared language, a common territory, a cohesive economic life, a 
common culture and/or a shared religion. In this sense, the construction of a nation 
is not a collective or creative illusion, but a shared conception. This latter aspect is 
foregrounded by Anderson (1991), who regards a nation as an “imagined 
community” where a sense of belonging is constructed by its members: “[nation] is 
an imagined political community – and imagined as inherently limited and sovereign 
(1991: 6).” A nation, therefore, which has supreme authority over its border, is 
constructed within clear boundaries (in terms of language or territory) between ‘us’ 
and ‘them’. Anderson sees these elements as human group constructions or 
ideas/self-images, which may or may not go along with state sovereignty (as for 
example in the case of Taiwan or Scotland) or even a clearly-demonstrated territory 
(e.g. the Jewish nation). 
Poole, in his works, claims that Anderson did not explain why the concept of a nation 
as an imagined object has such a strong impact on human consciousness – people 
are willing to fight for their countries, for example. In order to explain the reason, 
Poole (1999: 12-13) takes the view that a nation is not only an imagined community, 
but is also a form of identity which exists in the mode of individual self- and other-
awareness. According to Poole, if we want to further understand the link between 
nation and identity, we need to understand the concept of culture because nation is a 
specific cultural object that we recognise as ours. Cultures are produced and 
reproduced during our existence. Poole (1999: 13) states that the concept of culture 
refers to the process by which people acquire the knowledge which allows them to 
understand the various cultural artefacts and to recognise them as their own. It is the 
process by which members of the culture come to understand the meaning of the 
objects which form the culture, and crucially, that they find their identity in these 
objects.  
As Poole (ibid.: 14) states, “Our national culture provides a moment of self-
recognition through which we both confirm our individual existence and become 
conscious of ourselves as having a collective existence.” The formation of national 
identity is influenced by one’s social experience of the place in which they grew up 
and the cultural artefacts (e.g. language, custom, literature, music and so forth) they 
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learned and experienced throughout their lives. 
Language, is described by Joseph (2004), as the product of people’s interaction, in 
which people interact and share similar cultural experiences (e.g. regional customs, 
social class, etc.) through speech, writing and signs. People who share the same 
language experience and socio-political background, may often come to view their 
identity as unique and different from other groups. However, the explicit ideas about 
identity and the role of language in identity are also transmitted to other community 
members by influential figures in the community, such as writers or politicians. 
Therefore, the process by which people recognize their identity as being different 
from other groups is not an entirely natural and politics-free process. In other words, 
language can be seen as a marker of social identity which people use to distinguish 
themselves with outsiders (Tabouret-Keller, 1997). This happens especially under 
certain socio-political conditions (e.g. colonial experience) like that of Taiwan, Galicia 
(in Spain) and Quebec (in Canada). Most scholars view the equation of language 
with identity as being very much a social construct, as with a nation.  
As explained previously, Taiwan’s linguistic identity is complicated by the fact that 
Taiwanese (Tai-yu) was not only derived from Southern Min dialects (Chinese-region 
influence), but was also affected by the Japanese language and culture (colonial 
influence). Many words common in modern Taiwanese, such as kaban (bag), bentou 
(lunch box), tatami (Japanese straw floor coverings), ringo (apple), derive from 
Japanese. The language contact between the dominant language Mandarin and 
Taiwanese has also created a regional marker – Taiwanese Mandarin. For example, 
one of the characteristics of Taiwanese Mandarin is the lack of retroflex initials, like 
“chi 吃 (to eat) [the Standard Mandarin]” pronounced as “tsi [Taiwanese Mandarin]”. 
There are also differences in vowel sounds: “ge 各 (each) [the Standard Mandarin]” 
is pronounced “go [Taiwanese Mandarin]”. The syntax, such as the use of the 
auxiliary verbs in Taiwanese “beh 要 (want)” and “u 有 “do/have” also became a 
feature of Taiwanese Mandarin (Brubaker, 1995: 41-43).  
As discussed previously, language is often a basis of identity construction and is 
regarded by its members and outsiders as a marker of identity. The question is 
whether all the linguistic factors that occurred in Taiwan can be seen as one of the 
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symbolic markers that distinguish Taiwan from China. 
2.3.2 Linguistic Markers in Taiwan 
Section 2.2 indicates that the most accepted variety of a language usually becomes 
the standard variety of a country. The distinction between standard and dialect is 
often “manipulated by the dominant sector of a society in order to discriminate 
against a minority group” (Oakes, 2001: 21). The perceived inferior status of people 
who speak the dialect or regional accent is often deliberately reinforced or 
disseminated by a dominant government or society. For example, the languages that 
a working class people speak are categorised by the dominant class as vulgar, low 
or barbarous (Fairclough, 2001). However, there are also positive values associated 
with regional dialects. Most dialect users often have a sense of solidarity towards 
fellow dialect users and the language they use which is denied by the outsiders. This 
often occurs while at the same time they share the socially-dominant negative view 
of their own language-use.  
As mentioned in 2.2, the most used language varieties in Taiwan are the Taiwanese 
dialect, Hakka and Mandarin Chinese. Each of these varieties, which are spoken by 
different groups of people in Taiwan, may be seen as reflecting stereotyped 
characteristics of its speaker group by others and often by speakers themselves.  
Code-mixing and switching (the use of two or more languages or dialects) in 
conversation is very common among people of Taiwan. Auer (1998) gives the 
following definitions: in mixing, “one code’s sentences contain embedded words and 
phrases from the other code”; in switching, the codes change “between a clause, a 
sentence, or longer”.  
Code-switching and/or -mixing may also be a marker of identity with a bilingual or bi-
dialectal group. For example, the Hoklo people often speak with non-Hoklo speakers 
in a code-switching style between the Taiwanese dialect and Mandarin. This 
behaviour of changing from one language to another can be explained by linguistic 
and social factors (Crystal, 1997). One possible reason for the Hoklo people, 
especially the older generation, switching between languages is due to the fact that 
speakers cannot express themselves fully in one language (in this case, Mandarin), 
so switching to the Taiwanese dialect can make up for the deficiency. Yet, one’s 
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social group and attitude toward the listeners can also be expressed and identified 
through code-switching. For instance, speaking the Taiwanese dialect or expressing 
oneself in a code-mixing style (e.g. Japanese + Taiwanese + Mandarin) to a fellow 
user can denote friendliness. In other words, people’s feelings towards their own 
language (e.g. a certain regional dialect) often result from an interaction between 
their own language attitudes and their social environment.  
A language attitude is defined as a person’s feelings about his or her own language 
or the language of others (Crystal, 1997). According to Oakes (2001: 04), “Language 
attitudes are largely the product of strategies used to construct social identities.” 
Language attitudes can therefore be used to understand language ideologies within 
a given society. As Hsiao (1997: 304) stated, “language ideology is related to the 
social position and experience of a group and to their political, economic, and 
symbolic interests, [which] will to lead to the understanding of social relationships in 
a specific society”. The study of language attitude can be a way of identifying the 
group’s ideology toward their culture and society and may help to show how identity 
developed throughout history.  
2.3.3 The Formation of the Taiwanese Identity 
Taiwanese identity, as previously explained, is complicated and ambiguous. Under 
Japanese colonisation, Taiwanese people (Hoklos and Hakkas) were greatly 
influenced by the Japanese culture, language and social order. Nevertheless, they 
still preserved their Han culture tradition and language in their daily lives. However, 
as explained in 2.1.3, a new sense of solidarity, the idea of “Taiwanese”, started to 
emerge from different language groups on the island during the Japanese 
occupation (Brubaker, 1995: 18). As stated by Brown (2004: 10), group identity “is 
ultimately held together by common socio-political experience.” One example can be 
taken from Chiung’s (2004: 107) description of these changes, “Those immigrant 
identities, once attached to the place of their ancestors such as [Zhangzhou people] 
and [Quanzhou people] have been replaced by a developing sense of being a 
[Taiwanese] in contrast to being Japanese.” Intellectuals also made efforts by 
establishing journals and organising opposition groups, in order to preserve Han 
Chinese culture as developed in Taiwan. Anti-colonial sentiment and a growing 
sense of solidarity among local Taiwanese (e.g. Hoklos) indicated the emergence of 
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a new form of identity – a distinctive cultural identity that combined Han cultural 
tradition and colonial experience. 
In postcolonial Taiwan, when the island was taken over by the KMT and under 
Martial Law, the longer-term ‘local’ residents of Taiwan (in this case Hoklos and 
Hakka) faced a different dilemma, that of dual identity – that they were Taiwanese 
and/or Chinese. Local Taiwanese began to notice differences from the post-1949 
immigrants in terms of culture, social habits, and the use of languages and customs. 
Both locals and mainlanders during their separation had experienced different 
economic, socio-political, cultural and historical conditions that not only distinguished 
Taiwan from the mainland but also separated it in terms of languages, social 
manners and way of thinking. For instance, Taiwan was colonised by Japan for fifty 
years. Mainland China, on the other hand, experienced a shorter, but more violent 
occupation by Japan. In addition, China experienced a long period of war-lordism 
followed by the Civil War between Nationalists and Communists. Due to these 
differences and the conflicts with the mainlanders led by the KMT (for details refer 
back to 2.1.4), the regional identity of local Taiwanese no longer had to do with the 
issue of being Han Chinese as in Japanese colonial times but with the issue of 
fighting for equal status in comparison with people who came from mainland China 
after 1949.  
Influenced by the political and cultural situations, Taiwanese people may have 
confused feelings about their identities as Taiwanese, or Chinese, or both Taiwanese 
and Chinese. These views often overlap. As Hamrin and Wang (2004: 341) describe, 
“Taiwan citizens face the implicit contradiction between supporting Taiwan 
independence and maintaining a strong Chinese identity – the question of whether 
they are citizens of Taiwan or culturally ‘Chinese’.” The fuzziness and overlapping 
value of identities can be quite hard to categorise in terms of culture, history and 
politics. 
For example, from the PRC point of view, Taiwan is a Chinese region in terms of 
politics and culture; however, from the DPP-oriented view, Taiwan is a separate 
country within the Chinese cultural world. The diverse views regarding Taiwanese 
identity is a phenomenon of social and political identity. The interplay between these 
diverse views on Taiwanese identity has had influence not only on political issues 
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regarding Taiwan’s status, but also on cultural issues, like Taiwanese writing and 
literature.  
Under the influence of Han Chinese culture, Taiwan can be said to be part of the 
Chinese cultural world; however, it has its own distinctive geography, language, 
identity, history, culture and political status which can be construed in the idea of 
“regionalism”. Regionalism refers to specific features (e.g. dialect, history, and 
customs) of a particular place where people share a regional experience (see 
detailed explanation in 2.3.4). Due to the unique situation of the Taiwan-China 
conflict, the general understanding of Regionalism needs to be contextualised and 
historicised in the context of Taiwan’s situation. The term ‘Regionalism’ will be 
defined in the following section. 
2.3.4 Regionalism in Taiwan  
Regionalism in general can be explained either in terms of politics or literary 
movements. Regionalism in politics is a political ideology that a certain group of 
people in a specific region share to pursue political power for autonomy or 
independence (Veggeland, 1996). Ideology, as Van Dijk (1998: 48-49) defines, 
“consist[s] of those general and abstract social beliefs and opinions (attitudes) of a 
group.” Regionalism in terms of literary movement focuses on the development of 
regional literature, creating a sense of a regional identity that centres on the political 
representation and construction of identity via language in literature (Campbell, 
2007). Taiwan’s Regional Literature was created when writers and intellectuals were 
seeking to identify who they were and the place to which they belonged. 
Taiwan’s Regionalism not only has its own political ideology but it has also generated 
a literary movement and vice versa. In terms of political ideology, an anti-colonial 
sentiment as presented in 2.1.3 developed during Japanese colonisation, which 
generated a new Taiwan identity. Under Japanese colonisation, Taiwan’s intellectuals 
never forgot their Han identity and continued to express this ideology (i.e. the shared 
beliefs regarding their identity) in the works they created. The same thing happened 
to the intellectuals who were born locally on the island after the ROC government 
took power. A strong sense of Taiwanese identity was gradually developed under 
Martial Law and especially after Martial Law was lifted, when people could express 
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their views freely.  
Owing to the above mentioned experience, Taiwan is represented in literature as a 
symbolic place where people in Taiwan belong and which has distinctive features 
that can differentiate it from Chinese culture, although Taiwanese culture has long 
been seen as part of the Chinese cultural world (Tu, 1997). Taiwan’s liminal position 
at the crossroads between Han Chinese origin and other cultural identities from its 
colonial experiences have become a self-definition of its place. Taiwan’s Regional 
Literature, which encompasses linguistic features like Taiwanese expressions, the 
Japanese language, Taiwanese Mandarin, and cultural elements such as religions, 
customs and so on, has become an important medium for representing Taiwanese 
identity and belonging.  
2.4 Regional Literature in Taiwan 
The original term Xiang Tu Literature (鄉土文學), which has been translated as 
Regional Literature, Nativist Literature or Literature of the Soil, literally means 
‘homeland-soil literature’. As Faurot (1980: 3) shows, regional literature “refers to 
literature written about the ordinary people and customs of the local region… .” 
Taiwan’s Regional Literature cannot be simply defined as a literature written about 
the ordinary people of the island. The characteristics of Taiwanese literature have 
evolved in specific socio-historical conditions that require us to look into the details of 
Taiwan’s historical context and background. According to Chen (2007: 27), “The 
character of Taiwan’s recent history derives not only from the period of Japanese 
occupation but also from the political authoritarianism of the post-war period. If we 
wish to discuss the culturally pluralistic character of contemporary literature, it is 
necessary to locate that literature within this socio-historical context”. 
The political and economic situations of Taiwan (e.g. Japanese colonisation, Taiwan 
under Martial Law; economic development and the effects on the agricultural society) 
have gradually shaped the formation of Taiwan’s identity. Influenced by these social 
conditions, writers were inspired to create stories similar to the world they were living 
in. Their aim was to make people on the island aware of their identity, culture and 
history. As cultural identity is often shaped by socio-political changes, regional 
writers’ creations show a growing sense of identity in society at large. Their works 
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not only actively help to create a sense of regional identity, but also help to create 
and shape that identity. Weedon (2004: 62) indicates that novels of such texts 
generate empathy and identification and “can initiate the development of new forms 
of identity for readers.” Regional writers’ creations inspire readers to explore the 
images of Taiwanese people, their homeland and social conditions. Moreover, the 
power of these literary works is that they provide opportunities for readers of the 
same/different generations or cultures to gain knowledge of a specific culture or 
place. 
Because Taiwan is a post-colonial hybrid society, its regional literature usually 
involves an amalgamation of more than three cultures and languages. These include 
standard Chinese, Taiwanese, Japanese and American languages and cultures. 
Taiwan’s regional writers combine different linguistic and cultural elements in their 
works to represent the changes of Taiwan’s cultural identity pre- and post-1945 
(Hillenbrand, 2007).  
This combination of languages also gives an air of authenticity and helps writers to 
construct linguistic situations from Taiwan in the stories (e.g. local Taiwanese speak 
Taiwanese dialect, Taiwanese Mandarin and some Japanese). The linguistic signals 
(e.g. Taiwanese dialect) which appear in Taiwan’s regional literature reflect the views 
of regional writers about their homeland and their roots, highlighting the language 
difference between the local and the ruling power (Hsu, 1997: 228). The cultural 
content signals identified in the regional literature, including proverbs, idioms and 
expressions which reflect Taiwanese traditions, customs and rituals, also play the 
role of highlighting the hybrid nature of Taiwan’s existence (see examples in Chapter 
5). 
The development of Taiwan’s Regional Literature may be divided into three phases: 
literary reforms in the early 1920s and early 1930s, the effect of early KMT rule and 
the 2-28 Incident during the 1940s and 1960s and Xiang Tu Literature in the 1970s 
(Wang 1980: 43-70). Each of these phases will be presented in the following sub-
sections. 
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2.4.1 First Phase: Literary Reforms in the Early 1920s and 
Early 1930s 
Literary and linguistic reforms4 in the 1920s and 1930s had a great influence on 
Taiwan’s literary development (see Section 2.2). Young writers supported the idea of 
literary reform by using the colloquial style of Mandarin Chinese.  
The distinctiveness of the Taiwanese culture became a focal point in intellectual 
activity. In the early 1930s, the political situation gave rise to the promotion of Xiang 
Tu Literature. As mentioned in 2.2, local Taiwanese writers began to create fiction or 
stories in Japanese after long periods of Japanese occupation. The advocacy of 
Xiang Tu Literature evoked a strong socio-political sentiment toward Japanese 
policies, e.g. towards those forcing the islanders to eliminate their ethnic 
consciousness making Japanese Taiwan’s official language. In order to resist 
Japanese cultural assimilation (custom and language), some Taiwanese writers 
advocated the use of native Taiwanese as the language of their literary creativity to 
fulfil what they saw as a historical mission (Wang, 1980). Their mission was to tell 
stories about the people of Taiwan and what they had experienced on the island. 
Scenes of rural areas and the life of ordinary people, seen as typical of the island, is 
often the main theme of these stories.  
In the first period of the Xiang Tu Literature movement, the use of the Taiwanese 
dialect and focus on the rural world could be seen as resistance toward Japanese 
assimilation. After Taiwan returned to the ROC government (also known as Taiwan’s 
Retrocession/Restoration) in 1945, the development of Xiang Tu Literature entered a 
new phase. 
2.4.2 Second Phase: Early KMT Rule during the 1940s and 
1960s 
In the second phase of Taiwan’s Regional Literature, the Xiang Tu writers of the 
1950s and 1960s depicted figures from the lower layer of society where people 
suffered and struggled to make a living (Wang, 1980). They used language and 
character to satirize and to present the social and economic conditions (this was the 
                                               
4 China’s new intellectual leaders, especially Hu Shi, launched a literary revolution to replace the classical style 
of writing in Mandarin with a vernacular style. 
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time when Taiwan received economic aid from America). Most of the short stories 
written during this period implicitly suggested “the unconscious hostility of the 
peasants toward the metropolitan civilization” (Wang, 1980: 50). The two most 
important Xiang Tu writers of this period, Hwang Chun-ming (Huang Chuenming) 
and Wang Chen-ho (Wang Zhenhe), illustrated the early encounter of villagers with 
the world of modernisation. The frustration, the pressure of capitalism and the 
tragedies of individuals were the main themes of their works. Because political 
criticism was not overt, writing in the Xiang Tu genre did not attract so much criticism 
or repression from the government during this period. 
In short, Xiang Tu writers during this period projected the collision between the rural 
and metropolitan in their stories. Regionalism in Xiang Tu literature during this period 
conveyed Taiwanese local tradition, dialects, ordinary people’s lives and their 
economic situation. 
2.4.3 Third Phase: Xiang Tu Literature in the 1970s 
When the United States switched recognition from Taiwan to the PRC in 1979, many 
intellectuals in Taiwan demanded democratic reform and, at the same time, started to 
ask the Nationalist government to recognise the mistake they had made in the 2-28 
incident (Simon, 2003: 119-120). In such a climate, a wave of political and social 
reforms started and this generated a distinct “back to Xiang Tu (homeland)” cultural 
trend. Xiang Tu Literature in the 1970s played a major role in new cultural trends. 
The theoreticians of Xiang Tu Literature advocated a type of literature that 
condemned social inequality (e.g. the impact of modernisation on agricultural society) 
and arbitrary hegemony (e.g. blue collar class versus ruling class) (Wang, 1980: 54). 
What happened in the third phase of Xiang Tu Literature was that some of the 
regional artists began to value/promote local identity and at the same time express 
support for social justice in their works. In addition, Xiang Tu Literature almost 
became the socio-political documents that theoreticians used to express their 
opinions. 
It can also be said that a new ethnic consciousness was gradually infused into the 
content of Xiang Tu Literature (i.e. Taiwanese consciousness versus Chinese 
consciousness). This trend generated an ideological conflict between Mainlanders 
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and Taiwanese on the island (Wang, 1980: 61). Official authorities accused Xiang Tu 
writers of creating separatism between Mainlanders and Taiwanese because of their 
occasional use of the native dialect in their writing (ibid.). They believed that the 
works which regional writers wanted to portray were not far away from the concept of 
socialism which Communism was trying to pursue. For example, their works often 
reflected the social inequality and the impact of modernisation on peasants. 
Moreover, since 1927, a prolonged conflict with Chinese Communists, which 
culminated in the setting up of the People’s Republic of China on the mainland, and 
later the flight to Taiwan of the Nationalist (KMT) government in 1949, made the KMT 
government fear that regional authors’ works would affect ordinary people’s way of 
thinking and share leftists’ views on social policies (see also 2.1.4). As result of this, 
the KMT propagated fear of Communism in the people of Taiwan during the White 
Terror and the Martial Law years after establishing power in Taiwan (Watchman, 
1994; Shih, 2007). Many intellectuals were charged as leftists or spies. 
Wang To, a pioneer and activist of Regional Literature, gave a direct reply to the 
government’s accusation: Xiang Tu means Taiwan. According to him, Xiang Tu 
Literature “grows in the sense that it is precisely literature that bases itself on the soil 
of Taiwan’s real society in order to reflect social reality and people’s life and 
expectations. … This kind of literature, I think, should be called “realistic” literature, 
not “Xiang Tu” literature” (Wang 1978, in Hsiau, 2000: 71). What Wang To was trying 
to say was that government officials were confusing the idea of socialism and 
communism with realism. Realism is a form of art that claims to realistically reflect 
elements of social concern and people or things as they actually are (Soanes and 
Stevenson, 2005). In other words, the social realities that Taiwan regional writers are 
signalling in their writings are based on what they have seen.  
Xiang Tu Literature in the late 1970s and the 1980s gradually developed into 
“Taiwanese Literature” which contained political ideological elements in their works. A 
few major Xiang Tu writers, such as Wang To, decided to devote their time to 
opposition politics. As the literature moved into the arena of politics, it was 
suppressed by the Nationalist government. Many of the opposition leaders and 
activists were arrested at the Human Rights Day demonstration in 1979. Although 
certain regional writers chose the political route, the spirit of Xiang Tu, which 
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concerns society and shows people’s hardship, continued to grow in other forms of 
the arts (e.g. music, art, dance, etc.) and new regional writers and artists were 
emerging. 
2.5 Regional writers: The Case Studies 
2.5.1 Wang Chen-ho (1940-1990) 
As mentioned in Chapter 1, this research will mainly focus on the study of Wang 
Chen-ho’s prose in English translation. Wang was regarded as one of the well-known 
regional writers and a literary figure in his time. His novels and short stories make 
use of a variety of languages, including the Taiwanese dialect, the Mandarin of 
Taiwan, some classical Chinese, local slang, English and Japanese (Hsu, 1997: 231). 
He also created grammatical structures that brought Western syntax into his works. 
His style of writing showed how Taiwan was influenced by different cultures and how 
people gradually changed their sense of identity away from China.  
Wang was born in 1940 in Hualian, Taiwan and died in 1990 from nasopharyngeal 
carcinoma. He graduated from the Department of Foreign Languages and Literature 
at the National Taiwan University and his first job was a high school English teacher. 
In 1969, he went to work for Taiwan Television Enterprise (TTV) in an editorial group. 
By that time, he had produced many short stories and was well known for his fiction. 
His first short story Ghost, North Wind, People was published in his second year at 
university, majoring in English Language and Literature. In this early period his 
stories were filled with naturalistic descriptions, but then he gradually became a 
satirist. The majority of his works produced in the 1970s and 1980s, including Xiaolin 
in Taipei, Auntie Lai-chun's Autumn Sorrows and Shangri-la, are satires. As Berry 
(2002) described him, “Wang emerged as a strong literary figure whose unique voice 
effortlessly straddled the seemingly contradictory worlds of the Taiwanese modernist 
and nativist schools.” His works represent the hardship of ordinary people in the 
changing society of Taiwan during the 1970s. This was a period when people came 
to experience the transition from a simple and hard-working agricultural society to a 
complex, dishonest and competitive economic society.  
Wang liked to employ elements such as absurdity, ridicule, sorrow and comedy in the 
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narratives. However, he himself once stated that the main purpose of constructing 
stories with a humorous effect and in multi-languages was to “present real voices in 
the story” (Gao, 1997: 33-35). In this way, people’s daily language could be recorded 
and the history of Taiwan could be preserved in written form. In order to help the 
source readers understand their languages, culture and history which were not 
familiar to their generation, Wang often provided notes or explanations on his works. 
His style of writing, e.g. with numerous in-text annotations or footnotes, actually 
forces readers to think carefully about what they read. In fact, scanning his works 
may lead to confusion even for the source text readers. The following subsections 
will introduce three case studies of Wang’s works. 
2.5.1.1 The Novel Rose, Rose, I Love You  
In his stories, Wang liked to make burlesque of his characters by making fun of his 
characters with physical disabilities or deformities. Wang’s erotic type of humour 
appeared in his satire Rose, Rose, I Love You which is a story about 300 American 
GIs coming from Vietnam to the coastal city of Hualien for a weekend visit in 1960s 
Taiwan. As presented by Goldblatt (1998:viii), “The setting of the novel is the coastal 
city of Hualien, a relative backwater in 1960s Taiwan. […] the central action of Rose, 
Rose, I Love You takes place in a single day, and centers on the opening ceremony 
of a crash course for ‘bar girls to be’ in a lovingly described Christian church that is 
then defiled by an assemblage of flesh-peddlers and the flesh they peddle, as ‘The 
Lord’s Prayer’ completes with visions of untold riches from a project with strong 
nationalistic overtones.”  
Being persuaded by Councilman Qian, the main character Dong Siwen (a fat English 
teacher who cannot stop breaking wind) begins to train fifty specially selected 
prostitutes to speak English, to know about American culture and the importance of 
personal hygiene. The main goal is not to leave Americans with a poor impression of 
Taiwan. Dong believes that all his plans for training prostitutes to please American 
GIs can actually help his nation win America’s heart. Rose is therefore a low and 
high burlesque, which contains an absurd plot that brings out comic effects. In the 
novel Rose, Wang Chen-ho also used a great deal of idiosyncratic Taiwanese dialect 
with strong local flavours and casual syntax to demonstrate ordinary people’s life.  
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2.5.1.2 Two Short Stories An Oxcart for a Dowry and Sulan’s 
Getting Married 
A protagonist’s physical disease or deformity was something Wang often used in his 
stories to reflect the eccentric mirror image of ordinary people. The protagonist 
Wanfa in An Oxcart for a Dowry is an oxcart driver who has difficulty in hearing and 
whose wife, Ahao, is having an affair under his nose with a young clothing peddler 
called Jian. When he finally expels Jian from his house, things are not going his way. 
His former employer hires him to cart goods but the ox he assigned to him goes wild 
and kills a child. When Wanfa is released from prison, Jian buys him an oxcart in 
exchange for being with Ahao once a week. Although Wanfa is ashamed of the 
situation, he has no choice but to play the fool.  
Another short story, Sulan’s Getting Married is about a bright young girl, Sulan, who 
cannot cope with the pressure of studying for her university entrance exam and 
suddenly loses her mind. She became better after years of treatment, but her 
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Xin, had already spent a lot of money on her mental problems. 
She later married a young man, Mr. Zhu. Yet, soon after their wedding day, he 
discovered that Sulan was not acting normally, so he began to beat her up and even 
put her in a cage to control her behaviour. After Mr. and Mrs. Xin discovered that 
their daughter was tortured and mentally ill again, they had no choice but to send her 
to the mental hospital. The story goes on to describe how while she is being treated 
in a mental hospital Sulan’s mother (Mrs. Xin) was forced by difficult circumstances 
to make money from a roadside stall after Sulan’s father was injured in an accident 
at work. The story of Sulan demonstrates the concept of powerlessness. In the 
process of modernisation, many people suffered from the economic changes, 
especially those who were at the bottom of society. They had no power to change 
their circumstances but only to accept their fate by working manually and hourly to 
survive. This phenomenon of the 70s drew Wang’s attention, and he wrote stories 
about different individuals and their experiences. 
2.5.2 Hung Hsing-Fu (1949-1983) 
Hung Hsing-fu (Hong Xingfu) was born after the Second World War in a poor rural 
village of central Taiwan near the sea. He was a promising writer and received 
several literary awards in Taiwan. Unfortunately, he died in a car accident in 1982 
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when he was just 33 years old. Unlike other regional writers who explicitly and 
implicitly expressed their anti-colonialist ideology in their works, most of Hung’s 
works related to rural areas and the lives of farmers (Chen and Lin, 1998-2005). With 
his family background, he was devoted to portraying the hardship of farming and the 
transformation of economy from an agricultural society to an industrial society during 
the 50s and 60s in Taiwan. Similar to Wang Zhenhe, he liked to use Taiwanese slang 
and proverbs to portray the people of rural areas who were often illiterate and had 
strong beliefs in traditional values but who were often ignorant. Although life was 
difficult and stressful, Hung wanted to illustrate that these people still managed to be 
honest, brave and patient people. His famous short stories include Dark Face Kieng-
ah, The Play’s Over, My Land and many other poems and prose. The stories studied 
here are The Play’s Over and My Land which were both published in the 1978 
collection of his short stories entitled Dark Face Kieng-ah. 
2.5.2.1 Two Short Stories My Land and The Play’s Over 
The story My Land begins with the scene in which Ma Shui-sheng (the eldest son of 
the family) is trying to sell their last piece of family land for their parents. The time is 
around 1961, sixteen years after the end of Japanese colonisation in Taiwan. The 
story goes back and forth between the time when Ma’s family was still under 
Japanese rule and the time after Taiwan’s restoration under the rule of the Nationalist 
Government. Because of their parents’ illness, they have no alternative but to sell 
land that they once strove for with bleeding hands and the humiliation of kneeling on 
the ground crying for mercy to the Japanese. In the end, their parents discover that 
their sons have deceived them into believing that the lands were still theirs for all 
those years, but in fact, 10 acres of land had been sold to buy morphine to treat their 
illness. With anger and embarrassment, they hang themselves from the ceiling beam 
to end their lives. 
The story of The Play’s Over, on the other hand, portrays the decline of the outdoor 
Taiwanese Opera during the social transformation of Taiwan in the 70s. Outdoor 
Taiwanese Opera used to be popular at temple festivals, but it was gradually 
replaced by TV programs and indoor theatre performances. The story involves the 
stage act of a popular drama “Ch’in Hsiang-lien (秦香蓮)” and the actors of the Jade 
Opera Troupe’s real life situation off the stage. Through the eyes of the main 
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character Hsiu-chieh who plays Ch’en Shih-mei (陳世美) on the stage and off the 
stage in real life, readers see the decline of the outdoor Taiwanese Opera and the 
sorrow of the performers fighting for their livelihood.  
2.5.3 Wu Chuo-Liu (1900-1976) 
Wu Chuo-Liu (Wu Zhuoliu) was born in the Meiji era in the 5th year of the Japanese 
occupation of Taiwan. He was one of the outstanding students who could enter 
teacher training school during the Japanese occupation. Wu was competent in the 
Japanese language, spoke the Hakka dialect fluently and read Chinese classics and 
philosophy, but it was not until the age of 41 that he began to learn how to speak 
Chinese and listening comprehension in Nanjing, China. His first influential work, 
Orphan of Asia, was written in Japanese, published in Japan in 1956 and later 
translated into Chinese by Fu Enrong in 1962. His autobiography The Fig Tree was 
written in Chinese in the post-war years and published in 1968 in Taiwan Wenyi 
(Taiwan Literature) which was founded by Wu in 1964. Although it was published 
when Taiwan was still under Martial Law and touched upon the 2-28 Incident, the 
journal was not banned probably due to its limited circulation (Hunter, in Wu, 2002: 
vii). It was not until the work was republished in book form in 1970 that the 
government decided to ban the book. It was republished after Martial Law was lifted 
in 1988. 
2.5.3.1 The Fig Tree 
The Fig Tree, Wu’s autobiography, tells the readers about Wu’s childhood (e.g. 
listening to the stories about the resistance to Japanese occupation), education (e.g. 
was chosen to enter the Japanese school system), working as a teacher under 
Japanese rule and his experiences before and after the KMT took control of the 
island. With his background as a Japanese second class citizen and a person who 
could not speak Mandarin (of Hakka background), Wu wrote in his book that he 
realised the awkward situation he was in during his visit to wartime Shanghai in 1941. 
Hunter quoted Wu’s words in Renditions (1992: 84), “a Chinese who spoke no 
Mandarin, who traveled on a Japanese passport, and was seen by the mainland 
Chinese as a lackey of the Japanese and by the Japanese occupier as a potential 
traitor.” For Wu, the image of the fig tree was evoked during his stay in China where 
he worked as a translator and then a journalist. He realised he would not find his 
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own fulfillment in China, being an outsider, and therefore he decided to go back to 
Taiwan. It took time for Wu to discover his true feeling towards his home ‘Taiwan’. 
The development of Wu’s feelings towards Taiwan reflects the complexities of 
Taiwanese identity as described in 2.3.3. The formation of Taiwanese identity has 
been a gradual process and has been greatly influenced by those who ruled Taiwan, 
especially during the time of Japanese colonisation and the KMT regime. 
From the above stories, we can see that regional writers liked to portray the sense of 
helplessness borne by Taiwanese people either under Japanese or the KMT rule. In 
order to illustrate the social situation of Taiwan in their stories, they inserted various 
linguistic and cultural as well as other elements (e.g. political and ideological) in their 
writings. Based on the works that these three regional writers represent, the period 
that this thesis focuses on is the post-war years of the 60s and 70s in Taiwan when 
the generation of local Taiwanese still had memories of Japanese colonisation but 
were experiencing a new wave of political and economic transformation under KMT 
rule. The Textual Analysis in Chapter 5 will explain how translators have acted in 
order to convey these elements in their translations. 
Section 2.6 will present the reasons why it is important to present translations of 
Taiwanese literature in English to Western readers and to give the context of how 
these translations are promoted. 
2.6 The Promotion of Taiwan’s Literature in English 
The translation of Taiwan’s literature into foreign languages has been promoted since 
the 1970s, in particular by Pang-yuan Chi and David Der-wei Wang. Der-wei Wang is 
the director of the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation for International Scholarly 
Exchange (CCKF) and Pang-yuan Chi, who was the editor of The Chinese PEN for 
30 years, is one of the oldest pioneers in translating and promoting Taiwanese 
literature. Influenced by the setback of Taiwan’s diplomatic situation in the 1970s, Chi 
believed that the only way to save Taiwan and to make Taiwan well-known was to 
translate Taiwan’s literary works (Chi, 1998: 130-131). In her interview with Hsu 
(2001), Chi said, “For many years now, interested parties have quietly been 
promoting the translation of Taiwan’s literature into foreign languages, trying to break 
through the barriers of both spoken and written language. They have been building 
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bridges of communication with the outside world and advancing understanding of 
Taiwan’s culture.”  
The CCKF was founded in 1989 as a memorial to Chiang Ching-kuo (1910-1988), 
the former President of the ROC. The foundation was established to improve the 
situation with regard to the decline of Chinese study programs at American 
universities or overseas. According to Brown (2004: 03), “The CCKF pursues four 
goals: (1) encouragement of the study of Chinese culture and society, internationally; 
(2) support of international scholarly exchange through collaborative research, 
conferences, workshops, and publications; (3) advancement of widespread 
understanding of Taiwan; and (4) promotion of academic dialogue on matters facing 
contemporary global society.” One of the CCKF Centres for Sinological research was 
established in 1999 at Columbia University (see below). 
The CCKF and the Council for Cultural Affairs (CCA) have invested a substantial 
amount of money to sponsor translation projects of Taiwan’s literature (Liu, 2003). 
These organisations are likely to have political motivation to promote and sponsor 
Taiwanese literature in contrast to Chinese literature. For instance, under the 
sponsorship of the CCA and the Chiang Ching-kuo Foundation, Columbia University 
Press launched a series of modern literature from Taiwan in 1994. The Chinese 
PEN 5  (published by The Taipei Chinese Pen) and Taiwan Literature: English 
Translation Series6 (published by University of California, Santa Barbara) have also 
helped to publish translations of short stories, fiction and poetry and essays on the 
current state of literature, quarterly and biannually/twice a year respectively (Chi, 
1998). By publishing Taiwan’s literature in English, it is hoped that the voices of 
Taiwan can be heard and understood effectively in the international market (Tu, 
1996). With these sponsorships, the translators and editors have been building 
bridges of communication with the outside world and hoping Anglophone readers 
can have a better understanding of Taiwan’s culture and history.  
Among the novels and short stories that were translated during the 70s, 80s and 90s, 
many were Regional Literature. As previously mentioned, Taiwan’s Regional 
Literature was developed in the 50s, 60s and 70s when writers began to examine 
                                               
5 中華民國筆會季刊 (Quarterly since 1972) 
6 Sponsored by the Council for Cultural affairs (CCA) since 1996 
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their identity and sense of belonging under Japanese colonization (1895-1945) and 
then the rule of the Nationalist government under Martial Law (1949-1987) by using 
narrative and descriptive prose as a vehicle for presenting the distinctiveness of the 
island. Translation of Taiwan’s Regional Literature can potentially be used as a tool 
to show what Taiwan is really like and give English readers the opportunity to know 
more about Taiwan. It may also help target readers to understand Taiwan’s distinctive 
cultural and political situation through the text world. More information on translators’ 
background and target readership will be presented in Chapter 5 and Chapter 6. 
2.7 Summary 
Taiwan has developed its own cultural identity during all the political transformations 
and under extraneous cultural influences. Writers of the Regional Literature of 
Taiwan have constructed various cultural and political elements to signal Taiwan’s 
distinctive cultural identity in Regional Literature. The text world often consists of the 
following five major phases:  
I. Han Chinese Culture in Taiwan (since the 16th century) 
II. Japanese influences in Taiwan (1895-1945) 
III. The KMT rule after 1945 (Martial Law 1949-1987) 
IV. Western influences in Taiwan 
V. Regional elements and ideologies developed in Taiwan 
This chapter also presented the reason why it is important to promote Taiwanese 
regional literature in translation and the issue of conveying identity in translation. The 
following chapter is a Review of Literature which explores why it is important to study 
writers, the signals in the ST world, translators’ ideology and the effectiveness of the 
translation. 
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Chapter Three  
Literature Review 
3.1 Chapter Overview 
As presented in Chapter Two, there are several purposes in promoting Taiwan’s 
Regional Literature in English translations: one is to give Taiwan a voice in the target 
culture; the other is to signal the differences between the dominant Chinese cultural 
world and Taiwanese local culture. The present study of Taiwan’s regional literature 
in translation aims to focus on the question of, to what extent a translator has tried to 
reflect the regional identity of Taiwan in his/her works and to discover whether target 
readers could realise it.  
A “cognitive-pragmatic” approach to the phenomenon of how a translation 
communicates may help to reveal how readers’ and translators’ background 
knowledge influences the communication and reading of a work. For example, we 
can assume that people in Taiwan know how to distinguish the differences between 
Chinese and Taiwanese culture and identity, but can U.S. or U.K. target readers 
distinguish between these two if they have no background knowledge about the 
Taiwanese and Chinese language or literary works? In order to ascertain the effect of 
translation on communication, cognitive studies on readers’ responses, and the 
pragmatic and relevance theory (3.4 and 3.5 below) will be reviewed to discover how 
a translation is reconstructed from an original literary text and how real target 
readers may be affected by the translator’s re-creation. 
However, before discussing the issue of communication, the complexity that the 
translator may be confronted with in the process of translating post-colonial literature 
and other issues concerned with the communication of post-colonial literature via 
translation will be addressed. Section 3.2 will first present Taiwan’s situation in a 
colonial and post-colonial or neo-colonial context and then examine the relationship 
between the postcolonial theory and translation studies. Section 3.3 focuses on 
problem-solving techniques that translators use to convey intercultural elements in 
translation. 
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3.2 Post-colonial Theory and Translation Studies  
Translation of Taiwan’s regional literature into English is post-colonial in a double 
sense. On the one hand, the source works are written in, and describe, a post-
colonial environment. On the other hand, they are being translated in a post-colonial 
world, into the language of the world’s major post- and/or neo-colonial power.  
A theory-base for examining post-colonial translation in Taiwan, therefore, would 
encompass post-colonial literary theory as well as post-colonial translation theory. 
Post-colonial theory began as a political analysis of how colonized countries might 
eliminate the colonial legacy. Stemming from this, post-colonial literary theory 
focuses on the interpretation of literary texts produced in the former colonies rather 
than in dominant Western literature (Young, 2001). In the following sections, I will 
give an overview of how the process of colonisation and decolonisation affected the 
development of Taiwan’s literature. 
3.2.1 Colonialism and Decolonisation 
From the expansion of land to power control and from power control to wealth, 
European powers have expanded their territories all over the world since the 16 th 
century. Classic examples are the European invasions and occupations of Africa, 
Asia and the Americas. Colonialism, by definition, is therefore a practice of 
domination which involves political control over a dependent settlement or a 
conquered territory (Kohn, 2006). Although Western occupation in Taiwan never 
succeeded except partially and for short periods, Taiwan did experience 50 years of 
Japanese colonisation (see Chapter 2). With a strong belief in patriotism and 
ethnocentrism, Japan expanded its territories and military power to large parts of the 
South and East Asian countries until its defeat and loss of territories outside Japan in 
1945.  
Unlike other former colonised countries which continued to rely on their former 
colonisers, Taiwan in the Post World War period experienced a new political regime 
by the Nationalist government (KMT) which may be regarded as ‘internal colonial 
domination’ and at the same time the island was economically dependent on 
America, i.e. ‘neo-colonial domination’. The reason why KMT rule can be seen as 
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internal colonial domination is that it had the features of colonialism as just defined. 
In contrast with Japanese rule, KMT did not have its physical heartland in another 
geographic space when it ruled Taiwan. The KMT Diaspora elite had lost their 
physical presence in the ‘imagined’ Chinese homeland across the Straits. This 
Diaspora-from-overseas element of KMT rule gave it some colonial-type aspects 
whilst lacking others, such as economic subservience to another geographic and 
cultural space.  
According to Young (2001: 44), “Neocolonialism denotes a continuing economic 
hegemony that means that the postcolonial state remains in a situation of 
dependence on its former masters, and that the former masters continue to act in a 
colonialist manner towards formerly colonised states”. Taiwan’s situation however 
was different from the definition: the neo-colonial power (i.e. USA) was not the old 
colonial power, but a power that had defeated it (i.e. Japan) and taken over its East 
Asian sphere of interest. This makes the Taiwanese situation both post-colonial (with 
cultural but less economic influence from Japan) and neo-colonial (with strong 
cultural and especially economic/political influence from the U.S.).  
In most of the cases, many newly-emerged countries faced power struggles and 
economic instability domestically in the post-colonial period. Ordinary peoples’ lives 
were challenged by the uneven distribution of wealth in the process of economic 
development and modernization. A country may not only have external power 
imbalances (i.e. with other countries, like Taiwan-U.S.), but also internal ones (like 
the political situation of Taiwan). In other words, the situation of the under-privileged 
in post/neo-colonial states can arguably be called a double colonisation, especially 
with Taiwan, where the ruling elite was not indigenous (the local Taiwanese). 
3.2.2 Post-colonial Literature 
Post-colonial literary theory, according to McEwan (2009: 17), examines “literature 
produced both by authors in colonial countries and by colonised peoples responding 
to colonial legacies by ‘writing back’, or challenging colonial cultural attitudes through 
literature”. Post-colonial literature is thus the product of power transformations which 
involves language use, cultural representation, social inequality, etc. Postcolonial 
writers’ objectives may be to give the country a new voice to construct its 
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cultural/national identity through different linguistic and cultural elements, for 
example the use of dialects in narrative/dialogue or colonial events in a plot to 
oppose those who were in power and to express the suffering (Tymoczko, 1999).  
Post-colonial narratives in the narrow sense (i.e. storyline of a novel etc.), therefore, 
can give expression to experiences of colonisation and social conditions of a 
colonised country. Narrative, in the wider sense, can also mean a story believed in 
by a group or individual as an explanation for phenomena. As stated by Baker (2006: 
19), narratives are “public and personal ‘stories’ that we subscribe to and that guide 
our behaviour”. The narratives which Taiwanese regional writers tell may be strongly 
influenced by the narratives prevailing in society or the writer’s social group. 
Conversely, the stories they create may shape the views and attitudes of Taiwanese 
readers about what they believe with regard to themselves and others.  
3.2.3 Post-colonial Translation 
Post-colonial translation theories look at how post- and neo-colonial ideologies of 
politics and power affect translation processes and products. Bringing the concept of 
the colonisers versus the colonised into the picture has prompted translation 
theorists to examine both the original and the status of the translation produced in a 
post- and/or neo-colonial context. 
Post-colonial literary translation, like all literary translation, involves presenting 
aspects of the source writer’s culture to the target reader’s culture. However, many 
former colonies have more than one culture or language as a legacy of their colonial 
past, so their post-colonial literature may well reflect these multiple cultures and 
languages. How to construct a translation that reveals the full cultural and linguistic 
complexity of a post-colonial literary text therefore presents translators with a 
considerable challenge. Here, translators must make a choice between various 
strategies. They might simply try to preserve the ST’s complexity, but this can be an 
obstacle for TT readers to fully understand the text. For instance, TT readers may 
wonder why there are Japanese terms in the English translation of a Taiwanese 
novel. Conversely, translators may decide to describe or explain explicitly the 
multilingual and multicultural elements rather than try to reproduce them. They might 
do this for example by adopting techniques such as by adding an explanation in a 
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footnote or additional information in the translated text (Landers, 2001; Fawcett, 
1997; Tymoczko, 1999). However, this might disrupt the flow of the text and/or make 
it longer than the original.  
Translators and publishers often see post-colonial translation as a challenge worth 
undertaking, as there are potentially big advantages to be gained in the translation. A 
key advantage of post-colonial translation into a globalised language is that the 
formerly ‘inferior’ culture can finally assert itself in the world. Tymoczko (1999: 21), 
for example, describes the late colonial period in Ireland as a time when the Irish 
“seized translation of their own cultural heritage as one means of re-establishing and 
redefining their nation and their people”. The act of assertion involves a double 
ideological consciousness. Post-colonial texts are unavoidably informed by post-
colonial ideologies (assertion of a new Taiwanese “national self”, for example); 
and/or post-colonial translation unavoidably takes place across a neo-colonial power 
gap (Taiwan vs. USA, for example). Both can directly affect the target reader’s 
perception and cognition of what is often an unfamiliar source culture. In addition, 
since post-colonial literature in English translation may serve “the dual purpose of 
political resistance and the reaffirmation of identity”, it poses a great responsibility to 
translators, especially when a mixture of linguistic and cultural signals are involved in 
the ST (Sullivan, 2006: 36). 
3.2.4 Theoretical Approaches to Neo-colonial Translation 
Among theoretical models of translation studies, among the most controversial are 
Venuti’s domestication and foreignisation strategies, which are similar to 
Schleiermacher’s proposal in 1813 that a translation is either trying to lead the author 
to the reader or lead the reader to the author (Munday, 2001: 28). Venuti’s 
formulation, however, explicitly focuses on the global power implications of 
translation into U.S. English, as the language of a neo-colonial power. According to 
Venuti, 
[…] a fluent strategy performs a labour of acculturation which domesticates 
the foreign text, making it intelligible and even familiar to the target-language 
reader, providing him or her with the narcissistic experience of recognizing his 
or her own culture in a cultural other, enacting an imperialism that extends the 
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dominion of transparency with other ideological discourses over a different 
culture (1992: 05). 
Venuti, therefore, argues that domestication strategies (a target culture oriented 
theory) impose values of the target culture onto the foreign text and sees 
domestication, when the target culture is globally dominant, as potentially neo-
imperialist/colonial. Hence, he proposes a source culture oriented strategy in order to 
avoid the colonisation of the foreign culture by the target discourse in the target text. 
To him, 
[…] resistant strategies can help to preserve the linguistic and cultural 
difference of the foreign text by producing translations which are strange and 
estranging, which mark the limits of dominant values in the target-language 
culture and hinder those values from enacting an imperialistic domestication 
of a cultural other (1992: 13).  
Venuti argues that it is more important for a foreign culture to be retained in the TT 
even if the translation sounds strange and alienating. His idea of foreignisation 
strategy may allow a SL culture like that of Taiwan to be recognized in U.S. or U.K. 
Casanova also writes about how dominant and dominated languages interact in the 
global market but she is not concerned with translation style like Venuti. According to 
her, dominated cultures (e.g. Taiwan) may use a dominating language (e.g. English) 
to gain global power (Casanova, 2009).  
Venuti’s domestication and foreignisation strategies have been questioned by many 
researchers. As suggested by Rollason (2006: 4), these two terms “may no longer 
be appropriate in today’s rapidly globalising context. It may of course be asked 
whether the binary opposition implied by Venuti is actually necessary. […] inevitably, 
any translation in practice will combine one and [or] the other strategy, in the 
interests of intelligibility and, indeed, of selling the book and finding and keeping 
readers”. In other words, a translation may not only rely on one translation strategy 
but on several methods to attract different readers into the receiving market. And, 
access to receiving readers may be much more important than style of translation. 
Venuti’s idea of bringing the reader to the author in the foreignisation strategy may 
seem reasonable or practical when target readers have sufficient knowledge of the 
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source culture and language. However, those who have little or no knowledge of the 
ST culture may not be able to comprehend certain SL expressions or specific 
linguistic features in the TT when the translation is too literal or sounds too foreign 
(Bell, 1991). The intended meaning of the story may also be lost in the translation. 
Similarly, Pym argues that Venuti’s vision was based upon his own position as a 
university professor and as a competent reader and that he disregards the general 
readers’ level of competence which might estrange them from reading foreignised 
literary translation (1996: 175).    
3.3 Problem-solving Techniques for Intercultural 
Translation 
Other alternative translation approaches for conveying literature with rich source-
culture content (e.g. multiple languages, traditions, customs), including postcolonial 
narratives are, in general, less radical and controversial though also less closely 
geared to translation into a globally dominant culture. Tymoczko (1999: 282) argues 
that translation is only a partial process and not every sentence and phrase can be 
translated when there are peculiar cultural, linguistic and social situations or 
implications behind it. In such cases, she suggests an approach called 
metametonymics which focuses on metonymic and metatext (ibid.: 283). A 
metonymic “is a figure of speech in which an attribute or an aspect of an entity 
substitutes for the entity or in which a part substitutes for the whole” (ibid.: 42). When 
cultural signals are specific and unfamiliar to the readers of translation, the translator 
may use different wording or a different concept to convey these signals but still 
maintain the original meaning or implication in the TT. Their creation gives a partial 
translation (hence metonymic) that does not encompass every ST nuance, but which 
points toward the whole ST item. 
Metatext, on the other hand, can be defined as a text describing/explaining/creating 
another text. It very often involves writing paratextual materials like an introduction or 
notes, etc. in the TT, which gives translators the opportunity to present or explain the 
untranslatable to the TT readers. Tymoczko’s approach gives the traditional 
theoretical approach an alternate paradigm where translation is not just a process of 
substitution but a process which highlights the special signals of the source text, so 
the target readers can be given sufficient knowledge to understand the source 
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discourse world.  
Rollason also suggests a similar approach called the dialogic model. According to 
him, “Translation now appears as an interlocking series of dialogues – between 
cultures, between languages, between author and translator and translator and 
reader - and, above all, between two texts, source and target” (2006). The dialogic 
strategy is intended to be a communication device between the translator and the 
target reader. The use of introduction, notes and glossary with the translation can 
help readers to know the background of the translated text, to be aware of the 
problems and limitations that the translator encountered during translation and to 
receive explanations for foreign usages and traditions. It is like readers having a 
conversation with the translator in the process of reading.      
Both Tymoczko and Rollason believe that a translator needs to provide sufficient 
information to target readers when necessary for communicative purposes. The 
differences between them are that Tymoczko focuses more on the representation of 
the source culture and whether or not specific cultural elements have been encoded 
in the receiving language; Rollason pays more attention to how the TT is 
communicated by the translator and what message target readers receive in the 
process of reading. Putting Tymoczko’s and Rollason’s ideas together, translation is 
a form of re-construction and re-creation where readers’ reception determines the 
effectiveness of communication.  
Taiwanese regional prose literature often involves multiple languages or language 
varieties, colonial or post-colonial characteristics and explicit or implicit messages 
that authors want to convey in their works. These regional features, such as 
Taiwanese expression, slangs, names of objects/places, are often manifested 
primarily at clause syntax word-level.  
There is evidence that experienced translators work at sentence level, in clause, 
phrase and word units, but with constant and regular reference to higher levels of co-
text (literary image [e.g. describing a character in two to three sentences], paragraph, 
section, chapter, whole text) and context. In poetry translation, the translator 
happens during whole-text or whole-verse re-reading and revising process once a 
unit of text had been ploughed through at phrase/line level (Jones, 2011: 120-126). 
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In Shih’s (2006) study, prose translators do this at end-of-paragraph and end-of-
chapter points. In Gerloff’s Think-Aloud study7 , participants, who were asked to 
translate a French text into English, also have a strong tendency to work sentence by 
sentence, but dividing sentences into clause, phrase and word units for actual 
translation (1987: 147). When translating Taiwan’s prose regional literature, 
therefore, translators almost certainly first pay attention to the cultural and linguistic 
signals imbedded in phrase and sentence units before taking into consideration of 
context and co-text. This underpins my decision to focus on sentence or image-level 
examples in my analysis. 
Presenting particular cultural characteristics into a target language often results in a 
knowledge gap that may influence TT readers’ comprehension. It is essential to see 
how far the translators did to preserve or alter Taiwan’s regional elements in 
translation at sentence level and in higher levels of context/co-text. In other words, 
this study enables us to ascertain for example, whether the translations have a 
similar socio-political effect as the source and how the motivation of writers and 
translators might resemble or differ from each other. To be able to answer these 
questions, the researcher will examine how the target texts were rendered by the 
translators and what techniques are used to help the target readers so that they can 
approach and contextualize a story which is culturally and historically unfamiliar to 
them (see later Chapter 5). As Tymoczko and Rollason argue, an effective 
communication relies on a translator’s effort in reconstructing a TT that contains 
specific features of the source culture and is also accessible to target receivers. In 
3.3.1, the researcher will discuss three categories of problem-solving procedures 
which translators employ to render cultural signals in translation. Section 3.3.2 
discusses how regional voices are translated in a dominant language like English. 
3.3.1 Three Categories of Problem-solving Procedures  
Translators use different translation techniques (types of solutions to obtain a 
specific result) to deal with the problems that have occurred in the translation 
process, depending on what the translator wants to achieve (Molina and Albir, 2002; 
Fawcett, 1997). In this study, the problem-solving techniques which are used to 
                                               
7 A think-aloud study, according to Gerloff (1987:137), “is a moment-by-moment description which [a translator] 
gives of his or her own thoughts and behaviours” during the translation task. 
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convey culture-bound elements in literary translation are divided into three main 
categories. The first category consists of techniques that are used to signal 
foreignness in the TT. The second category covers the techniques that naturalize the 
SL signals in the TT by adapting towards target culture norms. The former is applied 
when the translator wishes to retain the source cultural elements in the TT whereas 
the latter is used by the translator to improve the accessibility of the TT. Naturalising 
approach is similar to Venuti’s domestication strategy but without political overtones.  
The third category is comprised of the techniques that explicate the ST information in 
the TT. The above three approaches often coexist with one another in translation. 
Detailed descriptions of these approaches and techniques will be presented in the 
following subsections.  
3.3.1.1 Signalling Foreignness in the TT 
Signalling foreignness in the TT consists of techniques that translators use to 
preserve the cultural or linguistic flavour of a ST. This approach may not necessarily 
be considered reader friendly, but focuses on presenting the author’s intent and 
creation in the TT. Techniques that are often applied by translators to signal the 
foreignness in the TT are literal translation, transliteration, borrowing and 
interpolation which share similarities with Reiss’s (2000: 76) list of approaches in 
retaining the local flavours. Details of these techniques will be explained as follows: 
Literal translation 
Literal translation is defined as word-for-word translation of the SL form on the basis 
of TL syntax (Larson, 1984; Chesterman, 1997; Molina and Albir, 2002). Translators 
sometimes use literal translation to retain the SL signals. The disadvantage of using 
literal translation is that the figurative meaning of a word or a phrase may not be 
conveyed in the translation and it can sometimes make the TL sound unidiomatic.  
Transliteration 
Transliteration is one of the alternatives to translating names, objects, places or 
terms. That is to say that the sound of a foreign name or term is constructed by 
English letters which create a similar sound effect in translation. As stated by Hervey 
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and Higgins (1992: 29), “conversional conventions are used to alter the 
phonic/graphic shape of a ST name so that it comes more into line with TL patterns 
of pronunciation and spelling. Transliteration is the standard way of coping with, for 
example, Chinese names in English text.”  Translators may need to follow a standard 
transliteration of names; for example, the standard transliteration in Wade-Giles for 
台北 (pronounced ‘Taibei’) the capital of Taiwan is ‘Taipei’. The most common way of 
transliterating Chinese names in English, however, is the pinyin system of China, i.e. 
Pinyin.  
Borrowing  
Borrowing is used by translators to take a ST word or expression verbatim into the 
TT (Hervey and Higgins, 1992; Molina and Albir, 2002). The difference with 
transliteration is that transliteration is a nonce usage (new/unique) whereas 
borrowing is using a transliterated term that has been absorbed into the TL. For 
instance, the transliteration of the Korean word ‘kimchi (pickled vegetables)’ has 
become a loan word in the TL.      
Interpolation 
Interpolation (Landers, 2001: 94), is a method that is used alongside transliteration 
or borrowing. It is a way to explain SL information in the TT by adding a parenthetical 
word or phrase just after the SL expression when the term first appears in the TT, for 
example, ‘kimchi or Korean pickled vegetables’. The SL term is then kept throughout 
the rest of the text. Landers (ibid.: 95) points out, “The big advantage of interpolation 
is that after the term is explained the first time, it frees you to use the SL term, which 
is likely to be more concise and certainly more denotative than its translation.”   
3.3.1.2 Naturalizing the SL Signals in the TT 
This approach contains techniques that translators use to naturalise the SL signals in 
the TT, i.e. to convert SL usage into normal TL usage (Newmark, 1988/2005: 24-29). 
The purpose might be, for instance, to make a TT sound more natural and reader 
friendly. The immediate and overarching purpose however is to make the item seem 
familiar to the reader. Seven commonly used techniques in this category are 
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generalisation, substitution, paraphrase, deletion, reordering, compensation and re-
creation. Each creates different functions in the translation, but the general objective 
is the same, that is to make the SL feature seem familiar to the target readers. The 
idea of naturalizing the text is similar to Stine’s (2004: 131) ‘reconstruction’ which is a 
step to make “a final text that is natural and acceptable in the receptor language […] 
and equivalent in the response it elicits from the reader.” Each of these techniques 
will be explained below. 
Generalisation 
Generalisation is used by translators to convey a SL term or phrase with a more 
general or neutral TL concept (Molina and Albir, 2002). This technique is applied 
when the concept of the SL term is narrower than the meaning of the TL one, or 
when techniques that more directly convey the information of the ST could 
overburden target readers’ comprehension. For instance, a translator can simply 
translate the English ‘sash window’ as 窗戶 (window) in Chinese.     
Substitution 
When dealing with source language expressions and idioms, some translators would 
apply the substitution technique to replace the ST expression with an analogue TT 
expression, e.g., to translate the Chinese idiomatic expression ‘害群之馬 (an evil 
member of the horse herd)’ as ‘black sheep’ in English. Substitution technique is 
used when a translator decides to exchange a source linguistic element with one 
from the TT culture. It can also be used “to change linguistic elements for 
paralinguistic elements (intonation, gestures) or vice versa (Molina and Albir, 2002: 
511). 
Paraphrase 
Paraphrase, expressing what has been said and what has been written in a different 
way, is normally used when the concept stated in the ST is complicated and foreign 
to the target audiences (Baker, 1992: 37-38). The translator uses the paraphrase 
technique to unpack the meaning of the source sentence or word within its given 
context when necessary, for example, to translate the Chinese expression ‘他在吃醋 
(literally means: he is drinking vinegar)’ as ‘someone being jealous’ in English. 
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Reduction/Omission/Deletion 
Reduction includes omission and deletion of unimportant or unnecessary material 
(Fawcett, 1997: 47), and can help to reduce confusion in the TT.  
Reordering 
As summarized by Fawcett (1997: 49), “[…] reordering word sequences becomes 
necessary for comprehension, as in the breaking up of complex structures, or 
because the source and target languages have different narrative and stylistic 
structures.” Changing the structure of the ST sentences to the TT syntax can 
therefore be another way to make the TT sound ‘natural’.  
Compensation 
Hervey and Higgins (1992: 35) refer to compensation as “techniques of making up 
for the loss of important ST features through replicating ST effects approximately in 
the TT by means other than those used in the ST”. It is to restore the source textual 
effect by creating a similar effect in the TT or to re-create the loss of a ST element or 
information in another place of the TT, such as puns or dialect humour. 
Re-creation/Neologism 
Re-creation occurs when a translator decides to give a new creation on a ST 
wordplay, pun, allusion, etc. in a TL. It is often applied when the ST items are 
untranslatable or represent a different image in the TL. This technique is aimed to 
make the readers of translation receive an analogous effect from their reading. 
3.3.1.3 Providing Information to Readers of the Translation 
Providing extra information in the TT that translators see as necessary is another 
approach which translators use to convey the sense of the ST signals in the TT. The 
aim is typically to help target receptors to comprehend a message that is culturally 
and/or linguistically different from their own. The techniques of explicitation, 
amplification, introduction/reference and description are frequently applied to achieve 
this aim, so that the ST culture or implicit message can be visible in the TT. The 
question is how much extra information a translator should provide for the target 
readers in order to achieve the maximum communicative effect. Fawcett (1997: 46) 
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describes this issue of decision-making as going beyond the linguistic dimension but 
which falls into the matters of cultural judgement and publishing policy. 
Explicitation 
Explicitation is applied to clarify or interpret the implied meaning of the ST signals in 
the TT, for example, to translate the implied meaning of the word ‘kaasan (mom)’ as 
‘孩子的媽 (my child’s mother)’ in Chinese for it is a proper Japanese word for a 
husband to call his wife after their child was born. As defined by Klaudy (1998: 80) 
“Explicitation is the technique of making explicit in the target language information 
that is implicit in the source text.” It is sometimes applied when certain ST elements 
are implicit for reasons and purposes which require translators to make them explicit 
to target audiences (Vizcaíno, 2008; Pym, 2005). 
Amplification  
Amplification consists of addition and in-text annotation. Addition (information added 
in the text) is normally applied when translators do not want to disturb readers’ 
reading flow, such as adding the phrase ‘the Taiwanese expression …’ to indicate the 
place origin. Translators also employ in-text annotation to introduce details in 
brackets, e.g., aniki (big brother).  
Paratext 
Paratext is part of referential technique which consists of a title, the cover page, table 
of contents, introduction of the story, the translator’s preface, footnotes, critics’ 
reviews on the back cover, appendices, commentary, etc. Among these paratextual 
elements, the use of footnotes receives most controversy. Landers (2001: 93) 
subscribes to the idea that footnotes in fiction “destroy the mimetic effect, the attempt 
by (most) fiction writers to create the illusion that the reader is actually witnessing, if 
not experience/ing, the events described.” However, footnotes might help to reduce 
readers’ confusion when a certain piece of knowledge is required to understand the 
source cultural elements.  
In addition to the use of footnotes, the elements like introduction and commentary 
can also help readers to gain some cultural-related knowledge before or after 
reading the main text of a translation. By providing such additional information, 
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translators can reduce the amount of explanation, amplification, explicitation and 
interpolation in the TT while making the main text more readable and acceptable.  
Paratextual elements also help to introduce and promote literature from certain 
regions or countries that are unfamiliar to the target culture. For example, short 
stories selected in an anthology are often published under a specific title which 
signals the place from which the stories were collected from, e.g. Oxcart – Nativist 
Stories from Taiwan 1934-1977 (see Appendix A: Table AA-1). 
Description 
According to Molina and Albir (2002: 510), translators use this technique “to replace 
a term or expression with a description of its form or/and function.” For instance, the 
Chinese ST term 月餅 ‘moon cake’ might become ‘traditional Chinese cake eaten on 
the Mid-Autumn Festival’ in the TT.  
Particularisation 
Particularisation is used to describe a term more precisely and concretely (Molina 
and Albir, 2002: 510). Its usage is opposite to the technique of generalisation. For 
example, when applying the particularisation technique, the Mandarin orange 橘子
will be translated into Tangerine, Clementine or Satsuma according to its variety. 
It is important to note that each of the techniques mentioned in these three 
categories can be used alone or in combination with others. The application of these 
techniques in the translation of Taiwan’s regional prose literature will be studied and 
analysed in Chapter 5 Textual Analysis. Section 3.3.2 will now discuss how language 
varieties are rendered in translation. 
3.3.2 Translating Regional Voices: Language Varieties in 
Translation 
As mentioned previously, post-colonial literature often encompasses a mixture of 
linguistic variations (i.e. dialect, code-switching), cultural elements and writing styles 
in the text. As Boehmer (2005: 112) describes it, by “Mixing and crossing languages, 
forms, and styles, colonized writers evolved polysemic – truly creolized – modes of 
expression”. For instance, Taiwanese regional writer Wang Zhenhe created 
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polysemy and wordplay in dialects, foreign languages, etc. As presented in Chapter 
2, the use of Taiwanese dialect was the major linguistic device that represents 
Taiwan’s Regionalism and was used to construct regional identity in Taiwan’s 
regional literature. This exploits the phenomenon described by Määttä (2004: 321), 
“[…] since language indexes and creates individual and social identity, certain 
linguistic features can be stereotypically considered as characteristic of a group […]”. 
Wang’s literary representation of the Taiwanese dialect can be considered a regional 
stereotype that represents Taiwan Regionalism.  
In translating regional and post-colonial literature, translators face the challenge of 
conveying regional and post-colonial voices in the TT (Landers, 2001). The 
researcher is familiar with a number of published works which study literary 
translation containing characteristics of Regionalism. They provide valuable 
information of how translators work to convey literary Regionalism in translation, 
which is of benefit to this research. 
One example in translation studies that concerns itself with regional identity is 
Tymoczko‘s (1999) work, in which she studies Irish literature in English translation 
(as presented above). Määttä (2004) concentrates on the study of translating non-
standard literary dialect into French. Other examples that deal with regional voices in 
translation are compiled in Armstrong and Federici’s (2006) book Translating Voices 
Translating Regions. Hervey and Higgins (1992; 1997) discuss various methods that 
use to convey the regional characteristic of dialectal features and decide how 
important these features are in a ST (see below). Ridonato (2006) pays attention to 
the Sicilian dialectal variations created in the works of Andrea Camilleri and how they 
were conveyed in the French translation. The similarity found in the works of Wang 
and Camilleri is that they both use linguistic variations to identify the place of action 
(i.e. Taiwan, Sicily) and the characteristic of its people.  
From the above studies which concerned with dialect translation, we learn that the 
way of conveying dialects depends on their function in the TT. A key feature of dialect 
or region-specific speech forms in literature is that they are usually marked 
(significant, meant to have special effect), i.e. place-marked (e.g. dialects or cultural 
contents), socially marked (e.g. lower class, country and unsophisticated) and/or 
socio-politically marked (e.g. sense of solidarity). Translators’ job is arguably or often 
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seen as important acts that bridge the cultural/linguistic gaps and find an equivalent 
effect to that of the ST (Hatim and Mason, 1997). Thus, in a regional story where 
characters speak dialect or mixed codes, the translator arguably has to find ways of 
signalling the various roles that may be played by dialect in the ST. However, there is 
no consensus of opinion among scholars of which translation technique is best in 
dealing with dialect. 
Hervey and Higgins (1992: 116-118) discuss several methods of translating dialect. 
The first option of translating dialect is to translate a dialect into a standard language 
or neutral version of the TL, e.g. translating the Taiwanese dialect into Standard 
English. This method, arguably, is only appropriate if the dialectal style of the ST is 
considered incidental (not important). It sometimes combines with an annotation (e.g. 
an additional explanation) to inform the target readers that this is a dialect.  
The second option is to find an analogous target language dialect to replace the 
source language one. Hervey and Higgins (ibid.: 118) point out, “When a dialect is 
used in the ST specifically for its popular connotations (in terms of stock 
assumptions), it could conceivably be appropriate to select a TL dialect with similar 
connotations”. For example, a translator might replace the Taiwanese dialect with the 
Yorkshire dialect. The key issue of this method is that it may be difficult to find a truly 
analogous match between the Source Language (SL) and the Target Language (TL) 
variety. However, even if the translator can find a analogous match, a good analogy 
still signals (at least in part) a target-culture space. 
The third method in translating dialect is to convey a dialect with a colloquial variety 
(Määttä, 2004: 323-327), such as using informal American English to substitute a 
Taiwanese source dialect. This method can make the TT more reader friendly, but 
the source regional characteristics may not be made obvious in the TT.  
Hickey (1998) also suggests that a TT may carry an explicit introductory note to mark 
the text as a translation from a certain place or culture, such as, ‘this translation is 
about a story of Taiwan’. A strong annotation of the ST within the TT may also be 
required as mentioned above; for example, ‘he spoke in the Taiwanese dialect’ with 
reference to the use of the Taiwanese language. 
Moreover, the translation and the presence of more than one language and/or dialect 
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in a hybrid post-colonial text can create more problems for the translator. Some post-
colonial writers use language code-switching to define characters and reveal the 
hybrid cultural/linguistic circumstances of that place or linguistic situation due to post-
colonial layering of language (e.g. local and colonisers’ languages). Hervey and 
Higgins (ibid.: 120) emphasize that “Since code-switching is a definite strategic 
device, and since its social-interactional function in a text cannot be denied, the 
translator of a ST containing code-switching should convey in the TT the effects it 
has in the ST”. This is where challenges arise, requiring translators to find solutions 
in the target language. One possible method that avoids reproducing the code-
switching directly in the TT is explanation; for example, ‘he suddenly switched from 
Mandarin to the Taiwanese dialect’. Another method is to convey Language A (e.g. 
the Taiwanese dialect) in Standard English but transliterate Language B (e.g. 
Japanese) in the TT when code-mixing occurs, such as ‘I think I will cook some miso 
soup’. Other choices are similar to those of translating dialect. One is to find an 
analogous second language (e.g. Japanese in Chinese ST → French in English TT) 
and the other is to find another linguistic means (e.g. Japanese → US slang) to 
replace the ‘other language’ of the ST. 
As stated by Tymoczko (1999: 108), “[…] the reception of a minority-culture text 
involves a dialectic between assimilation to and alteration of the standards of the 
receiving culture, […] the perception and acceptance of difference are constrained by 
the codes that exist in the receptor culture”. That is to say that when the minority-
culture texts like Taiwanese Regional Literature is being translated into English, the 
construction of the source text would arguably also require a translator to be a 
cultural mediator and to make logical sense in the target language because of the 
cultural and linguistic constraints in the receiving culture. 
3.3.2.1 Inter-cultural Translation 
Translating regional voices is part of the larger theme of translating culture. Cultural 
mediation in translation concerns with issues like representation, cultural transfer 
and transculturation (Tymoczko, 2007). More specifically, Tymoczko provides new 
insights to the issue of inter-cultural translation. As she implies, dominant-culture 
readers typically do not know much about the marginal culture relative to their own 
(see 3.3).  
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As she indicates (ibid.: 47),  
There are […] massive obstacles facing translators who wish to bring the 
texts of a marginalized culture to a dominant-culture audience: issues related 
to the interpretation of material culture (such as food, dress, tools) and social 
culture (including law, economics, customs, […]), history, values, and world 
view; problems with the transference of literary features such as genre, form 
[…], literary allusions; as well as […] linguistic interface. 
Tymoczko emphasizes on the constraints of inter-cultural translation (i.e. cross-
cultural, cross-temporal, cross-linguistic and cross-spatial transfer and 
representation), and how these constraints and translators’ decisions affect the final 
product on target receptors.  
When translating Taiwan, the translators also face challenges and constraints in 
conveying features not only like multiple languages and language varieties (including 
dialects), but also multiple cultural patterns (e.g. the colonial experience) and identity 
issues (see 2.2, 2.3). In order to cross these barriers, a prerequisite is required for a 
translator, that is he/she should have a great deal of knowledge about Taiwan ’s 
social, cultural and linguistic situations and historical background. Translators can 
also make a plausible deduction or interpretation of the writer's intention on the basis 
of available evidence, from the vantage point of knowing the facts about the source-
culture background to a text. Their acquired knowledge affects the process of 
decision-making, i.e. what cultural knowledge s/he feels should be built up, omitted 
or retained in the TT; what kind of information (e.g. ideological issues, ironies) s/he 
feels should be delivered to the target readers. Moreover, the translators and often 
the editorial group have to measure what is more important: retaining the ST culture 
in the TT or making the translation more acceptable to the target readership. 
Since translation is a doubly contextualized activity that concerns two cultures and 
two languages (or more), the constraints and difficulties that pose by the concept of 
cultural differences cannot be easily resolved in the process of communication. 
However, successful inter-cultural translation can help to raise target readers’ 
awareness about a particular culture represented in a literary work. The promotion of 
a Taiwan’s regional prose literature in English translation, for instance, makes Taiwan 
more visible in the Western world. In Section 3.4, the researcher will discuss the 
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missions and the roles of a translator in the process of reducing the gap of 
communication for target readers. 
3.4 Translator as Target Reader and Rewriter 
In the previous sections, several points have been addressed to demonstrate the 
concerns and constraints that the translators will face during the process of 
translation, particularly when dealing with postcolonial literature. Successful 
communication not only relies on translators’ craftsmanship in rewriting, but also 
depends on translator’s background knowledge and competence in reading. The 
following sections will discuss the potential importance of an author’s intention on the 
process of negotiation between the ST and the TT, and how the role of a competent 
reader and a rewriter influences the translating process. 
3.4.1 Author’s Intent 
An author’s intent in postcolonial narrative is potentially one of the important 
elements that needs to be taken into consideration, especially when it involves the 
process of communication and interpretation.  
However, it has long been debated whether an author’s intent can be judged through 
his/her text. The earliest attempt to “banish” the author, according to Hirsch (1967: 
01), was launched by Eliot, Pound and their associates. They believed that the 
meaning of a text is not necessarily determined by its author. A great example of this 
is T. S. Eliot who never once confirmed or denied others’ interpretation of his works 
and many times refused to comment on the meaning of his work (Hirsch, 1967: 10-
11). To him, authors were not the determiners. 
Another influential essay which also made a huge impact in the literary field was ‘The 
Intentional Fallacy’ written by Wimsatt and Beardsley, first published in 1946. They 
argued “that the design or intention of the author is neither available nor desirable as 
a standard for judging the success of a work of literary art, […]” (1976: 01). 
According to them, meaning is in the text and can only be judged through the text by 
the public. 
In his essay, ‘The Death of the Author’ (1968), Roland Barthes also criticizes the 
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privilege of a writer and emphasizes the autonomy of a text. He believes that by 
paying attention to the author’s identity (e.g. political views, historical context, 
ethnicity, etc.), one is limited in the interpretation of the text (in Matterson and Jones, 
2000: 99). Readers living in different times or in different places will have different 
interpretations and understanding of a text; it would be very difficult for readers of 
different generations or different cultures to refer back to the original author and the 
experiences of that author. 
Hirsch, on the other hand, has another point of view about the importance/validity of 
the author. As he argues, “if the meaning of a text is not the author’s, then no 
interpretation can possibly correspond to the meaning of the text, since the text can 
have no determinate or determinable meaning (Hirsch, 1967: 05-06)”. To him, a 
context is first determined by an author and then later constructed by its reader. The 
meaning which the author wishes to convey in a text is often to an extent structured 
in accord with a specific genre or conventional setting. Even if the text is set to be 
unusual or unfamiliar to the readers, the author would take readers’ possible 
understanding into account and offer adequate information in the text so that his/her 
expectations can be communicated to the audiences (ibid.: 80). 
In the case of translation, we might ask how the different concepts of authors’ 
intentions can explain a translator’s role in interpreting a literary work. A translator is 
not merely a common reader but a competent reader whose role involves a complex 
process of interpretation and contemplation. In Davies’ discussion about the practice 
of interpreting fictional literature, he points out that the interpretation of literary works  
focuses on what the work could mean in terms of its socio-historical context  (2006: 
233-234). Taking the translation of post-colonial literature as an example, a translator 
may need to contact the author or use textual evidence to hypothesize the author’s 
intent about the story he/she created. He may also need to study the 
cultural/historical background of the place where the story is represented while at the 
same time considering target readers’ understanding so that the unfamiliar cultural 
context can be communicated to them. A translator cannot disregard the author’s 
intent entirely because there must have been a reason and purpose for creating the 
text in the first place. However, it is also impossible for a translator to ignore target 
readers’ understanding because SL and TL readers do not share the same cognitive 
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environment (Gutt, 2000).  
As stated by Lefevere (1992: 09), “[Translation] is able to project the image of an 
author and/or a (series of) work(s) in another culture, lifting that author and/or those 
works beyond the boundaries of their culture of origin”. In other words, a translator is 
more than simply a competent reader (we typically see translators as having the 
responsibility of bridging two cultures), but is also a mediator or a re-writer whose 
interpretation of the source narrative may be subject to his/her interpretation of the 
text or image of the author, etc. 
This notion of regarding the translator as a writer and as a subjective rewriter has 
also been stressed by Douglas Robinson. To him, both the original author and the 
translator aim to construct and reconstruct a story that is effective and 
communicative to their given cultures (Robinson, 2001). He defends his argument by 
further claiming that the subjectivity of a translator is still based on the service of an 
original author: “My imagination has to be hard at work in the original author’s 
service; and since I am choosing the target-language words in the original author’s 
service, everything I write in the original author’s service has to be filtered through 
my experience, my interpretations” (ibid.: 03).  
In order to further understand how readers construct meaning and why translators 
make certain decisions for the readers of the TT, a review on the translator’s role as 
a competent reader and rewriter will be presented in Section 3.4.2 and 3.4.3.   
3.4.2 Translators as Competent Readers 
Reader-oriented theories of interpretation are concerned with how the meaning of a 
literary text is constructed and what factors influence a reader’s interpretation. If we 
see translators as competent readers, it is important to know how they construct 
meaning and what influences their interpretation. More generally, reader-oriented 
theories can help to explain how the majority of readers in contemporary societies 
(non-professional readers) construct the meaning of a story from their reading. The 
following sections apply to three relevant types of readers: ST readers, translators as 
ST readers and TT readers. 
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3.4.2.1 Reader-response Criticism  
Reception theory was developed in Germany in the 1960s during a climate of literary 
change. Writers were challenged to have more direct involvement with readers or the 
audience. In reception theories, the three logically distinguishable entities in the 
process of aesthetic communication are the author, the work and the recipient (e.g. 
reader, listener, observer, critic or audience). Writers gradually recognized the fact 
that the end product is determined and created by readers’ imagination, experiences 
and views about the story.  
As expressed by Goldmann (Wolff, 1977: 27), “literature is part of the ideological 
structure of a society and a period, and ideology in general arises within the social 
relations of society and is related to them in complex ways”. Although literature often 
represents human relations in a given society, our involvement in the world of 
literature is however unpredictable and subject to many variables. In the process of 
reading, our judgement and feelings are inevitably affected by our personalities, 
tastes, experiences, social and ethical climate and cultural priorities. 
In contrast to other literary theories that focus on the study of authors or texts, 
‘reader-response theory’ emphasises the readers’ role in the experience of a literary 
work. In this theory, different scholars have different views with regard to the role of 
readers. Some scholars argue that a literary work will have no real existence until it 
is read. The meaning of the book or poem can only be revealed by its readers. As 
Selden and Widdowson (1993: 47) claim, “We differ about interpretations only 
because our ways of reading differ, it is the reader who applies the code in which the 
message is written and in this way actualizes what would otherwise remain only 
potentially meaningful”. Readers, therefore, are actively involved in constructing 
meaning. 
Some factors that influence this active meaning-construction are the historical and 
geographical situations of a reader. According to Wolff (1977: 25), “subject and 
object are historically situated, and the interpretation of meaning is thus doubly 
relative: the meaning of a literary text is bound up with the socio-historical situation of 
its genesis, and the recovery of that meaning by an alien or a later interpreter is 
unavoidably bound to his or her contemporary situation and set of meanings”. The 
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interaction between a writer and his/her readers are bound by their socio-historical-
geographic contexts. One’s situation, age, experience and knowledge would 
influence one’s interpretation of a literary text. For example, readers who differ in age, 
experience, ethnicity and political beliefs might well give different interpretations of 
Taiwan regional prose literature. Naturally, source culture readers and target culture 
readers would have a different understanding of the work (the original text vs. its 
translation) because of the gap between the two cultures. 
In addition, Jauss, a German exponent of the ‘reception theory’, proposes the term 
‘Horizon of Expectations’ to describe how readers judge literary texts in any given 
period. For him, a literary work does not offer the same face to each reader in each 
period. Its meaning is not fixed forever and is open to interpretation by readers of 
different generations. How, then, can we judge a literary work’s final value and 
meaning from the study of readers - from the first reader or combination of readers’ 
opinions over time? Jauss (1982) used Gadamer’s hermeneutics approach to 
answer these questions. Gadamer believed that all interpretations of past literature 
come or derive from dialogue between past and present. Our own cultural 
environment allows us to raise questions and, at the same time, the work of literature 
allows us to seek answers through history.  For example, Taiwan’s regional literature 
enables readers of different generations on the island to discover the past (e.g. the 
colonial and post-colonial history of Taiwan) and to seek the development of Taiwan’s 
identity through history. In other words, Taiwan or U.K. readers in the late 2000s 
might have a different interpretation from that of a 1980s U.S. translator. 
The fourth view is Wolfgang Iser’s theory of ‘the implied readers’. To Iser, “A sort of 
oscillation is set up between the power of the text to control the way it is read and a 
reader’s ‘concretisation’ of it in terms of his or her own experience” (in Selden and 
Widdowson, 1993: 55). Iser divided the term ‘reader’ into ‘implied reader’ and ‘actual 
reader’. The first is the reader for whom the text’s author writes which predisposes 
us to read in certain ways (ibid.). In other words, the implied reader is the intended 
reader whom the author imagines within the text. Regional writers’ intended 
readership might be local Taiwanese who see Taiwan as their homeland, for example. 
Although the actual (or real) reader receives certain mental images in the process of 
reading, the images will inevitably be coloured by the reader’s ‘existing stock of 
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experience’ (ibid.). That is to say that the text has some power to control the way it is 
read and at the same time, a reader’s literary norms (accepted style of writing), 
values and experience help to concretize the images of a text. When we read, we 
hold certain expectations in our minds based on our memory and experiences, but 
as we pass through the text, our expectations change and the memories are 
transformed through the process of reading. This means that what we read is only a 
series of changing viewpoints, though not every point is meaningful (ibid, 1993).  
The fifth view in reader-oriented theories is Jonathan Culler’s Convention of Reading 
and Literary Competence. He argues that readers would recognize particular signs 
and follow the same set of interpretative conventions, e.g. a normative style of prose 
(Selden and Widdowson, 1993: 62).  For example, the British detective novel has set 
the standard for its type. People in general are guided by a certain set of norms 
which function as standards of behaviour or appropriate behavioural products that 
are accepted or shared by a particular group or society (Schäffner, 1999: 05). 
Culler’s argument is based on the notion of semiotics which “seeks to identify the 
conventions and operations by which any signifying practice (such as literature) 
produces its observable effects of meaning” (1981: 19-48). He explains that 
meanings can only be understood when there are conventions in place. A person 
would have to accumulate a considerable amount of experience of the conventions 
for reading literature. Culler (1975) indicates that writers produce novels based on 
readers’ literary competence so that readers can proceed with the act of reading (in 
most cases). Literary competence is therefore the ability to use a set of conventions 
for reading literary texts.  
Earlier I described the concept of implied readers to explain how real readers receive 
images from the story. Another important concept that can help us to understand the 
reading process is the idea of the implied author (refer back to 3.4.1 for the author-
intent problem). The concept of the implied author as distinct from the author and the 
narrator is put forth by Wayne Booth. He explains the meaning of the implied author 
as a “second self” who readers create from the narrator, characters, dialogue, setting 
and description of a story (1961, in Davis, eds. 2009, 354). Seymour Chatman also 
gives a clearer definition of the term: that is the “imaginary person whom we 
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reconstruct as we read, [to whom]8 we attribute the set of choices that makes the 
story what it is” (1993: 241, in Sousa, 2002: 17).  
The whole process of reading according to Chatman is presented in the diagram 
below.  
 
 
 
The box which represents narrative text shows that the narrator of a story helps the 
implied author (i.e. the real reader) to construct what they read (Chatman, 1990: 76). 
The narrator’s audience, the narratee, then gives signals to the implied reader of the 
text based on the writer’s guidance in the story (Chatman, 1978: 150). The role of 
the implied reader only takes effect when the real reader begins to cooperate with 
what the narrator asked him/her to be in the act of reading. 
The study of reader-oriented criticism emphasizes individual human minds and a 
reader’s interpretation of a text at a time and place where an individual lived/s. The 
concept of reading from different perspectives can be applied to translation studies 
and helps us to reveal the reasons for a translator’s textual choices and the possible 
effect of the translation. 
3.4.3 Translator as Rewriter 
From Iser and Tymoczko’s arguments, we may assume that the translator makes 
decisions on what is important and what is not in the process of translation. It 
depends on the translator to highlight what he/she sees as special from the ST in the 
translation, so that target readers can make sense of what they read in this series of 
changing viewpoints. This is to say that a translator is an interpretative/meaning-
constructing reader who is both someone relaying the meaning he/she has 
constructed from the ST and a writer, writing for an implied reader of the TL. 
Importantly, all three processes may be intermingled in practice, rather than in 
                                               
8 Note: the square bracket was added by the author. 
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separate sequence.  
Also, owing to the fact that every individual translator has different experience, 
cognitive framework, and hence ideology, the interpretation of the same ST will be 
different as well as the style and the choice of strategies in (re)constructing the TT 
(Hatim and Mason, 1990). For example, in the translation of Taiwanese regional 
prose literature, even if the translators wanted to maintain what they felt was an 
“objective” translation, they would be unavoidably influenced by their writing styles, 
political ideology and personal experiences with Taiwan.  
In the preceding section, Chatman’s model was introduced to explain the process of 
reading. His diagram, however, does not explain how the translator as a reader and 
a rewriter acts in the process of interpretation and communication. Recognizing this 
problem, Schiavi draws a diagram of a narrative communication regarding the issue 
of translation based on Chatman’s model.  
 
Schiavi explains that a translator can be seen as someone who ‘impersonates’ or 
acts as the agent of the ST implied author (1996: 15). In the process of translation, 
the translator first takes notice of what the implied author is trying to say in a given 
narrative and then becomes the author of the ST (i.e. the “implied translator”) who 
interprets the meaning according to the set of presuppositions written in the text. In 
other words, by reconstructing a text, the translator builds up a partly new implied 
reader which leads real TT readers to construct the TT (Schiavi, 1996: 7). 
The relationship between the implied author and the real translator in the translated 
text is further explained by Sousa. She describes the translator as an “agent” of the 
ST implied author or “a second self” who is the implied author of his/her own 
readings of the ST. The translator comprehends the ST through numerous readings 
which allow him/her to re-construct the TT based on his/her own understanding. 
Through this re-construction, the translator builds the TT on his interpretation of the 
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implied author’s intention (Sousa, 2002: 18). In other words, the translator 
experiences a complex process of comprehension, presupposition and construction 
in the course of interpretation.   
This is also to say that a translator as a reader and a rewriter requires not only 
literary competence but also communicative competence in the process of 
translation. Communicative competence, according to Bell (1991: 41), consists of  
1. Grammatical competence: knowledge of the rules of the code, including 
vocabulary […] and sentence structure; 
2. Sociolinguistic competence: the ability to produce and understand 
utterances; 
3. Discourse competence: the ability to combine form and meaning to achieve 
unified […] written texts; 
4. Strategic competence: the mastery of communication strategies which may 
be used to improve communication. 
The list above emphasizes that a translator must possess sufficient knowledge and 
skills in order to recreate a sensible target discourse. A translator’s responsibility is 
not only to read and understand the source text but to mediate between the source 
text culture and target text culture (Landers, 2001). 
In certain cases, a translator will need to interpret the ideology, historical and social 
situation of the ST into an accessible TL, so that the target readers can make a 
plausible (re)construction of the meaning of the textual world and the author’s 
intention. A well-rendered translation can also help a target reader to perceive a 
value or a culture outside his/her own time and place. For example, by reading 
Taiwanese Regional Literature in English translation, target readers may come to 
know about Taiwan, its colonial past and perhaps gain awareness of Taiwan’s 
regional identity as distinct from the Chinese one. 
3.4.3.1 Mapping the Translation 
The translating process which involves decoding the ST and encoding the TT is 
similar to the making of “maps”. According to Holmes (1994: 82), a translator would 
develop two maps (the SL map and the TL map) during the process of translating. 
For example, the first map that a translator develops in rendering Taiwanese regional 
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literature may be the colonial/post-colonial features and the linguistic elements 
created in the story. On the basis of these ST signals, a translator then develops a 
second map, i.e. a TT map where the structural plane (the tone or ideology of the 
ST) guides him into formulating the serial plane (word or sentence).  
TEXTUAL 
PROCESSING 
PLANE
RULES 
PLANE
STRUCTURAL 
PLANE
SERIAL 
PLANE
TEXT PLANE
DR CR
Map TSL
PERCEPTION OF TSL
Map TTL
PERCEPTION OF TTL
PR
TSL TTL
Figure: Two-map two-plane text-rank translation model (TSL = source-
language text; TTL = target-language text; DR = derivation rules; CR = 
correspondence rules; PR = projection rules) (Holmes, 1994: 84)  
According to Holmes, a translator experiences three phases in the translating 
process. The first phase is ‘derivation rules’ (DR), which determine the way a 
translator maps (interprets) the ST, just like every reader of literary texts; the second 
phase is ‘correspondence rules’ (CR) which determine how a translator develops the 
TT map according to his/her mapping of the ST; the third is ‘projection rules’ (PR), 
where a translator formulates the text according to his perception of the TT, just as a 
writer would (Holmes, 1994: 84).  
In connection to these rules, a translator would take three levels of information into 
consideration during the process of mapping. They are contextual information (the 
ST linguistic signals), intertextual information (a wider “system” of other literary texts) 
and situational information (the socio-cultural continuum) (ibid.). To take the 
translation of Taiwan’s regional literature as an example, translators would on the 
one hand face the challenge of reformulating the ST linguistic signals (e.g. 
Taiwanese dialect, Mandarin, Japanese, etc.) in the TT in order to retain the author’s 
style and humorous attempts in the story. Some, on the other hand, focus on how the 
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novel or short stories fit with other works of Taiwan regional literature (e.g. a shared 
style or concern). In addition, the translators would build up the source cultural 
knowledge with regard to its socio-cultural signals represented in the text (e.g. 
people’s experience in the post-war period and under the control of the Nationalist 
government). These three levels of information which a translator encompasses in 
the process of translation affirm the translator’s role as a reader and a rewriter, 
whose interpretation is determined and guided by his/her knowledge of the ST world 
and perception of the TT in communicating between the ST and the TT discourse 
world. 
With regard to the essential issues of reading, mapping and rewriting in the process 
of translation, the researcher adopts a “cognitive-pragmatic model” (after Jones 2006) 
to study how a translator helps his/her readers to understand an unfamiliar culture 
through translated prose. The following sections will explain the theories and the 
model in detail. 
3.5 Translators’ Interpretation and Real Target 
Reader’s Understanding 
The previous sections demonstrate that communication is not a simple act in 
translation. A target reader’s understanding of a translated text is greatly dependent 
on a translator’s approach in rendering the ST in a TL, and at the same time, a 
reader’s background knowledge and social environment would determine his/her 
interpretation of the TT. In addition, a reader’s response and reaction can be affected 
by his/her perception and attitudes towards literature (Sell, 1991). The study of “text 
pragmatics” (studying the where and when of texts, the way texts interact with people 
and what texts do or try to do) and cognitive science (human information processing) 
can help to describe how a translation comes into effect and how readers of 
translation process the information (Morini, 2008; Bell, 1991).  
3.5.1 The Pragmatics of Translation 
As Huang (2007: 02) explains, pragmatics is “the systematic study of meaning by 
virtue of, or dependent on, the use of language”. Pragmatics pays much attention to 
the sender’s intention and how the function of utterances is inferred in the process of 
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producing language (Mey, 2001; Cook, 1994). Literary pragmatics not only pays 
attention to the text and the literary production of the author, but also to the process 
of reading and readers’ interpretation.  
The two important factors that literary pragmatics covers are the linguistic structure 
of the literary text (i.e. deixis, discourse, etc.) and aspects of the literary 
communication between a sender and a receiver. As Sell (1991: 27) stresses, 
“Literary pragmatics must be able to encompass […] the relationships between the 
linguistic structures of the literary text, the ‘users’ of those texts (looked at from both 
ends of the creative process), and the contexts in which the texts are produced and 
interpreted”. The study of pragmatics helps to make sense of the linguistic structure 
that a writer constructs and a text world that a reader receives - in other words, of 
how literary communication between an author and a reader involves a reader’s 
decoding of the linguistic signals and encoding of the text discourse world. A 
discourse world, defined by Stockwell (2002: 94) is “the imaginary world which is 
conjured up by a reading of a text, and which is used to understand and keep track 
of events and elements in that world. […] we can understand a discourse world as 
the mediating domain for reality as well as projected fictions”. Only when the readers 
can successfully make sense of or actualize the information they receive can they 
really comprehend the content of a text (Ingarden, 1973: 35). One may assume that 
TT readers in general would not have difficulty understanding a source-culture-
specific translated text on the lexical and syntactic levels. It is on the semantic and 
pragmatic levels that readers may stumble in their reading of translated foreign 
literature because many TT readers might not share the same socio-cultural 
experiences with the ST readers. 
Therefore, translators have often been referred to as communicators who bridge two 
text worlds and who guide their readers through difficult passages. In order to 
translate effective stories that contain a strong regional flavour, a translator arguably 
has to understand the discourse world and the actual world (both the source and the 
target text worlds) before starting to rewrite for target readers.  
As a recent concern of pragmatics, human communication is often determined by the 
aspect of “optimization” which indicates that readers or hearers will try to spend as 
little processing effort as possible on accessing contextual information (Gutt, 2000: 
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28). Gutt (1998: 46) stresses that “the communicator can guide the audience in their 
search for optimal relevance”. ‘Relevance theory’ explains how communication is 
processed through inference (i.e. the act of drawing conclusions from something we 
know) and ostensive stimulus (i.e. an intended behaviour that attracts the attention of 
others) (Wilson and Sperber, 1995). Ostensive-inferential communication shows how 
humans find information to make sense of the informative intention made by the 
addresser in the process of communication (Li, 2005; Moeschler, 2004). Readers’ 
processing efforts only come into effect when existing knowledge and new 
information interact with each other through inferences. In order to achieve optimal 
communication, a translator not only needs to know what the author was trying to 
say, but also needs the ability to minimize the efforts of the target reader to process.  
At the same time he needs to gradually lead the reader into building up his/her 
knowledge in order to make communication possible.  
For instance, if the translator believes that target readers will have trouble 
understanding the story because of cultural differences, he/she may provide 
appropriate background information to the target readers before they get into the 
story. In this way, the target readers may receive a positive cognitive effect (i.e. 
achieving effective communication) in reading.  
Pragmatic approaches to translation, as asserted by Hickey (1998: 04), “attempt to 
explain translation – procedure, process and product – from the point of view of what 
is (potentially) done by the original author in or by the text, what is (potentially) done 
in the translation as a response to the original, and how and why it is done in that 
way in that context”. In translating a text, the translator performs an act of 
communication (a “speech act”) consisting of three elements: a locution (i.e. 
expression or word used by the speaker), an illocution (i.e. intended meaning of the 
speaker) and a perlocution (i.e. effect on the hearer). A translator ’s motive in 
performing the locutionary and illocutionary acts is to strive for an analogous ST 
effect (the perlocutionary act) on the target readers as on the ST readers (Hickey, 
2004: 58-59). 
It can be argued that one of the translator’s jobs is to decide how much information 
should be passed on to the receivers in the process of translation. In the case of 
translation, if the translator (the sender) gives too much information (either new or 
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old) to the receiver, the target discourse will be long and distractive; however, if the 
translator makes the wrong assumption about readers’ existing knowledge and 
provides new information without further explanation, the target discourse will 
become incomprehensible. For instance, even without considering its political 
implications, a ‘foreignisation strategy’ may make the translation incomprehensible 
because too much information is new to the receivers. In the reverse case, 
‘domestication strategy’ may lose a certain foreign flavour which may be uninspiring 
to those who enjoy reading exotic novels.  
One special feature with regard to the use of perlocutions in translation which needs 
to be taken into account is deixis: according to Stockwell (2002: 41), “The capacity 
that language has for anchoring meaning to a context”. There are three kinds of 
deixis:  the spatial (e.g. here/there), the temporal (e.g. now/yesterday) and the 
personal (e.g. he/she) deixis. This study focuses specifically on the spatial deixis (or 
space/place deixis). “Space deixis”, as Huang (2007: 149) stated, “is concerned with 
the specification of location in space relative to that of the participants […] in a 
speech event”. The location can be that of the speaker (e.g. source writer) and of the 
addressee (e.g. implied reader). Here, instead of the normal use of place deixis, like 
‘here/there’ or ‘this/that’, the researcher focuses on its transferred meaning in relation 
to translation, i.e. dialect and reference to source-culture specific text worlds as a 
marker of a place. This concept is based on Richardson’s interpretation of deixis and 
its relation to translation: the deictic dimensions can be seen as initiators for readers 
to be aware of the place where the story was created (1998: 124-140).  
Space deixis in this study therefore focuses on translation of regional languages from 
specific places, and also translation from and/or into language which is marked as 
non-metropolitan relative to other varieties of that language. In other words, spatial 
signals in terms of translation are place-marked content and place-marked language 
that signal the place where the translation comes from. An example of space deixis 
that a translator might use in the translation of Taiwan’s Regional Literature can be 
‘His Mandarin has a strong Taiwanese accent’ to indicate that people in Taiwan can 
speak Chinese, but that their way of speaking is strongly influenced by their mother 
tongue.  
It is possible that the translator’s rendering of such place signals might cause the TT 
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readers to have a different understanding of the culture and place than they did 
previously. Therefore, it is important to find out how signals have been conveyed in 
the translation and whether these signals really help the TT reader to understand the 
text world. The next section will explain how and why a translator makes certain 
decisions in conveying the target discourse world for the readers. 
3.5.2 Schema Theory 
One of the major theoretical features in cognitive linguistics and cognitive psychology 
which explains why a translator makes certain decisions in the process of rewriting 
and why he/she builds up a certain knowledge structure for readers to understand is 
the schema theory. Schemas (or the Greek plural, schemata), as Stockwell (2002: 78) 
signifies, is “used to explain bundles of information and features at every level of 
linguistic organization, from the meanings perceived in individual words to the 
readings of entire texts.” In other words, fictional characters, scenes, or literary 
genres in novels are features that readers use to formulate their imagination of the 
narrative they are reading. A schema can also be explained as “a representation 
abstracted from experience, which is used to understand the world and deal with it. It 
consists of a set of expectations about how part of the world is organized; these 
expectations are applied to categorise various stimuli (Howard, 1987: 31)”. When 
reading, a schema can be seen as a “pattern-recognition device” that triggers one’s 
prior knowledge of the world (ibid.: 32).  
To relate the concept of schema to the place deixis, readers from or familiar with a 
specific region or place would need to have a certain amount of knowledge to 
recognize the geographic background of a story. Three categories of schemata - 
situational, personal and instrumental – have been proposed to explain how readers 
comprehend a discourse (Cook, 1994: 81; Stockwell, 2003: 256). The situational 
schemata are the scripts or scenarios that readers can make sense of in the plot 
development; personal schemata contain the role and behaviour of a character; 
instrumental schemata are narrative structures that lead the readers to increase their 
understanding (Stockwell, 2003: 266).  
The situational schemata of Taiwan’s Regional Literature, for example, often relate to 
people who were either suffering under Japanese colonization or experiencing 
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economic transformation under the rule of the Nationalist government in the post-
colonial period. Personal schemata relate to characters in the stories who are often 
farmers and lower-class people (uneducated) who were struggling to make a living. 
Finally, instrumental schemata might inform the readers, for example, of what had 
taken place and what it was like in Taiwan under colonization. 
Moreover, as human beings, we have our limitations in memory or understanding of 
the world around us. Yet, these limitations would not stop us from building new 
schemata when learning about something new or reading a new text. Our existing 
schemata are often adjusted or developed by new information and knowledge we 
absorb in the process of learning. As Stockwell (2002: 79) explains, “One of the key 
factors in the appeal of the schema theory is that it sees these knowledge structures 
as dynamic and experientially developing”. 
An empirical research was carried out by Leppihalme to study the real target readers’ 
responses to the translation of allusions for the purpose of discovering how real 
target readers’ existing knowledge affects their understanding of a translation (1997: 
139). The result indicated that culture bumps (i.e. incoherent translations that 
confuse the target readers’ understanding) exist when the participants (a group of 
monolingual Finnish students) are unfamiliar with the source culture (ibid., 1997).  
Leppihalme further applied a similar test to Finnish university students of English 
where one group of students was in Stage II of a translation course and another 
group of students had no experience in translation training and were novices to 
culture-bound translation problems. The result shows that without enough cultural 
assimilation and professional experience in translation, the students with no 
experience in translation and little knowledge about English culture found the point of 
allusive messages difficult to grasp (ibid., 178-186). These studies show that target 
receivers’ cognition and understanding are still constrained by their socio-cultural 
situation and background knowledge even if TT readers understand certain ST 
signals and messages from the translation. 
The phenomena identified above can be perceived as “part of schematised 
knowledge negotiation” (Stockwell, 2002: 79). In reading a story, readers would 
normally undergo three schema-related processes: these are “schema reinforcing”, 
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“schema preserving” and “schema refreshing” (Cook, 1994: 10). These three 
processes help readers to strengthen their existing knowledge and to assimilate new 
information via a given discourse. To be more specific, “schema reinforcing” happens 
when the new information enhances our schematic knowledge; “schema preserving” 
occurs when the information we encounter matches our prior schematic knowledge; 
and “schema refreshing” takes place when we learn new things and our schematic 
knowledge is revised and recast (Stockwell, 2002: 80). In other words, readers’ 
understanding would be altered in the process of schema refreshing. “Schema 
disruption” would occur when the schemata are unfamiliar to the readers.  
The focus of this study is to examine how translators organize sets of mental 
representations that help to activate target readers’ memory and knowledge to 
interpret new information in the process of discourse understanding. Since the 
schema is a pattern-recognition device, it helps a translator to recognize what 
knowledge needs to be filtered and interpreted for his/her envisaged receivers. Any 
information that a receiver absorbs is influenced by and depends on his/her previous 
and new schemata (Rumelhart, 1980). TT readers’ schemata are, therefore, among 
the factors that potentially influence a translator’s choices in conveying the ST to the 
TT audiences.  
Their assumptions of the TT readers’ schemata decide what techniques they use to 
raise their readers’ understanding. Whether or not the target readers have enough 
knowledge to understand the translated work is greatly dependent on the translator’s 
assumption. Translators focus on three levels of schema: language schema 
(linguistic items), text schema (structural organization) and world schema 
(knowledge of the source and the target discourse world). In general, literary 
schemata show us how readers organize their ways of reading in a new discourse 
world. Translators have to identify the discourse world created by the author in the 
process of translation.  
Through the schema theory, we can see how a translator acts as a reader and 
rewriter re-creating the TT for the TT readers. Even though TT readers may lack 
background knowledge before they begin to read, the contextual knowledge which is 
developed by the translator may help target readers to build up a knowledge bank in 
their reading. 
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3.6 Summary 
The effectiveness of communication depends on the extent to which a target receiver 
can interpret a text. Enkvist discussed the distinctions of readers’ understanding by 
placing them on three levels: intelligible, comprehensible and interpretable. 
According to him, 
A piece of text is intelligible to those who can recognize in it phonological, 
lexical and syntactic structures. […] A text is comprehensible to those who 
can assign to it a definite meaning, a semantic structure. And a text is 
interpretable to those who can build around that text a scenario, a text world, 
a set of states of affairs, in which that text makes sense (1991: 7). 
In other words, a translator should aim to produce a target text world that is 
intelligible, comprehensible and interpretable to the target receivers, including those 
who have little or no knowledge of the ST culture.  
In conclusion, this chapter has reviewed a range of issues related to literary 
translation, including the postcolonial theory, reader-oriented theory, schema theory, 
pragmatics and cognition. The concepts of interpretation, understanding and 
communication are the key points that explain how a translated text is channelled to 
the target readers. The use of a pragmatics and cognition-based analytic model in 
this research helps us to discover (1) the source text world that an author of Taiwan’s 
Regional Literature intentionally creates; (2) to identify translators’ effort and ability in 
interpreting a foreign text that involves various linguistic and cultural elements, and 
(3) to examine the communicative effects that target readers receive. In other words, 
the focus of this study is to examine how translators handle the text from the 
language level to the world level; how their assumptions about target readers’ 
existing schema affect TL readers’ understanding of the ST world, in particular, TL 
readers’ possible reactions to translation. By studying target readers’ views and 
attitudes to their reading, we may gain some insights about the process of 
communication on real readers, not just on the end product. The cognitive-pragmatic 
model will be presented in full detail in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Four 
Methodology 
4.1 Focus of the Study and Research Model 
4.1.1 Research Questions 
In Chapter One, the researcher stated that the focus of this research is to study how 
the place and identity of Taiwan are communicated in English translations of 
Taiwan’s regional prose literature, where linguistic variations and local cultural 
elements are involved in the source texts (for details see questions 1-5 below) and 
what factors might affect this communication (see questions 6-8). To study the 
communication of Taiwanese regional literature in English translation, the researcher 
hope to answer the following research questions (see 1.2): 
(1) How is the ST’s interplay between standard Mandarin Chinese and local 
Taiwanese speech conveyed in the English TTs? 
(2) How far, and how, do translators convey the ST’s interplay between multiple 
languages (e.g. Japanese, English and Mandarin) in English translation?  
(3) How do translators convey the ST’s mixed cultural elements (e.g. Chinese, 
Japanese and Taiwanese cultures) in the TT? 
(4) How do translators convey the ST images of Taiwan’s socio-political situation? 
(5) How is the neo-colonial aspect of Taiwan regionalism (the U.S. dominance) 
conveyed in the TT? 
(6) How do the motivations of writers and translators differ?  
(7) How do the target readers perceive these differences from the TT? 
(8) How do the target readers view the translators’ strategies in conveying these 
elements (i.e. what impact does this have)? 
The concepts of interpretation, understanding and communication, as presented in 
Chapter 3, can explain how a translated text is channelled to the target readers. In 
order to analyse how the identity of Taiwan is presented and reconstructed in the 
translation, a cognitive-pragmatic model (CPM) is used to study Taiwan’s regional 
literature in translation. 
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4.1.2 Cognitive-Pragmatic Model 
The cognitive-pragmatic model, which concerns both literary communication and 
literary reading, may help to describe the phenomenon of how a translation 
communicates. In the study of literary reading in translation, we need to look at 
readers’ reactions to the TT. The model adopted to analyse Taiwan’s Regional 
Literature in translations is based on Stockwell’s (2002) cognitive poetics, Hickey’s 
(1998) pragmatics equivalence, Richardson’s (1998) deictic features, Gutt’s (1998) 
relevance theory and Jones’s (2006) cognitive-pragmatic framework (see 3.5). This 
adapted model studies the textual signals of a place which source readers use in 
order to construct the source discourse world and how these signals deliver to the 
target readers in the target discourse world. It offers us a clear view of text and 
context, circumstances and uses, knowledge and beliefs that relate to readers’ 
understanding of the world in a systematic way (Stockwell, 2002). It enables the 
researcher: 
(1)To discover textual signals provided by the source writer which source readers 
use to construct a text world;  
(2)To gather information about the extra-fictional voice of the writer from his/her 
writing, from literary criticism and from reading historical accounts as 
introduced in Chapters 1 and 2; 
(3)To model the literary translator as a ST reader and re-writer who receives 
signals from the original place and author, and then communicates these 
signals to the target audiences; 
(4)To see the likely effects on specific target readers who have little or no 
knowledge of the source text culture. 
An analytic procedure based around this model was developed in order to explore 
the phenomenon of the communicative process in translation. The first step is to 
analyse both the ST and the TT for the purpose of discovering the cultural and 
linguistic signals that were implemented in the ST, and to examine what signals the 
translator conveys in the TT and how these relate to signals in the ST. Signals given 
by language varieties and the cultural elements regarding Taiwan’s Regionalism will 
be studied in this research. The second step is to interview the translators in order to 
understand the reasons of their decisions in conveying Taiwan’s regional literature. 
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The last two steps are to investigate target readers’ views on the translation 
strategies and their understanding of the translations. This mixed methods approach 
which was used to gather the data for this study will be explained in detail in the next 
section. 
4.2 Data Collection Procedure 
The advantage of the mixed methods approach (the combination of quantitative and 
qualitative research) is that it may neutralize the biases in one method and help to 
develop from one to another (Bryman, 2008; Creswell, 2003; Tashakkori & Teddlie, 
1998). The application of the mixed methods approach can assist me to study the 
phenomenon of how a translation communicates. In the first phase, three steps of 
qualitative studies will be conducted: Step 1 to analyse the texts (both the ST and 
the TT), Step 2 to analyse the translator’s strategies in conveying the ST and Step 3 
to study readers’ responses. Following the analysis and collection of the qualitative 
data, the final phase of my study, Step 4, is quantitative research focusing on the 
attitudes of the TT readers.  
4.2.1 Step 1: Context-based Textual Analysis 
In this study, the first step of my data collection is the context-based textual analysis 
of the original texts and their translations. The analysis looks into the three 
dimensions of context: communicative (information transfer), pragmatic (the 
systematic study of meaning) and semiotic (signs in a given society). The semiotic 
dimension helps the reader to locate the message (pragmatic value) within the wider 
system of a particular culture (Hatim and Mason, 1990: 59). 
The English Translation of Wang Zhenhe’s satire Rose, Rose, I Love You by Howard 
Goldblatt (ST: 1984; TT: 1998) is the centrepiece of this thesis. The novel will be 
introduced and analysed in Chapter 5 and translations of two of Wang’s short stories, 
An Oxcart for a Dowry (ST: 1967; TT: 1995) and Sulan’s Getting Married (ST: 1976; 
TT: 1996) will also be studied and used as supplementary material to see how other 
translators (i.e. Rosemary Haddon, Jon Jackson, etc.) deal with similar ST signals 
from the same author in translations. Other supporting material is Wu Zhuoliu’s 
autobiography The Fig Tree – Memoirs of a Taiwanese Patriot and Hung Hsing-fu’s 
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two short stories My Land and The Play’s Over. 
Wang Zhenhe’s works were chosen as an exemplifying case study, which provide a 
suitable context for the researcher to answer her research questions. Wang was one 
of the pioneers using Chinese characters to mimic the sound of Japanese, English 
and the Taiwanese dialect in literature. His works contain a strong linguistic and 
cultural element which can signal to the readers that the text is rooted in Taiwan (see 
2.4.3).  
The textual analysis in this study is based on the regional characteristics of Taiwan’s 
regional prose literature and on what translation techniques have been used to 
convey signals relating to these characteristics. Relevant signals are items in the 
stories that represent Taiwan’s regional elements, including linguistic, cultural and 
ideological constructions of place. As presented in 3.3, the most common translating 
techniques that are generally used by translators are addition (e.g. 
annotation/footnote), deletion or reduction, transliteration (i.e. phonetic translation), 
literal translation (i.e. direct translation from the source text), paraphrase and 
substitution (e.g. replacing a source text idiom with one that target text readers would 
be familiar with) and so on. 
How the place-marked content and linguistic signals were abandoned, transferred 
and/or reconstructed by the translators (i.e. what techniques have been used in 
translation) will be analysed in Chapter 5 according to the following three main 
categories: (I) Language elements, (II) Hybrid culture, custom and art and (III) the 
Geo-political situation. In order to demonstrate the complexity of translating signals 
which refer to Taiwan’s linguistic, cultural and political situation in the context of 
Taiwanese prose literature, a clear outline is presented below.  
I. Place-marked language 
i. Taiwanese Dialect 
a) Use of Chinese characters and phonetic spelling 
b) Taiwanese Proverbs, idioms and expressions 
c) Taboo words 
ii. Mandarin Chinese 
a) Chinese wordplay 
iii. Foreign languages 
a) Japanese language 
b) Use of English syntax in Chinese 
c) English wordplay in the source text 
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iv. Code-switching between languages 
a) Code-switching between Taiwanese and Chinese  
b) Code-switching between Taiwanese and Japanese 
c) Code-switching between Chinese and Japanese 
d) Code-switching between Chinese and English 
II. Hybrid culture, custom and art 
i. Indigenous culture 
ii. ST reference to Taiwan under Japanese rule  
iii. Chinese tradition 
iv. ST reference to food, currency and custom in Taiwan 
v. ST reference to dramatic art and broadcasting in Taiwan 
III. Geo-political situation 
i. ST reference to Taiwan after WWII  
4.2.2 Step 2: Translators’ Interviews  
In this research, interviews were conducted with the translators of the source novel 
and short stories. They are Howard Goldblatt, who translated Rose, Rose, I Love 
You, Jon Jackson who proofread Wang Zhenhe’s translation An Oxcart for a Dowry, 
and the translator of Sulan’s Getting Married, Rosemary Haddon. 
Instead of the traditional face-to-face interview, the researcher conducted an email 
interview, at this stage of the research. The primary reason for this decision was that 
all the interviewees live outside the United Kingdom and budget constraints 
prevented face-to-face interviews.  
There are debates on the use of email interviews. On the one hand, there is a lack of 
spontaneous remarks from a source or inability to probe respondents for detailed 
information while on the other hand there are certain advantages. One is that they 
can break barriers that are created by language and distance (Bampton & Cowton, 
2002). Another benefit of using email is that the interviewees can choose when it is 
convenient to answer the questions (Houston, 2008). Email answers also need no 
transcription and therefore can also be quoted accurately. 
In my interviews with the translators, they were asked to answer five main open-
ended questions and, later, certain follow-up questions according to interviewees’ 
answers. The aim was to discover these translators’ motivations, ideologies and 
translating approach in translating Taiwan’s regional prose literature. 
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Main questions: 
1. What were your personal views in translating Taiwan Regional Literature, e.g. 
relative to the understanding of the Target Text (TT) readers (in this case 
Western readers); the representation of the Source Text (ST) (Taiwan’s culture 
and history; the fluency of the TT language, etc.)? 
2. Within the power relations of the dominant language (e.g. Chinese) versus 
minority language (e.g. Taiwanese, Japanese), what was your general approach 
in conveying Taiwan’s regional flavour in the translation? For example, how do 
you normally render the dialect? 
3. Were you aware that you were translating the literature of Taiwan rather than 
Chinese Literature? Why? 
4. What is your motivation in translating Taiwanese literature? For example, do you 
have an ideological (or political) motivation and do you consider that your views 
might affect your decisions in conveying the ST into the TT? Why? 
5. Could you please tell me more about your background, experience and 
relationship with Taiwan? 
The insights gleaned from the translators’ correspondence and how conscious they 
were regarding the issues in Chapter 1 and 2 will be discussed later in chapters 5, 6 
and 7. 
4.2.3 Step 3: Reader Response Studies (RRS) 
The role of the TT readers and their understanding of a text are important factors in 
translation studies; however, there are relatively few studies on how real readers (not 
researchers, professional translators or critics) perceive texts. For instance, in 
cognitive poetic or pragmatic studies in translation,  researchers all too often study 
the reading process by relying primarily on analysing the texts and making 
assumptions about the readers’ understanding from elements like deixis, text 
structure or other linguistic aspects.  
This aspect of the research involved a relatively modest number of participants, but 
also give the advantages of smallish sample size (e.g. depth of analysis). It helps the 
researcher to gather some data of what real readers think of translations and the 
strategies that were used to convey foreign images in the TT. More specific 
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objectives were to find out whether the translators’ strategies in conveying Taiwan’s 
regional prose literature were judged successful or unsuccessful and why they were 
successful. If they were judged unsuccessful, what kind of suggestions TT readers 
would give and why they preferred certain strategies over others. The researcher 
also wanted to know how far target readers’ background knowledge might influence 
their understanding of the text.  
According to the Columbia University Press office in New York (Hebel, 2011), 4000 
copies of Rose, Rose, I Love You have been sold worldwide and generally 20% of 
their sales come from outside of the United States. However, there are very few 
reviews from real readers of the TT, partly because this kind of literature is not widely 
read by the general public and many of its readers are scholars or university 
students (Kung, 2009). A review of Wang’s novel Rose found from Amazon website 
gives an example of how at least real readers’ background and knowledge appeared 
to influence their understanding of a text.  
This book must have been a nightmare to translate, as it's full of Chinese, 
Americanglish, and Taiwanese puns and allusions. I think the translator did a 
good job, though the English version only brought a few smiles to my face, 
whereas the original had me creasing up with laughter. Perhaps this is because 
I'm English and the translator was American (I think). Still - humour is one of the 
most challenging genres to translate (Dariush: 2011). 
Several things can be singled out from this remark: the reviewer ’s view about 
translating hybrid languages, the reviewer ’s background as English rather than 
American (different sense of humour), and the reviewer ’s knowledge in Chinese 
language which allows him or her to make judgements about the translation. The 
relevant information here is that there are more US target readership than the UK 
readership and presumably they would not know Chinese. In present research, the 
sample readers are also British and other European. They may have similar 
responses as the reviewer has when reading Rose; the only difference is that the 
reviewer seems to know Chinese well.  
Nevertheless, because reviews are few, hard to find and probably not written by a 
representative sample of the book’s target readers, the researcher believes that it is 
better to find real target readers and ask them to read and comment on passages. 
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By studying real readers’ responses, we might be able to learn what factors influence 
their understanding of a foreign text in translation. For this reason, two reader 
response studies have been conducted in this research for collecting data; details 
are described below. Readers were asked to read (1) translation without metatext; (2) 
translation with metatext. The findings of the reader response studies will be used as 
supplementary material in Chapter 5 Textual Analysis. 
4.2.3.1 Reader Response Study 1 (RRS1) 
4.2.3.1.1 Purpose 
The purpose of this experiment is to explore TT readers’ perceptions of Taiwan’s 
prose literature in translation. The aim is to find out how much the regional flavour of 
Taiwan has been preserved in the translation of the novel Rose, Rose, I Love You. 
The results of this reader study and interviews with the participants were used to 
analyse how the translators have achieved their aim to retain or reconstruct the 
regional flavours in the translation and to support the analysis of the TT in the 
research process. 
4.2.3.1.2 Participants 
In this study, 5 subjects who are Taiwanese nationals were asked to read Chapter 6 
of the original text 玫瑰玫瑰我愛你 and the other 10 subjects (5 bilinguals and 5 
English natives) were asked to read Chapter 6 of the translation Rose, Rose, I Love 
You. In other words, the participants were divided into three groups: 5 Taiwanese 
Native Participants who speak the Taiwanese dialect (TNP), 5 Bilingual Participants 
who are Taiwanese or Chinese (BLP), and 5 English Native Participants (ENP). The 
reason for having these three distinctive groups is to help gather information on how 
different cultures and age groups perceive a text that is culturally distant from or 
close to them and how the translation is received by the BLP and ENP groups. 
The TNP group ranges in age from the early 30s to over 60 years old. The BLP 
group was purposely selected according to their ethnicity. Four subjects were born in 
Taiwan, one of whom was educated in the U.K. since she was 15 years of age; and 
one is from Beijing. All of them are aged between 20 and 30 years old. Four of them 
have a postgraduate degree in translation studies and one has a BA degree in 
Architecture. 
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The ENP group has little or no background knowledge of Chinese language, 
Taiwan’s history and culture. They are aged between 20 and 30 years old and have a 
higher education degree. Some of them enjoy reading prose literature in their leisure 
time but not necessarily foreign literature. No paratextual materials were provided for 
the TT participants. 
4.2.3.1.3 Procedure 
The subjects were asked to provide background information (i.e. name, email, age, 
educational background, reading interest and so on) before they proceeded to read 
the text at home. Subjects were requested to read chapter 6 of the novel carefully, 
underlining and marking sentences, phrases and words that they did not understand 
according to a list provided for many of regional and linguistic elements are 
presented in word- and phrase-level (see Appendix C & D). A semi-structured 
interview was conducted once the subject finished reading the text. All interviews 
were recorded on tape and lasted for about an hour. The recorded data was then 
transcribed. 
4.2.3.2 Reader Response Study 2 (RRS2) 
4.2.3.2.1 Purpose 
An additional reader response study was conducted in order for the researcher to 
compare the differences between those who read the metatext (e.g. introductory 
chapter) before reading the main translated text and those who did not.  
4.2.3.2.2 Participants 
In this experiment, two English native-speaking subjects both studying the Chinese 
language were asked to read the extracts from the novel Rose, Rose, I Love you 
consisting of the Translator’s Preface, Afterword and Chapters 1, 5 and 6 of the story.  
4.2.3.2.3 Procedure 
In this study, I set up a meeting with both of the participants and had conversations 
with them in Chinese and English before they went home to read the story and the 
extracts I had asked them to read. The purpose of this was to discern how much they 
knew about Taiwan and its history. In the interview, one did not have background 
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knowledge of Taiwan, while the other had some idea of Taiwan’s history and i ts 
colonial experience.  
The participants were given instructions prior to their reading of the extracts from the 
text Rose, Rose, I Love You. First, the subjects were asked to provide background 
information, including name, email, age, educational background, reading interests 
and so on. The participants were then asked to read the front and back cover and 
Translator’s Preface before proceeding to read the story.  
When reading Chapters 5 and 6 of the story, the subjects were also asked to 
carefully select phrases by underlining and marking them with the appropriate 
abbreviation from those provided in the list (see Appendix E). Furthermore, they 
were requested to read the Afterword when they had finished their reading. To 
demonstrate how they should do the experiment, the participants were given a set of 
examples in the instructions. Semi-structured interviews regarding why they have a 
certain cultural sense were also conducted after the subjects finished their reading. 
Both interviews were audio-recorded and then transcribed. 
4.2.4 Step 4: Questionnaire Survey (QS) 
In addition to the reader studies, a survey was also carried out among readers. In the 
following sections, I will explain the reason, the design and the data of the 
questionnaire survey in detail. 
4.2.4.1 Purpose  
In the questionnaire survey, participants are asked to make judgements on various 
textual examples which reference to Taiwan’s regional literature in translation. 
Readers who have little or no knowledge of Taiwan have to rely on translators’ 
signals to distinguish the Taiwan-specific elements from the Chinese-specific ones. 
Therefore, it is important to see how effective translators’ approaches are in 
rendering these elements and what the readers think about these approaches in 
translation. 
The researcher was able to discover from Step 3 of the reader response studies how 
the target readers felt about the story, the degree of fluency in the translated work 
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and the parts they could not understand or were not interested in. In addition to this, 
it was useful to collect data from target readers in order to understand their general 
attitude and beliefs with regard to the reading of a translation. It may help the 
researcher to identify (1) to what extent target readers feel they can assimilate 
information from reading translated regional literature, (2) the likely effects of certain 
translation techniques on the target audiences and (3) readers’ preferences for 
certain translation approaches. 
4.2.4.2 Questionnaire design 
A pilot study was carried out with two subjects. Parts of the questionnaire were 
improved after pilot subjects’ feedback. For example, full explanations are provided 
at the beginning of each example in the actual survey. The questionnaire contains 
three parts: I, II, and III (see Appendix G). The first part is for the purpose of 
gathering readers’ personal information, including name, gender, age and so on. The 
second part consists of translated sentences or phrases in English. Participants are 
asked to make judgements on different alternative translation strategies on a scale of 
1-5 (1 = very confusing, 2 = confusing, 3 = neutral, 4 = effective, 5 = very effective). 
After the pilot study, specific notes on different cases were provided for this part of 
the questionnaire because the subjects of my pilot study complained that they could 
not make their judgements without being given a longer context. Therefore, instead 
of letting my target readers react to each target example, information about the 
meaning and what the translator has done was provided. For instance, the note 
given in question 1 was “The translator literally rendered the phrase, which is a 
Taiwanese expression to curse someone to ‘die in hell’. What is your general 
impression of the translation?” Most of the findings are presented in Chapter 5, 
Textual Analysis. 
In Part III of this questionnaire, several statements are listed and the subjects are 
asked to tick the box for the one which is true for them. This questionnaire is 
designed to see target readers’ attitudes and opinions on foreign literature in 
translation by measuring target readers’ responses on five translation-related 
aspects: (1) translator – author status (e.g. I always think that the author’s political 
beliefs are important), (2) comprehending foreign works in translation (e.g. I find it 
difficult to read a foreign novel in translation from a culture that I have no background 
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knowledge of), (3) translation techniques (e.g. I find footnotes quite distracting when 
reading a translated text), (4) fluency and target discourse world (e.g. I prefer a 
translated text to sound natural in English but still contain unfamiliar cultural 
elements) and (5) source discourse world and foreignisation (e.g. one of my interests 
in reading foreign literature is to understand a foreign culture and society). All the 
statements will be presented and studied in Chapter 6.  
Participants were asked to rate 28 statements that were true for them from the range 
of “not at all true, slightly true, moderately true, quite true and extremely true”. The 
choices of “neither true nor false” and “don’t know” were purposely not given to the 
participants, but a neutral choice “moderately true” was given to those who could not 
really make a decision. The data which was collected from Part III of the 
questionnaire will also be presented in Chapter 6. 
4.2.4.3 Participants 
This questionnaire originally targeted British people who have learned foreign 
languages or who have experienced a foreign culture by living in that environment, in 
particular the Chinese language and culture based on my subject of study. Finding 
participants for this research with a British nationality proved difficult. The return rate 
from undergraduates of five universities who were studying the Chinese language 
and culture was not high.  
Therefore, after careful consideration, the researcher decided to also ask European 
students who are competent in English and are learning Chinese or have learned 
other languages to fill out the questionnaire for they may be readers of Chinese texts 
in English translation as well. The actual number of participants who filled out the 
questionnaire was 30; 21 of whom were English natives and 9 were Europeans. The 
total number of participants who answered the statements were 27 or 28 out of 30 
because some could not make a decision on some of the statements. Statements 26, 
27 and 28 are designed to be answered only by those who have learned a foreign 
language to intermediate level and experienced the culture intensively. 
4.3 Validity and Reliability 
In ensuring validity, multiple methods of data collection and analysis are used, 
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including interviews, textual analysis and a questionnaire survey. With regard to the 
researcher’s interpretations of the translators’ and readers’ interviews, there had to 
be ongoing dialogue to ensure the true value of the data. For instance, when I had 
difficulty transcribing some words or phrases from the audio-recording, the 
participants would be asked to listen to the conversation again so that my 
transcription could be accurate. A doctoral student in Translation and Interpreting 
also served as a peer examiner to ensure that the data, such as my own translation, 
was reliable. 
4.4 Evaluation 
In this study, the researcher used a mixed method approach to study the phenomena 
of cultural communication in translation. The advantage of the textual analysis is to 
enable the researcher to analyse translators’ techniques in translating Taiwanese 
regional prose literature. Although the researcher could make assumptions of why 
and how certain decisions had been made by the translator, it was still important to 
know the translator’s view and ideology in translating these stories through 
translator’s interviews. However, even when all this information is gathered, the 
researcher still needs to know how readers of translation would react to the target 
discourse world because the result of the end product relies on readers’ opinions and 
interpretation.  
Taking real target readers’ views and responses into consideration is relatively new 
and little has been researched in the field of translation. The findings of reader 
response studies could be subject to readers’ interpretation, reading preferences, the 
degree of acceptance of another culture, the background knowledge and life 
experiences, personality and reading habits. For example, some people are more 
patient than others, so they may pay more attention to details that are unfamiliar to 
them in the story. Some focus on the plots, characters and storyline; therefore, they 
may not care for information that relates to culture, history or people’s ideology. 
However, the reader studies (RRS and QS) can help researchers to understand how 
real target readers regard translations (e.g. readers’ awareness of a translated text) 
and how certain translating techniques help target readers to build up their schemata 
(e.g. footnote). Despite the fact that short passages and extracted chapters provided 
for the participants will prevent the readers learning the whole story, their opinions 
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can help to support or explain the current theoretical works and models in the field of 
translation. Particularly, Rose is a long novel, so the researcher can only ask the 
selected subjects to read a reasonable amount of work (not to read a whole novel). 
The objective is to find out how readers react to textual signals; therefore, only fairly 
narrow contexts (i.e. paragraphs rather than the whole novel) were chosen for this 
study. 
For these reasons, the majority of findings from the reader response studies (Step 3) 
and Part II about the effectiveness of translation from the questionnaire (Step 4) will 
be seen as supplementary material to textual analysis. Moreover, Part III (readers’ 
attitude to translation) of the questionnaire will be analysed in Chapter 6. The 
detailed analysis of this part (Part III) which concerns readers’ views on reading 
foreign literature in translation provides further information on the extent of textual 
analysis and therefore needs to be presented separately. The analysis of Wang 
Zhenhe’s works and translations will be presented in the next chapter. 
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Chapter Five 
Textual Analysis: 
Case Studies of Wang Zhenhe’s Works 
5.1 Chapter Overview 
Wang Zhenhe’s novel ‘Rose, Rose, I Love You (Rose)’ and his two short stories An 
Oxcart for a Dowry (Oxcart) and Sulan’s Getting Married (Sulan) will be analysed in 
this chapter. The rest of the supporting materials, Wu Zhuoliu’s autobiography The 
Fig Tree – Memoirs of a Taiwanese Patriot (Fig) and Hung Hsing-Fu’s two short 
stories My Land (Land) and The Play’s Over (Play) will also be studied and analysed 
for the purpose of contrasting the translators’ approach and technique. 
The approach translators employ to convey linguistic characteristics and the cultural 
factors of the STs in the TTs will also be examined. The cognitive-pragmatic 
framework will help to explain why certain choices have been made by the 
translators and how effective the translations are according to target readers’ 
(possible) responses. Before getting into the textual analysis, the background of the 
translators will be introduced as it presents a clear picture of why certain choices 
have been made in the translation process.  
5.2 Background of Translators 
This section introduces the three translators of Wang Zhenhe’s works. The 
translators, Howard Goldblatt, Wang Zhenhe/Jon Jackson and Rosemary Haddon, 
gave Western readers the opportunity to get to know Wang’s stories. Their 
experiences may offer some insight into how and why these stories were translated 
in a certain way. Their schemata (i.e. the organization of experience in the 
translator’s mind or brain) and approach to translating Wang’s works are presented 
in Chapter 6. 
5.2.1 Translator of Rose: Howard Goldblatt 
Goldblatt, who is a professor of Chinese, has translated many novels and stories 
from China, Taiwan and Hong Kong. Describing his experiences in Taiwan in an 
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interview with Winterton for the Taipei Times (2003), he mentioned that he had lived 
in a traditional Japanese-style house, which suggests that he knew that Taiwan was 
influenced by Japanese culture, during the early years of the Vietnam War as a 
member of the US military.  
Because of this experience, he had the opportunity to observe Taiwan’s society and 
its transformation in the 60s and 70s. The same interview source also shows that he 
could understand both the Taiwanese dialect and Chinese.  
In his introduction of Rose, Goldblatt (1998: ix) indicated that he faced a “formidable 
challenge” in presenting Wang’s “satirical and farcical effect”, due to the mixture of 
languages used in the novel and the meaning behind it. His translation described by 
Phillip Williams (2010: Amazon editorial reviews) is “[a] polished and lively translation 
of a rollicking burlesque novel originally published in 1984.” The translation of Rose, 
as mentioned previously, is the main focus of this study.  
The novel in English translation was published by Columbia University Press 
(Modern Chinese Literature from Taiwan) in 1998. Its coordinator, David Der-wei 
Wang described Wang’s comic use of local dialects and its satire as follows, “This 
irreverent novel by one of Taiwan’s best-known writers is both a masterpiece of 
fiction and a vivid reflection of Taiwanese identity under the impact of Western 
culture” (1998: the back-cover of the translation version). We will see how Goldblatt 
re-created the story for the target readers in a later section (5.3). 
5.2.2 Translator of Oxcart: the Author and Jon Jackson 
An Oxcart for Dowry, translated by the author Wang Zhenhe with Jon Jackson, a 
previous managing editor of the Iowa Review, was first published and translated as 
An Oxcart Dowry in The Chinese Pen in 1980. Both titles were slightly different from 
the one published in The Columbia Anthology of Modern Chinese Literature in 1995, 
but the content of the translation is the same. 
Wang was the main translator of the story and Jackson’s job was to proofread 
Wang’s English translation. They became acquainted when Wang was invited to do 
research and writing in the International Writing Workshop at the University of Iowa 
in 1972.  
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5.2.3 Translator of Sulan: Rosemary M. Haddon 
Sulan’s Getting Married was translated by Rosemary Haddon, a lecturer in Chinese 
at Massey University, New Zealand. The English translation of ‘Sulan’, along with 
other stories from Taiwan translated by Haddon, was published in the book Oxcart: 
Nativist Stories from Taiwan 1934-1977. Its back cover and an introduction entitled 
“Taiwanese Nativism and the Colonial/Post-Colonial Discourse” were also presented 
in her book, in which the history of Taiwan and the development of Taiwan’s literature 
were introduced (see Table AA-2).  
Haddon’s experience of Taiwan started after she graduated in Chinese from the 
University of British Columbia, Canada and studied Chinese at the National Taiwan 
University. She was intrigued by Taiwan’s literary movement and spent a lot of time 
listening to debates among the scholars on issues such as modernisation, social 
change, Taiwan’s history and culture, human rights and separatism (independence) 
versus reunification. Moreover, she was aware of the political abuses due to the 
implementation of Martial Law by the Nationalist government and decided to help in 
the underground movement by acting as a courier for Amnesty International. Due to 
her experience and involvement with the human rights movement, transmitting a 
clearer picture of Taiwan’s regional literature in English became her interest and goal 
(details see Appendix B: III Reference 6).  
In her introduction, Haddon described the story of Sulan as demonstrating the 
concept of powerlessness. In the process of modernisation, many people suffered 
from economic changes, especially those who were at the bottom layer of society. 
They had no power to change their circumstances but only to accept their fate by 
working manually and hourly to survive. Haddon’s view of Taiwan’s social conditions 
and her own experiences are potentially relevant as to why she chose to translate 
literary works from Taiwan. In the interview, she stated that her objective in 
translating Taiwan fiction was to convey a picture of Taiwan and its distinctive culture 
to English target readers. She felt that it was important to be faithful to the ST; 
however, she also believes that it was necessary to produce a translation that was 
enjoyable to read. As a result, we observe that her translating approach is inclined to 
the comprehensibility and effectiveness of the target discourse. 
Section 5.2 briefly introduced the background of the translators and explained the 
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reasons why these translators came to know Taiwan and began to translate Taiwan’s 
regional prose literature. The following section, 5.3, analyses the translations of 
Wang’s works, in particular as to how the place or regional-marked elements were 
conveyed in the translation. 
5.3 Place-marked Linguistic and Content Signals in 
Translations 
Taiwan’s regional prose literature incorporates hybrid place-marked languages and 
content. This presents translators with a big challenge if they want to re-create the 
ST image in an analogue TT. The textual analysis, which follows the outline listed in 
Section 4.2.1, examines the translators’ use of techniques in translating these place-
marked signals and their possible effect on target readers. Each main category 
contains sub-categories and within each there are sub-sections in which examples 
are given to present the ways they were conveyed under different translation 
techniques. The first main category, ‘place-marked language’ will be analysed in the 
section below. 
5.3.1 Place-marked Languages 
As Goldblatt first said in the preface of Rose, Wang’s fiction often contains a mixture 
of linguistic signals, including Chinese, Taiwanese, Japanese, English, Hakka and 
indigenous languages (see Table AA-3). In order to see how these place-marked 
signals are translated and what the possible effects are in the TT, other regional 
writers’ works as well as his own will be examined and presented in the following 
sub-categories: Taiwanese dialect, Mandarin Chinese, Foreign languages and Code-
switching between languages. 
It is important to note that Wang’s unique writing style is very different from other 
Taiwanese regional writers. He has a tendency to give additional information when 
specific dialectic or linguistic terminologies were constructed in the original text (see 
also 2.5). The use of bracketed explanations or footnotes in the stories indicates that 
the writer was concerned with the ability of SL readers and in particular, the younger 
generation, to comprehend the dialectal items. He simply did not expect his readers 
to have enough schemata to understand the ST. The large number of annotations in 
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the ST creates challenges for translators. For example, they have to make decisions 
on whether to retain the annotations, which influence the flow of the TT and make 
the TT full of overloaded information, or use other translation strategies to convey the 
text. 
5.3.1.1 Taiwanese Dialect 
As mentioned above, Wang’s style of writing requires ST readers to have certain 
linguistic abilities in order to read the text fluently. Wang Zhenhe was one of the 
pioneers of the use of Chinese characters and phonetic spelling (bopomofo) to 
represent the Taiwanese dialect in the stories. Most Taiwanese dialect terms are 
found in lexical items, proverbs, expressions and slang/swearwords. As the 
translator of Rose noted in the preface, spoonerisms, malapropisms and other forms 
of verbal twists are mingled in Wang’s novel to create a satirical and farcical effect 
(1998: ix). This part of the analysis will focus on how the ST Taiwanese dialect was 
rendered in the TT. A longer version of the extract for each example will be presented 
in Appendix A (AA).  
5.3.1.1.1 Chinese Characters and Phonetic Spelling 
The above paragraph pointed to the fact that Taiwanese regional writers use Chinese 
characters or zhuyin to construct the Taiwanese dialect in their works (see also 2.2 
and 2.3.2). From Example 5-1 (E5-1) below, we can see that both methods were 
used by Wang to inform the intended readers that the story’s character was speaking 
in the Taiwanese dialect. 
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Example 5-1 (AA-1) 
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Deletion 
Paraphrase 
 
ST 年歲有澀澀(台音如ㄒㄧㄚˋ ㄒㄧㄚˋ，與台音「四四」同) ，可胸部卻大
的怵目驚心 [……] (22) 
LT Age about Xia Xia (Taiwanese pronunciation xia-xia, which shares 
the same phoneme with “forty four” in Taiwanese), but her breasts 
were shockingly large from the sight of it.  
TT though only forty-four years old, she possessed alarmingly oversized 
breasts (08-09) (Rose) 
To elaborate, the writer used the Chinese character “澀澀(se se) [unsmooth, rough]” 
to substitute for the original word’s source, “四四(si si) [forty four]”. There are two 
reasons for this. The first one is that both 澀(se) and四(si) are pronounced as “xia” in 
Taiwanese. The second one implies that Stumpy Courtesan (one of the brothel 
leaders) was old with rough skin. In order for his readers to understand this 
malapropism, the author first demonstrated the sound in zhuyin (ㄒㄧㄚˋ ㄒㄧㄚˋ) 
and then explained to his readers what he actually meant in brackets. This inter-
lingual pun, which implies multiple identities, is overt humour constructs to present 
Taiwan’s literary regionalism, i.e. the earthy sense of humour – a middle aged 
woman with rough saggy breasts.  
The translator chose to omit the author’s explanation and pun in the brackets and 
simply rendered the phrase as “forty-four years old”. This technique kept the main 
narrative meaning of xia-xia, but the pun and the regional markings were lost in the 
translation. The translator’s decision might have been based on what he assumed 
about the readers’ comprehension: he might have felt that if phonetic spelling and 
explanation were preserved in the translation, target readers would be overwhelmed 
by an overload of information. The effect on the target readers in regards to the 
image of a forty-four year old woman with oversized saggy breasts is the only aspect 
kept in the translation. Gutt (1998) indicates that translators must decide what 
information is relevant and how the TT can help target readers to minimize their 
processing efforts during reading (see 3.5.1).  
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Example 5-2 (AA-2) 
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Substitution 
Paraphrase 
Deletion 
Description 
Particularisation 
 
ST 矮仔姬和紅毛大姊頭她們兩個查某，[……]9 簡直就像黑肉ㄍㄟ [日音：鬼 
(作者之前的解釋)]！ － [……] 忘記穿甲 [……] 伊那大奶，喝，大得有夠
夭壽！想不到伊人矮得像囝仔，奶竟大得像美國蕃婆。[……]我怎麼會看
上伊呢！黑肉雞一個 [……] (84-85) 
LT Stumpy Courtesan and Sister Red Hair these two women [za mo] they 
simply looked like black meat gei (o ma gei) [Japanese 
pronunciation: ghost (explanation from the writer in the previous 
chapter)] – [……] forgot to wear a bra [ga] [……] her big breasts, hoh, 
were big enough to make you die young [yao sü]! Who’d have 
thought that someone no bigger than a child [yin a] could have tits the 
size of a Yankee woman? [……] How would I fancy her! Just one black 
meat chicken (gei), [……]  
TT Stumpy Courtesan and Sister Red Hair [……] looked like a couple of 
ebony ghosts! [……] she forgot to put on anything under her blouse 
[……] I tell you, those tits of hers are big enough to choke a horse! 
Who’d have thought that someone no bigger than a little girl could have 
tits the size of an American housewife’s? [……] How could I find her 
attractive? An ebony chicken like that [……] (55-56) (Rose) 
Example 5-2 (E5-2) is an extract of one-sided telephone dialogues between the 
character Big-Nose Lion (the manager of Rouge Tower [a brothel]) and his lover A-
hen. Big-Nose Lion was the main narrator of this part of the story and most of his 
narration was conducted in the Taiwanese dialect, which was created in Chinese 
characters. The example shows how the use of Taiwanese dialect is deeply rooted in 
the ST culture. In the story, the narrator gave various descriptions regarding the 
appearance of the other two female managers “Stumpy Courtesan of Night 
Fragrances” and “Valley of Joy’s Sister Red Hair” because their unmade-up faces 
and huge breasts shocked him. Various terms and phrases written to represent the 
Taiwanese dialect are marked in bold font, such as ‘查某 za mo (woman)’, ‘甲 ga 
(bra)’, ‘夭壽 yao sü (die young/extremely)’, ‘囝仔 yin a (child)’, ‘美國蕃婆 mi go huan 
pou (Yankee woman)’ and so on. Most of these mocking expressions are well known 
to SL readers and the author used them to present the sense of localness in the ST. 
                                               
9 Information, either added or reduced, from the researcher is always presented in square brackets [ ]. 
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The translator chose the naturalising approach to render these usages. For instance, 
‘za mo (woman)’ was omitted in the TT; ‘yin a (child)’ was particularised into ‘a little 
girl’; ‘yao sü (extremely)’ was substituted by an American expression ‘choke a horse’ 
to describe the large breast size; ‘mi go huan pou (Yankee woman)’ was rendered 
into ‘American housewife’ which may or may not give an impression of a large size 
depending on whether target readers regard the phrase as implying ‘big’. The sense 
of localness and mockery reconstructed in the TT is less pejorative than the ST. With 
no specific place-marked signal to indicate what language the character spoke in the 
TT, the regional effect is lost in translation.  
In addition to the above-mentioned Taiwanese terms, the expression used to 
illustrate dark skin in the ST is “黑肉 ㄍㄟ o ma gei (dark skin ghost)” and “黑肉雞 o 
ma gei (dark skin chicken)”. The phonetic spelling (ㄍㄟ gei) was used by the writer 
to indicate the Japanese pronunciation of the word ‘ghost’, but it also shares the 
same phoneme with the Taiwanese word ‘chicken’. The comic effect created by 
Wang is that both of these female prostitutes looked like ghosts or dark-skinned 
chickens - both being considered very ugly in Taiwanese society, whereas a light 
complexion is regarded as beautiful.   
The translator did not re-create the writer’s explanation when the phrase “黑肉 ㄍㄟ 
(black skin ghost)” first appeared in the story but paraphrased the whole thing into 
“ebony ghost”. This means that target readers have not been informed of the writer’s 
creation of the pun between the two languages – Japanese (gei ㄍㄟ: ghost) and 
Taiwanese (gei 雞 : chicken). The wordplay, which incorporates place-marked 
rudeness, makes the pun harder to convey in the TL. Moreover, the term ‘ebony’ in 
English gives the impression of someone precious and beautiful, which is different 
from the connotation of dark skin as being represented in Taiwan. The translator 
presumably wanted to avoid racist implications in the TT, replacing it with something 
much more positive. A literal translation of black skin into ugly would be seen as 
deeply racist and hence, unacceptable by English-language readers.  
As discussed in 3.5.2, a translator’s job is arguably to develop adequate contextual 
information to help target readers build up a knowledge bank in their reading. The 
knowledge bank that the translator should arguably impart or create here is the 
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image of ‘dark skin’ and its implications in Taiwan. The word “ebony” which indicates 
something that is precious and beautiful confuses target readers’ understanding. For 
example, four out of five English respondents (RRS1) have problems constructing 
the meaning even with the help of the contextual information. Out of all the 
participants who were confused by the word “ebony”, only one participant in my 
reader response interviews came close to guessing the ST meaning. According to 
this participant, he had never heard of “ebony ghost” or “ebony chicken”, but he 
understood the phrases’ meanings and could relate them to the English expression 
“mutton dressed as lamb”. In his statement, he said: 
‘Obviously lamb is a very young sheep and tastes very good and tender, 
whereas mutton is an old sheep. So when you say ‘mutton dressed as lamb’ it 
is something that masquerades as being very nice. [……] I think they are 
trying to convey an ebony chicken. Ebony is nice but the chicken is not. 
Although the subject misunderstood the meaning of ebony chicken/ghost in the TT, 
the outcome was not too far from its original implication. With the help of the context, 
he knew that Stumpy Courtesan looked horrible even with make-up on.  
Overall, the original place-marked rudeness that the ST represents was euphemized 
in the TL. Both the place marking and the offensiveness have been reduced in the 
translation. 
5.3.1.1.2 Taiwanese Proverbs, Idioms and Expressions 
As mentioned previously, Taiwanese proverbs, idioms or expressions are often 
created in the prose of Taiwan’s regional literature as indicators to the ST readers 
that the text should be read in the Taiwanese dialect (see 2.3.4). Due to the limitation 
of words, a list of Taiwanese proverbs, idioms and expressions extracted from 
Wang’s works are demonstrated in Table AA-5. 
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Example 5-3 (AA-3)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Literal translation 
Transliteration 
Generalisation 
 
ST 歪嘴鷄還要吃好米！[…] 給他換又大又嫩的雙東檳榔啊！(85) 
LT A crooked beaked chicken still wanted to eat good rice! […] [we] 
change [the little ones] to the Shuangdong betel nuts which were big 
and tender. 
TT a chicken with a crooked beak trying to eat rice. […] We swapped 
the little ones for big, tender nuts from Shuangdong. (56) (Rose) 
Example 5-3 alludes to a well-known Taiwanese proverb “歪嘴 (crooked beak) 鷄 
(chicken) 還要吃 (still wants to eat) 好米 (good rice)”, which implies that one is fussy 
about something. In this case, Black-Face Li was fussy about the quality of betel 
nuts; he only chewed Shuangdong betel nuts because they were big and tender. The 
regional elements in this example consist of the proverb, a place name “Shuangdong 
(situated in Nantou County, famous for producing the best betel nuts in Taiwan)” and 
a regional food “betel nuts”, which is constructed to present the lifestyle of certain 
locals and is a common expression spoken by Taiwanese.     
The translator transliterated the place name in the TT and applied the generalization 
technique to render betel nuts as “tender nuts”, as shown above. The proverb in a 
literal translation might well provide a signal to target readers that the language is 
different from their own. Some participants in my Reader Response Study pointed 
out that they were unable to understand its implication and could not grasp the idea 
of a chicken with a crooked beak trying to eat rice. This suggests that the use of 
literal translation may not be applicable when the surface meaning is unclear to the 
target readers. In general, although the sense of foreignness might be conveyed in 
the translation based on the unfamiliar source expression and the place name, the 
regional marking was not successfully communicated to the readers of the TT. 
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Example 5-4 (AA-4) 
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Substitution 
 
ST 那姓董的實在是烏魯木齊！(83) 
LT That Mr. Dong is o lo mo jei [unreliable]! 
TT Our Mr. Dong is a real pain in the ass, for crying out loud! (54) 
(Rose) 
 
In E5-4, another Taiwanese colloquial expression “烏魯木齊 o lo mo jei” was used 
when the pimp Big-Nose Lion complained to his girlfriend about Teacher Dong on the 
phone. The expression is written in the Chinese language as 烏魯木齊 (wu lu mu qi), 
which is the name of the capital of Xinjiang Urumqi but is used colloquially in Taiwan 
to mean someone who does things without following proper procedure or someone 
acting recklessly and unreliably (Zhou, 1995: 168). During my RRS interview, all of 
the SL participants could interpret this colloquial expression easily because it is 
commonly used in spoken Taiwanese.  
For TL readers, the translator used the technique of substitution to convey its 
meaning. The expression “a real pain in the ass”, which means someone who is a 
real nuisance or annoying, was reinforced by another expression “for crying out loud”. 
The purpose was to inform the target readers that the speaker is feeling fed up with 
Teacher Dong. The translation does not contain a spatial signal indicating the origin 
of the expression, but the translator employed American idioms to imitate the ST 
informal speech in the TT, which may help TL readers to get the same impact as SL 
readers. As mentioned in Chapter 3, not every sentence/phrase can be translated 
when there is a specific culture or linguistic implications behind the words (Tymoczko, 
1999). Translators opt for various choices when faced with multiple signals, such as 
presented in 3.3.1. The translator here rendered the Taiwanese expression with a 
substitution technique; as a result, the regional signal is lost in translation. 
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Example 5-5 (AA-5)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Literal translation 
Generalisation 
Deletion 
 
ST 「你的某（妻子）給人欺侮去，你反而打我給人看？路旁屍半路死！ 
(236) 
LT Your mo (wife) was insulted; you instead beat me to let people see 
[Taiwanese sentence structure]? Roadside corpse dies on the 
way! 
TT “Your wife was humiliated, and you turned around and beat her up to 
show them. Go die in a ditch! A corpse by the roadside! (46) 
(Land) 
E5-5 is a typical example of Taiwanese dialect presented in many of Taiwan’s 
Regional Literature. The writer clearly signals the Taiwanese dialogue by using the 
transliterated Chinese characters ‘某 mo (wife)’ and ‘欺侮 ki hu (insult)’ as well as the 
Taiwanese sentence structure ‘你打我給人看 (you beat me to let people see)’ in the 
ST. Like Wang, its writer Hung added certain explanation in brackets to various 
words or phrases in his works. In this example, the translator omitted the writer’s 
explanation and used a generalisation technique to convey the regional pointer “ni e 
mo (wife)” as ‘your wife’ in the TT. The Taiwanese syntax was also conveyed in fluent 
target language. 
The phrase ‘路旁屍半路死  (roadside corpse dies on the way)’ was however 
translated literally into “Go die in a ditch! A corpse by the roadside!”. It is a well-
known Taiwanese proverb that expresses one’s anger toward another person. 
Idiomatically, this is an insult to the other person, just like saying “go to hell!” in 
English. This proverb presents a strong local sense in relation to the Taoist religion. 
At funeral services, Taoist priests would chant to help the dead release the soul from 
purgatory. Although the translation follows the ST literally, target readers may not be 
able to grasp this culturally-related concept and socially-structured implication from 
the TT. The regional signal therefore loses its effect in communication. 
With regard to this particular example, the participants were asked to rate the 
effectiveness of its translation in Part II of my questionnaire survey (QS). As 
mentioned in 4.2.4.2, the subjects were informed about the meaning of the proverb 
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and how it was translated in the TT. The researcher thought about the consequence 
of providing notes which might influence the respondents’ decisions; however, the 
result shows that the participants just used these notes as a bridge to make their 
judgements.  
NOTE: The translator literally rendered the phrase (shown in bold below), 
which is a Taiwanese expression to curse someone to ‘die in hell’. 
What is your general impression of the translation? 
Translation (T): Your wife was humiliated, and you turned around and beat her up 
to show them. Go die in a ditch! A corpse by the roadside!  
The average rating of this translation is 2.5 on a scale of 1-5 (1 = very confusing, 3 = 
Neutral, 5 = very effective). It shows that participants tended to find the translation 
confusing. One participant specifically commented on the translation: “Culturally this 
is confusing, but literally it makes sense”. This suggests that the use of literal 
translation may confuse target readers’ existing schema (see 3.5.2). In this case, 
because there is no further explanation informing TL readers about the culture and 
tradition in the use of this expression in Taiwan and because only the surface 
meaning was conveyed in the translation, the regional flavour disappeared in the TT. 
Example 5-6 (AA-6)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Literal translation 
 
ST 可是縣長連個 ABC 狗咬豬都不知道 (32) 
LT but the county magistrate don’t even know [how to say] ABC gao 
(dog) ga (bite) di (pig). 
TT but our county boss can’t even say A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy (15) 
(Rose) 
‘A B C 狗 (gao - dog) 咬 (ga – bite) 豬 (di - pig)’ originates from a Taiwanese 
children’s rhyme, which literally means that the pig was bitten by a dog. Pig in 
Taiwanese is pronounced the same as the English letter D, so the sentence also 
means that the letter D is eaten by a dog. This phrase is used to describe a person’s 
language skills in English. If someone knows a bit of English, you could say that he 
knows a little A B C, Gao Ga Di. This place-rooted Taiwanese expression is an 
example of local humour commonly used by older generations of Taiwanese.  
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The translator has translated the rhyme literally as ‘A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy’, which 
does not explain why there is a connection between the A-B-C and Dog bite pig-gy.  
Although TT readers might guess that the boss did not know any English from the 
context, the phrase “Dog bite pig-gy” does not say much about its origin and 
implication. This locally rooted expression seems to lose its humorous effect in 
translation. 
In order to see how target readers view the translation (i.e. whether the place-
marked signal in translation is clear or needs to be made clearer), the participants in 
my survey were asked to compare the following two translations so as to judge 
which translation is more effective in the TT. 
T (1): our county boss can’t even say A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy. 
T (2): our county magistrate can’t even say A-B-C, gao-ga-Di (dog-bite-pig).   
Footnote: ‘ABC gao-ga-di’ is a well-known Taiwanese children’s rhyme. The 
pronunciation of ‘pig’ in Taiwanese is ‘Di’ which is assonant as English letter ‘D’. It 
means that the letter ‘D’ is eaten by a dog. Its implication is that someone knows a bit 
of English.  
Twenty two out of twenty nine subjects thought that the second translation was more 
effective because culturally it makes more sense to them. Examples of their 
comments are: 1) The second version portrays much more clearly the folk rhyme’s 
background and meaning; 2) For someone unacquainted with Taiwanese culture, 
this gives a much richer picture. Among those (6 subjects) who preferred the first 
translation, one pointed out that T(1) makes more sense because it was the way he 
learned the alphabet in primary school, for example, A for Apple and D for Dog.  
From this example, we can reach the conclusion that the readers’ ability to identify a 
place-marked signal in translation depends on their attitude to what they are reading 
(e.g. interests toward certain cultures) and prior learning experience. A footnote can 
help readers to gain insight into a specific culture. For those who enjoy reading 
foreign literature, the use of footnotes is acceptable; however, a footnote can also 
confuse a reader’s understanding if it is too long or contains too much information, 
as was commented on by some of the participants.  
Place-marking in T(2) is different from T(1) because it emphasizes the origin of the 
expression and its implication, highlighting Taiwanese regionalism in the translation. 
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Yet, the content in the footnote would probably need condensing into a readable 
version because unfamiliar or an overloaded cultural context can influence TL 
readers’ comprehension. 
5.3.1.1.3 Taboo Words 
Taboo language is culturally or socially originated words or phrases that people use 
to insult others. According to Edmund Leach (Andersson and Trudgill, 1990: 15), 
taboo words in English fall into three major categories:  
1. ‘Dirty’ words having to do with sex and excretion, such as bugger and shit. 
2. Words that have to do with the Christian religion such as Christ and Jesus. 
3. Words which are used in ‘animal abuse’ (calling a person by the name of an 
animal), such as bitch and cow.  
People from different cultures have different taboo words. English speakers tend to 
use religious terms to curse others. Taiwanese or Chinese swear words fall into the 
first and third categories which relate mostly to sex, excretion and animal abuse. 
Taiwanese, in particular, also use indirect insults to one’s mother, father or ancestor 
to express their anger, for example, ‘幹伊娘 gan yi niang’ (fuck his/her mother). 
Taboo words in Taiwanese regional prose literature are used to represent characters 
that are either from a lower class or from a colonial authority (see Table AA-6). As 
presented in Chapter 2, Taiwan’s regional literature often refers to the life of 
peasants, ordinary people and uneducated people under Japanese or nationalist rule. 
The contrast uses of swear words in Wang’s works present, on the one hand, an 
earthy feel of the ordinary Taiwanese and on the other hand a sense of resistance 
toward colonial rule. Some of the swear words created in Wang’s prose and their 
translations will be presented as follows. 
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Example 5-7 (AA-7)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Transliteration 
Interpolation 
Substitution 
Paraphrase 
Deletion 
 
ST 幹伊娘，給你爸滾出去，幹伊祖公，我飼老鼠咬布袋，幹！ (93) 
LT Fuck his mother, get out of your father’s 10  sight. Fuck his 
ancestor, I feed a rat to bite the sack, Fuck! 
TT “Gan! Goddamit! Get out of here! Gan! Get out! I feed a rat to bite my 
own sack. Gan! ” (272) (Oxcart) 
Example 5-7 demonstrates a combination of swear words which the protagonist 
Wanfa used to curse his wife’s lover ‘Jian’, including ‘fuck his mother’, ‘get out of 
your father’s sight’, ‘fuck his ancestor’ and ‘fuck’. The translator used a mixture of 
translation techniques (substitution, paraphrase and omission) to render these swear 
words in the TT.  
The ST phrase “給(passive voice)你(your)爸(father)滾(roll)出去(out)”, which literally 
means ‘get out of your father’s sight’, was substituted and paraphrased into 
“Goddamit! Get out of here! Gan! Get out!” The taboo words ‘幹伊娘 (fuck his 
mother)’ and ‘幹伊祖公 (fuck his ancestors)’ were also omitted in the translation. The 
earthy language presented here is deeply rooted in a place which the source author 
constructs to represent the ordinary and uneducated Taiwanese who were struggling 
to make a living. By rendering these swear words with naturalisation techniques and 
replacing one of the main swear words with a religiously related curse, “Goddamit”, 
the translator might aim to create an analogous effect and to reduce the risk of 
confusing TL readers with awkward and unfamiliar regional signals in the translation.  
The swear word ‘幹 gan’, which evolved from a Chinese word ‘姦 jian (adultery or to 
attack someone sexually)’ originally meant ‘doing’ or ‘tree trunk’, but was retained in 
transliteration. When the word first appears in the story, the translators chose to use 
interpolation techniques to retain the SL word ‘gan’ in the TT and gave the 
explanation, “a profanity” in a footnote (see AA-7 TT2). The example above 
                                               
10 ‘Your father (你爸)’ is commonly used as an emphasis, meaning ‘I/my’ in Taiwanese. 
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demonstrates that the translator continued to retain the transliteration ‘gan’ in the 
latter part of the story.  
The word “profanity”, however, does not convey the same strong meaning as the 
English equivalent “fuck”. Hence the use of transliteration, deletion and amplification 
techniques can be seen as a euphemizing solution. There is some interplay here 
between gain of regionalism in translation and loss of other stylistic effects. In this 
case, the ST swear word “gan” and its footnote signal that this is set in the 
Chinese/Taiwanese-speaking world; however, the decision to use the euphemism 
“profanity” minimizes the transmission of the regional effect in the TT.  
Example 5-8 (AA-8)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Deletion 
Recreation 
 
ST 「奸 13你母底上那裏去？」(92) 
    註：13 奸姦簡三字臺語同音。(97) 
LT Where gan 13 your mother goes? 
Note: 13 ‘奸 gan’ ‘姦 gan’ ‘簡 gan’ three words pronounced the 
same in Taiwanese. 
TT “Where’s ‘Screw-your-mother’ off to?” (271) (Oxcart) 
E5-8 is another example of Taiwanese swearing that is used to express local humour 
with regard to the application of malapropisms. The wordplay constructed by the 
writer is used to mock the relationship of three characters: Wanfa, Ahao (Wanfa’s 
wife) and Jian (Ahao’s lover). These names contain connotations. For instance, 
Wangfa means ‘prosperity’ whereas in fact he was very poor; Ahao means ‘nice’ but 
she committed adultery; Jian implies ‘screw’ because he had a sexual relationship 
with a married woman.  
In his attempt at conveying the characters’ names in the English translation of Oxcart, 
Wang tried to preserve the comic effect by translating their names into English 
equivalents; therefore, Wangfa 萬發 becomes ‘Prosperity’, Ahao 阿好 becomes ‘Nice’ 
and Jian 簡 becomes ‘Screw’ (Lau and Ross, 1976: 74). As mentioned in Chapter 2, 
Wang was greatly influenced by foreign literature. It is not an uncommon practice in 
English Literature to name a character according to his/her behaviour in the story. 
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For example, we can find names like ‘Bottom’ (Midsummer Night’s Dream) and 
‘Quickly’ (Henry VIII) in Shakespeare’s works (Campbell, 1996-2008). However, 
when the translation was first published in Chinese Stories from Taiwan: 1960-1970, 
the editors changed Wang’s rendering of these personal names into a Romanised 
form, i.e. Wan-fa (Wangfa in the 1995 version), Ah-hao (Ahao) and Chien (Jian). 
They claimed that it is “for the sake of consistency and total faithfulness” (Lau and 
Ross, 1976: 74). Presumably, the editors felt that confusion might build up if the 
connotations of these names were kept in the TT just for humorous effect.  
This passage in E5-8 shows a possible reason why the writer desired to translate the 
peddler ‘Gan’ into ‘Screw’ in the first place. A pickle vendor wanted to know Jian’s 
whereabouts, so he asked Wanfa’s son, “where is the person your mother screws (= 
Gan) around?” The comic effect created in the Taiwanese dialect is the word ‘奸 gan 
(villain)’ which shares the same pronunciation as ‘姦 gan (adultery)’ and ‘簡 gan (a 
last name)’. The translator omitted the writer’s annotation to avoid confusing target 
readers regarding the connotation and so rendered the ST literally into “where’s 
‘Screw-your-mother’ off to?” in the TT. The deixis ‘Screw-your-mother’ was re-
created in (1) single-quotation marks, (2) words connected by hyphens and (3) a 
capital letter - S to signal to target readers that this is a name. 
The stylistic effect of this translation seems to focus on the transmission of the comic 
effect rather than the regional effect. By omitting the ST footnote, the place-marked 
wordplay is lost in the TT, but dirty humour was re-created for the TL readers. 
Example 5-9 (AA-9)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Amplification 
Deletion 
 
ST 話沒說完，志鵬就一聲「騙肖」(註：猶如混帳) (94) 
LT Haven’t finished [his (Zhu’s)] words, Zhipeng shouted “pen xiao [in 
Taiwanese]” (Note: as bastard [in Chinese]) 
TT Zhipeng had sprung before Zhu before he’d finished and cried out, 
“You bastard!” (134) (Sulan)  
In this example, the writer constructed another Taiwanese swear word “騙肖 pen 
xiao” with an annotation indicating its meaning in Chinese. As mentioned previously, 
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the writer liked to provide a bracketed explanation or footnotes for the ST readers. 
The purpose was to improve the readability of the ST, especially for the SL readers 
who do not know Taiwanese/Japanese (see also 2.5.1). These annotations also 
became regional signals that highlight the differences between Mandarin Chinese 
and the Taiwanese dialect.  
With ‘You’ precedes the word ‘bastard’, the translation expresses fully about the 
brother’s anger toward Mr. Zhu (Sulan’s husband). However, TL readers would not 
know that the character spoke in the Taiwanese dialect. The translation has, 
therefore, made the TT lose its regional effect even though it has accurately 
reproduced the expression’s illocutionary force (the intention that the sender/speaker 
wants the receiver/hearer to understand).   
Example 5-10 (AA-10)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Substitution 
 
ST 他們這一輩青年人，[…]，才不要講什麼「幹伊娘」「他媽的」，他們現
在流行講：他奶奶的熊 (173-174) 
LT Young people in their generation […] won’t say ‘fuck his/her mother’ 
and ‘his mother’, the popular phrase they say now is: his 
grandmother’s bear. Don’t you know! 
TT We’re no match for kids these days, […]. No more ‘fuck you’ and 
‘damn him’ for them, now they say things like his granny’s beaver 
(122) (Rose) 
Speaking Mandarin became a trend in the 70s and 80s in Taiwan, due to the 
Government’s policy and cultural assimilation as presented in Chapter 2. This is a 
dialogue which satirically reflects politics when only Mandarin was allowed in schools 
and government sectors by the KMT (see 2.2). Profanities among the young always 
follow some kind of social trend. Here, young people, instead of saying ‘fuck his 
mother (幹伊娘 )’ in Taiwanese, said ‘他奶奶的熊  (his grandmother’s bear) in 
Mandarin. In other words, the regional signals which the writer constructed are two: 
the Taiwanese and the Mandarin swear words. Its context also helps SL recipients to 
notice the satiric effect implied in the ST. 
The translator used the substitution technique to render these taboo languages: ‘fuck 
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you’, ‘damn him’ and ‘his granny’s beaver’. ‘Beaver’ is used as vulgar slang in 
America to mean female genitals or pubic area. Although the use of ‘beaver’ in the 
slang might be closer to American readers’ schema knowledge, the phrase “his 
granny’s beaver” is not entirely an English expression, so it will probably be taken as 
a literal translation of Chinese swearing. However, there is no explicit place-marked 
signal in translation to reveal Taiwan’s socio-linguistic change, where people 
gradually became Mandarin users instead of users of the Taiwanese dialect. 
Findings from the questionnaire survey 
The taboo languages demonstrated above represent regional characteristics of 
ordinary Taiwanese whose lives are deeply rooted in Taiwan. As previously explained, 
taboo words are a social convention: regional writers often used them to make a 
distinction between the social classes (i.e. educated versus uneducated people) in 
the stories. In Taiwan’s regional literature, taboo language is not only used to present 
an earthy feel, but also shows how colonial/political powers used languages to 
influence people through language assimilation. 
In translations of Wang’s works, translators used different techniques to render 
swear words like “fuck” or “fuck his/her mother”. In order to discover the function of 
each technique (i.e. whether it could further/impede or alter the transmission of 
regional effects), participants in my reader study were asked to compare the 
effectiveness of swear words with different translations. For this particular question, 
they were asked to read a Note before they made their judgements on the translation 
strategies. The note and the result are presented below. 
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NOTE: The following curse words which were translated by 
different methods contain similar meanings in English 
as “fuck”, “fuck your mother” or “son of a bitch”. Please 
scale the effectiveness of each translation. 
Mean 11 
(all 
subjects 
N = 30) 
TT(1): Yiniang!4 I thought there might be some womenfolk 
for company. 
Footnote: 4. A Taiwanese profanity. [Oxcart] 
2.1 
TT(2): He barked like a mad dog, bowwow bowwow, half a 
day long. His mother! Who can understand that kind 
of barbarian yackety-yak? [Land] 
1.8 
TT(3): Gan! Goddamit! Get out of here! Gan! Get out! 
[Oxcart] 
3.7 
TT(4): fuck you [Rose] 4.4 
TT(5): “bakayarō” (stupid bastard) [Land] 4.3 
The Taiwanese slang ‘yiniang’ as described above shares a similar meaning to the 
American slang ‘fuck his/her mother’ (see also AA-7 TT2). In this task, the 
techniques by which TT(1) was translated are transliteration and annotation. With 
mean 2.1, a footnote explaining that the ST item “yiniang” is a “Taiwanese profanity” 
was felt by participants to be a less effective rendering of a SL obscenity than a 
bracketed TL equivalent. This might be due to the fact that the word “profanity” is too 
formal and the transliteration is also confusing. If a more colloquial explanation was 
used in the TT, participants might have had a different opinion about the translation. 
One participant specifically pointed out that he misunderstood the transliteration of 
the slang and thought it was a name (for names are often transliterated in the 
English translation). This indicates that the strategy of using phonetic spelling to 
render Taiwanese or Chinese slang with a euphemistic explanation in a footnote may 
not be clear enough. The combined use of translation techniques which was shown 
in this example produced an awkward prose style that contained both the ST 
linguistic signal and the TT expression. The ST regionalism is only communicated to 
the readers of the TT in the footnote, not in the text. 
The swear word in TT(2) is “His mother!”, a direct translation from the same 
Taiwanese slang ‘yiniang’ as mentioned above. For this translation, with mean 1.8, 
the data suggests that most of the participants found the translation was not very 
effective. Without an explanation, the literal translation of “His mother!” does not 
                                               
11 On a scale of 1-5 (1 = very confusing, 2 = confusing, 3 = neutral, 4 = effective, 5 = very effective) 
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make any sense to English target readers. Although it gives an exotic feel to the 
translation, the translation does not signal to the target readers that this swearing is 
Taiwanese.   
TT(3) received an unexpected response. The translators used the technique of 
interpolation to convey the most popular Taiwanese swear word “Gan” (refer to E5-7). 
The participants did not have the opportunity to read the text of the short story; 
however, the mean rating is 3.7. This indicates that the participants thought the 
sentence moderately retains the ST obscenity (perhaps via “goddammit”) in the 
translation. As stated in E5-7, Taiwanese regionalism was highlighted in the TT.  
TT(4), on the other hand, was conveyed by the substitution technique. Swear words 
like “Gan or Gan ni niang [Fuck your mother]” were translated into “fuck you”. The 
average is 4.4, which indicates that the technique is quite effective. Although there is 
no specific signal to indicate its place of origin, the local rudeness is retained in the 
TL swear word “fuck”.  
In TT(5), the participants were asked to judge the translation of the Japanese swear 
word “bakayarō” (stupid bastard). It was a common swear word used by Japanese 
policemen during their occupation in Taiwan. The technique of transliteration with 
additional information in brackets is another way of preserving the regional signal in 
the TT. With a mean of 4.3, the data indicates that the subjects found the translation 
quite effective. The translation seems to highlight the regional signal (a Japanese 
swear word) and makes the illocutionary force effective in the TT. 
The questionnaire survey which is supplementary material to the textual analysis 
about taboo words in English translation suggests that participants consider the 
naturalisation approach most effective, even though the regional effect may be 
missing in the translation. However, when the regional signal is retained and 
sufficient explanation is provided in the TT, the translation can also be considered as 
effective as the one rendered in the naturalisation technique (see also 3.3). This 
implies that target readers’ schemata can be refreshed through the newly-learned 
knowledge even if they are unfamiliar with the target language and culture. The 
interplay between gain/loss of regionalism and gain/loss of different stylistic effects is 
an important factor that influences the effectiveness of communication. Nevertheless, 
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the study discovers that when unfamiliar cultural/regional signals were heavily 
marked by the translator, the communication risks became less effective on the TL 
readers. It is, therefore, a translator’s job to find the right balance on what to lose and 
what to gain in the translation, depending on the function of each technique.  
5.3.1.2 Mandarin Chinese 
Chinese characters in Wang’s works function as phonetic symbols to mimic region-
marked languages in the ST, including the Taiwanese/Hakka dialect, 
Chinese/Japanese language, indigenous languages and even English. As shown in 
5.3.1.1, the characteristic of Mandarin Chinese is that it can be used to construct 
sounds and create humorous effects. This section focuses on the translation of 
Chinese wordplay.  
5.3.1.2.1 Chinese Wordplay 
In Mandarin, different characters can share the same sound or tone even though 
their meaning is totally opposite. Chinese wordplay, created by the author, often 
consists of regional characteristics with comic effect. The examples below present 
different Chinese characters used by the author and the reconstruction of these 
signals in translations. 
Example 5-11 (AA-11)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Re-creation 
 
ST 「萬一真的莫有來，那我們不成了客家人講『穿鞋』是『遭害』了
嗎？」(23) 
LT “If they don’t come, then we will become what the Hakka people call 
‘zo hai (to put on shoes)’ is ‘zao hai (to suffer disaster)’? 
TT “If they don’t, won’t we do what the Hakka call ‘shoe fur’ – you know, 
suffer?” (09) (Rose) 
One example of Wang’s creativity in Chinese wordplay is sound representation. The 
pronunciation of a Hakka dialect phrase ‘穿鞋 (to put on shoes)’ sounds like the 
Chinese ‘遭害 zao hai (to suffer disaster)’. Here, the writer ingeniously introduced the 
Hakka dialect in the ST (see 2.2) and also emphasised the possible disaster if the 
GIs did not come to Taiwan for their holiday, i.e. the opportunity of earning money 
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from American GIs. The translator used the recreation technique to re-create the 
sound effect constructed in the ST: the pun ‘shoe fur’ and ‘suffer’ achieved an 
analogous effect in the TT. The retention of the word “Hakka” also helps to preserve 
Taiwanese regionalism in the translation. In other words, the regional marking and 
the effectiveness of the pun further increase the transmission of the regional effect in 
the TT. 
Example 5-12 (AA-12)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Re-creation 
 
ST 「美軍就是美金囁！」 [……]「… 多一名美軍多一塊美金！」(27-28) 
LT “American soldier is American dollar! […] “…one more American 
GI means one more American Dollar” 
TT “Olive green spells folding green for us!” [……] “… One GI fuck 
means one U.S. buck.” (12-13) (Rose) 
Throughout the story, Wang continuously used sounds and tones to create irony and 
humorous effects. Here, “American GIs” represents an influx of cash into Taiwan’s 
economy. In the example above, Wang constructs a near-homophone ‘美軍就是美金 
[Mei Jun (American soldier) jiu shi Mei Jin (American dollar)]’ to illustrate how 
Taiwan relied on America’s economic assistance (see 2.1.4). The translation ‘all that 
olive green spells folding green for us’ not only creates a social connection to the 
American readers but the rendering, a play on words, also responds to the ST 
original.  
Another similar sentence that follows the above expression in the ST is ‘多一名美軍
多一塊美金 [duo yi ming mei jun (American solider) duo yi kuai mei jin (American 
dollar)]’. The translator also rendered this sentence creatively with the rhyme: ‘One 
GI fuck means one U.S. buck’. It vividly expresses the purpose of the GIs’ coming 
and the benefit to those brothels through this business.  
The above examples present the technique that the translator used to render Wang’s 
satirical subversion of U.S. dominance in the TT. The re-creation technique helps to 
make the neo-colonial aspect of Taiwan’s regionalism explicit in the translation. 
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Example 5-13 (AA-13)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Description 
 
ST 錢議員的公館 [……] 獨缺書房，因為他怕「輸」。(42) 
LT Councilman Qian’s residence [……] but no study room, because he is 
afraid of ‘lose’.   
TT Councilman Qian’s residence [……] [have everything], but a place for 
books, since the word for books sounds like the word for “lose.” 
(23) (Rose) 
Taiwan, as mentioned in Chapter 2, has been greatly influenced by the Chinese 
culture and language. The writer used malapropism to play on words, because the 
sound of “book 書 (shu)” is the same as “lose 輸 (shu)”. The character, Councilman 
Qian, who was trying to win the election, did not allow any book to be placed in his 
house. In order for the target readers to understand the relationship of ‘book’ and 
‘lose’ in the TT, the translator used the technique of description to explain the reason 
why Councilman Qian’s residence does not have any books. This technique may 
help translators to avoid the confusion created by wordplay. The effect on the target 
readers with reference to Taiwan’s cultural tradition (in this case, superstition) was 
highlighted in the translation.  
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Example 5-14 (AA-14)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Deletion 
Explicitation 
 
ST 見惲醫師掉臉對少年說：「你叫李發育？十八歲？」…… 
「渾醫師我 － 」 
「失禮。我不姓混，因為我不是混蛋。」 
「哦！對不起對不起。那 － 揮醫師我 －」 
「失禮。我也不姓灰， …… 
「醫師的姓 … 念運 － 運動的運。」楊小姐第一次開口。 
「對不起對不起，惲 － 醫師，你看我會不會 ～？」…… (116-117) 
LT [Siwen] saw Dr. Yun turned his face to talk to the young man, “Your 
name is Li Fa-Yu? 18 years old?” …… 
“Dr. Huen [渾 foolish/turbid], I …” 
“Rudeness. My last name is not Huen [混 turbid] because I am not an 
asshole.” 
“Oh! Sorry sorry. Then, Dr. Huei [揮 wave], I …”  
“Rudeness. My last name is also not Huei [灰 dust] …… 
“Doctor’s last name … should be read Yun – as yundong (exercise)’s 
yun.” Miss Yang opened her mouth at the first time. 
“Sorry sorry, Dr. － Yun, do you think I might have ～ ?” ……   
TT When Dr. Yun asked his patient, “Your name is Li Fayu [well-
developed Li]12? You’re eighteen years old?” …… 
“You don’t think I’m - ?” …… (80-81) 
Another example of Chinese wordplay that satirizes Taiwan’s regional characters 
was the writer’s creation of self-deprecating humour. In this example, the ST readers 
would read conversations between Dr. Yun (a specialist for venereal disease), the 
patient Li Fayu and Nurse Yang about the pronunciation of the Doctor’s family name. 
“惲 (Yun)” is not a common family name and many people may not know how to 
pronounce this word. The patient Li Fayu first pronounced the word as “Huen”, so the 
doctor teased him that he was not a fool or an asshole 混蛋 (huen dan). Li tried to 
correct his mistake by pronouncing the doctor’s last name, but once again said it 
wrong in “Huei (揮 to wave)”. The doctor said that his family name was not “huei” (灰 
dust) also because his head and face were not covered in dust. Finally, the nurse 
Miss Yang had to tell the patient that the doctor’s last name is “惲 Yun”, pronounced 
the same way as “運 yun (to exercise)”.  
                                               
12 The explanation in the square-bracket was from the translator. 
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For this part of the conversation, the translator chose to use the technique of 
omission to avoid possible confusion or lengthy explanation in the TT. Omission, as 
mentioned in Chapter 3, is one of the solutions to use when the phonetic creation 
(e.g. wordplay) in the ST cannot be conveyed in the TT. Although the conversation 
between the young patient and the doctor has been omitted, the patient’s name “Li 
Fayu” is emphasized by the translator. The reason for omitting the whole 
‘misunderstanding’ episode is probably because of the difficulty of punning and 
difficulty in choosing analogous English varieties. The translator’s alternative was to 
apply the explicitation technique in the TT where it points out that the young man’s 
name in Chinese actually implies “well-developed” which is the opposite to his 
physical appearance (i.e. another wordplay created by the writer). 
The effect on the target readers as regards the image presented in this example 
might not be successful because both regional marking and the humorous effect are 
lost in the translation. Therefore, the self-deprecating satirical effect of the Taiwanese 
writer satirizing his “own” people, as part of regional literary effect, is also lost (see 
2.5.1). 
5.3.1.3 Foreign Languages 
The foreign languages that Wang constructed in the novel Rose are Japanese and 
English. The construction of these two languages in the ST helps to present the 
influence of the Japanese and English languages on Taiwan during the colonial 
period and later under U.S. dominance (see 2.1.3 and 2.1.4). Since English is the 
target language, it is interesting to see how foreign languages are translated in the 
TT and how the hybrid image of Taiwan is reconstructed in the translation. The 
examples of code-switching in the ST and their translations will also be presented in 
Section 5.3.1.4. 
5.3.1.3.1 Japanese Language 
The use of Japanese words in Taiwanese could often be heard in daily conversation 
in the past, and is even heard today (see 2.3.1). It is still very common to hear terms 
like Aniki (older brother), asari (decisive and straightforward), miso (soybean 
flavoured) soup, sashimi (raw fish), ichiban (number one) and kawai (cute) in 
everyday speech, and they are also presented in Wang’s novel Rose. The examples 
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below show how these Japanese terms were rendered in the TT. 
Example 5-15 (AA-15)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Transliteration 
Deletion 
 
ST 「演講要像女人的裙子愈短愈好，所以我就講到這裏史多普(STOP 的日
音，已成台語詞匯)。[…]」(212) 
LT “Speeches are like women’s skirts, the shorter the better, so I will end 
it here sutapu (STOP in Japanese, it has become a Taiwanese 
term). […]” 
TT “Speeches are like women’s skirts, the shorter the better, so I’ll su-ta-
pu [STOP] here. […]” (151) (Rose) 
As the example demonstrates, the Japanese word ‘sutapu’, which is originally from 
the English verb ‘stop’, has become part of the vocabulary of Taiwanese people. The 
writer’s explanation of the word ‘sutapu’ tells the source readers that it comes from 
Japanese and that it later became a Taiwanese word. This part of the explanation 
was, however, omitted in the TT. It is assumed that the translator tried to avoid a 
lengthy annotation in the TT. The effect on the target readers with reference to the 
use of the Japanese word “sutapu” in Taiwanese (i.e. the evidence of Taiwan being 
colonised by Japan) is lost in the translation; however, the translation can have a 
different effect on the target readers. For instance, they might think that the character 
pronounced the English word with a strong accent, so “stop” became “su-ta-pu”. 
Example 5-16 (AA-16)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Deletion 
Paratext 
 
ST 怎麼連四、五十歲的媽媽尚(尚：日音，對長輩的一種尊稱)也要啊！
(94) 
LT How can you take 40 and 50 years old mama-sans (san: Japanese, 
a respectful form of address toward elderly)! 
TT ‘You mean you’ll even take forty-and fifty-year-old mama-sans?’(63) 
(Rose) 
As the translator explained in the Translator’s Preface (1998: ix), “Foreign words 
appearing in the Chinese text are italicized [……]”. From the TT above, we can see 
that the word ‘mama-sans’ is in italics. In order to make his readers recognise that 
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the Japanese term was re-created in Chinese characters, the author gave the 
explanation in the ST that ‘san’ is used as a respectful form of address in Japanese 
(see 2.5.1.1). However, the translator chose to omit this explanation in the TT. 
In the Japanese language, ‘Mama-sans’ can be older prostitutes or those who 
control and manage the lives of younger prostitutes. This is a well-known fact in 
Taiwan. The researcher previously assumed that TT readers knew the term and that 
it was probably well-known in America or England. However, reader response 
studies with the British participants revealed that most of them have difficulty 
recognising Japanese linguistic signals in the English translation. As mentioned in 
3.4.3, translators make decisions on what is important and what is to omit in the TT. 
The translator probably assumed that the intended target audiences (American 
readers) would be familiar with some of the Japanese expressions. Yet, this 
assumption cannot always be applied to other English speaking readers. Japanese 
words might lose their regional effect in translation because British target readers 
may not have the schema to recognise them in the TT.   
Example 5-17 (AA-17)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Transliteration 
Generalization 
Paraphrase 
Deletion 
Amplification 
 
ST 看到日本人客，那些賺吃的都會先來一句：伊來協你慢泄(日諧音：請
進來坐！) [……] 有幾個 […] 居然去抓日本人客的金他媽(日音：睪丸)！
搞的阿本仔一口一聲姨太姨太(日音：痛唷) (139) 
LT [When those prostitutes] saw the Japanese customers, those who 
tried to earn money would say this sentence first: yi-lai-xie-ni-man-xie 
(a Japanese homophone: please come in to sit!) [……] some girls 
[…] to my surprised they grab the Japanese customer’s jin-ta-ma 
(Japanese: the testicle)! Making the Japanese crying out yi-tai yi-tai 
(Japanese: hurt) 
TT “when the Japanese customers show up, the whores announce, 
‘Irashamase, welcome to our establishment,’ [……] Hell, I tell you, 
some of those girls […] grab the men’s balls, for crying out loud, 
and all you hear is ‘Ouch! Itai! That hurts!’” (95) (Rose) 
In relation to the background of the novel, Wang Zhenhe used homophones to create 
a comic effect. For example, the writer used the Japanese word ‘irashamase 
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(welcome)’ to create a meaningful sentence in Chinese. ‘伊來協你慢泄 (yi lai xie ni 
man xie)’, literally means ‘one comes help you slowly ejaculate’, implying that those 
prostitutes will give good service to their customers if they come to their brothel.  
In the ST example, there are two other comic creations in the same paragraph that 
are ‘金他媽 jin-ta-ma (kintama)’ which means ‘men’s balls’ (testicles) in Japanese 
and ‘姨太 yi-tai (itai)’ which means ‘hurt’ in Japanese. The comic effect occurs when 
the homophones of the Japanese terms in Chinese contain some implications, like 
“jin-ta-ma” literally meaning ‘gold’s mother’ which implies money. In addition, when 
the Japanese shout ‘itai’, it means ’hurt’ but from the denotation, the ST readers 
could also imagine that they are calling their concubine (姨太).  
As Tymoczko has emphasised in her work: translators face the constraints of inter-
cultural translation like the wordplay presented here and have to make decisions on 
what to convey in translation (3.3.2.1). In the translation of Rose, Japanese elements 
are in general rendered in transliteration with or without explanation and in an italic 
form as mentioned previously. The author’s message “Japanese pronunciation” was 
omitted from most of the Japanese terms that appeared in Rose.  
E5-17 shows that the translator used various techniques to convey the Japanese 
terms, including transliteration, omission, generalisation, paraphrasing and in-text 
addition. For instance, the word “irashamase” was retained in transliteration and the 
writer’s explanation “a Japanese homophone: please come in to sit” was conveyed 
into “welcome to our establishment”. It is assumed that the translator tried to avoid 
preserving the author’s bracketed explanation in the TT, in order to make the TT 
sound natural and fluent.  
As for the latter two Japanese terms, the translator used the paraphrase and 
amplification techniques to re-create the comic effect in the TT. Although the 
homophones created in Chinese characters are not conveyed in the translation, the 
phrases “I tell you”, “for crying out loud”, and “Ouch! … That hurts!” are created in the 
TT to increase the comic effect of the story. 
The translator’s decision to retain the Japanese terms in transliteration without 
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explaining their language origin throughout the TT can be an arguable issue. As 
Rumelhart (1984: 18-19) points out, when a particular clue in the text cannot be 
detected by the readers, the meaning of the sentence cannot be interpreted. For one 
thing, the target readers may not have the schema to recognise these terms in 
transliteration. For this reason, the regional characteristics may not be 
communicated through the TT.        
5.3.1.3.2 Use of English Syntax in Chinese 
In addition to the Japanese legacy left in Taiwan, people began to apply English 
syntax to Chinese under the influence of the American language and culture (see 
2.1.4). Wang was one of the first people who incorporated this linguistic situation into 
literary writing. 
One of the main characters in the novel Rose is the English teacher “Dong Siwen” 
whose role in the story is quite laughable (ridiculous) with arrogant characteristics. 
The example below will show how Western education influences Dong’s Mandarin 
especially when he tries to act intelligently. 
Example 5-18 (AA-18)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Literal translation 
Substitution 
 
ST 攻讀外國語文學系的他，也許過度用功吧！竟連自己講的國語都躲不掉
西潮的影響。[……] 我被愉快地驚異了 …… 經常自他嘴裏冒出來，常
常叫對方聽的又吃力又彆扭 [……] (17) 
LT Majoring in foreign literature [in the university], maybe he worked too 
hard! Even his spoken Mandarin could not avoid the influence of 
the Western trend. [……] I was pleasantly surprised …… frequently 
came out of his mouth, often making others hard to understand and 
also feeling awkward [……] 
TT Owing, perhaps, to his industry in studying a foreign language, even 
Siwen’s Mandarin had a decided Western twang. [……] I was 
pleasantly surprised … and the like poured from his mouth, making it 
difficult to listen to him and awkward to have to. [……] (04) (Rose) 
This example shows that Dong’s spoken Mandarin was heavily influenced by English 
education and that he liked to fuse Western syntax with his Mandarin. The sentence 
“我被愉快地驚異了 (I was pleasantly surprised)” follows the English syntax closely, 
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i.e. subject + auxiliary verb (be) + adverb + main verb (past participle). In the 
Chinese language, the sentence should be in the active voice as ‘我感到又驚又喜！ 
(LT: I feel both surprised and pleased)’. The translator chose to use the technique of 
literal translation to convey Dong’s English-style Mandarin. Since the translation is in 
English, it is hard for the translator to imitate the ST effect in the TT. Therefore, 
instead of literally translating the term “Western trend”, the translator used the 
compensation technique to create a pointer “Western twang” in the TT. The pointer 
“twang” may help target readers to imagine what Dong’s spoken Mandarin would be 
like from the translation. 
In the reader response studies, a target interviewee mentioned that the word “twang” 
also means accent, so the message she received was that “Dong’s spoken Mandarin 
sounds a bit like a Westerners”, which is similar to what the writer wanted to convey 
in the ST. In other words, an analogous effect was created in the target discourse 
world. The translator’s decision activates the participant’s existing knowledge and 
helps her to interpret the information conveyed in the TT (see 3.5.2). 
5.3.1.3.3 English Wordplay in the Source Text 
Wang applied various English names, phrases and sentences to create satiric effects 
in the story Rose. To deal with the writer’s use of English in the original text and to 
distinguish them from the TT, the translator noted in the preface that foreign words 
are italicized in the translation (refer back to E5-16). Below are some of the 
examples that show what challenges the translator encountered in the translating 
process.  
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Example 5-19 (AA-19)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Transliteration 
Reordering 
Paratext 
Particularization 
 
ST 那些名字不是叫「死掉啦」(Stella)「愛你」(Anne)就是叫「勒死」
(Ruth)「害人」(Helen)什麼的臺北貴婦人都豎起大拇指說是一級棒。
(78) 
LT Those Taipei rich women who were called “si diao la” (Stella) “ai ni” 
(Anne) “le si” (Ruth) “hai ren” (Helen) all thumbed up and said 
ichiban. 
TT Those two stylists always got a thumbs-up from well-to-do Taipei 
women with names like Stella [si-diao-le – dead as a doornail], 
Anne [ai-ni – love ya], Ruth [le-si – driven to death], or Helen [hai-
ren – assault and battery]. (50) (Rose) 
In the ST example, English names such as Stella, Anne, Ruth or Helen are given a 
homophone in Chinese. The writer probably tried to imitate how English names or 
words sounded to Taiwanese people at the time and he also created a satirical effect 
to the story. For example, the sound of Stella becomes “死掉啦 (si diao la)” which 
implies “dead” and Helen’s homophone is “害人 (hai ren)” which means “to harm 
people”. 
In terms of translation, the translator retained the English name in italic form and 
added its phonetic spelling together with its implied meaning in a square bracket, e.g. 
“Stella [si-diao-le – dead as a doornail]”. At the same time, the source sentence was 
rendered according to the TL syntax. 
It is assumed that the translator tried to re-create the regional signal and preserve 
the satirical effect in the TT. One of the participants in my reader response study who 
is learning Mandarin Chinese thought that the translation was quite clear. The 
English name in italics, the pinyin and the explanation in the bracket helped her to 
understand what the translator is trying to say in the TT. Another participant however 
gave a different comment at the interview. She mentioned that the implication is hard 
to understand because the translation is too literal. To quote her words, she said, 
“For an English person, like me, I don’t necessarily understand what it means”. From 
these two opposing comments, we may conclude that target readers who have no 
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experience in learning Chinese may encounter certain problems with the translation 
(see also 3.5.2). The stylistic effect (English names + phonetic spelling + explanation) 
helps to retain the regional effect in the TT, but the self-deprecating satirical effect 
may be lost in the translation for meaning cannot necessarily be communicated to 
the target readers. 
Example 5-20 (AA-20)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Transliteration 
Deletion 
Substitution 
Amplification 
 
ST 「My name is Patricia 講！」 
[……] 伊彷佛再講臺語：「打你去死呀！」 
[……]「罵 你 即是 是 打你去死呀！」(236) 
LT “My name is Patricia, say it!” 
[……] She said it as though she was speaking in Taiwanese: “pa-li-
ki-xi-ya!” 
[……] “Mei-li-ji-shi shi pa-li-ki-xi-ya!” 
TT “My name is Patricia, say it!”  
[……] It sounded to everyone as if she had said ba dee kee she ya 
[I’ll beat you to death]13!  
[……] “Ma nee yee si si ba dee kee she ya [I’ll give you hell and 
beat you to death]! (169-170) (Rose) 
The context of this ST example is about how Teacher Dong taught English to the 
prostitutes who were going to serve American GIs. In this part of the text, Dong was 
trying to teach Prostitute Li to say “My name is Patricia” in English. Without proper 
training, her English sounded like the offensive phrase “beat you to death” in 
Taiwanese. Again, this is one of the English wordplay that was created by the writer. 
For the TT, the translator tried to maintain the sound effect of the ST in the 
translation. The translator applied the techniques of transliteration and annotation to 
convey Li’s first attempt at pronouncing her English name, i.e. ba dee kee she ya [I’ll 
beat you to death]. The source phrase “講臺語 (speaking in Taiwanese)” was omitted 
in the TT. To render Li’s final attempt in pronouncing the whole sentence “my name is 
Patricia” with a strong Taiwanese accent, the translator also applied the same 
techniques. This time, however, the explanation was not just rendered in a literal 
                                               
13 The explanation in the square-bracket was from the translator. 
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translation. The ST words “罵你 mei-li (to scold you)” as “my name” was substituted 
with the phrase “I’ll give you hell …” to increase the comic effect of the TL. 
It is assumed that the translator’s decisions could help in maintaining the regional 
signal and the comic effect in the translation. However, due to the omission of the 
source phrase “speaking in Taiwanese” in the TT, target readers might only 
recognize the fact that Li could not pronounce her English name correctly. In addition, 
the alphabetic spelling might disrupt the reader’s flow of reading. 
5.3.1.4 Code-switching between Languages 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, code-switching between languages is common practice 
in Taiwan due to its colonial history and hybrid culture (see 2.3.2). There are four 
types of code-switching presented in Wang’s novel Rose: Taiwanese/Chinese, 
Taiwanese/Japanese, Chinese/Japanese and Chinese/English. Hervey and Higgins 
(1992: 120) compare code-switching to a strategic device and social interactional 
function in a text, so that if possible, a translator should convey the effects of the ST 
in the TT. In the case of Rose, the writer constantly reminds his readers that there 
are language changes in the ST, but the translator did not follow Wang’s approach 
exactly. The examples below will show how language switching was rendered in the 
translation. 
5.3.1.4.1 Code-switching between Taiwanese and Chinese 
Example 5-21 (AA-21)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Deletion 
Literal translation 
Amplification 
 
ST1 「你是在變什麼蚊！(猶如國語：你到底在搞什麼！)」然後轉用國語詰
難起來。「你是吃錯藥啦！」(40) 
LT1 “What mosquito you are transforming! (as in Mandarin: What are 
you doing!)” Then he switched to Mandarin and said, “Did you take 
the wrong medicine!” 
TT1 “What sort of mosquito tactics are you up to?” he said in 
Taiwanese slang. Then he switched to Mandarin: “Did you take the 
wrong medicine today, or what?” (21) (Rose) 
Example 5-21 shows how code-switching between Taiwanese and Chinese was 
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constructed in the ST. A homophone was constructed into the Taiwanese sentence 
“你是在變什麼蚊 li xi ei bin xia mee mang (what are you doing)” by the writer to 
create a comic effect. The homophone ‘蚊  wen’ in Standard Chinese means 
mosquito which is pronounced as ‘Mang’ in Taiwanese. ‘Mang’ can mean ‘mosquito’, 
but also means ‘doing’ with a negative implication. In order to avoid confusing some 
readers who do not know Taiwanese, the author provided a bracketed explanation to 
point out its meaning in Chinese.  
The translator rendered the Taiwanese phrase “在變什麼蚊 ” into “what sort of 
mosquito tactics are you up to” in the techniques of literal translation and paraphrase. 
The bracketed explanation provided by the author was omitted in the TT, but the 
phrase “he said in Taiwanese slang” was added to point out the fact that the 
character in the story spoke in Taiwanese. This transition phrase creates a pathway 
for the sentences to follow where the character switched his language from 
Taiwanese to Mandarin. 
It is assumed that the translator retained the word “mosquito” to preserve the 
regional signal in the translation. When this phrase appeared again in the latter part 
of the novel, the word “mosquito” was also preserved and the phrase was rendered 
into “what kind of mosquito he’s turning into (see Appendix AA-21-TT2)”. Presumably, 
the target readers can understand the TT through the words “tactics” and “turning 
into” without being confused by the word “mosquito”. However, the results of the 
reader response show the opposite effect. 
In the reader response study, the TNP, BLP and ENP groups were asked to read 
certain chapters of the novel Rose (see Chapter 4). Subjects from the TNP group 
could easily recognize the expression in Taiwanese from the ST. Those who were not 
familiar with the Taiwanese language in the BLP group had difficulty understanding 
the expression. All the target culture natives (ENP), in this case British, 
misunderstood the meaning of the sentence “I don’t know what kind of mosquito he’s 
turning into” even though they could read the sentence in context.   
The word ‘mosquito’ made the ENP to think of ‘Teacher Dong’ as someone who was 
trying to suck money because mosquitoes suck blood. Several ENP were puzzled 
because of the phrase ‘turning into’. “Is it possible that it means that this person is 
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going to turn into a mosquito?” one person asked. Although the translator tried to 
retain the regional flavour and maybe create a comic effect in the TT, the meaning 
could have been misunderstood by the target readers. 
In addition, the questionnaire survey also asked the participants to judge whether the 
translator’s rendering was understandable or not. Due to the fact that the participants 
were not able to read the whole passage, the meaning of this Taiwanese expression 
was first explained to the subjects in a note. As mentioned above, the same 
expression appeared in the ST twice. The translator reconstructed it differently 
according to its context, but the word “mosquito” was still retained in the TT. My note 
and the two translations were shown as follows; 
NOTE: The bold phrases in T (1) and T (2) are actually saying the same thing as in 
the English expression “What are you up to? or What are you doing?” This 
Taiwanese expression, which was translated closely from the original text, appears 
in the story twice. 
    
T (1): “What sort of mosquito tactics are you up to?” he said in Taiwanese 
slang. Then he switched to Mandarin: “Did you take the wrong medicine today, or 
what?” 
 
T (2): I’ve never seen anyone more pig-headed, never in my life! […] I don’t know 
what kind of mosquito he’s turning into. 
After reading the above translations, the participants were asked to answer the 
question “Do you think T(1) which appears in the story first is effective enough to 
help you understand T(2)?” The table below demonstrates some of the participants’ 
views on this question. 
P1 No: The mosquito tactic doesn’t really seem to have any meaning. When I read 
these two lines I was suddenly aware that I was reading a translated book, but 
that’s not necessarily a bad thing. However I would probably not really get it. 
P2 No: The idea is not portrayed through ‘mosquito’ in my mind. It would need a 
footnote with the first phrase, however I think it could still appear comical, rather 
than exotic and acceptable. 
P3 Yes: It’s an equivocal yes, the phrase conveys that there is some sort of 
Taiwanese expression to do with mosquitoes that is used in a context like this, 
although one doesn’t really understand what it literally says, and being a 
biologist I wonder whether it’s about insect metamorphosis (larva to insect)… 
But the gist is clear. 
P4 Yes: I think the meaning is put across more, although the mosquito bit is still 
confusing. 
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From the questionnaire survey, only 9 out of 30 participants thought that sentence 1 
helped them to understand sentence 2. However, whether or not they understood 
these two sentences was not entirely clear. We can see from their comments (P3, P4) 
that they were confused by the word “mosquito” and they could not really understand 
its meaning. The rest of the participants all gave the answer “no” (see P1, P2). Again, 
the phrase “mosquito tactics” is the main reason why the participants had difficulty in 
comprehending the expression.  
The reader studies have shown that the translator’s dilemma in reproducing the 
regional signal (surface semantics) of the expression has failed to reproduce its 
tenor (underlying meaning) in the translation. 
5.3.1.4.2 Code-switching between Taiwanese and Japanese 
Example 5-22 (AA-22)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Transliteration 
Deletion 
Re-creation 
Amplification 
 
ST 幹，做老師的人，做事這款莫阿殺利 (日音：果斷之意) (72) 
LT Fuck, being a teacher, [he is] really not asari (Japanese: meaning 
decisive) in handling things 
TT Shit, whoever heard of a teacher being so damned kadan ja nai 
[fickle]. (45) (Rose) 
In the ST, Big-Nose Lion complained that Teacher Dong was someone who was not 
really decisive in handling things: “這款莫 ji kuan mo (Taiwanese slang) - so not” “阿
殺利 asari (Japanese expression) - decisive”. In order to remind his readers, the 
author added in brackets, that ‘asari’ in Japanese means decisive.  
The translator applied several techniques to re-create language switching between 
Taiwanese and Japanese in the TT. In this case, the translator re-created the phrase 
into “so damned kadan (decisive) ja nai (not) [fickle]” in the TT. This reconstruction – 
Japanese transliteration with English definition in square brackets - has created a 
code switching effect in the TT. The translator’s approach seems to be quite effective 
even though he did not mention that the language switching is between Taiwanese 
and Japanese. 
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5.3.1.4.3 Code-switching between Chinese and Japanese 
Example 5-23 (AA-23)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Transliteration (TT1) 
Deletion 
Re-creation 
 
Interpolation (TT2) 
Compensation 
 
ST1 糟糕！糟糕！幸好我想到這個問題，不然就要糟糕一碼事(一碼事為日
語います之音。日語凡名詞變動詞即加います，此種句型已成為調侃說
笑之句)。(98) 
LT1 How terrible! How terrible! Lucky for me to think of this problem, 
otherwise would be terrible imasu (imasu is the Japanese 
pronunciation of います . When a noun changes to a verb in 
Japanese, います  will be added [after the verb]. This kind of 
sentence pattern has been used to form a joke.)  
TT1 ‘Oh, no! Big trouble! Lucky for us it occurred to me, or we’d be in 
ichiban big trouble, ah-so desu!’ (66) (Rose) 
 
ST2 這兩人的「頂上」功夫 […] 臺北貴婦人都豎起大拇指說是一級棒。伊也
就死心蹋地的這麼以為了。(78) 
LT2 These two stylists’ “haircutting” techniques […] Taipei ladies were all 
thumbs up, saying ichiban. She also therefore believed it 
wholeheartedly. 
TT2 Those two stylists always got a thumbs-up from well-to-do Taipei 
women […]. If they thought the two men were ichiban [tops], then so 
did she. (50) (Rose) (see also AA-19) 
This example demonstrates the use of code-switching between Japanese and 
Chinese in the ST. As explained by Wang, when a noun changes into a verb in 
Japanese grammar, ‘います (imasu)’ is added to the noun. In the phrase “糟糕一碼
事”, the first two characters are Chinese which means too bad or extremely awful; 
the latter three characters are an imitation of the Japanese word “imasu”.  
As for the TT, the translator reconstructed the sentence in a totally different way. The 
original use of ‘います (imasu)’ in the ST is replaced by the Japanese transliteration 
of ‘ichiban (top, or number one)’ and ‘ah-so desu (it is so)’. The author’s long 
explanation in brackets was also deleted in the translation. 
When the term “一級棒 (ichiban)” first appears in the source story, the translator 
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applied the compensation and interpolation techniques to retain the pragmatic 
function of code-switching in the TT (see TT2 above). The Japanese word with the 
annotation “ichiban [tops]” serves to reinforce target readers’ schemata when it 
appears again in the later story (TT1).  
Nevertheless, the ending ‘ah-so desu’ in TT1 can be quite puzzling to the TT readers. 
Presumably, those who watched the “Karate Kid (I and II)” movies would have 
probably been familiar with these Japanese words and able to recognise them from 
the transliteration. Those who have no knowledge of the Japanese language, 
however, may find it difficult to understand its meaning or recognise the origin of 
these transliterated words in the TT. For example, some of the target native 
participants in the reader response studies thought that the phrase ‘ah-so desu’ was 
incomprehensible. One participant suggested that the use of a footnote might be 
necessary so that readers could understand the culture it came from. 
The translator’s reconstruction has re-created code switching in the translation. 
However, the decision to reduce an explanation for the transliterated Japanese 
phrase in the TT may cause some confusion for the target readers who have no 
schemata in the Japanese language and in Taiwan’s linguistic history. As discussed 
in 3.2.4, the foreignisation strategy can bring the foreign to the target readers, but it 
can also confuse readers’ comprehension of the TT.  
5.3.1.4.4 Code-switching between Chinese and English 
Example 5-24 (AA-24)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Paratext 
 
ST Damn! 這些木頭！[……] 就只知道搞錢打炮，連點 Sense of humor 
(幽默感)都沒有 (29) 
LT Damn! These blockheads! [……] All they know is making money and 
having sex. No sense of humour (you mo gan) at all.  
TT Damn! Blockheads, every one of them. [……] All they know is money 
and a piece of ass. No sense of humour at all. (13) (Rose) 
As mentioned previously, English names, phrases and sentences were used to 
present an image of Taiwan under American influence. The example demonstrates 
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how Teacher Dong code-switched between English and Chinese in his own thoughts. 
The writer added Chinese definitions in brackets for the English phrase “sense of 
humour”. 
To deal with English words existing in the ST, the translator noted in the preface that 
foreign words appearing in the ST are italicised in the translation (see 5.3.1.3: E5-16). 
The English words “damn” and “sense of humour” are therefore presented in italic 
form. Readers who are not in the habit of reading a preface or an introduction to a 
novel may just read through the main text without knowing why certain words or 
phrases are italicised. Without the space deixis in translation (e.g. he code-switched 
between Chinese and English), the effect on the target readers with reference to 
region-marking ‘language switching’ is lost. 
5.3.2 Hybrid Culture, Custom and Art 
In Chapter 2, Background, the researcher mentioned that Taiwan’s social conditions 
and cultural elements are often the source materials that regional writers use to 
construct their stories (see 2.4). The following examples will show how Taiwan’s 
hybrid culture, custom and art are conveyed in the translation. 
5.3.2.1 Indigenous Culture 
As presented in Chapter 2.2, two percent of the population in Taiwan are indigenous 
people. The east coast of the city, Hualien, is the home of one of the indigenous 
tribes, the Amis (阿美族) (it was also Wang’s hometown). Many Amis actually live in 
Restoration Township (光復鄉) which is the place mentioned in the novel (refer to 
AA-25: TT1-2). In addition, indigenous girls are well-known for their beauty which 
was utilised by Wang in the story (see AA-25: TT3-4). 
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Example 5-25 (AA-25)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Transliteration 
Reordering 
 
ST5 「卡哇以囁！」一位山地小姐用日本話說：可愛囁！(230) 
LT “Kawaine!” An indigenous girl said in Japanese: cute ne! 
TT5 “Kawai ne [cute]!” one of the aboriginal girls said in Japanese. (165) 
(Rose) 
The above example which contains both the indigenous culture and Japanese 
language demonstrates the cultural hybridity of Taiwan. The translator retained the 
Japanese words in transliteration and moved the author’s interpretation to the front 
with square brackets. This approach has helped the source cultural flavour to be 
maintained in the TT (see 3.3.1). However, in my interview with the native target 
participants, the word ‘aboriginal’ caused some confusion. They wondered why there 
are Australian aboriginals in Taiwan. The participants seem to have no experience of 
the word “aboriginal” as being applied to areas other than Australia. This is probably 
due to the fact that the word “native” (e.g. America) or “indigenous” are normally 
used in non-Australian regions. This shows that readers’ existing schemata can 
influence their understanding of certain elements in a TT. The word 'aboriginal' is 
what causes the confusion to British young people, because in everyday English its 
main meaning is the aboriginals of Australia (i.e. they are ignorant because they do 
not have the schema). 'Indigenous' is much better, because it is much more accurate, 
but it is quite high register. As a result, the translation created a false picture of 
Australians in Taiwan to the target readers. 
5.3.2.2 ST Reference to Taiwan under Japanese Rule 
From the various examples presented above, we can see that the Japanese 
language and culture have influenced Taiwan’s literature a great deal. Wang Zhenhe 
constructed many Japanese expressions to signal his readers about the 
phenomenon of cultural assimilation at the time. Hung Hsing-fu, however, told the 
story about Japan from a different angle. In the short story My Land, he emphasized 
how local peasants in the rural areas suffered from the rule of the Japanese. 
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Example 5-26 (AA-26)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Literal translation 
 
ST 二十幾年前 […] 戰爭打起來了，很多人被四腳仔抓去打仗。他父親馬 
[…] 不識字，聽不懂「國語」 [……] 戰爭越打越烈 […]「官廳」下命
令，獎勵農民種蓖蔴，以補油料之不足 (209)                                                  
LT Twenty years ago […] The war broke out, many people were drafted 
by the four-legs to fight in the battles. His father Ma […] was illiterate, 
could not understand “national language” [……] As the war raged 
higher […] The “government office” ordered to encourage farmers to 
grow castor oil plants for supplementing the gasoline shortage. 
TT Twenty years ago […] the war broke out. Many people were drafted by 
the four-legs to fight in the battles. His father [...] was illiterate, not 
being able to comprehend the “national language.” [……] The war 
was raging as the days went by. […] The “government” encouraged 
farmers to grow castor-oil plants to supplement the gasoline. (27-28) 
(Land) 
From E5-26 ST, the term “四腳仔 four-legs” was introduced into the story to describe 
the ruthlessness of the Japanese during their occupation. Taiwanese locals took an 
aversion to Japanese policemen, calling them names like four-legged beast (mad 
dog) to indicate their brutal treatment of the people of Taiwan (see also 2.1.4). 
Although the target readers would have read “the four-legged Japanese devils (四腳
仔日本鬼)” in the previous paragraph, to translate “the four-legs” literally could still 
cause some confusion to target readers because its implied meaning is not explicitly 
conveyed in the translation. 
Moreover, the bracketed ST terms “「國語 guo yu (national language)」 and 「官廳 
guan ting (government office)」”, which imply “Japanese language” and “Japanese 
government”, are also translated literally into “national language” and “government” 
with quotation marks. The emphasis and the point that the writer aimed to make in 
the ST might not be clear to the target readers from the context. 
In conveying ST terms that contain special emphasis or implications, a translator 
may need to take target readers’ schema into consideration. If a certain implication is 
hard to comprehend from the context, translators may have to decide whether to 
render the word explicitly or provide further explanation in the text, etc. The regional 
signal which concerns the Japanese occupation of Taiwan is retained in the 
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translation due to its context; however, the feelings of the Taiwanese under Japanese 
colonization are only vaguely conveyed in the translation.   
5.3.2.3 Chinese Traditions 
As described in the previous chapter, Taiwanese culture and wider Chinese traditions 
are closely linked (see 2.1.1). Chinese customs, which Taiwanese writers would refer 
to in their works, are important cultural traditions that influenced society in Taiwan for 
a long time. E5-27 demonstrates how Chinese traditions were introduced in Taiwan’s 
prose literature.  
Example 5-27 (AA-27)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Paraphrase 
Explicitation 
Amplification 
 
ST 「年關到了，多做了一會兒生意，才回來遲了。[……]冬至以來生意還
沒有這款發過呢！」(63) 
LT “It’s the end of the year. I worked longer tonight, so I came home late. 
[……] Since the winter solstice, the business has not yet been so 
flourished! 
TT “It’s the end of the year², so there were lots of customers. [……] 
Business hasn’t been this good since the winter solstice!” (115) 
Footnote: ²Nian guan is the time of the year when all fiscal 
accounts are settled. [Sulan] 
In Chinese tradition, “年關 nian gran (year barrier)” is the end of the lunar year when 
people try to pay their debts. For those who cannot settle their accounts by the 
Chinese New Year, it means a difficult year ahead. Therefore, it is called “year 
barrier” in Chinese.  
The translator of Sulan chose to use the paraphrase technique to reveal the meaning 
of the word in its given context and the amplification technique to make what is 
implied in the ST to be explicit in the TT. In the footnote, the translator informs the TT 
readers that “the end of the year” is pronounced “Nian guan” in the Chinese lunar 
calendar and it “is the time of the year when all fiscal accounts are settled”. 
In my questionnaire survey, the participants were asked to judge two translations of 
the same ST passage on a scale of “Very Effective, Effective, Neutral, Confusing or 
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Very Confusing”. The first translation is by the translator of Sulan; the second one 
was rendered by the researcher. The participants were also informed in a note about 
what a fiscal year is before they made their judgement on the two translations. The 
following are the translations as taken from the questionnaire: 
NOTE: In Taiwan, a fiscal year finishes at the end of each Chinese lunar year. In the 
past the poor would try to settle their debts before the new year began. 
 
T(1): “It’s the end of the year², so there were lots of customers. 
Footnote: ²Nian guan is the time of the year when all fiscal accounts are 
settled. (Translated by the translator of Sulan) 
T(2): Sorry, I came home late. It’s the end of the year. We needed to settle our 
debts before the New Year, so I worked longer tonight. Luckily, my business was 
flourishing. (Translated by the researcher) 
The purpose of asking the readers to compare translations was to see which 
translation was more effective: one with a footnote or the other with in-text 
information. The average for T(1) was 3.9 and the average for T(2) was 3.7 which 
shows that both approaches are seen as moderately effective. 
In other words, explicitation of implied ST cultural content (Klaudy, 1998) is felt to be 
useful by readers – possibly because target readers would not otherwise have 
adequate schematic knowledge to understand the text-world events. It also shows 
that readers, at least in principle, do not object to this knowledge being supplied by a 
footnote, which is in contrast to Lander’s point of view (see 3.3.1.3). The effect of the 
footnote on target readers is that it highlights the traditional customs of the source 
culture in the TT specifically with a transliteration of the term “Nian guan”, whereas 
the explicitation technique provides only general information to the readers of the TL. 
5.3.2.4 ST Reference to Food, Currency and Customs in Taiwan 
Food and customs are often the elements that are used to signal certain places and 
a certain culture in a story. The image of a place that target readers reconstruct from 
the TL may be affected by a translator’s decisions. The examples below demonstrate 
how these elements are conveyed in translation. 
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Example 5-28 (AA-28)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Generalisation 
Deletion 
 
ST 講正經的，有誰的奶比得過你的哦！不大不小，就像麻豆文旦柚 (85) 
LT To tell the truth, whose tits are nicer than yours! Not big not small, like 
Mato’s pomelos. 
TT Truth is, nobody has nicer tits than you, not too big, not too small, like 
a couple of pomelos. (56) (Rose) 
In the source story, Big-Nose Lion described A-hen’s breasts as “麻豆文旦柚 Mato 
Buntan (pomelo)”. The town Mato in Tainan County, Taiwan has been famous for 
growing pomelo (the biggest citrus fruit) since the Qing Dynasty (Chen, 1998). Mato 
Buntan is one of the place-marked contents used in the story. Place-marked contents, 
as described in 3.5.1, give references to the target readers about the place where 
the translation comes from. 
In the TT, the translator chose to render this ST signal by a generalisation technique 
and to omit the place name “Mato”. The target phrase “a couple of pomelos” seems 
to be clear to the target readers. However, most of the native target participants in 
the reader response interview encountered the problem of not knowing what a 
pomelo was. In the interviews, most of the subjects indicated that melons are used to 
describe breasts in England. When asked whether they prefer the translator to use 
melons to describe women’s breasts, some agreed but one participant objected. Her 
comments were: 
I don’t know. If he did, it would probably lose the foreign flavour, 
because you almost kind of ‘Americanise’ it or ‘Anglicise’ it too much. 
Where the novel came from will be kind of lost. I think a footnote is a 
good idea. 
The readers’ responses suggest that a translator’s decision in conveying the ST may 
affect the way target readers perceive what they read. However, when the place-
marked signal is not clearly presented in the TT, target readers may be unable to 
perceive a similar image from the context. 
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Example 5-29 (AA-29)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Particularisation 
Paraphrase 
 
ST 喪家的生意，牽魂陣、五子哭墓等等，什麼都來 [……] 也厭惡在喪葬的
行列裏刻意扭動臀部搖擺行進 (23) 
LT the funeral business, including summoning the soul array, five 
people crying at the grave site, etc., and the like. [……] also hated 
to deliberately twist her bottom and sway her body marching 
forward   
TT [she went to work for] a professional mourner’s group, summoning 
the soul back, crying at the grave site, and the like, anything in 
order to get by. [……] She especially hated to have to deliberately 
twist and sway her body around (79) (Play) 
Hung’s work The Play’s Over tells the story of the decline of a Taiwanese Opera 
troupe and how they made a living by being professional mourners at funeral 
services. It was common in Taiwan to have professional mourners to sing and cry at 
a funeral. The funeral ritual introduced in E5-29 ST, including “牽魂陣 (summoning 
the soul array)”, “五子哭墓 (five people crying at the grave site)” and ‘hiring beautiful 
girls to deliberately twist and sway their bodies around in front of the funeral group’, 
are well-known regional customs in Taiwan. According to Liu (2003: 281), “This ritual 
in funerals was for those who had no descendents left or only one male child. It was 
a way to show their respect of the dead.” The family of the deceased could also 
make use of the opportunity to show off their wealth.  
For the TT, the translator applied the particularisation technique to inform the target 
readers that the character worked as a “professional mourner”. He then used the 
paraphrase technique to render the funeral rituals mentioned above. It is assumed 
that the translator tried to unpack the source signals to improve the level of 
comprehension, so that the readers of the TT would not have a problem 
understanding these regional customs from the given context. The effect on the 
target readers with regard to Taiwan’s traditional funeral services is therefore 
retained in the translation.   
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Example 5-30 (AA-30)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Footnote (TT1) 
In-text addition (TT2) 
 
ST1 「唉！能賺兩百就賺兩百，日子總要過的！」 (06) 
LT1 Ai! If I can make two hundred then I will make two hundred. Need to 
make a living! 
TT1 “Ai! If I can make a couple hundred* then I make a couple hundred. 
I’ve got to live somehow!” 
Footnote: *One US dollar is equivalent to NT$38. (58) (Play) 
 
ST2 如果可以不賣，一百萬他都不賣 (206) 
LT2 If he did not need to sell it, even give him one million, he would not 
sell it. 
TT2 If he did not have to sell it, he would not, even for a million yüan. (26) 
(Land) 
Place-marked content such as the monetary system is one of the elements that 
represent Taiwan. The spatial signal shown in E5-30 TT is the currency symbol that 
is used in Taiwan, i.e. NT$ or 元 yuan. Although only the amount of money was 
included in the source stories, both translators gave annotations to Taiwan’s currency. 
The translator of The Play’s Over (TT1) chose to add the currency exchange rate 
between US Dollars and New Taiwan Dollars in a footnote (the only footnote in the 
TT). The translator of Land chose to render the monetary unit differently. She 
explicitly added the appellation of dollar ‘元 (yüan)’ in the TT. The information “a 
million yüan” also preserves the place-marked signal in the TT.  
In order to see how target readers respond to the footnote and in-text addition, the 
participants were asked to evaluate these two translations from a scale of 1 (very 
confusing) to 5 (very effective). The table below demonstrates the question used in 
the questionnaire survey. 
Note: Taiwan’s currency can be called NT$ or yüan. 
T (1): Ai! If I can make a couple hundred* then I make a couple hundred. 
I’ve got to live somehow!” 
Footnote: *One US dollar is equivalent to NT$38. 
T (2): If he did not have to sell it, he would not, even for a million yüan. 
The findings of the questionnaire show that there is no huge discrepancy between 
the translation “yüan” (Mean 3.8) and the use of a footnote (Mean 3.4). Although 
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more participants preferred the former, the data demonstrate that it has a neutral 
effect on both the translation techniques. For a content-based signal like this one, 
the technique of annotation on the one hand may give target readers more 
information and provide an obvious place-marker regarding Taiwan’s currency. On 
the other, the technique of addition provides target readers with a certain signal but 
without footnotes to distract them. In other words, these two techniques are both 
applicable in conveying ST place-marked signals in translations. 
5.3.2.5 ST Reference to Dramatic Art and Broadcasting in Taiwan 
Wang projected Taiwan’s social situation under the KMT rule in various ways, 
including language usage, indirect comments about the government’s interference in 
Taiwan’s broadcasting business. For instance, in AA-31, Wang injected his point of 
view on the government’s political act against the Taiwanese language in the 60s 
and 70s. 
Example 5-31 (AA-31)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Generalisation 
Explicitation 
 
ST 瞧的是台語連續劇《西螺七劍》(那時都叫台語連續劇，後來也不知為
什麼就一律改喚「閩南語連續劇」)。(145) 
LT Glancing at the Taiwanese drama “The Seven Swordsmen of Xilo” (at 
the time, it was called Taiwanese dramas, but later on for some 
unknown reason that they became “Southern Min dramas”. 
TT She was engrossed in an episode from the Taiwanese drama The 
Seven Swordsmen of Xilo (somewhere along the line they became 
known as Fukienese dramas). (100) (Rose) 
The experience of Japanese colonisation and the KMT control are often embedded 
in Taiwanese regional prose literature both explicitly and implicitly (see 2.3.3 and 
2.3.4). In the example of Rose, the writer implicitly satirised the KMT’s language 
policy in the 60s and 70s in Taiwan. In order to suppress the use of the language and 
Taiwanese people’s sense of identity, everything that related to the title “Taiwanese” 
was changed to “Min-nan (Southern Min)” which is where most Taiwanese people 
originate from in today’s Fujian province. The writer in the ST put special emphasis 
on the fact that all dramas at the time were called Taiwanese dramas but later on, for 
some unknown reason, all dramas were called Min-nan dramas.  
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The translator generalised the emphasis and translated it as “somewhere along the 
line they became known as Fukienese dramas”. The author’s explanation was 
rendered in the generalisation technique, so the satirical effect is slightly toned down 
in the translation. However, a more explicit pointer “Fukienese” was used in the TT, 
where target readers may grasp the sense of control by the KMT of the Taiwanese 
identity. As presented in 3.3.1.3, the technique of explicitation is applied to clarify the 
item that is unfamiliar to the TT audiences or the implied meaning of the ST signals 
in the translation. 
Example 5-32 (AA-32)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Explicitation 
 
ST 大同大同國貨好，大同產品最可靠 [……] (146) 
LT Datong, Datong, the best national products, Datong’s products are 
reliable [……] 
TT Datong, Datong, China’s best buy, on Datong products we all rely 
[……] (101) (Rose) 
E5-32 ST is a section of Datong’s TV advertisement that Wang borrowed to use in 
his story Rose. Datong appliances were very popular in Taiwan in the 70s and 80s. 
As mentioned in Chapter 2, when Taiwan was under the control of the Nationalist 
government, many mainlanders who fled from the mainland still believed that Taiwan 
held legitimate power in the Republic of China.  
Presumably, taking this situation into consideration, the translator explicitly rendered 
the source phrase “大同國貨好 (Datong the best national products)” into “Datong, 
China’s best buy”. In other words, the implicit source place signal “national products” 
was conveyed explicitly in translation as “China’s best buy”. 
By mentioning “China” explicitly, the translator seems to have made his choice not to 
mention “Taiwan” in the translation. In addition, the TT may lead the readers to 
believe that Datong Ltd. is one of the appliance companies in the People’s Republic 
of China. Whether the translator made a political choice toward China or deliberately 
made an effort to reflect Taiwan’s political situation at the time is unknown. The TT 
content gives target readers a false impression about Taiwan’s status. Negating 
Taiwan’s regional identity and absorbing it into a ‘China’ identity causes the TT to 
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lose its ideological effect. 
Example 5-33 (AA-33)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Generalisation (TT1) 
Particularisation (TT2) 
 
ST1 他說，一個學歌仔戲的人去唱流行歌，就像一個規矩的婦人家討了客兄
一樣，那是無恥！(12) 
LT1 He said, a Taiwanese Opera trainee singing popular songs is just like 
a well-behaved married woman taking a merchant man; that is 
shameless! 
TT1 He said, “For a Taiwanese Opera singer to sing popular songs is just 
like a proper wife taking a lover; it’s shameless!” (65) (Play) 
 
ST2 倒和歌仔戲的四句聯很像! (174) 
LT2 that sounds like four-phrase-rhyme in the Taiwanese Opera!  
TT2 that sounds a little like something out of a Taiwanese opera. (122) 
(Rose) 
ST3 實在像歌仔戲文講的：「將在外，君命有所不從」。(182) 
LT3 This is like the line in the Taiwanese Opera: “A general at the 
battlefront may refuse an emperor's commands.” 
TT3 It was like that line in the opera: ‘When the general’s away, he can 
ignore the emperor’s commands.’ (129) (Rose) 
In this part of the analysis, the spatial signal constructed by Wang and Hung in both 
of their works is the dramatic art, 歌仔戲 ge zai xi (Taiwanese Opera). It began as an 
outdoor entertainment for villagers and a way to worship gods from the early 1900s. 
According to the Taiwan Yearbook 2006, “the form is said to have its origin in short 
songs from Yilan County 宜蘭縣. These songs were purportedly influenced by the 
narrative music of Taiwan's aboriginal peoples and later evolved into a more powerful 
musical form.”  
From E5-33, we can see that the translator of Play (TT1) applied the particularisation 
technique in his translation where he clearly presents the spatial signal “Taiwanese 
Opera” throughout the TT. The translator of Rose, on the other hand, chose an 
inconsistent method to convey this spatial signal: the particularisation and the 
generalisation techniques. When the term first appeared in the TT (see TT2), the 
translator rendered it as “Taiwanese Opera”. However, it later became “opera” as 
shown in TT3, which does not inform the target readers of the origin of the place. We 
can also find that the cultural signal “四句聯 (four-phrase-rhyme)” was simply 
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rendered as “something out of” in the TT2. It seems that the translator tried to avoid 
information overload in the TT. 
The generalisation technique can make the TT more fluent and easy to comprehend, 
but the place-marked signal was not communicated to the target readers. The term 
“opera” might be misguided as “Chinese Opera (京劇 Jingju)”. 
5.3.3 Political Situation 
Taiwan’s political situation after 1949, as was referred to in Chapter 2, is associated 
with the rule of the ROC government and the modernization of Taiwan. The following 
are the content-based signals which regional writers used to represent Taiwan’s 
situation under KMT rule. 
5.3.3.1 ST Reference to Taiwan after WWII 
Two specific content-based signals are introduced in the section below. The first 
signal introduced in E5-34 is the term used to describe the day when Japan gave up 
its occupation of Taiwan in 1945. E5-35 presents the year system used in the 
Republic of China for Taiwan, counting from the year when the Qing dynasty was 
overthrown in the 1911 Chinese Revolution. In other words, Taiwan’s calendar years 
are counted since the establishment of the Republic of China in 1911. 
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Example 5-34 (AA-34)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Amplification (TT1) 
Amplification (TT2) 
Particularisation (TT3) 
 
ST1 又不是要搞什麼光復遊行 (97) 
LT1 It was not like we are going to do the glorious return parade  
TT1 like some parade to celebrate Taiwan’s restoration? (65) (Rose) 
In the Translator’s Preface: […] Japanese (a consequence of fifty 
years of colonial occupation, 1895-1945) […] (see Table AA-3) 
 
ST2 台灣光復那年，馬水生二十二歲 [……] 光復後好些年 (205) 
LT2 Taiwan glorious return that year, Ma Shui-sheng was 22 years old. 
[……] Many years after the glorious return 
TT2 That year when Taiwan was recovered from Japan, Ma Shui-sheng 
was twenty-two. [……] A few years after the recovery, the land reform 
policy was put in place (24) (Land) 
 
ST3 臺灣剛光復那兩三年 (232) 
LT3 The first two to three years after Taiwan’s glorious return 
TT3 The first two to three years following the retrocession of Taiwan (43) 
(Land) 
The term 光復 (guang fu) literary means “glorious return”, which indicates Taiwan’s 
glorious return to the motherland (the Republic of China) from Japan’s colonisation in 
1945. This place-marked content in the ST world shows Taiwan’s historic moment - 
that is the end of Japanese colonisation and the beginning of KMT rule. This signal 
also describes people’s attitude of welcome towards the reunification of the island 
and the motherland at the time. As with many signals, there is both a cognitive 
aspect (knowing what historical event is being referred to) and an emotional or 
ideological aspect (sense of identity, national pride). The application of the term and 
related historical background are often recreated in Taiwan’s regional literature as 
Table AA-7 demonstrates. This historical signal is subject to various renderings, such 
as Taiwan’s “restoration (TT1)”, “recovery from Japan (TT2)”, “retrocession of Taiwan 
(TT3)”, etc.  
In my interview, one of my TT participants said about the term “restoration”, that from 
the surface of the word, she sees Taiwan as a newly industrialised country, ready to 
get a lot of industries for imports and exports. For her, the idea of being restored 
back to its former glory could have two meanings: one is gaining money again; the 
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other is being restored and redeveloped from the war, like Britain was restored after 
the war. 
The recipient’s response suggests that the participant does not really understand the 
term “restoration” implied by the context. Her understanding of the text is based on 
knowledge of her own culture and historical events. As explained above, the 
symbolic meaning of Taiwan’s restoration is different from Britain’s experience after 
the war.  
The word “retrocession” is also used by many other translators who translate 
Taiwan’s regional literature; hence, the term as a place signal is probably over-
familiar to the translator, but it is not necessarily recognizable by readers of the TT. 
The response in my previous project (Lo, 2003), shows that the participants are 
unfamiliar with the English word “retrocession” in the Taiwanese context. 
From these examples, we can conclude that when target readers do not have 
sufficient knowledge to understand the situation of a region or a country, they can be 
misled by a simple English term and that an unfamiliar English term can affect 
readers’ comprehension. A translator’s assumption and choice of words in the 
translation can therefore affect the understanding of a reader. 
In TT2, the translator attempted to signal her readers by using the technique of 
addition to inform the TT audiences that Taiwan was recovered “from Japan”. The 
intended communicative effect may well be more successful than one-word solutions, 
in that it helps the TT readers to know more about Taiwan’s history and political 
situation.  
The findings above show that target readers who have no knowledge of Taiwan’s 
history could interpret the terms ‘restoration’ and ‘retrocession’ very differently from 
ST readers. Without prior knowledge of Taiwan’s relationship with Japan, target 
readers can only interpret the meaning from their own experience. Therefore, it is 
important for a translator, as a reader and a rewriter, to make a judgement regarding 
real target readers’ possible schemata and give appropriate assistance either within 
the context, or by means of annotation to avoid misinterpretation by the target 
audiences when it is necessary (see 3.4 and 3.5). Because the two one-word TT 
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equivalents are unable to make the target readers comprehend the ST signal (i.e. the 
end of Japanese colonisation in Taiwan) from the context, it appears that the better 
solution is to give an appropriate explanation in the TT, as shown in TT2. The place-
marked signal of TT2 gives emphasis to Taiwan’s colonial history with Japan. 
Example 5-35 (AA-35)  
Translation 
Technique(s) 
Substitution (TT1) 
Amplification (TT2) 
 
ST1 (到了民國七十一年，可就要八百元啦！) (77) 
LT1 (by Year 71 of the ROC, the fee reached to 800 dollars!) 
TT1 (by 1982 that had shot all the way up to eight hundred!) (49) (Rose) 
 
ST2 民國三十二年 (139) 
LT2 Year 32 of the Republic of China 
TT2 Year 32 of the Republic (173) 
Note and Glossary: 1943, counting from 1911, the foundation of the 
Republic of China. [……] (294) (Fig) 
As explained above, Taiwan has its unique year system which records the time of the 
establishment of the ROC in 1911. For example, 2010 is Year 99 of the Republic. In 
translations of Taiwanese literature, most translators would substitute the year of the 
ROC with its corresponding Western year. From E5-35 TT1, we can see that the 
translator of Rose conveys the year of the ROC as 1982. 
On the other hand, TT2 shows that the translator of The Fig Tree tried to explain to 
the target readers how and why Taiwan calculates its year differently. The translator 
specifically annotated that the use of this system was compulsory under the rule of 
the Nationalist government and gave an example to support his point (see AA-35). It 
is assumed that the translator’s schema input can help target readers to understand 
Taiwan’s political situation better. 
In order to see how target readers respond to these two approaches, the 
questionnaire survey asks the participants to evaluate them from the scale of 1-5 
(very confusing to very effective). The Note and the two TTs are presented below. 
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NOTE: Two different translations of a particular “year” from the original text: T(1) 
was rendered in Western system; T(2) presents the year system that is used in 
Taiwan (the Republic of China).  
 
T(1): By 1943 
T(2): By Year 32 of the Republic 
Glossary: 1943, counting from 1911, the foundation of the Republic of China. (In 
contemporary Taiwan the use of this system for identifying the year is characteristic 
of pro-government publications. [……]) 
With means of 4.3 for T(1) and 3.2 for T(2), the result shows that the participants find 
the substitution technique quite effective and the amplification technique neutrally 
effective. This indicates that the application of the Western system in a TT is slightly 
more effective than the translation in the Fig. This may be due to the fact that the 
target respondents are familiar with the Western date. T(2) contains a new place-
marked signal and additional information in the glossary which may interrupt certain 
readers’ reading flow. The result highlights the conflict between easy readability and 
region-marking of the TT. Place-marked signals in translation may make the TT lose 
its stylistic effect. Similarly, improving the readability of the TT may impede the 
transmission of the regional effect in the TT. 
5.4 Summary 
The textual analysis shows that Wang Zhenhe’s novel and short stories contain 
many place-marked signals, involving both content-based and linguistic elements. 
The three translators who translated Wang’s works faced constraints in conveying 
these spatial signals in the TL. As the translator of Rose expressed it in the preface, 
there were difficulties in fully conveying these hybrid cultural and linguistic elements 
in the TT. In order to reconstruct Taiwan’s regional elements in the translation, a 
mixture of translating approaches was applied in the translation of Rose. The use of 
footnotes, however, was not one of the options. In addition, the region-marking which 
reflects the social and cultural background of the local Taiwanese, for example, the 
earthy Taiwanese dialect or code-switching in the ST has in some cases lost its 
communicative effect in the TT.  
In the reader response study, English-speaking readers in England who have little or 
no knowledge of Taiwan found that the TT Rose is easy to read in general, but they 
could not understand certain spatial signals in the story and are unfamiliar with 
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certain expressions or usages used in the TT. In addition, without sufficient 
background knowledge about Taiwan’s history, the participants could not really 
comprehend certain regional elements from the context. From the target English-
speaking respondents’ point of view, East Asian countries share similar cultures and 
customs; therefore, they found it difficult to distinguish the cultural differences 
between Taiwanese, Chinese and Japanese. 
In the translation of Oxcart, Jackson’s aim in proofreading Wang’s translation was to 
make the TT more comprehensible while keeping Wang’s idea of retaining the 
regionalism in the TT. The translation therefore contains certain elements of regional 
flavour in the TT. Here, for example, some place-marked signals were retained in 
transliteration together with footnotes. On the other hand, the translator of Sulan 
provided both the in-text additions and footnotes to help enhance readers’ 
understanding. There is also an introductory chapter prior to the translations. The TT 
is conveyed in a fluent target language with readers’ understanding in mind. 
Apart from the translations of Wang’s works, the translator of Fig (by Wu Zhuoliu) not 
only provided abundant information like a Translator’s Note, commentaries and a 
glossary to enable target readers to have a better understanding of Taiwan and its 
history, but he also conveyed the TT in an easily understood language, in which he 
hoped to enhance target readers’ schemas and interest from the reading of the 
target discourse world.  
Hung’s two short stories in translation are rendered in different styles by two different 
translators. Owing to the fact that the researcher was not able to contact the 
translators, their ways of conveying Taiwan regionalism could only be studied from 
their translations. The translator of Land tended to give signals that refer closely to 
the ST world especially in linguistic elements, e.g. a literal translation of the 
Taiwanese dialect into English as shown in E5-5. Although the translator tried to 
preserve the linguistic and cultural elements of Taiwan in the TT, some of her 
linguistic or content-based signals were not clear enough for the English readers to 
understand the ‘Taiwanness’ (see E5-26). The translator of Play, on the other hand, 
reconstructed the text world in a more target-reader-friendly way by rendering the 
source culture in an easily understood language and an introductory note was also 
added at the beginning of the story. 
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From the findings of the reader response studies, it appears that English readers are 
unfamiliar with Chinese or Taiwanese words being transliterated in Pinyin, e.g. the 
taboo words “Gan” or “Yiniang” presented in 5.3.1.1.3. The questionnaire survey 
shows that the transliteration of Taiwanese or the Chinese language can cause 
confusion to the target readers if the annotation is not clearly presented. 
Although it is arguably important to convey the regional flavour of the ST in 
translations that could represent a region or a nation, target readers’ views and 
understanding are the influential factors that control the effectiveness of a 
communication. A more detailed discussion of the translators’ approach in translating 
regional signals and the readers’ responses will be presented in Chapter 7 
Discussion. The following chapter (6) will demonstrate the findings of the translator’s 
interviews and reader response studies. 
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Chapter Six 
Findings: Translators’ Interviews and  
Reader-Based Studies 
6.1 Chapter Overview 
A translation of a foreign literary work can shed light on the origin of the source and 
make readers of the TT aware of a culture that is alien to them. To achieve an 
effective translation the translator must possess communicative competence which 
allows him/her to (re)construct a foreign work into a coherent TL. However, an 
effective translation also depends on whether target readers can make sense of what 
they read in terms of the stylistic and regional effects created in the TT and whether 
they can assimilate new cultural understanding from the translation.  
This chapter will first examine the translators’ views on conveying regional-marked 
signals in translation and how their experiences influenced their decisions on how to 
translate Taiwan’s regional prose literature. Parts of the Reader Response Studies 
and Part III of the questionnaire, i.e. readers’ views on foreign literature in translation, 
will be presented in 6.3 and 6.4 respectively. 
6.2 Translators’ Interviews  
Most of the translators who have translated Taiwan’s literature are Western scholars 
who are experts in the Chinese language and culture, and have had experience 
living on the island. For example, the translators of both Rose and Sulan 
experienced the political transformation of Taiwan. Their translations may help 
publishing teams to promote Taiwan and to introduce its history and literary works to 
the West. In other words, translations become a gateway to present the 
region/country and its history to the world. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, translation from a cognitive viewpoint involves 
processing human information, i.e. knowledge retrieval, knowledge learning and 
knowledge accessing. In the cognitive-pragmatic framework, a translator’s approach, 
experience and ideology in translating Taiwanese Regional Literature are influential 
factors that potentially affect the result of the translation. This is because the 
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effectiveness of communication between two cultures is dependent to a great extent 
on the translator’s actions and ability to convey the source text messages to TT 
readers. Moreover, a translator’s ideology, view and understanding may determine 
his/her interpretation of a ST. As one translator’s ideology and experiences differ 
from that of other translators, his/her interpretation of the story world will be different. 
Therefore, it is essential to study translators’ experience of the culture in which the 
text was created. The ideology and experiences of each translator (Goldblatt, 
Jackson and Haddon) in my case studies of Wang’s work will be introduced and 
discussed in the following sub-sections. 
6.2.1 Howard Goldblatt: His Schemata and Approach 
In my email interview with Prof. Goldblatt, one of the questions was: ‘Within the 
power relation of the dominant language versus minority language, what was your 
general approach in conveying the regional flavour of the ST in the translation and 
how do you normally render the dialect?’ His reply was that, although many 
translators have attempted to translate dialects and to find analogues in the TL, such 
as BBC English vs. Cockney, their attempts are rarely successful. He then used his 
translation as an example:  
You will see in my translation of Rose, Rose, I Love You that I chose to work 
in differing dialects (Minnan yu, Hakka, etc.) only when puns or comical 
interludes demanded something; even here, I normally had to explain what 
was going on somehow. I’m afraid that regional flavour can really only be 
carried over by context. 
This statement shows that the translator does not prefer to use the dialect of the 
target language to substitute for the one used in the source text. He believes that the 
regional flavour can only be transferred by context. When he was asked whether he 
was aware that he was translating Taiwanese literature rather than Chinese literature, 
he stated that, indeed, he was consciously aware of it and often based it on a 
political and ideological decision.  
However, when interviewed by Lingenfelter (2007), Goldblatt stated, 
I believe […] the translator's primary obligation is to the reader, not the writer. 
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I realize that a lot of people don't agree, especially writers. I don't think that 
these things have to be mutually exclusive, but I do think that we need to 
produce something that can be readily accepted by an American readership.  
Goldblatt, therefore, is more concerned over the target readers’ understanding of the 
TT, while at the same time respecting the writers’ intent and on occasion following 
the author’s style.  
My watchword is: did the Chinese writer write it that way for a particular 
purpose or did his language dictate it be that way? If it's the latter, then I put it 
into whatever my language dictates it should be. If I assume that it's 
idiosyncratic, that the author was trying to defamiliarize the text, to slow the 
reader down, then I try very much to capture that (Lingenfelter, ibid.).  
For example, in his translation of Rose, he recognised the fact that the author 
purposely created an unconventional text that contains many annotations which can 
slow down source readers’ reading flow. From the replies to his interviews, Goldblatt 
seems to have two sets of translation strategies in mind when dealing with regional 
elements and other textual elements in the TT. On the one hand, he takes his 
readers’ schema knowledge into consideration and on the other hand he tries to help 
his readers to have an experience similar to ST readers when reading Wang’s work. 
For instance, you can find examples in Chapter 5 where the translator’s rendering is 
sometimes very close to the ST (e.g. Stella [si-diao-le – dead as a doornail], Anne 
[ai-ni – love ya]). Defamiliarisation of the text was comparable to what the author had 
done to his writing for the purpose of slowing the reader down.  
In another example, however, we can see that the translator chose to reconstruct the 
ST’s “Yankee women” into “American housewife”. Contrary to the previous example, 
this time his rendering of the sentence makes the TT less pejorative than the ST.  
Although Goldblatt’s approach when translating tends to be target-reader oriented, 
the contrasting ways of approach, i.e. maintaining the writer’s style and providing an 
acceptable TT, may make certain parts of the TT difficult to comprehend and also 
hinder Taiwan’s region-markings in the translation. This became particularly obvious 
when target readers were unable to make sense of the translator’s rendering from 
the context.  
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6.2.2 Jon Jackson: His Schemata and Approach 
As mentioned in 5.2.2, Wang Zhenhe (the author) was the main translator of Oxcart 
and Jackson was the proofreader who assisted Wang in improving accessibility to 
the translation. Jackson does not read Chinese. His proofreading of the translation 
was based on Wang’s explanation of the story. Because Wang passed away in 1990, 
the only person that could be contacted about the translation was Jackson. 
According to him, he met Wang quite often to discuss the translation of Oxcart. He 
described their contact as follows:  
The basic issue of translation, as I saw it, was to assist Wang in his own 
translation of the story into English. Specifically, the task was to advise and 
recommend to him ways in which to reconcile the differing literary idioms of 
Chinese and English, so that English speaking readers could gain more 
access to the full meaning of the story. What that meant, of course, was that 
first I had to gain a more complete understanding of the story through 
conversation with Wang.  
The statement above implies that Wang’s original translation of Oxcart was quite 
close to the ST. Two issues that Jackson took into consideration were the 
comprehensibility of Wang’s original text and the inherent differences of Chinese and 
English literary expression. Basically, Jackson felt that his job was to make the target 
text easy for target readers to understand. His view on translating literary works is 
that it is not simply a matter of literal translation. It is not just the words that need to 
be conveyed but the text world and culture-specific meanings hidden behind the 
words. 
Here, we can see that his view to translating literature focuses on the aspect of 
cultural representation in the TT. Moreover, Jackson was fully aware of the linguistic 
differences between regions. Regional cultures in America, such as the urban 
Atlantic coastal region, the South, and the Pacific coast, etc., are distinguished by 
the language (e.g. dialect/accent) they speak. Jackson’s solution as to how dialect 
should be conveyed in translation is:  
I find that some accommodation must be made to insure that meaning is not 
impossible to communicate while at the same time expressing those 
differences. Still, one must be prepared to recognize that some idiomatic 
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phrasing simply doesn't have a cognate in the formal diction that prevails. And 
yet, it would be a shame to lose the vitality of the regional expression out of a 
desire to adhere too strictly to conventional phrasing.  
On the one hand, Jackson recognised the fact that some expressions or stylistic 
elements can never be conveyed exactly in the other language; on the other hand, 
he felt that it would be a shame not to render an equivalent regional expression or 
style if overall meaning could be communicated. In the case of Wang’s story, 
Jackson felt that Taiwanese storytelling (the structure of a story) was in a way 
different from conventional American storytelling, so he suggested that Wang make 
certain changes. The end product, according to him, has not lost much of its regional 
flavour and he believes that most critics would agree with him, too.  
As mentioned previously, Wang’s translation seems to be quite close to the original 
source text. It can be assumed that he wanted to preserve the cultural and linguistic 
elements in the target text. Although Jackson was not familiar with Taiwanese culture 
and languages, he tried his best to communicate with Wang, hoping to achieve a 
translation that English speaking readers would accept. The final product of Oxcart 
was, therefore, negotiated and agreed on by both the author and Jackson after many 
discussions. 
It is important to note that some sentences of 1976 and 1995 versions have been 
retranslated and restored by the editors (mainly by Joseph Lau). For example, the 
article ‘a’ has been added in the original English title as “An Oxcart for a Dowry”; all 
the personal names were also rendered in transliteration. Jackson pointed out that 
his recollection of the story is fairly dim (though, he still remembers how he 
cooperated with Wang for the translation) and he did not realise that there was a 
later edition. He commented on the editors’ decision on Romanizing the characters’ 
names:   
As it was a fairly common style (rendering a character's name in terms of a 
feature or a condition) at the time, I doubt that I would have been conscious of 
any such sense when I worked with Wang. It's familiar to English readers 
from such renderings of the names of Native Americans […]. […] it might be a 
useful way of indicating some subtleties and complexities that might 
otherwise be missed by American or British readers of stories about different, 
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unfamiliar cultures. At any rate, I don't believe I would have encouraged Wang 
to use the descriptive rendering, but I also would not have discouraged him if 
he had already presented it in his own rendering. 
Jackson’s view regarding the issue of rendering the characters’ names in 
transliteration or in terms of a feature shows that he had given a consideration to 
target readers’ schemata when he worked with Wang at the time. 
6.2.3 Rosemary Haddon: Her Schemata and Approach 
In Chapter 5, Haddon’s personal experience and her relationship with Taiwanese 
intellectuals in Taiwan was introduced. When asked about her personal aims in 
translating Taiwanese fiction her reply was, 
My personal aims in translating Taiwan fiction lay in conveying to the West 
(TT Western readers) a picture of Taiwan as a part of East Asia that is 
intrinsically interesting, culturally distinct and politically conflict-ridden.  
In addition, she felt that it was essential to be faithful to the representation of the ST, 
including characterisation, plot and events, the narrator’s viewpoint, the language 
and dialect, etc. Although she recognised the importance of being accurate with 
regard to the original, she also felt that it was significant to produce a translation that 
was enjoyable to read. Haddon said: 
I felt that it was necessary to slightly “doctor” the ST for the sake of 
enjoyability. I justified this by rationalizing that it was necessary to do this in 
order to produce a work that TT readers would enjoy and would want to 
continue to read. 
Although Haddon paid attention to the ST, she was also concerned about target 
readers’ understanding of the TT. Therefore, between being faithful to the original 
and making the target text enjoyable to read, Haddon used different translation 
strategies to achieve her aims. For instance, when she was dealing with dialect, her 
method was to depend on the situation and context. As she explained, 
Where the literature was concerned, I viewed in primarily social rather than in 
political terms the inclusion of Taiwan dialect in the texts. The dialect 
enhanced the literature’s “regionalism” and it was important to capture this in 
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the translation. In general, when I encountered dialect, I dealt with it on a 
case-by-case basis.  
Haddon went on to explain how she dealt with dialect (see Appendix B: III Reference 
8). Usually, the first thing she did was to find the most appropriate English translation 
to render the dialect; but in some cases, she would transliterate the original in pinyin. 
She specifically stressed that the flow of the target text in all cases should not be 
disrupted. If she suspected that the TT readers would not understand the dialect, she 
would add footnotes when it was necessary. In addition, she would try to render 
dialogues between characters that involved dialect that was as colloquial as possible, 
almost like natural speech. However, she did not think that it was appropriate to use 
other dialects in the target language, such as dialect from the American South. 
What Haddon tried to achieve in translation was to find the balance between the 
approach to naturalising the SL signals in the TT and signalling foreignness in the TT. 
She clearly stated her approach in dealing with literature from Taiwan. The use of the 
Taiwanese dialect, the inclusion of local things, people and traditions in the stories 
were signals about Taiwan. Moreover, she also wanted Western readers to enjoy 
reading and to gain some insight into Taiwan.  
In addition, her ideological motivation was the factor that influenced her decision as 
to what to convey in literature about Taiwan. She stated: 
My ideological (or political) motivation was quite complex and included 
aspects of nationality (Canadian, who is vaguely anti-American and generally 
leftist in political orientation) and generation (Vietnam baby boomer and 
opposed to that war). [……] Besides Taiwan’s unequal international relations 
with the US, there were also inequities that arose through the modernization 
that was engineered by the collusion on the part of the KMT with the United 
States. In the centre-periphery paradigm that was current at the time, Taiwan 
had experiences that resulted from these inequities. […..] I felt that the texts 
conveyed these inequities very clearly and that, by translating them, they 
would be conveyed to the outside world.  
This statement shows that the translator of Sulan has a strong sense of ideological 
motivation towards Taiwan influenced by her own background, national identity and 
experiences. The knowledge that she gained from involvement with Taiwan’s 
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intellectuals during the time that she stayed in Taiwan gave her a deeper insight into 
the place and an awareness of Taiwan’s situation domestically and internationally.  
In other words, Haddon’s urge to translate Taiwan’s prose literature was motivated 
by her ideologies, beliefs as well as her experiences in Taiwan. Her desire to raise 
target readers’ awareness of Taiwan’s situation gave her the strength to translate 
Taiwan’s literature for Western readers. Her strong beliefs, however, did not lead her 
to apply a more source culture-oriented approach in translation. Her style of 
translation is in some ways more reader friendly. For example, her rendering of “我打
死你這條豬  (I will beat you this pig to death)” as “I’ll kill you, you stupid SOB!” 
contains a TL animal-associated swearword that target readers may find familiar. 
However, the translation makes the SL wordplay and region marking get lost in the 
TT: pig ‘豬 (zhu)’ and the family name ‘朱 (zhu)’ share the same pronunciation in 
Chinese (see AA-9). We may assume that her reason for translating is political and 
ideological, but her translating style (technique/approach) is largely aesthetic, i.e. 
apolitical. This almost certainly follows the default translation norm of source-writer 
loyalty. Similar views can also be found in Jones (2011: 85-98) and Chesterman 
(1997: 169:188). Chesterman posits this as a default principle. Jones’s interview 
study of poetry translators finds that “most translators were ‘balancers’”, which 
means that they tried to balance both priorities between ‘semantics, pragmatics, 
images’ and ‘poetic form and style’, even though it was important to “give a reliable 
representation of the source poem” (2011: 93-95). 
From the interviews with these three translators, we discover that both Goldblatt and 
Haddon have clear views of Taiwan’s history and situation. They both claim that they 
tried to convey the author’s intent and to make the translation as close as possible to 
the source narratives. Jackson had the chance to work with Wang personally, but 
concentrated more on target readers’ understanding of the translation so as to 
enhance the fluency of narration. Although Goldblatt and Haddon worked closely 
with the ST, they claimed that their final aim was also to make the translation easier 
for the target readers to understand. Nevertheless, all translators believe that it was 
inappropriate to use other dialects in the TL to replace the SL dialect. The target-
reader oriented view may bring the ST closer to the TL readers; however, the region 
marking, which reflects ST style/idioms/language, can be lost in translation. A TL 
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dialect would not simply reproduce the Taiwan region marking and the relationship 
between the source-region dialect and the target region dialect is more complex, 
similar to how a target dialect relative to English is like Taiwan regional speech 
relative to Chinese. 
In 6.3 and 6.4, the reader-response studies will show how far the translators’ choices 
are justified. The two remaining questions are: How effective are these translations 
to the target readers? What is the relationship between overall communicative 
effectiveness and effectiveness in conveying these texts as Taiwanese regional 
literature? 
6.3 Reader Response Studies: RRS1 and RRS2 
The reasons for exploring readers’ responses in my studies have been explained in 
Chapter 4 Methodology. It is to see how regional characteristics of Taiwan are 
constructed through readers of the target culture and to examine what the effects of 
the translation are on readers who are unfamiliar with the Chinese/Taiwanese culture 
and language. The data collected from the Reader Response Studies have been 
partially presented in Chapter 5 Textual Analysis. This chapter presents the issues 
that have not yet been discussed. 
6.3.1 Reader Response Study 1 (RRS1) 
RRS1 helps the researcher to study the possible communicative effect that 
influences readers’ understanding in the process of reading. It focuses on the study 
of these three groups TNP, BLP and ENP from the issues of time, culture and place 
(see the following subsections). Participants were asked to read an extracted chapter 
from the novel Rose.   
6.3.1.1 Taiwanese Participants (TNP) – Reading ST only 
From this study, a TNP’s understanding of the original text in the ST group was often 
determined by his or her age. The schemata and background knowledge of those 
over 50 years old helped them to read the ST without any difficulty and provided me 
with interesting information during the interviews. According to them, reading Wang’s 
novel was easy because they could automatically translate the Chinese characters 
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into the Taiwanese dialect in their head. Those aged below 40 are not as competent 
in their schemata and language ability as those who are over 50 but they could still 
manage to understand the ST because of their upbringing and the author’s 
explanation in the text. 
For example, language markers like the Japanese terms ‘tomari’ and ‘QK’ have a 
different impact on different age groups in Taiwan. ‘Tomari’ means ‘to get overnight 
accommodation’ and ‘QK’ indicates ‘to have a rest’. The word ‘QK’ came originally 
from the Japanese word ‘kyukei’, which means ‘taking a rest’, but after being 
integrated into the Taiwanese culture, the term took on a different connotation  
referring to having sex with someone in a motel or hotel for a few hours. The English 
letter-name used for a Japanese term in Taiwan is an example of hybridization.  
The interview results also show how source participants’ schemata change from 
generation to generation and culture to culture. Appendix F: I.(i.) shows that 
participant B1 (aged over 50) have better schema knowledge of the word ‘tomari’ 
and ‘QK’. B2 on the other hand, who is 25 years old, has never heard of the word 
‘tomari’. I assume the ST writer was conscious of the fact that the younger 
generation may not have the schema knowledge to understand these Japanese 
terms and therefore used them with an explanation in brackets, i.e. 托馬力 tomari (日
音 Japanese pronunciation: 住宿  overnight accommodation). 
The translator chose to retain the terms as they were implied by the writer and their 
foreign flavour with italics as he illustrated in the Preface as “tomari [spend the night] 
and QK [quickie]”. ‘Tomari’ was translated to mean ‘to spend the night in a hotel’ and 
the definition of the term ‘quickie’ in English shares a similar connotation. The TT 
appears to have the same effect on TT readers as the ST does on its readers 
because the ST writer also adds bracketed glosses of the Japanese words.  
The information here shows that even ST readers do not have homogeneous 
knowledge to interpret the text, so it is essential to find out how TT readers’ 
knowledge affects their understanding. 
6.3.1.2 Bilingual Participants (BLP) – Reading TT only  
It became apparent that among the bilingual participants, the place where the 
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individuals grew up determined their understanding of the TT. Most of the subjects in 
this group were either being trained or had already been trained to be a translator; 
therefore, they were more sensitive to the language and changes in the translation. 
Three Taiwanese natives said that they tended to translate the English translation 
back into Mandarin or the Taiwanese dialect, so that they could interpret and 
understand the TT. It could be said that their background knowledge and linguistic 
ability helped them to decode and encode the translated text. Of the two remaining 
participants, one was from China and the other had come to study in the U.K. from 
the age of 16. Their background and language schemata are in some ways different 
from those who came from Taiwan. They said that they could only interpret the TT 
according to what they had read in the translation. Only when cultural and linguistic 
expressions are shared between the regions, could they identify them in the TT. 
The conversations presented in Appendix F: I.(ii.) exemplify that the BLP from China 
and those from Taiwan do not share the same schematic knowledge when a 
language marker is highly source-region-specific (also refer back to 5.3.1.1: E5-6). 
Participant B6, who is from China, does not have existing schemata to grasp the 
sentence fully, especially the phrase “dog bite pig-gy”. However, she claimed that the 
basic meaning of the sentence could be understood through the context. The 
Taiwanese participant B7 has the precise schema to decode the English translation 
back to the Taiwanese dialect and give an explanation of the phrase. She believed 
that the translation would confuse English target readers and that only those who are 
from Taiwan could understand the phrase fully.  
6.3.1.3 English Participants (ENP) – Reading TT only 
The English native participants are the core of this study. Although the ENP did not 
have a problem understanding the story in general, they encountered difficulties 
comprehending specific regional signals provided by the translator when they did not 
have enough background knowledge and when the translator did not adequately 
compensate for this by providing clear background-knowledge support. In addition, 
when unfamiliar cultural and linguistic signals were translated too close to the SL, the 
subjects misunderstood their meaning. Moreover, the ENPs who have little or no 
knowledge of Eastern culture could not distinguish the differences between Chinese, 
Japanese and Taiwanese cultures from the textual world. It is probably because 
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Taiwan’s culture, as signalled in the TT, is a mixture of Chinese, Japanese, and 
American cultures, that the different elements and their inter-relationships are not 
(always) clear to ENP readers. 
The participants were sometimes confused by the source cultural signals that were 
(re)constructed by the translator. Although one or two target participants tried to 
identify some of the cultural signals by guessing, most of the time their assumptions 
were not necessarily correct. Among the five ENP, only one recognized the Japanese 
language because he is interested in Japanese animation. In general, therefore, 
when readers do not have enough background knowledge, making judgements 
about unfamiliar cultural signals is not an easy task.  
Continuing with the “A B C, Dog bite pig-gy” example, most of the English 
participants found the phrase difficult to understand. All they could do was guess at 
its meaning from the context. Moreover, there is no specific signal to indicate the 
region-marking. The examples presented in Appendix F: I.(iii.) demonstrate how two 
of the ENPs construct their schema through their existing knowledge. Participant B11 
constructs the sentence “even know a little A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy!” by its context 
and his own conclusions. He was correct about the meaning of the sentence and his 
conclusions about the phrase “dog bite pig-gy” turned out to be quite sensible. 
Participant B12 was not sure about the meaning of the sentence but guessed at a 
different meaning which she related to an English expression ‘dog eat dog’. When 
readers do not have enough knowledge to decode what they read, they can only use 
their existing schemata to decode the unfamiliar language markers so their 
conclusions may not always be right.  
It can be assumed that a translator’s job is to help readers to build and learn new 
schemata by using various approaches, so that the readers are able to decode each 
sentence with their existing schemata. The preceding examples demonstrate that 
when the region-marking in the TT is unfamiliar to the readers of translation, their 
understanding can be guided by the context; however, target readers can also make 
wrong assumptions from their existing knowledge and the context. A target reader’s 
response does not necessarily have to be the same as a source reader’s, but if an 
analogical effect can be achieved in translation, it can help the readers to avoid 
confusion. In this case, the place-marking and the implication was not clearly 
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constructed in the translation which only allows target readers to guess at its 
meaning from the context.  
6.3.2 Reader Response Study 2 (RRS2) 
In order to examine whether the translator’s preface, afterword and other metatexts 
help target readers build up their schemata, a second reader response study was 
carried out following the first study. The two English native participants who were 
involved in this additional experiment claimed that they were helped to understand 
the ST and source culture more when reading because of the metatexts. Moreover, 
because they were already familiar with the Chinese language and culture (but not 
Taiwanese language and culture), they appeared to be more confident in interpreting 
the signals from the translation. However, misunderstanding did occur when some 
Japanese expressions and literal translation of the Taiwanese dialect appeared in the 
translation. 
A statement made by participant B16 (see Appendix F: II.) demonstrates that the 
translator’s preface does help non-native readers to be aware of the social 
background in Taiwan and the difficulties that the translator faces in the process of 
translation. However, B16 highlighted the problem that although she could 
understand the story in general, she was confused by the translator’s rendering of 
certain expressions in the text. Even with the translator’s preface, two participants 
had a similar reading experience to those in RRS1. This shows that the regional 
signals in the main story, such as idioms or dialects, could cause confusion or cause 
a loss of regional effect in translation if they were rendered only for the sake of 
exoticism or without any spatial signal to indicate the origin of the language.       
6.3.3 Comparison between RRS1 and RRS2 
From the RRS1 and RRS2, a more definite assumption which can be made is that 
target readers who lack internal schematic knowledge of a region may have difficulty 
distinguishing cultural and linguistic features in the TT, especially when the ST 
regional signal is not clearly marked in the translation. From these two studies, I 
discovered that only those who have studied the Chinese language have the ability 
to grasp the elements that are linked to the Chinese of the ST. 
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For instance, in Rose, Rose, I Love You, the story portrays how some people who 
speak the Taiwanese dialect could not pronounce Mandarin well and therefore had 
some kind of accent which we called Taiwanese style Chinese (台灣國語) (see 2.2). 
The passage in translation is shown as follows: 
ST 莫騙你，這十四名七啊圭(妓女)個個都會什麼「補破網」 －  就是那
個，那個，小學生讀的 － 對對，就是注音符號 － 哦，原來是要念補，
婆，毛哦！幹，我怎麼聽成「補破網」！(90) (Rose) 
LT I didn’t lie to you. Every one of these fourteen qi-a-guei (prostitutes) 
knows that ‘bou [to mend] pua [broken] mang [net]’ – it is that, that, 
studied by students in primary school – yes yes, it is [Chinese] 
phonetic scripts – oh, it should be read bou [to mend], pou [old 
woman], mou [hair] oh! Fuck, how come it sounds like ‘bou pua 
mang’! 
TT “ …… Every one of those fourteen prostitutes knows how to ‘boar 
pour more,’ I’m not kidding you. You know, that alphabet they learn in 
grammar school – right, that’s it, the phonetic spelling – oh, it’s ‘bo 
po mo’! Shit, to me it always sounded like ‘boar pour more’! ……” (60) 
(Rose) 
In this example, Big-Nose Lion could not pronounce the phonetic spelling properly 
and therefore, instead of pronouncing the phonetic ‘bo, po, mo’ as in Mandarin, he 
could only utter the sounds in Taiwanese ‘補(bou), 破(pua), 網(mang)’, which were 
translated as ‘boar pour more’ in English. In this case, the translator’s strategy was 
to follow the ST closely without informing the target readers that the person’s 
Mandarin had a strong Taiwanese accent. This might be because the translator felt 
that a footnote or in-text explanation would be clumsy for the target readers. 
In this passage, there is an important cultural point that the translator might have 
missed during the process of translation. The three sounds “bou pua mang” are not 
simply a mispronunciation but the title of a Taiwanese song ‘補破網 (WT: Mending 
the damaged [fishing] net)’ which was banned by the Nationalist Government during 
the 1950s and 60s. In other words, this is a political allusion created by the writer. 
For the older generation of ST participants, Wang’s use of the title here brought back 
memories of the past. According to them, the sound of the term ‘漁網 hi mang (fish 
net)’ is almost the same as the term ‘希望 hi mang (hope)’ in Taiwanese. Therefore, 
its implication is that people in Taiwan should take needle and thread to stitch and 
mend this broken fishing net, which means that people should stand together to 
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mend the problem and bring hope to Taiwan. This kind of implication was lost in the 
translation. 
In the English translation of ‘boar pour more’, none of the target interviewees could 
think of any implication to match the words. They thought it might have sexual 
implications following the storyline, but even this would require the TT readers’ 
imagination. Therefore, the TT ‘boar pour more’ confused the subjects of the ENP 
group; most of them put a question mark underneath the phrase ‘boar pour more’, 
except those who have learned Chinese. The table below shows the participants’ 
markings. 
RRS 
A Chinese language 
learner: Yes/No 
Target Text:  
Boar pour more 
RRS2 Y 
T (Taiwanese 
usage) 
RRS2 Y 
C (Chinese 
usage) 
RRS1 Y C 
RRS1 N ? (Don’t know) 
RRS1 N ? 
RRS1 N ? 
RRS1 N ? 
The data demonstrates that Chinese language learners have the knowledge to 
recognize the function of these three English words as they sound like “bo-po-mo” 
and only one participant related the signal to Taiwan-specific marking. Non-Chinese 
language learners, however, have difficulty in comprehending its meaning even 
within a given context. This implies that target readers’ ability to understand certain 
regional elements of the TT is greatly influenced by their existing schemata. In 
addition, the study shows that a translator’s decisions can influence readers’ 
understanding greatly as shown in this example. By not giving additional 
explanations to the target readers, the double meaning of the sound “boar pour 
more”, i.e. the political allusion and how Taiwanese locals were trying to pronounce 
Mandarin, was not conveyed in the TT. 
The Reader Response Studies provide the researcher with detailed information 
about how existing and newly learned schemata help readers to comprehend 
cultural/regional signals in a text. The questionnaire survey, on the other hand, gives 
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the researcher some data about the effect of translation techniques on foreign 
elements and readers’ attitudes when they think of a piece of translated prose that is 
foreign to them. The following section will present the findings of the questionnaire 
survey. 
6.4 Part III of the Questionnaire Survey 
The questionnaire survey, as mentioned in Chapter 4 Methodology, was designed to 
see how non-professional readers read unfamiliar foreign fiction in English 
translation. Part I Personal Information, as explained in Section 4.2.4.2, is for my 
own reference about the participants. Results from Part II were presented in Chapter 
5 and therefore will not be presented again in this chapter. This part of the chapter 
only presents Part III Target Readers’ Attitude to Translated Literature. Its aim is to 
see how readers’ experience is reflected in the way they read foreign literature in 
translations. The survey also furthers this aim of investigating readers’ views about 
the approach used in conveying regionalism in translation. 
As mentioned in Chapter 3, readers tend to construct a story according to their 
learning experience and background knowledge. It will be interesting to know 
whether Chinese learners (14 British and European students who learn Mandarin 
Chinese) and non-Chinese learners (16 participants who have never learned 
Mandarin Chinese) have different views about reading a translated text. The 
researcher computed the mean and standard error score for each of the statements 
made by the Chinese learners, and compared it with those of the non-Chinese 
learners’ score. The mean score for each group represents the average. 
Standard error (SE) bars were used in this study as a visual indication of whether 
differences between non-Chinese learners (N-C-L) and Chinese learners (C-L) are 
statistically significant (see Figure 1). When error bars overlap or nearly overlap, the 
differences between two groups are almost certainly not statistically significant. If the 
gap is about or larger than the size of a one-sided error bar, we can confidently say 
that the difference is statistically significant. In order to check these visual indicators, 
the t-test (the standard statistical test to compare two groups) was also used to 
examine the data.  
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   Figure 1: Error bar = standard error of the mean 
The results of this statistical analysis show that only two statements have 
significantly different responses between these two groups: these are St1 (see 6.4.1 
Theme 2) and St5. The finding of St1 appears to indicate that non-Chinese learners 
tend to feel that they need to concentrate more when they read translated works. 
However, fewer Chinese learners feel the same way. This suggests that readers who 
are non-language learners do not have enough schemata to understand the 
unfamiliar culture and linguistic expressions and therefore require extra 
concentration to read the text.  
The p-value of St1 in the t-test is 0.049 which is only just below 0.05 (if the p-value is 
0.05 or less, then there is said to be a significant difference between the groups). 
Therefore, this might signal a real difference, or it could be a statistical artefact, 
because p-value 0.05 would occur by chance in 1/20 cases anyway, and only two of 
the 27 questions have p-values below 0.05. This suggests that the difference 
between these two groups in this particular statement should be used cautiously.  
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The statistical analysis for Statement 514 (a highly significant p-value of 0.001, which 
is a lot lower than 0.05) shows that the participants who are Chinese learners have a 
higher mean compared with the non-Chinese learners regarding their interest in 
reading Far Eastern literature. This implies a link between reading Chinese or 
Taiwanese literature in translation and an interest in its culture and language.  
Overall, however, differences between the two groups on the questionnaire are slight. 
The joint results of the data analysis will be presented in the next section.   
6.4.1 Data Analysis 
Part III, about target readers’ attitude toward translated literature, will be examined 
according to the five translation-related aspects shown in Chapter 4. Theme 1 is in 
regard to ‘translator-author status’ where the researcher would look into the 
translator’s visibility and author’s existence in readers’ reading attitude. Theme 2 is 
to see how target readers feel about ‘comprehending foreign works in translation’. 
Theme 3 looks into readers’ views about different ‘translation techniques’. Theme 4 
investigates the issue related to ‘fluency of the target discourse world’ and, finally, in 
Theme 5, the researcher would look into target readers’ views regarding the ‘source 
discourse world and the use of foreignising strategy in the TT’. This is to say that 
Theme 4 is looking from the target viewpoints and Theme 5 is from the source 
viewpoints.  
For all statements, the participants responded with 1-5 scores, the larger the score 
the more the subject agrees with the statement (i.e. 1 = not at all true, 2 = slightly 
true, 3 = moderately true, 4 = quite true, 5 = extremely true). Consequently, we 
evaluate all participants’ overall views on a statement by examining their mean 
response scores.   
 
                                               
14 Statement 5: I am interested in Far Eastern culture such as Chinese culture, so I have read a lot of its 
literature in English translation. (The researcher admits that there is a design fault in this statement where it 
consists of two issues: interest and reading experience. Although it is not perfectly designed, it helps to see 
whether Chinese learners read Chinese literature or other literature from Far Eastern countries. It was used with 
caution.)  
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6.4.1.1 Theme 1: Translator – Author Status 
 
No. Statement Mean (all 
subjects N = 
30) 
St915  I always think that the author’s political beliefs are 
important. 
2.7 
St8 One of my aims in reading foreign literature is to 
appreciate the literary value of the author’s work. 
3.0 
St11  If I read a translation which I liked, I would look out for 
other work by the same translator (not necessarily by 
the same author). 
2.0 
St12 If I read a translation which I liked, I would look out for 
other work by the same author (not necessarily by the 
same translator). 
4.0 
Theme 1 focuses on the issue of translator and author status. The first two 
statements (St9 and St8) ask the participants to verify their views on the author’s 
status. With a mean of 2.7 across all subjects, the finding of St9 suggests that the 
respondents do not hold strong views on the author’s political beliefs (note that the 
neutral point is 3.0). In addition, with a mean of 3.0, St8 implies that readers have 
neutral views on the foreign author’s literary value. One participant noted that it is 
almost impossible to appreciate the literary value of a foreign author’s work from 
translation even if he/she wants to, especially for Chinese novels. In the process of 
translation, the author’s literary value might be concealed in English translation 
because certain linguistic and structural changes might be made by the translator to 
produce an understandable TT. 
The respondents were further asked to answer St11 and St12 regarding the 
translators’ status in comparison with the authors. The calculated mean for St11 is 
2.0, which indicates that the participants mostly do not look out for works by the 
same translator. From this data, we can conclude that the status of a translator is not 
as visible, i.e. as important to readers, as the authors. St12 verifies the above 
statement. The mean rating of the participants’ views on looking for other work by the 
same author is 4.0. This result supports what Mey (2001: 237) stresses, “You don’t 
just buy a book: you buy an author to take home with you.” 
                                               
15 The number presented here is not according to its original numerical order, but according to the category it 
belongs. 
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6.4.1.2 Theme 2: Comprehending Foreign Works in Translation 
 
No. Statement Mean (all 
subjects N = 
30) 
St13 When reading a translation, I am always aware that it is 
not the original text. 
3.1 
St1 Reading literature that is very different from my culture 
in translation often requires extra concentration. 
4.0 
St4 I find it difficult to read a foreign novel in translation 
from a culture of which I have no background 
knowledge. 
2.8 
St10 I doubt whether target text readers can receive similar 
images from the translation as readers of the original 
do. 
3.2 
St26 After learning a foreign language and experiencing 
foreign culture, I would rather read the original work 
rather than the translations. 
4.2 
Theme 2 concentrates on the views of target readers on comprehend foreign work in 
translation. The mean 3.1 for St13 indicates that participants are moderately aware 
or only sometimes aware that what they read is not the original when reading a 
translation. Additionally, St1 with mean of 4.0, indicates that target subjects tend to 
think that it is quite true that they concentrate more when reading foreign literature 
that is unfamiliar to them in translation. This may be due to the fact that they have to 
learn new schemata from the translated story in order to understand what they read. 
However, when the participants were asked to answer St4 about whether they find it 
difficult to read a foreign novel in translation from a culture of which they have no 
background knowledge, the mean rating was just 2.8, i.e., an average respondents 
neither agreed nor disagreed with this statement. This result was also shown in my 
Reader Response Studies. When the participants were asked to answer questions 
such as “what do you think of the translation or do you think the translation is easy or 
difficult to understand”, their common answer was “it is easy to understand”. 
However, if I asked them to explain certain phrases or sentences, they would tell me 
that they were not sure or that they found the sentence difficult to follow. This is 
probably because readers tend to read the storyline without thinking seriously about 
the difficult passages, sentences or words. By skipping the unfamiliar words, the 
story can be generally understood. 
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Moreover, St10 asked the participants to answer whether they doubted that they 
could receive similar images from the translation as readers of the original do. 
Participants responded ‘moderately true’ on a mean of 3.2, which suggests that 
respondents agreed only moderately with this statement. 
Finally, when language learners were asked whether they would rather read the 
original work than the translation after learning the language, their average response 
was ‘quite true’ (mean 4.2). This result, however, might only happen in an ideal 
situation: whether language learners would really read a full-length novel in Chinese, 
for example, rather than a translation in their first language, is still questionable.  
6.4.1.3 Theme 3: Translation Techniques 
  
No. Statement Mean (all 
subjects N = 
30) 
St18 I prefer to have some kind of introduction on the 
culture before starting to read the story. 
3.2 
St19  I think footnotes or endnotes should be provided 
when necessary if there is no background introduction 
beforehand. 
4.0 
St16 I find footnotes quite distracting when reading a 
translated text. 
2.1 
St17 I often assume that some information has been added 
or deleted in the translation. 
3.4 
St20 If a translation sticks very closely to the wording of the 
original it is hard to understand. 
3.2 
Theme 3 focuses on the effect of certain techniques which translators employ to 
render cultural elements in translation. The first question (St18) asked the 
participants whether they preferred to have some kind of introduction before reading 
the main text. With a calculated mean of 3.2, the participants’ response was 
‘moderately true’, which shows that respondents have varied or neutral preferences. 
On the contrary, when the participants were asked to answer St19, the calculated 
mean was 4.0. This indicates that when target readers face unfamiliar cultural 
references, they tend to prefer some kind of annotations for extra information. In 
other words, readers agreed strongly that footnotes or endnotes should be provided 
when necessary if there is no background introduction beforehand. This finding 
confirms the participant’s response in St16 (2.1) where they tended not to consider 
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footnotes distracting.  
In St17, the mean rating of the participants’ view on the technique of addition and 
omission is 3.4, which indicates a very slight tendency to assume that some source 
information has been added or deleted in the translation. This is also reflected in my 
Reader Response Studies. In my interview with the participants, some of them would 
tell me that they are not sure whether the explanation in the brackets is from the 
author or the translator. This suggests that readers are aware that what they read is 
a translation. 
Moreover, when the recipients were asked whether they thought it was difficult to 
understand a translation that is very close to the wording of the ST, the mean of their 
opinion was 3.2. This indicates that participants have a wide variety of views about 
word for word translation and whether it makes the TT hard to understand. One 
participant specifically noted that it depends on the language it is translated to/from; 
another respondent, however, who is learning Chinese, commented that if the 
translation is too close to the ST, it is impossible to understand even in the case of 
Chinese. 
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6.4.1.4 Theme 4: Fluency and Target Discourse World 
 
No. Statement Mean (all 
subjects N = 
30) 
St6 When reading a translated work, I don’t think about 
what the original work was like or who the author was. 
2.2 
St15 When reading a translated work, my main interest is 
seeing an unfamiliar culture being presented by an 
easily-understood language. 
2.8 
St2 When reading foreign fiction in translation, I only focus 
on the plot, characters and how the story ends rather 
than details of description or use of language. 
2.6 
St23 I think it is a good idea for the translator to use a 
dialect from my own language to represent dialect 
speech in the original text. 
2.7 
St22 For a humorous or ironic passage, I prefer the 
translator to use expressions that are familiar in my 
own language. 
3.1 
St24 I prefer a translated text that sounds natural in English 
but still contains unfamiliar cultural elements. 
3.7 
St28 From my experience, I think it is better for those who 
have little or noknowledge of another culture to read a 
translation that sounds as though the book was 
originally written in English. 
3.0 
Theme 4 focuses on target readers’ views in regard to fluency and their habits of 
reading translated fiction, i.e. target discourse world. In St6, when the participants 
were asked whether they did not take the original work and the author into account in 
their reading, their response was ‘slightly true (2.2)’. The data suggests that readers 
have a slight tendency to be aware of the fact that the story they are reading is a 
translation written by a particular writer from a certain country.  
For St15, the mean 2.8 shows that the participants only moderately agree with the 
statement which implies that respondents have a neutral view on whether or not to 
read an unfamiliar ST in an easily-understood TL. In addition, when the subjects 
were asked whether they tend to focus more on the storyline when reading 
translated fiction (St2), the mean is 2.6, which implies that readers hold no strong 
view either way. 
In terms of translating dialect, some translators may choose to replace a source 
dialect with a target expression to achieve its fluency. In St23, participants responded 
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with a mean of 2.7, which suggests that the recipients have a variety of views about 
the idea of using TL expressions to substitute for the original dialectal speech. 
Moreover, when translating humorous expressions into the TT, translators often 
reconstruct the passage with something familiar to target readers so that the 
humorous effect can be achieved in translation. A mean of 3.1 (St22), implies that 
respondents have varied or only moderately agree that a humorous expression can 
only be communicated when it is familiar to them. 
The disadvantage of employing a naturalising approach is that fluent translation can 
sometimes make the TT lose its foreign flavour. In St24, with a mean of 3.7, the 
finding implies that the majority of the respondents in this research slightly preferred 
a translation to sound natural but still contain unfamiliar cultural elements. 
Furthermore, the calculated mean of 3.0 for St28 indicates that the participants’ 
views are varied or only moderately agree that it is better for those who have little or 
no knowledge of another culture to read a translation that sounds natural in the 
target language. In response to St15 and 24, the data implies that respondents have 
neutral views about reading a translation that sounds natural in the TL. 
6.4.1.5 Theme 5: Source Discourse World and Foreignisation 
 
No. Statement Mean (all 
subjects N = 
30) 
St7 One of my interests in reading foreign literature is to 
understand a foreign culture and society. 
3.9 
St3 Reading foreign literature, such as post-colonial 
literature or regional literature which often puts 
special emphasis on a place and its history with 
strong cultural and linguistic flavours, gives me a 
deeper insight into the culture. 
4.3 
St25 I prefer a translated text to sound foreign. 2.5 
St14 When reading a translated work, my main interest is 
seeing whether the book conveys a sense of a 
completely different culture with exotic expressions. 
2.3 
St21 If a translated text is full of cultural expressions from 
the original language, I can still figure out their 
meaning through context. 
3.2 
Theme 5 reflects upon the issue related to foreignising approaches and target 
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readers’ views on source discourse world in translation. With a mean of 3.9, the 
finding of St7 shows that most of the participants ‘quite agreed’ with the point that 
one aim of reading foreign literature is to understand a foreign culture and society. 
This statement echoes with St3. The mean of the estimate is 4.3, which suggests 
that when a given context has strong regional or cultural flavours, readers believe 
that they have learned new schema from this type of literature.  
In Theme 4, we discuss how participants think of the naturalising approach. The 
result shows that the respondents prefer to read a translated text that sounds natural 
in the target language but still contains unfamiliar cultural elements. The average 
responses to the latter two statements (St25, 14) are low to neutral, which are 2.5 
and 2.3 respectively. The data indicates that generally, most subjects do not prefer a 
translation that is too exotic. It also implies that the recipients’ main interest is not in 
cultural difference and exoticism but storyline or literary quality.    
Participants’ response to St21, was mean (3.2), which is ‘moderately true’, 
suggesting that respondents only moderately agree that it is possible to work out 
different meanings through context even if there are many unfamiliar cultural 
expressions in the translation.  
6.4.2 Participants’ Views on Reading Translated Fiction 
From the data above, we can make various assumptions about target readers’ 
opinions of reading translated fiction. First, we can assume that most of the readers 
are interested in knowing the culture, society and use of expressions from the works 
they are reading.  
Second, the data may also be applied to explain why it is essential to promote 
translated literature from a specific source region, such as post-colonial countries or 
regional places. Readers tend to believe that they can receive a deeper insight into a 
culture. However, they are also aware that reading literature from these specific 
source regions requires extra concentration when they do not have enough 
knowledge of the culture.  
Third, we can assume that readers tend to choose works by an author they know or 
like but not by a translator they know. Fourth, we can assume that footnotes or 
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endnotes should be provided when necessary. In other words, the appropriate use of 
footnotes or endnotes in translations would not be considered distractive by the 
readers of the TT.  
Fifth, readers do not prefer to read a translated text, with exotic expressions, as that 
sounds too foreign. They like to read a translation that sounds natural in English but 
still contains unfamiliar cultural elements. 
Sixth, most of the language learners believe that their experiences in learning the 
foreign language and culture help them to comprehend the translations more. Once 
they are competent in the language they are studying, they claim they would prefer 
to read the original rather than the translation.  
6.5 Summary 
From the Reader Response Studies (RRS), we have seen how non-professional 
readers view translation from the end product. The different views between non-
Chinese and Chinese learners show that a person’s reading process is in some way 
influenced by his/her existing schemata and learning experience. However, the data 
show that almost no questions elicited a very strong response either way. This is 
probably caused because people have similar reading habits even if the novel is a 
translation. For example, readers probably tend to focus on the storyline rather than 
the literary form/art or specific regional elements/sceneries. Perhaps only those who 
are really interested in the source cultures would pay attention to details, such as the 
linguistic or regional aspects of the source culture (though it is, not meant to be 
inferred that general readers would not be fascinated by an exotic culture; they tend 
to focus more on what is happening in the story). Most of the participants (i.e. British 
readers) have a better chance of knowing the translated literature from the areas like 
Europe. They are accustomed to these cultures due to their UK’s history, political 
policy and geographic position but they might not have had the opportunity to think 
deeply about the translation from other foreign countries such as Taiwan (a place 
which is unfamiliar to them). This might also explain why there is no strong response 
from the participants. 
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The questionnaire survey also provides us with some useful information about what 
translation could bring to readers of the TL and what could be done to improve the 
effectiveness of a translation, particularly when the work involves translating cultural 
and regional elements in a TL. In the next chapter, the researcher will discuss the 
implications based on the findings of textual analysis, translators’ interviews and 
reader-based studies. 
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Chapter Seven 
Discussion and Conclusion 
7.1 Chapter Overview 
Negotiating cultural and linguistic signals is dependent on the translator’s knowledge 
and creativity in mapping between the source and target discourse worlds. When 
dealing with such elements, the translator may need to inform the readers about the 
historical or cultural factors relating to them while at the same time reshaping the 
linguistic signals in the TT so that the stylistic and regional effects can be 
communicated to the target receivers.  
The original hypothesis of this research was that English target recipients would be 
able to gain knowledge about Taiwan regionalism from reading Taiwan’s regional 
literature. However, the reader response studies indicate that those with little or no 
knowledge of the TT culture have more difficulty in relating to their existing schemata 
in the unfamiliar target discourse world, especially when they are unable to construct 
the translator’s signals in the translation. This may suggest that English participants 
gain little knowledge of Taiwan’s regionalism from the reading itself. Although certain 
regional signals were seen as exotic and foreign, their implications and the 
characteristics of specifically Taiwanese linguistic and cultural markers were not 
successfully communicated to the respondents.  
Translators rarely transmitting regional signals successfully might be for laudable 
reasons; for example, they want to convey earthy language in the TT, or render the 
TT more fluent. However, without transmitting these signals successfully, how can 
readers be expected to learn what is specially Taiwanese, as opposed to general 
Chinese? In other words, the effect of communication not only is to a certain extent 
dependent on target readers’ knowledge and reading experience, but also relies 
greatly on translators’ efforts and whether their translation regarding regional signals 
can be transmitted successfully to target receivers.  
In chapters 3 and 5, the researcher discusses the stylistic form of Taiwan’s regional 
prose literature (e.g. language varieties) and the techniques that the translators use 
to convey the place-marked elements. Section 3.3.2 in particular looks into research 
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studies of literary translation that concern characteristics of regionalism, e.g. 
translating dialect and multiple languages, etc. These researches help the present 
study examine the translation of Taiwan’s regional literature in terms of (1) the literary 
representation of the ST culture (e.g. the function of linguistic varieties in Taiwan’s 
literary discourse world), (2) the translating methods (e.g. the application of 
translation techniques and their advantages and disadvantages), and (3) the views of 
the translators and the communicative effect of the translation (e.g. whether regional 
effect can be communicated or not through certain rendering). In this chapter, the 
researcher will discuss her findings about how place-marked signals were rendered 
in English translation of Taiwan’s regional literature with reference to the studies and 
theories in Chapter 3. 
7.2 Negotiation and Communication 
The main focus of this study is the cognitive pragmatics of regional prose literature in 
translation. As described in Chapter 3, a translator’s assumption about target 
readers’ schemata is one of the factors that influence the translator’s decisions in 
conveying the ST to the TT audiences. This section discusses the importance of 
schematic effects and how they relate to translation, especially on the issue of what 
translators assume to be target readers’ mental map for achieving effective 
communication (see also 3.4.3.1). 
7.2.1 Schema and Translation of Regional Literature 
Translating a foreign text into a target language is a means of carrying a new 
discourse world into a place or culture where readers might or might not be familiar 
with. From linguistic signals to literary styles and from socio-cultural elements to the 
ideological implications of the ST, a translator is constantly making decisions and 
these decisions are based on his/her individual knowledge, experience, ideology, 
writing style and research into the two languages and cultures. The translators’ 
interviews in this study show that each translator has different schemata and cultural 
experiences, which influence their interpretation of Wang’s works (see 6.2 and 
7.4.2.2). For example, from the translators’ knowledge and past experience, we are 
able to learn why Goldblatt rendered the scenes about the American GIs clearly, why 
Wang retained the Taiwanese swearwords in transliteration and why Haddon was 
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eager to introduce Taiwan’s literature to the Western world. 
Tymoczko (2003: 196) argues “one must conceptualize the translator not as 
operating between languages, but as operating […] in a system inclusive of both 
source language [SL] and target language [TL], a system that encompasses both.” In 
other words, a translator, who is a reader and a rewriter, is not only responsible for 
transmitting the meaning and function of the ST into the TT, but also working to 
operate in a system that contains both the SL and TL. The presumption of this case 
is that the translator’s schemata are relatively solid: that he/she understands the 
source text well and is fluent in the target culture and language. However, it is often 
the case that translators are not always aware of the gap between translation 
knowledge and that of the readers. For these reasons, this study does not address 
the issue of how expert the translators’ knowledge is, but rather how he/she conveys 
the ST signals into a TL. 
Moreover, because different translators have different writing styles and viewpoints 
(and perhaps even knowledge) in regard to the source culture and language, their 
decisions about what to convey in the translation are a crucial factor that influences 
receivers’ reading experience. Added to this, a translator cannot possibly take every 
target reader’s schema into account. He/she can only make a general assumption of 
what to convey in the TT. More specifically, in the translation of post-colonial or 
regional literature, even when the translator has tried to interpret the ST into a fluent 
target language, the diversity between source and target cultures still causes 
confusion to certain readers of translation because they do not have sufficient 
schemata to understand certain cultural signals that are alien to them.  
Goldblatt’s translation of Wang’s novel Rose can be used as an example to explain 
the complex process of mapping between the ST and TT worlds. In the illustration 
below, the right square shows the Text World (source text world) which is 
specifically created to signal the place, Taiwan. The characters, backgrounds and 
events created in the story help source readers construct the text world. The place-
marked signals include Taiwanese dialect/regional elements, Japanese 
language/culture, Chinese language/tradition, a colonial background and so on. The 
translator may need to make decisions on maintaining or deleting certain space 
signals in the TT. The translator may also take into account why the regional writer, in 
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this case Wang Chen-ho (Wang Zhenhe), exploited the local roots with satirical 
effects and what the social historical background behind the author’s creation was 
(i.e. Extrafictional Voice).  
The translator, Howard Goldblatt (the middle square), plays the role of a reader as 
well as a rewriter of Source Discourse World, which means that the source signals 
he constructed in the target map would be affected by his image of regional Taiwan 
and his own American identity. This Target Discourse World (left) will then be 
constructed by various target individuals whose cognition and imagination of the 
target discourse world are different according to their own identity and background.  
 
       
The findings of the reader response study support this assumption. Although the 
British participants usually recognize the use of Americanisms in the discourse, they 
admit that certain American expressions are not familiar to them. Presumably if the 
target reader is an American, the text world would be more familiar because the 
translator is American. This indicates that the target reader’s construction of a target 
discourse world is greatly dependent on his/her existing schemata and the 
translator’s re-creation of the text. 
As stated by Jones (2009: unpublished), “signals transmitted by a translator interact 
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in turn with the translation reader’s own ideologies and identities.” His statement can 
be applied particularly to the cases where source texts are themselves overtly 
marked for ideology and where target readers have ideologically-influenced views 
toward the source place. Since U.K. readers may simply not have an ideological 
view or be in ignorance of Taiwanese regionalism, ideological factors are less likely 
to affect their reading experience. In other words, readers’ background knowledge 
and identity are probably the prime factors affecting their reading experience and 
interpretation of the TT in this case. 
In addition, as presented in Chapter 3, readers’ understanding is influenced by their 
language schema (e.g. knowledge about certain language use), text schema (e.g. 
knowledge about specific literary genres) and world schema (e.g. knowledge to 
construct the discourse world). A target reader’s text schemata and language 
schemata could be altered by a translator’s reconstruction of the text and language 
structure in the TT, e.g. the “su-ta-pu” example presented in Section 5.3.1.3: E5-15.   
However, when the received information conforms to a reader’s schematic 
expectation (i.e. a norm), he/she would not have a problem understanding its 
meaning (Cook, 1994). When the information received is different from a reader’s 
schematic expectation (i.e. a sense of deviation), he/she could experience difficulty 
in comprehending the message. For instance, the “dog bite pig-gy” example 
demonstrated that bilingual target readers from Taiwan have the schema to decode 
the region-marking from the TT; English target readers however could only guess its 
meaning from the context (see 6.3.1.2 and 6.3.1.3). The findings of the reader 
response studies show that target readers’ understanding of a given discourse which 
are either normal or deviant depend first of all on their existing knowledge and 
secondly on the translator’s reconstruction of the language structure, the text 
structure and the target discourse world. That is to say that a target participant’s 
schematic expectation is constantly changing in the process of reading. The figure 
and passage below will explain how a target reader’s schema may change through 
reading target discourse.  
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From this study, the target discourse may be divided into three major types, schema 
reinforcing, schema adding and schema disrupting (see Figure 7-1). Schema 
reinforcing indicates that the translation has maintained and reinforced the target 
reader’s schemata. The highlighted phrase in the example, “even Siwen’s Mandarin 
had a decided Western twang” reinforces the target readers imagination of Teacher 
Dong’s English style Mandarin (see 5.3.1.3.2: E5-18). In other words, the effect of 
translation is acceptable and understandable according to readers’ existing 
knowledge. Schema adding occurs when a target reader’s accrued knowledge from 
additional information is created by the translator in the target discourse. For 
example, the translation “That year when Taiwan was recovered from Japan” 
consists of additional information (the bold text) which the translator created to assist 
target readers’ understanding (refer to 5.3.3.1: E5-34). 
However, schema adding may result in schema disruption where receiving 
Schema 
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information is unfamiliar to readers of translation. When a target reader’s schema is 
disrupted, the process of schema refreshing may occur which involves destroying 
the existing schemata, constructing new schemata and connecting the new with the 
old schemata (Cook, 1994: 191). This is to say that when one is taking in new 
information or learning about a new culture, one’s idea of the discourse world 
changes through the process of destroying, constructing and connecting. Once new 
information is remembered, the reader’s schema will be reinforced when he/she 
encounters another book that contains the same information. Tymoczko (1999: 48) 
raises this issue by posting some evidence from cognitive studies: “we tend to 
assimilate new and unfamiliar information to patterns that are already recognized 
and that have already become familiar.” She shows how translators of early Irish 
literature build up, for readers, a literary schema of Ireland as a non-British region 
with a very distinct identity. As she (ibid.: 111) describes, “The content was presented 
[…] as a common heritage for Irish people; as […] foundation for the emerging Irish 
literature and culture in English.” From emphasis on “content (literary scenes/cultural 
content)” to later emphasis on “form (regional aspects/local roots/literary style)” in the 
20th century, translators were able to gradually build up and reinforce readers’ 
schemata in the stories they (re)constructed. Because of their efforts, target readers 
have gradually accepted the regional form of Irish literature represented in the target 
discourse world (Tymoczko, 1999: 108-141). 
In some cases, schema destroying may result in schema constructing or connecting 
in the process of reading (i.e. readers learn, and the exotic becomes familiar). In the 
example of Rose, the translator tried to convey some local expressions in the 
foreignising technique to preserve the regional flavour, e.g. “a chicken with a crooked 
beak trying to eat rice” (see 5.3.1.1.2: E5-3). However, as shown in the reader 
studies, some target readers could not understand the pragmatic implication of this 
phrase. The occurrence of schema disruption has destroyed the participants’ existing 
schemata because the language use in the TT is different from their prior 
expectations. According to Segal (1995: 16), “What a sentence means depends, in 
part, on its sequence of words, [……]. Readers must use general knowledge, logical 
and pragmatic constraints, and special stances toward the text to experience and 
interpret it correctly.”  
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Therefore, the effectiveness of a translation not only depends on a translator’s 
rendering but it also depends on the target reader’s existing knowledge. If readers do 
not have enough knowledge or information to proceed through the process of 
refreshing, i.e. schema destroying → schema constructing → schema connecting, 
they may try to interpret the meaning by guessing. Yet, readers’ imagination can 
sometimes lead to misinterpretation. For example, when ST place-marking (e.g. local 
expressions) failed to get through to target receivers, they could only interpret the 
source reference region-marking by guessing its meaning and therefore the 
communicative effect was lost in the translation.   
In other words, the problem-solving techniques used to render the place-marked 
signals in the translation could have different effects on target readers’ understanding. 
The section below will discuss the techniques used in this study, and in particular the 
mapping of the regional signals in the TL. 
7.3 Problem-solving in Regional-marked Prose 
Literature 
When an original text, like Taiwanese regional prose literature, is complexly 
structured with hybrid elements in regard to history, dialect, idiom, ethnicity, humour 
and identity, a translator cannot always find all the direct equivalents for these 
elements in the TL. He/she therefore needs to find certain less direct counterparts for 
SL items in the TT and may even have to abandon some of these elements. 
Translators’ assumptions about TT readers’ schemata influence what approaches 
and techniques they use to convey these elements.  
Researchers have discovered from interviewing translators that they all share similar 
views about translating foreign literary works; that is, literary translation is not simply 
a literal translation. They believe that the text world and the specific cultural 
meanings of words (either implicit or explicit) should be treated carefully in the 
translating process, e.g. the cultural significance of the word in the ST; the target 
readers’ schemata (see 6.2).  
For this reason, culture-specific features, such as proverbs, slang or Taiwanese 
expressions, which are commonly found in a sentence or in phrases (refer to 3.3), 
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are elements that require the translator to make an adequate decision; i.e. what is 
the function or the implied meaning of these words in the ST and how effective are 
these words in the TT? The translator not only has to take the co-text and context 
into consideration, but also the TT readers’ possible schemata which are a constant 
reminder and reference to decision-making (e.g. what technique is going to apply) 
during the process of translation. A translator as a reader and a rewriter, therefore, 
should have both the communicative competence and the literary competence to 
(re)create an accessible TT discourse world for the target readership (Bell, 1991; Jin, 
2003). This is why in section 7.4, I will focus on the type of signals being presented 
in the translation and their possible communicative effects.  
In this part of the thesis, the researcher discusses the functions of certain translation 
techniques: their advantages and disadvantages in conveying signals in Taiwanese 
regional literature and their regional identity. As presented in Chapter 3, these 
techniques can be categorised into three major groups: (1) signalling foreignness in 
the TT (2) naturalising the SL signals in the TT and (3) providing information to the 
readers of translation. 
7.3.1 Signalling Foreignness in the TT 
Signalling foreignness in the TT highlights the source specific signals by keeping 
them as close as possible to the source discourse world in the target prose. In the 
translations of Taiwan’s regional literature, some translators tried to reproduce the 
regionally marked linguistic signals in the ST by mentioning the place, people, food 
and other elements in the TT; others chose to retain the regionally marked signals 
(e.g. customs) whilst giving additional information in the TT. Nevertheless, the target 
discourse world was not always cohesive or coherent when the translator tried to 
preserve certain regional elements in the TT.  
(a) Literal translation 
From this analysis, it can be seen that some translators like to use literal translation 
to convey place-marked expressions. The technique provides target readers with the 
possibility of obtaining knowledge of the source culture and language through its 
content. However, in some cases, over-marked place signals in translations may 
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burden the TT readers’ understanding and cause them to lose interest in what they 
are reading. Thus, this type of translation is sometimes avoided because literal 
translation can confuse readers’ comprehension, as for example, the four-legged 
Japanese devils (see 5.3.2.2: E5-26). This preservation-based strategy retains the 
original semantics in the ST; however, the TT readers’ schemata may be disrupted by 
the unfamiliar information in the TT. As Leppihalme (1997) describes it, the 
successful use of the literal translation technique is often affected by the readers’ 
existing schemata.  
Another example of this phenomenon is “mosquito tactics” (5.3.1.4.1: E5-21). By 
making the region-marking “mosquito” a focal point without explicating its role in the 
TT, the translator challenged the target readers’ existing schemata and their 
understanding of the text. The difference between the ambiguity that readers 
understand and appreciate (e.g. the pun/wordplay for ST readers) and the ambiguity 
they do not understand (and which merely mystifies TT readers – e.g. “mosquito”) is 
often determined by readers’ cognitive knowledge and the source cultural image they 
create from the target discourse. The twin and opposite pressures on translators who 
try to meet the readers’ desire are constrained by the translators’ pragmatic 
assumptions about readers’ experience and literary competence, i.e. the ability to 
absorb new information (regional signals) from the target narrative. In addition, 
despite the translator’s efforts to save the source region-marking in the TT, the 
meaning of the sentence and the regional effect has been lost. 
Therefore, conveying regional expressions literally in Standard English or 
grammatically structured English may not always be a good solution for 
comprehension because the pragmatic implications may be hindered and the word-
for-word structure may not allow readers to construct a meaningful message in the 
context. 
However, the advantage of using foreignising techniques cannot be denied entirely, 
because context can always help readers to interpret unfamiliar cultural expressions. 
The findings of the reader studies also show that target participants believe that they 
can still work out the unfamiliar through the context even if they lack the knowledge. 
However, the reader response study demonstrates that target readers’ assumptions 
are not always right. With regard to the translation of Rose, even though most of the 
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native English participants claimed that they could guess the meaning from the 
context, their interpretations were often inaccurate when they encountered certain 
place-marked signals in literal translation.  
(b) Transliteration 
Transliteration of a Chinese, Taiwanese or Japanese name in the translation of 
Wang’s works is a common strategy that translators employ to signal the region-
marking in the TT. However, it is not a customary convention to find other Chinese 
words or terms transliterated into English spelling. The use of this technique in the 
translation of Taiwan’s regional prose literature often depends on quite a few factors. 
For instance, even if a translator decided to transliterate a Chinese word (other than 
a name), the technique of addition either in-text or for annotation is always applied in 
the TTs studied here, as in for example the footnote “A Taiwanese profanity” with the 
transliteration ‘yiniang’ (see 5.3.1.1.3).  
However, the findings presented in Chapter 5 show that the transliteration of this 
taboo word and its explanation lost its communicative effect even though the region-
marking is preserved in the TT. By contrast, the Japanese swearword with its in-text 
annotation “bakayaro (stupid bastard)” was evaluated by the target participants as 
being quite effective. These examples suggest that the equivalent, “stupid bastard” 
(especially in the body text) communicates swearing better than the description “a 
profanity”. In addition, Chinese terms or phrases being rendered in phonetic spelling 
is still not a common practice in English translation and may distract readers’ reading 
flow and comprehension. In other words, even if the foreignising technique preserves 
the place-marked signal in the translation, communicating regionalism to target 
readers still depends largely on whether they can comprehend the meaning from the 
given context. 
7.3.2 Naturalising the SL Signals in the TT 
The naturalising approach, as explained in Chapter 3, consists of techniques that 
make the TT closer to target readers’ existing schemata. Some translators would use 
a more generalised TL term or phrase to convey a cultural signal or replace a ST 
element with a TL one or modify the original expression thereby achieving an 
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analogous effect in the TT. Taken from the viewpoint of the readers’ communication, 
naturalising techniques for regionally-marked discourse like Taiwan’s regional 
literature, are sometimes preferable to foreignising. Weighing the balance between 
being able to communicate and transmit place-marking in a TT is an important task 
that a translator faces in the process of translation. 
(a) Substitution 
Using the substitution technique, as for example in the Taiwanese expression 烏魯木
齊 (implying someone acting recklessly), it is rendered colloquially in the TL as “real 
pain in the ass, for crying out loud”. As explained in 5.3.1.1.2: E5-4, if the translator 
chose to convey it literally, the target readers would not be able to comprehend it. In 
other words, the interplay between loss of regionalism and gain of stylistic effect 
helps the target readers to comprehend the TT more easily even though they would 
not receive the signal of Taiwanese regionalism from this technique. In principle, it 
could be substituted with a target-culture regionalism (e.g. Louisiana U.S. English); 
however, the translator chose to change the register from regional to standard.  
The advantage of applying the substitution technique is to avoid confusion and to 
create an analogous effect in the TT when the regional elements cannot be 
communicated directly to the readers of the translation. The questionnaire survey 
also shows that readers like to receive an unfamiliar cultural context of the ST from 
an acceptable TL. In other words, an unfamiliar foreign work rendered in an 
accessible native-like language is in principle more preferable to target readers. 
(b) Re-creation 
The example demonstrated in 5.3.1.2.1: E5-12 美軍就是美金 (American soldier is 
American dollar) rendered as “One GI fuck means one U.S. buck”, shows how the 
use of the re-creation technique not only points out the original implication of the SL, 
but also recreates the wordplay in the TT. The stylistic effect helps to explicate 
Taiwan’s neo-colonial political signal in the TT which also increases readers 
understanding of Taiwan in the Post-War period.  
The risk of applying more naturalising techniques is that the domesticating move 
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may lose the source-context’s regional signals in the translation (Venuti’s criticism to 
domestication strategies - Venuti, 1995/2002). ST ideology and values with the STs 
studied can be categorised into three factors: 1) regional signals, such as the cultural 
hybridity of Taiwan, 2) post/neo-colonial political signals, and 3) literary constructs of 
regional identity, e.g. Taiwanese = “hard-working children of the soil”. These three 
factors are often implicit in the ST, because ST readers have the necessary 
schemata. In translation, they risk being lost if they are not made explicit. The 
potential differences between these three factors are for example, that the literary 
constructs of regional identity may be less sensitive to deletion by the word-level 
decisions of the translator. In addition, the implication of these signals, if made 
obvious in the TT, may change the way that the story is written. However, the 
translators’ choice of making political signals overt in translation could also make a 
different impact on the readers of translation. For example in the translation of Rose, 
the implicit source place signal “national products” was conveyed explicitly in 
translation as “China’s best buy” which gives target readers a false impression about 
Taiwan’s status (see 5.3.2.5: E5-32). This indicates that whether a ST’s regional 
identity would be made explicit in the TT is decided, at least in part, by a translator’s 
ideology as well as by other communication-oriented decisions.  
In most cases, translators would present target readers with the ST’s regional 
identity and literary value separately in an introduction or in footnotes. For example, 
some translators of Taiwan’s regional prose literature would employ a more 
naturalised language in the TT with annotations for the purpose of maintaining 
readers’ reading flow and preserving regional ideology/identity/value for readers of 
the translation, respectively. Moreover, the reader studies show that the foreignising 
technique may not always convey the ST ideology values with reference to 
regionalism as Venuti would claim. The effectiveness of a communication depends 
on whether target readers are able to absorb the foreign signal from the TT.  
7.3.3 Information-giving to Readers of Translation 
As presented in Chapter 3, paratextual information, explicitation and amplification 
aim to add or introduce information in the TT that is implicit in the ST (Vizcaíno, 2008; 
Pym, 2005). From the findings of textual analysis, we can see that the translators of 
Taiwan’s regional prose literature in this study adopted these techniques for various 
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reasons, as discussed below. 
(a)  Amplification, Explicitation, Description 
Amplification, explicitation, and description are techniques that a translator could use 
to help readers expand their schemata. An example is the superstitious pun on 書
shu /輸 shu (see 5.3.1.2.1: E5-13). The possible main reason for its effectiveness is 
that the signal is rendered naturally in the text, which would not make readers 
stumble through the translation; at the same time, Taiwan’s tradition is 
communicated to the target readers. The application of these techniques can help to 
highlight the regional effect for communicative purposes.  
(b) Paratext 
Some scholars support the idea of providing some kind of introduction, illustration or 
other material (e.g. title, preface, commentaries, afterword) to accompany the actual 
translated text, so the readers can have a better understanding of the cultural 
context of the work, as for example in the translation of Rose (see Table AA-2 and -3) 
(Tahir-Gürçağlar 2002, Genette 1997, Kovala 1996).  
The findings of the reader studies show that target readers tend not to read a 
paratext (e.g. introduction, back cover) before reading the main story. This means 
that readers like to get into a new story right away without any distraction unless they 
find the text and information difficult to follow and comprehend. The result is what 
Graves predicted in the preface of his Suetonius. Venuti (1995/2002: 31) gives a 
summary of Graves’ consideration: 
At one point, he considered adding an introductory essay that would signal 
the cultural and historical difference of the text by describing key political 
conflicts in late Republican Rome. But he finally omitted it: “most readers,” he 
felt, “will perhaps prefer to plunge straight into the story and pick up the 
threads as they go along” (Graves, 1957:8) 
In addition, during the interviews most native target participants said that they 
generally enjoyed the experience even without reading the introduction on Taiwan’s 
culture and history. This means that if the target readers’ schemata have been 
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building up during their reading, whether they know the culture beforehand or not is 
not a significant factor anymore, because unfamiliar cultural and linguistic signals 
can be learned from the translator’s efforts through the context. The combined use of 
these approaches (e.g. foreignisation, naturalisation and annotation) can help the 
target discourse be more effective. 
In addition to the background or introduction presented before the main text, 
footnotes are also thought to be an interruption for readers because they break the 
flow of a text and destroy the illusion created by the writer even though the 
information provided in footnotes is useful and gains the regional effect (Fawcett, 
1997; Landers, 2001; Sharkas, 2009). In the texts studied, translators seem to have 
different views regarding footnotes. For instance, the translators of Rose and Land 
did not use footnotes at all while Play’s translator only used one footnote in his 
translation. On the other hand, Sulan’s translator used a few footnotes; Fig’s 
translator provided a glossary at the back to explain place-marked contents (e.g. 
colonial/neo-colonial signals) and languages (e.g. dialects and Japanese language); 
and the writer and translator of Oxcart used footnotes to annotate certain regional 
elements in the TT, just as he did in his own original work. 
The findings of the reader-based studies show that in principle readers do not find 
footnotes as distracting as other researchers have suggested. The readers also do 
not reject the idea of footnotes as long as the TT can assist them to expand their 
schemata on specific cultural factors. In other words, footnotes provide an 
opportunity for readers who wish to take in new information. A possible reason for 
this is that as ‘optional extras’, readers make decisions on ‘whether’ and ‘when’ they 
read footnotes or glossaries. They are not compelled to look at footnotes if they do 
not want extra information. The added value of doing this is that it can also 
compensate for any minor disruptions. As explained in Chapter 3, readers look for 
relevant information in order to make sense of what they read in the process of 
communication (Li, 2005). If certain cultural contexts are not clear, footnotes can 
have a positive cognitive effect on readers. Moreover, in contrast to an introduction 
or glossary, readers only need to glance down to the bottom of the page and back to 
the superscript number. Turning the pages back and forth is more time consuming 
and may distract readers’ reading flow. It is therefore feasible to use footnotes in 
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translated fiction, in particular to regional literature in translation and if applied 
appropriately, it can help increase the regional and communicative effects of a TT. 
7.4 Spatial Signals in Translating Regionalism 
A spatial signal or space deictic signal, as explained in Chapter 3, can be seen as a 
pointer that helps readers to construct the meaning of a text. This section looks at 
this from a different viewpoint – that is the type of signal in translation rather than the 
type of technique. 
7.4.1 Content-based Signals 
Content-based signals in translation are place-marked signals that are provided by 
the translator and which target readers use to construct a TT world. These signals, if 
effectively used, can enhance target readers’ background and cultural knowledge of 
the place where the story was constructed (Tymoczko, 1999; Rollason, 2006). The 
first type of content-based signal is an overview of the ST background presented in 
an introduction or at the back of the book by translators or publishers. 
The introduction which Haddon constructed in her anthology can be seen as an 
example that demonstrates how translators aim to help readers learn new schemata 
relevant to interpreting the TT. Haddon tried to bring TT readers into a position where 
they experience an ‘analogous effect’ as ST readers by explaining the concept of 
Taiwanese nativism and the post/neo-colonial status in paratextual readings so as to 
help them enhance their schemata. 
The translator of Rose also provides certain background knowledge in the 
Translator’s Preface and Afterword which gives a political and historical background, 
information about the writer’s linguistic style, translation strategies and the 
implication of the title (also see Table AA-3 and AA-8). The translator specifically 
mentioned that Wang Zhenhe created a narrative that was not only difficult for the 
translator to convey but which also created a big challenge for both the ST and the 
TT readers to fully understand the text without their knowing the languages and 
culture. These spatial signals constructed in the paratexts help translators to interpret 
the author’s ideology further and at the same time prepare or bring target readers 
relevant information which helps them to understand the ST cultural context in the 
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translation. However, as previously mentioned, readers might not always remember 
to read the introduction. 
The second type of content-based signal is constructed in the target discourse where 
a source reference to a specific region-marking requires further explanation. 
Readers of the TT often lack the cultural knowledge to understand certain ST signals 
that are culturally or socially exotic to them. The content-based signals which 
translators provide are intended to help target readers to decode the unfamiliar 
cultural signals into meaningful messages. For instance, annotation, paraphrase etc. 
can help to build a relevant cultural signal (e.g. festival) without disrupting target 
readers’ reading flow (see 5.3.2.3 E5-27). In some cases, translators cannot help but 
omit certain region-marking in the TT to avoid an overload of information and lengthy 
TT. Reduction and deletion avoids confusion, minimizing schema disruption and 
permitting readers to extract information contained in the text on the basis of their 
existing knowledge.  
The questionnaire survey suggests that the motivation for reading is that readers 
want their schemata to be expanded by the TT but the precondition is that the 
process of reading should be unproblematic. This suggests that translators need to 
find a balance between providing cultural knowledge in the text and reconstructing 
the place-marked signals in easily understood language. The difficulty in achieving 
the balance is that regional signals could be lost when the text is presented in a 
natural TL. Translators may need to make up for this by adding footnotes or maybe 
glossaries (less effective), so that readers of the TT can get access to the knowledge 
bank of their own accord. Although scholars like Landers (2001) believe that the use 
of footnote will interrupt readers reading flow, this study proposes that the adequate 
use of footnotes can help target readers gain more knowledge about the source 
culture (see 5.3.1.1, 5.3.2.3 and 6.4.1.3).  
7.4.2 Place-marked Linguistic Features 
In the case of the STs studied here, some of the regional writers purposely applied 
non-standard language (e.g. dialect) or colonial language (e.g. Japanese) in Chinese 
characters to signal Taiwan’s socio-cultural position within the Chinese cultural world. 
Translators face challenges to successfully reproduce the particular signals, i.e. 
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culturally specific or ideologically related to a culture or region, in translation (Lane-
Mercier, 1997). The following sections will look at four types of place-marked 
linguistic features in translation that signal Taiwanese Regionalism. 
7.4.2.1 ST linguistic Signals in Standard TL 
In these translations, ST linguistic features such as dialects were normally conveyed 
in non-place-marked/non-colloquial TL – i.e. a standard target language (see 3.3.2). 
For example, when translating a place-marked language like the Taiwanese dialect, 
none of the translators in the case studies attempted to translate in a TL dialect or 
give constant notice of the dialectal features throughout the stories. This echoes 
findings of several recent studies on translating linguistic varieties, e.g. Määttä (2004) 
and Ramos Pinto (2009). As Ramos Pinto (ibid.: 295) states, the “target system and 
public do not easily accept the idea of having foreign characters in foreign territory 
speaking national non-standard varieties”. 
Goldblatt in particular does not think that replacing dialects or finding similar 
differences (e.g. BBC English vs. Cockney) in the TL dialects is achievable. In this 
respect, Hervey, Higgins and Haywood (1995: 112) state, “The translator always has 
the option of rendering the ST into a bland, standard version of the TL, with no 
notable dialectal traces. This may be appropriate if the dialectal style of the ST can 
be regarded as incidental, at least for the specific purposes of the TT. […] However if 
the dialectal nature of the ST cannot be regarded as incidental […] the translator has 
to find means for indicating that the ST contains dialectal features.” The researcher 
considers that the dialectal style of Wang’s works is not incidental but purposely 
constructed to create the regional root, so the translators’ approach in conveying 
such signals becomes an essential factor even when they are presented in Standard 
English. Määttä (2004: 320-322) points out that non-standard literary dialects are 
specifically marked (e.g. different pronunciation from the norm) by writers to reflect 
the social, ethnic, and geographic situation of a place and therefore should be 
treated carefully in translation. As he (ibid.: 336) concludes, “emphasizing the role of 
dialect in the polyphonic structure of the text might give the readers of the translation 
an equal opportunity to discover the ideological framework of the novel by 
themselves.” If a translator chooses to render them unmarked or unexplained in the 
TT, place-marked linguistic features in translation can cause confusion to readers. 
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When this happens, target readers will fail to grasp the text world meaning or the 
place signal, or both. 
In addition, most translators in this study tend to render the dialogue according to the 
context when dealing with code-switching between languages (e.g. Taiwanese 
dialect vs. Mandarin; Taiwanese dialect vs. Japanese). They sometimes use a 
standard language plus additional statements to inform the readers that the speaker 
has code-mixed or code-switched between a standard language and a regional 
dialect. Wang and Jackson also transliterated certain Taiwanese swear words in the 
TT. In many cases, however, the languages in code-switching style were only 
rendered in Standard English. The Japanese language in the translation of Rose is 
an exception to this. Goldblatt purposely preserved or re-created some of the 
Japanese terms in the TT to illustrate how the speakers of the story switched 
between the Taiwanese dialect and Japanese language as a result of Japanese 
colonization. However, the direct insertion of Japanese words in the English TT as 
mentioned above lacks explicit support pointers to signal the language switch for the 
readers. This technique is only effective when the participants have learned or are 
interested in the Japanese language and culture, as shown in Section 5.3.1.3. 
Therefore, the TT solution was unclear and incomprehensible to many readers. 
The efforts of regional writers to transliterate the Taiwanese dialect and Japanese 
language into Chinese characters in the ST are an important form of place-mark, 
which represents the voice of Taiwan, but such a voice is often very difficult to 
convey in the translations, for both author and translator. As Sánchez (1999: 305) 
observes, “in the same way the author is confronted with a very difficult task from the 
moment when he/she decides to use dialectal forms, the task will be very difficult for 
the translator when the time comes to do his/her job – so difficult, […] it may prove 
impossible to carry it out in a really satisfactory way.”  
The textual analysis in Chapter 5 also shows that the translators’ efforts to translate 
place-marked elements do not always achieve the analogous effects in the TT, e.g. 
losing the regional flavour or humorous effects (e.g. wordplays) in translation, thus 
making the TL difficult to understand. Conveying dialects or multiple language 
varieties in a TT, therefore, is indeed a difficult task (see also 3.3.2). It might be 
useful to think whether more creative strategies rather than the translators’ tendency 
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to do de-localisation could be used. 
7.4.2.2 ST References to Regional Identity and Literary Value in TL 
The feasibility of conveying regional identity (e.g. Taiwan’s post/neo-colonial status) 
and literary value of Taiwan’s regional literature in translation (e.g. the plots that 
reflect Taiwanese people’s lives under Japanese colonisation) are other factors that 
influence translators’ decisions. Conveying the ST’s reference to region-marking in 
translation might help present a nation to a foreign audience (Tymoczko, 1999). For 
example, the stories regional writers created to represent Taiwan’s experience (e.g. 
land reform) and the life of ordinary people under Japanese colonisation or KMT rule 
gives a strong sense of regional roots. In addition, Japanese words and code-mixing 
between the Taiwanese dialect and Japanese, or sometimes Mandarin, are linguistic 
features constructed in the regional literature of Taiwan which represent Taiwan’s 
colonial and neo-colonial experience with Japan and the KMT government. The 
hybrid languages and local roots can be regarded as unique and distinctive in the big 
Chinese cultural world. However, such features in Taiwan’s regional literature create 
a great challenge to translators because, in translation, the gain in stylistic effect is 
often at the cost of the loss of regional effect in communication, and vice versa.  
Expressing Taiwanese terms or expressions in Chinese characters and/or phonetic 
spelling is another example that reveals Taiwan’s resistance to linguistic assimilation. 
Translators sometimes have to ignore these types of signals in order to allow for the 
accessibility of the text, as shown in the examples in Chapter 5. Even if the translator 
applies foreignising techniques to highlight language differences, the result might not 
always be effective. For instance, target readers might not even realise that the items 
were Japanese or Taiwanese from the context, so Taiwan’s colonial or post-colonial 
status was lost in the TT. The sense of regionalism has therefore weakened, as the 
place-marked signal is unclear to the target readers.   
In terms of literary style which the writer creates to represent a region’s 
social/cultural situation (e.g. the ordinary/uneducated people struggling for 
livelihoods), translators often use colloquial or low register TL to present the 
characters who are uneducated and from a lower class of society. The focal point of 
Wang’s style of writing is the representation of Taiwan’s region-marking, showing 
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how uneducated common people made a living in the post/neo-colonial environment. 
The hidden messages and word-play in the novel often created difficulties for the 
translator to fully (re)construct them in the TL (see examples in 5.3.1.3).  
Moreover, the satirical effects created in Wang’s works also give signals about the 
writer’s views on social and political changes (examples see 5.3.2.5: E5-31). If 
translators did not choose to make this type of signal explicit in the TT, the messages 
would most likely not be transmitted to target readers. Even when the message was 
clearly pointed out in the TT, readers of the translation might not perceive the writer’s 
sarcasm (e.g. ridicule or mockery of the characters exposing Taiwan’s social and 
political turmoil) in the translation due to different cultural roots and social experience.  
In other words, translators’ motivations (e.g. the wish to introduce Taiwan’s literature 
to the Western world) and choices in communicating the overall literary effect and ST 
content are strongly influenced by how far regional features are highlighted in the 
original text and what effects the translator decides to deploy in the translation (see 
3.4.3). The source references which specifically highlight the image of regional 
ideology and identity become a key factor that challenges a translator’s decision on 
whether to make radical transformation of the ST in a target discourse. For instance, 
it is evident that Goldblatt seems to distinguish between regional and other aspects 
of style in his translation of Rose. As he claims in his preface, this is probably 
because regionalism presents special stylistic challenges. Although he was 
concerned with regional effects and the literary style created by Wang, he paid more 
attention to the comprehensibility of the TT.  
Haddon’s view about literary translation is concerned primarily with aesthetic and 
social aspects rather than political aspects even though her reason to translate 
Taiwan’s Regional Literature is driven by political or ideological factors (see also 
6.2.3). In contrast with Venuti’s view of a translator’s textual decisions as politically 
relevant, Haddon’s view ties in with Jones’s (2009) poetry-translation research. 
Translators’ political views would not necessarily influence their low-level translating 
decisions in specific works that are culturally, linguistically and politically intertwined. 
Their concern is often with the aesthetic aspect and the readers’ comprehension. For 
instance, Haddon preserved the socio-cultural signal of “Niang guan” in a footnote to 
inform target readers about Taiwan’s social traditions, but the meaning of the words 
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in the main TT was paraphrased using an easily understood English phrase (see 
5.3.2.3: E5-27). This suggests that the aesthetic aspect of the TL not only enriches 
the story but also helps to attract target readers’ attention. 
7.4.2.3 Explicit Space Deixis in the TT 
The third type of place-marked signal in translation is space deixis (i.e. dialect 
indicator/ explicit metalinguistic comment), which provides extra signals about the 
source place or language in the TT (see 3.5.1). When regional dialect/accent or 
code-switching appears in a text, the space deixis, such as ‘his Mandarin has a 
strong Taiwanese accent’ or ‘he switched from Mandarin to Taiwanese’, can be 
added to signal target readers that the character is now speaking in Taiwanese 
rather than Mandarin. When regional languages can only be rendered in Standard 
English or colloquial expressions, space deixis provides explicit place-mark in the TT 
and can function as an informative message to readers of translation. The example 
from the TT Rose “he said in Taiwanese slang (5.3.1.4.1: E5-21)” explicates the ST 
place-deixis (i.e. ST dialect-use) in translation, which provides target readers extra 
context with an impression of Taiwan’s language use, i.e. Taiwanese and Mandarin. 
From other examples, we know that target readers do not have enough knowledge 
to know about Taiwan’s linguistic situation. Thus, adding a dialect indicator like ‘he 
said, switching between Japanese and Taiwanese-style Mandarin’, might be one way 
of enabling target readers who have no existing schemata to know what languages 
are being spoken here. If the given signal in the TT alludes to Taiwanese regionalism, 
the translator can provide extra signals (like the place name) to increase target 
readers’ awareness of Taiwan’s identity as distinct from the Chinese one.  
Yet, translators’ primary purpose may not be to increase this awareness, but also to 
provide a fluent reading experience. Their concern might be that too much focus on 
identity might make it appear irrelevant to readers. A pleasurable reading experience 
can help to bridge the gaps between two languages and cultures. It can also 
motivate readers to read more widely about the source literary works. 
7.4.2.4 Colloquial Target Language  
In translating dialect, some translators replace a regional expression with a colloquial 
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target expression. According to Chiaro (2009: 181), “in translation, non-standard 
language can also be connoted through the insertion of linguistic features common in 
colloquial speech […].” For example, in AA-9, the colloquial TL “I’ll kill you, you stupid 
SOB!” is used to convey the original Taiwanese expression. This approach may 
create an analogous effect in the TT. 
Although regional linguistic signals may be lost in this kind of rendering, naturalising 
certain ST expressions can make the TT more accessible and build readers’ 
confidence up. As Newmark (1988: 195) states, “The important thing is to produce 
naturally slangy, possibly classless speech in moderation, hinting at the dialect, 
‘processing’ only a small proportion of the SL dialect words.” For instance, Wang 
Zhenhe constructed many annotations in his novel Rose which can be a source of 
disruption for target audiences. In order to reduce the number of annotations in the 
TT, its translator has to find ways to construct these annotated signals differently.  
For instance, E5-17 in 5.3.1.3.1 shows that the translator used colloquial 
expressions such as “grab the men’s balls, for crying out loud” to replace the phrase 
that consists of a Japanese linguistic element and a bracketed explanation in a TT 
passage which already contained several transliterations of the Japanese words and 
in-text explanations. This technique is applied to avoid an overly-marked translation 
and to improve the accessibility of the TT passage. Conveying the regional language 
in a colloquial TL expression could bring the TT closer to target audiences; the 
disadvantage is that the ST stylistic and regional effect might be lost in the 
translation.  
7.4.3 Signal and Cognition 
A cognitive-pragmatic model tells us that target readers take in a lot of signals from 
their reading, but they can only process a limited amount of information according to 
their existing and newly learned schemata. Information overload may be a burden to 
target readers and lessen their interest in continuing to read the book.  
During the process of translation, a translator, just like a reader and a rewriter, has to 
decide how much information to provide so that target readers will not be 
overburdened by the message. One challenge in translating Taiwan’s regional prose 
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literature, as discussed previously, is signalling Taiwanese regionalism within the 
Chinese-speaking world and at the same time making the TT comprehensible to 
target readers.  
From the findings of reader-based studies, we discover that ST readers’ 
understanding is influenced by their age and social experience. Bilingual readers’ 
schemata are largely affected by the place they grow up (i.e. Taiwan, China or 
overseas Chinese), educational background and language competence. English 
natives, who have little or no knowledge of the source culture, can only process a 
limited amount of information according to their general knowledge and newly 
learned schemata about the text world (e.g. Far Eastern literature); this happens 
when the translation cannot help its readers to fully comprehend the unfamiliar 
regional signals rendered in the target discourse. By contrast, those who are learning 
Mandarin have already started building schemata, so they tend to have a better 
understanding of the text world. These findings reveal an important aspect of a 
schema: one’s knowledge and memory of a place or culture determines the ability to 
understand a text that contains strong regional elements.  
Another influential factor which affects the reading habits and interest towards a 
translated literary discourse is the attitude of the reader. Readers have different 
opinions regarding how foreign literature is conveyed in translation due to the fact 
that every individual has different existing schemata and preferences. Some readers 
do not appreciate reading a translated text that consists of expressions that sound 
exotic or foreign, whereas other readers prefer to read literary works that are full of 
exotic flavours. They do not mind reading a translated text that is close to the ST 
language as long as the meaning in translation is comprehensible. 
From the translators’ interviews and textual analysis, it would appear that translators 
in principle aim to make a translation that is acceptable to the target readers while at 
the same time highlighting certain source region-marking in the TT. Translators might 
be unable to convey place-marking to the same extent and in as many places as the 
source writer. If the translator could not find analogue TL or other methods to convey 
cultural/regional signals in the translation, translating regionalism would be impeded 
by linguistic and cultural constraints.  
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Also, a target discourse may not be cohesive if the translator imposes as many 
regional marked signals as in the ST. It is presumed that translators believe the TT 
must consist of a cohesive structure and coherent place-marked signals. These 
would enable target readers to construct a target discourse world and to gradually 
build up schemata regarding the background of the story. Maintaining a cohesive TT 
structure and coherent place-marked signals may not necessarily hinder the 
incorporation of regional elements in the discourse world. On the contrary, 
regionalism may be highlighted in the TT because it allows target readers to interpret 
the signals without triggering the wrong schema. As presented above, readers’ pre-
existing knowledge is one factor that influences the effectiveness of communication. 
Incorporating foreign signals in a cohesive text structure and coherent TL can make 
the target story more accessible and reader friendly. The method also helps to 
enhance the transmission of source cultural knowledge to target receivers. 
7.5 Ideology and Identity 
From the cognitive-pragmatic perspective, language consists of two sides: the 
functional (pragmatic) dimension and the cognitive dimension (Nuyts, 2004: 135). 
The study of these two dimensions can help in investigating the role of language in 
communication and the cognitive orientation of readers and in this case, the 
interrelation between literary translation and communication.  
The study of Wang Zhenhe’s works in English translation provides us with valuable 
information about issues of communication between senders and receivers, i.e. the 
author – translators as source readers and rewriters – target readers. As mentioned 
previously, one’s cognitive orientation is influenced by the place where one grew up 
and by one’s learning experience and one’s attitude towards other cultures and 
languages. Literary communication in translation is not simply a transformation of 
code or the culture of authors/translators/readers. The complexities of literary 
communication correlate with one’s identity, ideologies and beliefs about the world.  
In the case of regional literature, for example, regional writers used language(s) as 
an operational tool to create stories and novels that concern society, political 
situations, people’s wellbeing and the place they call “home”. Wang’s intention of 
portraying Taiwan’s social languages (Japanese, Taiwanese and Chinese) during the 
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1960s and 70s (which were different from the use of Chinese and Taiwanese in 
1983/4) can be seen as a resistance to the rapid changes of society and political 
assimilation. He intended to record the voices of common people of the time in 
literature because this was one way to demonstrate the multiple identities of 
Taiwanese (Qiu, 1994). The survival of Taiwanese dialects has also contributed to 
those cultural differences from the Chinese cultural world, which has helped to 
secure a sense of Taiwanese identity within the political fabric of China. An author’s 
values, perspectives and assumptions about a place come from his/her association 
of the social and linguistic system. Lye’s (2008) definition of language further 
enhances this view: “Language is inherently ideological. It is material, historically 
located, performative. Ideas, expressed in language, are located as outcomes of 
social and historical processes.” In other words, Wang’s idea of constructing dialects 
and other languages in Chinese characters was motivated by his own ideology, 
viewpoints and social experiences. 
Wang was also consciously aware of his readers’ understanding and therefore 
constantly used overt statements to remind his readers about the meaning of certain 
terminologies, the origin of the language and the transition between two languages. 
This was to make sure that his younger readers could also absorb the information 
and the message created in the works. The transformation of these works into 
translations relied on translators’ personal experiences and efforts in rendering 
another language system into their own and, at the same time, building up the target 
readers’ schemata in the translations.  
In most cases, literary worth is the first consideration for translators when choosing a 
work. Translators’ personal knowledge (e.g. as Sinologists) and literary interest also 
help to promote Taiwan’s literature because they are fascinated by the cultural and 
linguistic elements in the text and believe that the literature has literary worth (Kung, 
2009: 128). Translators’ motivation can be political/ideological or simply aesthetic; 
however, what motivates a translator to translate Taiwanese literature may not 
necessarily be reflected in his/her work.  
As it is impossible for translators to take into consideration all the target readers’ 
knowledge, they can only convey the text according to their ideologies and beliefs, 
i.e. what they think is central or absent; whether they think it is important to make 
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regional identity obvious in translation; and what writing style would affect target 
readers’ understanding.  
In order to find optimal communication, translators have to guess what knowledge 
target readers have, e.g. what kind of ST cultural signals would confuse readers of 
the TT. Once they have made the assumption about target readers’ schemata, 
translators then further decide what knowledge needs to be (re) constructed in the 
TT; e.g. what techniques would help enhance target readers’ existing schemata. 
Wang’s highly specific style of creating a hybrid as well as place-marked signals in 
the STs forced translators to consider various alternatives to achieve the analogies in 
the translations.  
The process of re-creation not only allows the translator to have more space in 
mapping the TT, but it also makes the translator’s ideology and identity more visible. 
According to Jones (2009: unpublished), “the translators’ and paratext writers’ own 
ideologies and identities interact with those of the source writers.” A translator’s 
ideology and identity can influence readers’ understanding of a culture. For instance, 
the overt information provided by the translators, such as paratexts have the function 
of making target readers aware of the source culture and identity. However, it is 
sometimes difficult to distinguish between the views of the writer and the translator. A 
target reader can only rely on a translator’s given signals to recognize who gave the 
signals of ideology and identity - the writer or the translator.  
Nevertheless, the effectiveness of communication is still influenced by readers’ 
schemata and educational background. When a target reader chooses to read a 
literary work from a less well-known region or minority culture in translation, it means 
that they are also interested in that part of the world and hope to learn more about 
the culture and language. Those who study East-Asian studies or Chinese literature 
fall into this category. In Kung’s interviews with Goldblatt and Crewe (Kung, 2009: 
127), they both mentioned that translations of Taiwan’s literature are only read or 
purchased by those who are interested in Chinese culture, such as university 
scholars and libraries. Those receptors may have different ideologies and 
expectations in reading translated literature from China or Taiwan compared with 
those who simply come to know the works of a region accidentally without any 
background knowledge of the sources cultural world. When learning Chinese, 
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University scholars or possibly some students may choose to read Taiwan’s literature 
because of their own ideology (like Haddon) or experience of the source culture. 
Those who teach or study foreign literature may well be interested in the ideology in 
the texts they read. General readers often only read a story without giving any 
ideological thought about a specific culture. In specific terms, how target readers 
react to the ideology of a specific regional-marked translation depends on their own 
space-marked identity and existing schemata. 
7.6 Conclusion 
This section provides an overview of the study, the research questions, the 
implications, the contribution of this thesis and finally the limitations and suggestions 
for future research. 
7.6.1 Concluding Remarks 
In the cognitive-pragmatic model (CPM), we know that communication through 
translation is not a simple matter of coding and decoding. The translators of 
Taiwanese regional prose literature, who are readers as well as rewriters, play 
important roles in mapping the ST culture into the target discourse world. Their 
double role demands that they are able to recognize the author’s intentions, to 
understand Taiwan’s social and historical background, to experience the story and to 
interpret the important messages that are hidden in the ST. Additionally, when place-
marked signals or ironies are strongly constructed in the ST, translators may hope to 
re-create or to preserve those signals in the TT. However, they will have to weigh 
these against the need to do other things in the TT (e.g. provide a clear story) and 
they may decide that reproducing these signals is not possible, or would not give a 
readable text.  
In other words, the act of translation requires a translator to be competent in reading 
the ST and knowledgeable about the source culture and history. On the other hand 
the translator has to make decisions about what to preserve and what needs to be 
reconstructed in the TT so that real target readers can perceive a foreign story in 
translation and enjoy reading the story. The cognition and the ideologies of these 
translators are factors that influence the process of their decision-making. Since the 
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translation of Taiwan’s literature is an act of “cultural exportation”, the translators are 
responsible for transforming Taiwan and introducing its unique literary entity outside 
the world of Chinese literature (Liu, 2003).  
There are four main research questions guiding this study which were discussed and 
introduced in section 1.2 and also in chapters 4, 5, 6 and 7. They were: 
(1) to what extent translators attempt to convey features of regional culture, 
language and identity when translating Taiwan’s Regional Literature into English  
(2) how far translators convey socio-political aspects of Taiwan regional identity 
through their works  
(3) why translators might wish to make certain renderings in some contexts, e.g. 
whether it is worth their while, given all the other big gaps they have to bridge  
(4) whether their attempts are likely to achieve an analogous effect with English 
readers who have little or no knowledge of Taiwan 
To answer the four main research questions listed above, the researcher sought to 
investigate how and to what extent regional place, culture and identity are conveyed 
and communicated in recent English translations of Taiwan’s modern regional prose 
literature. As presented in the previous chapters, translators only sometimes attempt 
to convey features of regional culture, language and identity when they are culturally 
important or specifically constructed by writers in the ST. When dealing with socio-
political aspects of Taiwan’s regional identity, translators often use paratext, such as 
introductions, to provide background knowledge to readers of the TT. Translators’ 
motivation in translating Taiwan’s literature is that they believe it is worth their while 
to bridge the double culture and language gap - English vs. Chinese and Chinese vs. 
Taiwanese. However, the translators’ attempts in transmitting Taiwan’s regional 
signals are rarely successful in certain parts of the TT. For example, some 
renderings of the expressions are too literal to be recognised by the readers while 
others are too general and lost their regional effects. Moreover, target participants 
are sometimes ignorant or lack knowledge to understand the earthy language and 
cultural contents represented/reconstructed in the TT. As a result, target readers can 
hardly distinguish Taiwanese culture apart from those of Chinese if they only read the 
translation without reading the introduction or annotations.  
The issue of the double culture and language gap - English vs. Chinese and Chinese 
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vs. Taiwanese – creates a major question as to whether translators should try to 
convey this double gap in the target text world. If this double gap can be conveyed in 
English, Taiwan’s distinctive culture and identity may be more recognisable in the 
Western world. There are many translation techniques that can narrow the gap in the 
text world, especially with regard to place-marked content, such as the translator’s 
preface, introduction, annotation, addition and explicitation, etc. However, 
multilingual textuality is hard to convey in monolingual TL. 
In the translation of Rose for example, the translator not only tried to preserve 
Taiwan’s linguistic and cultural elements by using the techniques of literal translation, 
borrowing and transliteration, but also by naturalising certain regional elements into 
colloquial TL terms or expressions to re-create the ST image for the readers of the 
TT. The effectiveness of the communication varies among readers and is in some 
cases unsuccessful but the translator’s efforts can be seen in the TT. Another 
example is the translation of Sulan; the translator reconstructed the text world in a 
more target-reader friendly way but specific content-based signals were added to 
activate the reader’s understanding of the source culture. The translation of Oxcart 
was also conveyed in a hybrid approach. The transliteration of Taiwanese slang was 
difficult for the target readers to understand but in some parts of the passage, the 
translation of the slang with additional information in the text was smooth and fluent. 
The combination of the linguistic signals in the context gave the target readers a real 
opportunity to experience the place in an exotic way, but some of the place-marked 
signals have created a language gap for readers of the TT.  
Although it might be difficult to mediate the specific signals in the TT, a fundamental 
aim for a translator of Taiwan’s regional literature is arguably to enable the TT 
readers to find “Taiwanness” highlighted in the TT. As Tymoczko (2007: 200) 
indicates that, “translators in postcolonial contexts have engaged in […] constructing 
cultural images and identities, […] and creating knowledge through their work.” If the 
translator chose to emphasise the “Chineseness” at the expense of the “Taiwanness” 
in English, then the author’s ideology of constructing a Taiwanese identity in the text 
world was not highlighted. A translator should - if stylistically and linguistically 
feasible - carefully render place-marked signals because the effectiveness of a TT is 
often decided by target readers’ comprehension of the target discourse world.  
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In other words, the effectiveness of the translation depends not only on the 
translator’s decisions, but also on target readers’ processing efforts and literary 
competence. Inference, as the basis of communication, explains how humans have 
certain expectations in the process of interpretation (Sperber and Wilson, 1986). That 
is to say that we need to know how a human processes information in order to 
understand the nature of human cognition. A reader’s cognition comes into effect 
when their existing schemata and newly-learned information interact with each other. 
If deviance occurs, the target reader’s schema might be disrupted or refreshed in the 
process of reading, depending on whether readers can make sense of the place-
marked signals in translation.  
Moreover, when unfamiliar source information in the TT confuses target readers’ 
understanding, schema guessing becomes the final solution for the readers to 
comprehend the target discourse. The reader studies suggest that target readers 
could not really grasp the cultural points or ironies created in the TT without existing 
knowledge of Taiwan’s history and culture. We might ask what the causes of 
confusion are: Could it be because the translator’s English is awkward? Could it be 
that the translator is not triggering the right schema (e.g. as in dog-bite-piggy)? The 
dilemma for translators in translating regionalism is that naturalisation approaches 
can sometimes make the TT lose its regional effect and foreignising approaches can 
make the TL difficult to understand. Therefore, providing additional information (e.g. 
amplification or footnote) can help to highlight regional signals in a TT and also 
connect readers’ old schemata with the new information (see 7.3.3). The researcher 
argues that any given signals from translators should be comprehensible and 
informative. If the linguistic signals were implicitly rendered or too close to the 
original, the readers of the TT may receive the wrong signals from their reading 
based on the text presented.   
7.6.2 Implications 
Taiwan’s regional prose literature is in itself hybrid and contains elements that require 
a translator to make compromises and to negotiate between different languages and 
cultures. This study has presented and discussed the approaches that translators 
employ to deal with dialect, code-switching and other region-marking in translation. 
In translating Taiwan’s regionalism, the ST style, literary devices, idioms or 
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languages which signal the regional identity and culture are crucial factors that affect 
how the ST’s region-marking is conveyed in the target discourse world. Translators’ 
ideologies, motivations, literary interests, experiences and decisions in mapping the 
ST and TT cultures can also influence target readers’ understanding of the text. 
As mentioned previously, foreignising the TT is a way to make the source discourse 
world visible to the readers of the target culture. This gives target readers an image 
of the source culture, but the result may not be effective if target readers do not have 
enough knowledge to interpret the region-marking in the TT. 
The naturalising approach, on the contrary, provides a reader with friendly target 
discourse and encourages readers to enjoy the story. The disadvantage is that, 
depending on how translators render them, regional effects can be lost. For these 
reasons, the translators in this study tend to apply mixed-approaches with the 
inclusion of paratextual and annotation techniques like an introduction, footnote, in-
text addition etc. to convey source region-marking in the TTs. 
This study also reveals that readers need a coherent translation to develop their 
schemata. A coherent target structure can give readers of translation more 
opportunities to explore a new culture. In addition, because most of the translators 
discussed here are well-known, their translations may help to shed light on the 
promotion of Taiwan’s regional prose literature and bring in more translations from 
Taiwan to the UK and other Western countries. The efforts of these translators and 
also that of editors/publishers make the visibility of Taiwan’s literature possible in the 
target discourse world. 
However, unlike Chinese literature, which has gained popularity in recent years, 
Taiwan’s literature in English translation does not have a broad readership (see 7.5). 
This phenomenon shows that Taiwan’s voice is still not communicated in general to 
Western readers. According to Jones and Arsenijević (2005: 87), “translation into a 
global language such as English has the potential both to homogenize and to betray 
the local, and to globalize local needs and desires.” Translating Taiwanese literature 
into English can help to globalise Taiwan’s needs and desires; however, as interest in 
Taiwanese literature is limited in the Western world, considering the effects of both 
potentials seems to be a secondary issue. 
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Translating Taiwanese in a reader-friendly TL might be one solution to enable its 
literature to attract more target receivers. As most British readers do not know much 
about Taiwan (e.g. its geographic position, cultural/political situation), promoting 
Taiwan’s literature in an accessible English translation with specific regional/cultural 
signals imbedded in the translation is a way of making British readers know more 
about the culture and the region in the Chinese-speaking world. 
On the basis of this research, the practical suggestions for translators tackling 
regional literature are, (1) to apply an accessible target language in the TT, so that 
target readers are able to connect their schemata with the unfamiliar cultural 
discourse world (2) to provide relevant background information like paratext or 
footnotes when the place-marked element is constructed specifically by the writer to 
signal the source place and (3) to add appropriate space-deixis like, ‘he spoke in 
Taiwanese’ in the TT if the SL dialogue is a representation of a specific dialect or a 
language. The objective is to help target readers to absorb new information easily 
and develop schemata that will assist the readers to understand the regional aspects 
of the works translated.  
In short, this study also helps to provide sufficient information to future translators 
about what can be improved to enhance the effectiveness of communication and 
how far place-marked signals can be accepted or absorbed by readers of translation. 
Readers’ general preference is that the TT is coherent and accessible but it should 
still contain certain region-markings of the source culture. A translator’s task is to find 
a balance between stylistic effects and regional effects in a target discourse.   
7.6.3 Contribution 
The work explores the concepts of mapping, processes and phenomena from a 
cognitive-pragmatic perspective, which incorporates the ideas of a schema, 
signalling, and communication in the process of reading and rewriting. More 
specifically, this thesis attempts to use a cognitive-pragmatic model to describe the 
phenomenon of how a translation of regional prose literature is communicated to 
readers in the target culture. The concepts of interpretation and human information 
processing provide the wider framework for this study. The contributions of the thesis 
to translation studies can be summarised as follows. 
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The basic objective of this thesis was to study how the place and identity of a 
specific region are communicated in translations, where linguistic variations and local 
elements are involved in the original texts. The study of Taiwan’s regional literature in 
English translation provides us with opportunities to understand how the region’s 
social languages and ideologies in the 1960s and 70s are conveyed in English 
translations and what the effects of these translations are to the receivers among 
native English speakers.  
The CPM framework contributes a systematic and analytical method to the study of 
regional voice and minority literature in translation studies. A key contribution of this 
thesis to translation studies is the application of the cognitive-pragmatic model which 
proposes a new way of looking at translation of regional literature from the aspect of 
literary communication and the comprehension procedure. The thesis forwards an 
array of ideas revolving around the concepts of literary reading, understanding and 
interpretation in the translation process. The CPM enables the researcher to study 
how translators as readers and rewriters comprehend the ideology and identity of a 
regional writer, how and why translators make certain decisions in translating and 
how the inferential processes of comprehension affect target readers’ understanding 
of the TTs.  
The thesis explores this phenomenon based on a mixed-methods approach which 
combines both qualitative and quantitative methods in a single study. Also, besides 
the traditional source-target text contrastive analysis, this thesis exploits target 
readers’ responses from readers’ interviews and the questionnaire survey. The 
reader studies help the researcher to have a better understanding of how reading 
proceeds and why certain translations confuse readers of the translation. 
The study has demonstrated that readers’ views on certain place-marked signals and 
translation techniques depend firstly on their existing schemata and secondly on the 
information they receive from the translation. A translator’s assumption or inference 
of target readers’ schemata has also been shown to be a crucial factor that 
influences the effect of communication. The data collected from the reader studies 
have the potential to raise further questions regarding the quality of translation, the 
invisibility of translators and the acceptability of translation strategies. In all, the CPM 
can play an important role in understanding the possible communicative effect of 
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regional literature in translation. More specifically, it gives clues to those who are 
interested in Chinese or Taiwanese literature about how Chinese or Taiwanese 
regionalism is communicated in translation. 
7.6.4 Limitations of the Study and Avenues for Future 
Research 
A number of issues were not explored in this study due to time and other constraints, 
such as limited word count. As mentioned in Chapter 1, the research mainly focused 
on the case study of Wang Zhenhe’s novel and two short stories. The supplementary 
materials which were written by other regional writers (i.e. Hung and Wu) could help 
to explore the translators’ strategies in conveying local elements in the TTs. However, 
due to the fact that each writer has a different writing style, translators’ decisions 
might be altered and translations rendered differently. In addition, the analysis would 
be more applicable if two or more TT versions of one text were available for 
comparison. Unfortunately, there are none. Future research could collect further data 
from Wang’s other works in translation (different versions if applicable) and other 
regional writers’ works to compare the results. 
The researcher was not able to interview the translators of her case studies 
personally (email correspondence only) and this also represents a minor limitation in 
the study. Future researchers could have personal interviews with the translators as 
well as editors or publishers if necessary.  
The reader response study (RRS) was constrained by participants’ literary 
competence. Future researchers could find more subjects from different languages 
and age groups, especially from BLP (bilingual participants) and ENP (English native 
participants) to see how different cultural, age or language groups affect their 
understanding. Also, if possible, future researchers could ask participants to read the 
whole text (e.g. novels, short stories, poems), giving them more context to aid 
schema development which will help them to learn more about the region or culture. 
Moreover, participants may have problems recalling the story during the interview 
and about why they made certain choices on their markings of the words or phrases. 
Hence future researchers might ask the participants to record their thinking during 
the reading process, so that they might know each individual reader’s inferences 
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about the translation. 
In addition, the numbers of the participants in the questionnaire survey (QS) was 
relatively small, but the data can still help us to look at target readers’ attitudes and 
opinions in regard to the reading of foreign fiction in translation. This sub-study was 
confined to readers’ opinions on foreign fiction in translation and to certain strategies 
that are used to convey the unfamiliar cultural and linguistic elements in TTs. Future 
researchers could collect further data from other areas of fiction or poetry translation 
(e.g. fantasy literature or classic poems). They could also expand the study further 
by studying readers’ views and responses on other translation related issues 
quantitatively. 
Despite its limitation, the current use of CPM could help future researchers to identify 
how a translator plays the double role of reader and rewriter. Moreover, the model 
can help in discovering the issues of readers’ reading attitude toward translation and 
to examine the effectiveness of a translation from the target readers’ points of view. 
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Appendix A (AA) 
ST & TT 
 
Most of the Source Text (ST) examples (in Chinese) are collected from Wang 
Zhenhe’s works Rose, Rose, I Love You (Rose), An Oxcart for a Dowry (Oxcart) 
and Sulan’s Getting Married (Sulan). Other examples are collected from the 
secondary materials: Wu Zhuoliu’s The Fig Tree (Fig), Hung Hsing-fu’s My Land 
(Land) and The Play’s Over (Play) The shorten word Rose, Oxcart, Sulan, Fig and 
Land will be found in the end of each TT example according to the place where the 
source comes from. In addition, all the Target Text (TT) examples (in English) are 
completed by the professional translators. 
I. Examples 
AA-1 
ST: 年歲有澀澀(台音如ㄒㄧㄚˋ ㄒㄧㄚˋ，與台音「四四」同) ，可胸部卻大的怵目驚
心 [……] 「我是在擔心到時候美軍他們根本就不來我們花蓮辶日迌(ㄑㄧˋ ㄊㄡˊ渡假遊
玩之意)！」(22) 
TT: though only forty-four years old, she possessed alarmingly oversized breasts 
[……] “I am just afraid that the GIs might not come to Hualien for their R&R!” (08-09) 
(Rose)  
AA-2 
ST: 矮仔姬和紅毛大姊頭她們兩個查某，平常還人模人樣，今天沒洗沒梳，又沒搽粉
抹胭脂，幹伊娘，簡直就像黑肉ㄍㄟ [日音：鬼 (作者之前的解釋)]！ － [……] 忘記穿
甲 [……] 喝，看現現，伊那大奶，喝，大得有夠夭壽！想不到伊人矮得像囝仔，奶竟
大得像美國蕃婆。[……]我怎麼會看上伊呢！黑肉雞一個，我怎麼會看上伊囁！[……] 
我只講伊的奶夭壽膨風，大得驚死人 [……] (84-85) 
TT: Stumpy Courtesan and Sister Red Hair usually look halfway decent, but today, 
without washing up or brushing their hair and no make up at all, well, shit, they 
looked like a couple of ebony ghosts! [……] she forgot to put on anything under her 
blouse [……] I tell you, those tits of hers are big enough to choke a horse! Who’d 
have thought that someone no bigger than a little girl could have tits the size of an 
American housewife’s? [……] How could I find her attractive? An ebony chicken 
like that, how could I fall for her? [……] All I said was they looked like drop-dead 
balloons, so big they scared the hell out of me [……] (55-56) (Rose) 
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AA-3 
ST: 歪嘴鷄還要吃好米！給他買呀！當然給他換又大又嫩的雙東檳榔啊！(85) 
TT: […] a chicken with a crooked beak trying to eat rice. Yeah, sure we bought 
some for him. We swapped the little ones for big, tender nuts from Shuangdong. (56) 
(Rose) 
AA-4 
ST: 你聽哪！那姓董的實在是烏魯木齊！我還莫見過像姓董的這款莫阿殺利的人，我
實在莫有見過！(83) 
TT: I’ll tell you. Our Mr. Dong is a real pain in the ass, for crying out loud! I’ve 
never seen anyone more pig-headed, never in my life! (54) (Rose) 
AA-5 
ST: 這時大家都趕到了，七嘴八吱吱喳喳聽了簡略報告，大家都說那四弟媳不對，水
生的四弟大手一揮，啪的一聲，一個巴掌結結實實打到他女人臉上去 [……] 女人挨了
打，愣了一下 [……] 她用手摀住臉，哭起來：「你的某（妻子）給人欺侮去，你反而
打我給人看？路旁屍半路死！ (236) 
TT:  By this time everyone had hurried over. After hearing a brief report over the 
babble of voices, everybody said that the sister-in-law was wrong. Shui-sheng’s 
fourth younger brother swung his big hand, and whap! A big slap solidly landed on 
his woman’s face. [……] For a moment the woman was stupefied by the slap. [……] 
She covered her face with her hands and started crying, “Your wife was humiliated, 
and you turned around and beat her up to show them. Go die in a ditch! A corpse 
by the roadside! (46) (Land) 
AA-6  
ST: 你們大家知道莫？電報上寫的是豆芽菜，可是縣長連個 ABC 狗咬豬都不知道 (32)  
TT: Just so you’ll know, it was written in bean-sprout squiggles [English], but our 
county boss can’t even say A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy (15) (Rose) 
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AA-7 
ST1: 幹伊娘，給你爸滾出去，幹伊祖公，我飼老鼠咬布袋，幹！ (93) 
TT1: “Gan! Goddamit! Get out of here! Gan! Get out! I feed a rat to bite my own 
sack. Gan! ” (272) (Oxcart) 
ST2: 「幹 ― 沒家沒眷，羅漢腳⑦一個。鹿港仔，說話咿咿哦哦，簡直在講我羅!伊娘
的，我還以為會有個女人伴來!」(75) 
註： ⑦羅漢腳：單身漢。(97) 
TT2: “Gan!3 He has no dependents at all. He is all alone and single. He is from 
Lugang, you know. Talks just like any Lugangnese, like with a heavy cold. So hard to 
make out his babbling. Yiniang!4 I thought there might be some womenfolk for 
company.”  
Footnotes: 3. A profanity; 4. A Taiwanese profanity. (258) (Oxcart) 
AA-8 
ST:「奸 13 你母底上那裏去？」[……] 「簡底，簡底，那個奸你母底上那裏去 ……？
(92) 
註：13 奸姦簡三字臺語同音。(97) 
TT: “Where’s ‘Screw-your-mother’ off to?” [……] “I mean Jian. Jian, that Jian who 
screws your mother. Where is that ‘Screw-your-mother’?” (271) (Oxcart) 
AA-9 
ST: 話沒說完，志鵬就一聲「騙肖」(註：猶如混帳)地跳到姓朱的跟前，猛一把提起那
姓朱的衣領就狠命拳頭母下去 － 拳頭母下去 －。 
「我打死你這條豬！我打死你這條豬 －」(94) 
TT: Zhipeng had sprung before Zhu before he’d finished and cried out, “You 
bastard!” He grabbed roughly at his shirt and began pummelling him with his fist. “I’ll 
kill you, you stupid SOB!” (134) (Sulan) 
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AA-10  
ST: 「他奶奶的熊」什麼意思?那你就要去問我那個讀大專的兒子了。他們這一輩青年
人，比我們進步了，懂斯文了，才不要講什麼「幹伊娘」「他媽的」，他們現在流行
講：他奶奶的熊，你知莫！(173-174) 
TT: What does ‘his granny’s beaver’ mean? Go ask that son of mine who’s in college. 
We’re no match for kids these days, they understand refinement. No more ‘fuck you’ 
and ‘damn him’ for them, now they say things like his granny’s beaver, know what 
I mean? (122) (Rose)  
AA-11 
ST: 「萬一真的莫有來，那我們不成了客家人講『穿鞋』是『遭害』了嗎？」「嘿！你
煩惱什麼曉？」[……]「新聞都賣出來了，白紙寫黑字，講美軍已經從越南坐船出發
了。你煩惱什麼曉？」(23) 
TT: “If they don’t, won’t we do what the Hakka call ‘shoe fur’ – you know, suffer?” 
“What the hell are you worried about?” [……] “It’s been in all the papers, right there 
in black and white. The American GIs have already left Vietnam by ship. So what’s 
the problem?” (09) (Rose) 
AA-12 
ST: 「好嘉哉哦！多出這麼多美軍出來！你們大家知道嗎？美軍就是美金囁！」 
「四十塊哦！驚死人！一塊美金就是四十塊新臺幣！」[……] 
「… 多一名美軍多一塊美金！」(27-28) 
 
TT: “Great news! We’re getting more than we expected! You know, don’t you, that all 
that olive green spells folding green for us!” 
“Forty? Don’t give me a heart attack! Are you saying that one U.S. dollar equals forty 
NT?” [……] 
“… One GI fuck means one U.S. buck.” (12-13) (Rose) 
AA-13 
ST: 錢議員的公館 [……] 應有盡有，不虞缺乏，就是獨缺書房，因為他怕「輸」。(42) 
TT: Councilman Qian’s residence [……] everything a player could ask for, nothing 
was missing – nothing, that is, but a place for books, since the word for books 
sounds like the word for “lose.” (23) (Rose) 
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AA-14 
ST: 見惲醫師掉臉對少年說：「你叫李發育？十八歲？」斯文便訕訕地蕩到一邊
去。…… 
 「看你發育的很不錯的嘛！怎麼會一身痛了(ㄌㄧㄠˋ)了囁？」 
 「渾醫師我 － 」 
 「失禮。我不姓混，因為我不是混蛋。」 
 「哦！對不起對不起。那 － 揮醫師我 －」 
 「失禮。我也不姓灰，因為我不灰頭土臉。」惲醫師的語調相當親善幽默的。 
 「醫師的姓不念渾，也不念揮。念運 － 運動的運。」楊小姐第一次開口。 
 「對不起對不起，惲 － 醫師，你看我會不會 ～？」少年兜地小下聲音，就聽
不清楚他在說什麼。(116-117) 
TT: When Dr. Yun asked his patient, “Your name is Li Fayu [well-developed Li]? 
You’re eighteen years old?” Siwen moved self-consciously to the side …… 
 “Now why would a well-developed [fayu] kid like you have so many physical 
complaints?” 
 “You don’t think I’m - ?” The young man’s voice softened abruptly, and Siwen 
didn’t hear the rest. (80-81) 
AA-15 
ST: 「演講要像女人的裙子愈短愈好，所以我就講到這裏史多普(STOP 的日音，已成
台語詞匯)。最後我敬祝各位學業進步，前途無量！謝謝！」(212) 
TT: “Speeches are like women’s skirts, the shorter the better, so I’ll su-ta-pu [STOP] 
here. I wish you all success in your studies and a great future! Thank you!” (151) 
(Rose) 
AA-16 
ST: 想都莫有想一下他就跟我說：阿尼基，人數怕不夠，你不會找上一代的！[……] 
我着了一大驚，忙問他：怎麼連四、五十歲的媽媽尚(尚：日音，對長輩的一種尊稱)
也要啊！(94) 
TT: Without even taking time to think, he said, ‘Aniki, if you’re afraid there won’t be 
enough, then make up the shortage with girls from the previous generation. [……]’ 
That knocked me for a loop, I tell you. So I said, ‘You mean you’ll even take forty-and 
fifty-year-old mama-sans?’(63) (Rose) 
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AA-17 
ST: 那些查某真會拉人客，你甘知！[……] 喝，看到日本人客，那些賺吃的都會先來
一句：伊來協你慢泄(日諧音：請進來坐！)然後就緊抓人家衣服不肯放，[…]！實在！
喝，有幾個較不知見笑的，居然去抓日本人客的金他媽(日音：睪丸)！搞的阿本仔一
口一聲姨太姨太(日音：痛唷) － (139) 
TT: “Those girls sure know how to drag in the customers, know what I’m saying? 
[……] And when the Japanese customers show up, the whores announce, 
‘Irashamase, welcome to our establishment,’ before grabbing a handful of clothing 
and refusing to let go […]. Hell, I tell you, some of those girls are so shameful they 
grab the men’s balls, for crying out loud, and all you hear is ‘Ouch! Itai! That 
hurts!’” (95) (Rose) 
AA-18 
ST: 攻讀外國語文學系的他，也許過度用功吧！竟連自己講的國語都躲不掉西潮的影
響。談話的物件知識水準越高，他的話就越似拙劣翻譯小說裏的詞句，像：多麼胡說 
－ 我很高興你跟我同意 － 這是我的認為 － 他不知道他在說什麼 － 我為你感到很驕
傲 － 我被愉快地驚異了 …… 經常自他嘴裏冒出來，常常叫對方聽的又吃力又彆扭 
[……] (17) 
TT: Owing, perhaps, to his industry in studying a foreign language, even Siwen’s 
Mandarin had a decided Western twang. And the greater the intellect or 
educational background of the person to whom he spoke, the more inclined he was 
to pepper his speech with words from translated novels: What rot – I’m delighted 
you share my view – This is my considered opinion – He simply doesn’t know 
what he’s saying – I am so very proud of you – I was pleasantly surprised … 
and the like poured from his mouth, making it difficult to listen to him and awkward to 
have to. [……] (04) (Rose) 
AA-19 
ST: 花蓮做頭毛師傅手藝，伊嫌太鄉蠢，十分不入伊底法眼。伊只得每個月上台北一
趟美容修剪伊底頭毛。到台北，要是法蘭克忙，伊就要菲律賓的史蒂芬∙卡諾。這兩人
的「頂上」功夫，那些名字不是叫「死掉啦」(Stella)「愛你」(Anne)就是叫「勒死」
(Ruth)「害人」(Helen)什麼的臺北貴婦人都豎起大拇指說是一級棒。伊也就死心蹋地
的這麼以為了。(78) 
TT: Hualien beauty operators were much too rustic for her tastes, so she was forced 
to travel to Taipei once a month to get her hair done. If Franco was unavailable, she 
asked for Stephen Kano, the Filipino. Those two stylists always got a thumbs-up from 
well-to-do Taipei women with names like Stella [si-diao-le – dead as a doornail], 
Anne [ai-ni – love ya], Ruth [le-si – driven to death], or Helen [hai-ren – assault 
and battery]. If they thought the two men were ichiban [tops], then so did she. (50) 
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AA-20 
ST:「My name is Patricia 講！」[…] 
「罵 你 即 是 打(ㄅㄚ`) [emphasized by the author with phonetic alphabet: the SL 
readers should read this in Taiwanese dialect] ―」 
「Patricia」 
伊咬著嘴唇沉吟了一會便一鼓作氣地把洋名念了出來，乍聽之下，伊彷佛再講臺語：
「打你去死呀！」 
[……]「把整個句子講出來！」 
「罵 你 即是 是 打你去死呀！」(236) 
TT: “My name is Patricia, say it!” […] 
“Ma nee yee si ba - ” 
“Patricia.” 
She chewed on her lip and whimpered for a moment, then pressed on to the finish 
and got the whole alien name out. It sounded to everyone as if she had said ba 
dee kee she ya [I’ll beat you to death]!  
[……] “Say it again.” 
“Ma nee yee si si ba dee kee she ya [I’ll give you hell and beat you to death]! 
(169-170) (Rose) 
AA-21 
ST1: 「你是在變什麼蚊！(猶如國語：你到底在搞什麼！)」然後轉用國語詰難起來。
「你是吃錯藥啦！」[……] 錢議員[…]又板起臉。「我問你，早上在電話裏，你不是明
明答應要全力以赴嗎？怎麼，今晚在他們面前 [……] 你怎麼東推西推，顧左右而言他
呢？」 (40-41) 
TT1: “What sort of mosquito tactics are you up to?” he said in Taiwanese 
slang. Then he switched to Mandarin: “Did you take the wrong medicine today, or 
what?” [……] Councilman Qian […] regained his stern demeanour. “Did you or did 
you not agree this morning over th ephone to spare no effort on this? Then tonight, in 
front of everybody […] you started hedging big time, coming out with all those maybe 
this and maybe that’s. How come?” (21) (Rose) 
ST2: 你聽哪！那姓董的實在是烏魯木齊！我還莫見過像姓董的這款莫阿殺利的人，我
實在莫有見過！哼！還是做老師的！還是教英語的，做事那有這一款想到那裏說到那
裏！就唔知道他到底在變什麼蚊。(83) 
TT2: I’ll tell you. Our Mr. Dong is a real pain in the ass, for crying out loud! I’ve 
never seen anyone more pig-headed, never in my life! And him a teacher, no less! 
Some English teacher! He says whatever pops into his head. I don’t know what 
kind of mosquito he’s turning into.” (54) (Rose) 
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AA-22 
ST: 幹，做老師的人，做事這款莫阿殺利(日音：果斷之意)，變來變去，主張拿不穩！
事情交給他辦 […] 我實在有淡薄(一點)擔心。(72) 
TT: Shit, whoever heard of a teacher being so damned kadan ja nai [fickle]. He 
changes his mind so often he can’t stick to a single idea. Handing this business over 
to him […] I tell you, I’m worried. (45) (Rose) 
AA-23 
ST1: 他說選出來的小姐，你們有沒有查清楚她們每一個人來月經的日期。[……] 我跟
他講：沒有去查人家這些。他立刻回我說：糟糕！糟糕！幸好我想到這個問題，不然
就要糟糕一碼事(一碼事為日語います之音。日語凡名詞變動詞即加います，此種句型
已成為調侃說笑之句)。(97-98) 
TT1: He asked me if we’d checked to see when the girls had their periods. […] I told 
him that’s something we hadn’t considered. ‘Oh, no! Big trouble! Lucky for us it 
occurred to me, or we’d be in ichiban big trouble, ah-so desu!’ (66) (Rose) 
AA-24 
ST: Damn! 這些木頭！董斯文轉頭往門外看去。就只知道搞錢打炮，連點 Sense of 
humor (幽默感)都沒有，Damn！這些木頭石頭！(29) 
TT: Damn! Blockheads, every one of them. Dong Siwen turned to look outside. All 
they know is money and a piece of ass. No sense of humor at all. Damn! A bunch of 
stones, blockheads every one. (13) (Rose) 
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AA-25 
ST1:  (他根本不是花蓮人。他是在花蓮光復鄉長大的。) (14) 
TT1: (He was not from Hualien originally. Rather, he grew up in Restoration 
Township, near Hualien.) (02) (Rose) 
ST2: 他問是什麼動機讓你挑上目前的工作！你看，是唔是問得高明！喝，查某怎麼答
這題，你知莫？大部分阿美族查某就空下來不答。(183) 
TT2: he asked them, ‘What motivated you to select your present occupation?’ Pretty 
fancy, wouldn’t you say? Want to know how they answered that? Most of the Ami 
aboriginal girls left that question blank. (130) (Rose) 
ST3: 一回要二十名查某，一回要三十名，這回又要五十名，喝，五十名裏頭還要多少
又多少的山地小姐。為什麼？喝，他說這樣才能代表花蓮的特色。(72) 
TT3: First he asks for twenty girls, then thirty, now it’s fifty, and this many or that 
many are supposed to be mother-humping aborigines. How come? That’s how you 
get a fair representation of Hualien’s unique ethnic makeup, he says. (45) (Rose) 
ST4: 尤其那一些高山蕃仔，實在有夠水，我看了非常滿意。這一款的美人陣容，喝，
在花蓮來講實在是空前的啦！(93) 
TT4: especially the aboriginal girls, all up to par. I couldn’t find fault with any of 
them. This lineup of beauties, hell – Hualien’s never seen the likes of it. (62) (Rose) 
ST5: 有的小姐格格笑，一面國台語夾雜地叫：「像石松的嘴巴，古錐古錐(可愛)啦！
莫歹看啦！」 [……]「卡哇以囁！」一位山地小姐用日本話說：可愛囁！(229-230) 
TT5: Some of the girls giggled and said, in a mixture of Mandarin and Taiwanese, 
“It’s a cute mouth, like Shi Song’s. Not bad at all!” [……] “Kawain e [cute]!” one of the 
aboriginal girls said in Japanese. (165) (Rose)
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AA-26 
ST: 原先四腳仔日本鬼在這裡 － 離海不遠的沙丘地，種了千千萬萬棵的合歡樹，做為
保安林 [……]  
       二十幾年前，當馬水生還是十五六歲的少年時，戰爭打起來了，很多人被四腳仔
抓去打仗。他父親馬 […] 不識字，聽不懂「國語」 [……] 戰爭越打越烈，物資缺乏，
尤其燃料油更甚。「官廳」下命令，獎勵農民種蓖蔴，以補油料之不足，[……] (209)                                                  
TT: Originally the four-legged Japanese devils were stationed here on a sand hill 
not far away from the sea. They planted thousands of silk trees as a forest 
reserve. [……]  
        Twenty years ago, when Ma Shui-sheng was still a lad of fifteen or sixteen, the 
war broke out. Many people were drafted by the four-legs to fight in the battles. His 
father [...] was illiterate, not being able to comprehend the “national language.” 
[……] The war was raging as the days went by. Materials were getting scarce, 
especially gasoline. The “government” encouraged farmers to grow castor-oil 
plants to supplement the gasoline. [……] (27-28) (Land) 
AA-27 
ST: 「年關到了，多做了一會兒生意，才回來遲了。昨天批發進來的塑膠花和太空被
全賣光了，全賣光了！冬至以來生意還沒有這款發過呢！」(63) 
TT: “It’s the end of the year², so there were lots of customers. I managed to sell all 
the plastic flowers and nylon quilts I got wholesale yesterday! Business hasn’t been 
this good since the winter solstice!” (115) 
Footnote: ²Nian guan is the time of the year when all fiscal accounts are settled. 
[Sulan] 
AA-28 
ST: 我只講伊的奶夭壽膨風，大得驚死人，像美國蕃婆仔，這樣會比你好看嗎？講正
經的，有誰的奶比得過你的哦！不大不小，就像麻豆文旦柚 (85) 
TT: All I said was they looked like drop-dead balloons, so big they scared the hell out 
of me, like an American housewife. How could tits like that be nicer than yours? Truth 
is, nobody has nicer tits than you, not too big, not too small, like a couple of 
pomelos. (56) (Rose) 
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AA-29 
ST:後來，實在無可奈何，就兼做喪家的生意，牽魂陣、五子哭墓等等，什麼都來，生
活勉強過得去。然而，秀潔實在不喜歡，[……] 也厭惡在喪葬的行列裏刻意扭動臀部
搖擺行進 (23) 
TT: When there was really nothing else to do about it, she went to work for a 
professional mourner’s group, summoning the soul back, crying at the grave 
site, and the like, anything in order to get by. But Hsiu-chieh certainly didn’t like it. 
[……] She especially hated to have to deliberately twist and sway her body 
around (79) (Play) 
AA-30 
ST1: 秀潔曾經勸她離開，不要再演歌仔戲了，翠鳳歎氣說：「唉！能賺兩百就賺兩
百，日子總要過的！」 (06) 
TT1: Once before when Hsiu-chieh had advised her [Ts’ui-feng who played the 
Imperial Mother] to leave and not appear in Taiwanese Opera any more, she had 
replied with a sigh, “Ai! If I can make a couple hundred* then I make a couple 
hundred. I’ve got to live somehow!” (58) (Play) 
ST2: 如果可以不賣，一百萬他都不賣，但是 …… 他猶豫了，他轉過頭看富貴伯，意
思是讓他說個數字做參考。因為他不知道應該說多少，才不會讓人佔了便宜。(206) 
TT2: If he did not have to sell it, he would not, even for a million yüan. However, he 
hesitated, turning his head to look at Old Wealth, seeking his input, because he did 
not know how much to ask for so as to keep from being taken advantage of. (26) 
(Land)
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AA-31 
ST: 一盤白皮瓜子便放在沙發上，伊邊嗑邊瞧電視，瓜殼子丟了一地。瞧的是台語連
續劇《西螺七劍》(那時都叫台語連續劇，後來也不知為什麼就一律改喚「閩南語連續
劇」)。這連續劇，伊是每晚必看的，自八點三十分觀賞到九點。(以前的閩南語戲
劇，電視臺喜歡擺在什麼時段就擺在什麼時段，非常自由，不受什麼法或規則的拘束
干預。待斯文到臺北電視臺工作，也不知為什麼新聞局就通令電視臺：閩南語連續劇
晚上只能排在六十卅分至七時卅分之間。每晚不得逾越三十分鐘的範疇。換句話說每
家電視臺每晚只能播半小時的閩南語節目，且必須安排於七點半「晚間新聞」之前。
以前三家電視臺晚間「新聞氣象」也都自由自在，愛那時段播，就挑在那時段播。中
視就曾把新聞氣象排在晚上六時播映；台視新聞就安排在六時卅分播出。[……]) (145) 
TT: She nibbled white-shelled melon seeds from a plate on the sofa as she watched 
TV, spitting the shells onto the floor. She was engrossed in an episode from the 
Taiwanese drama The Seven Swordsmen of Xilo (somewhere along the line 
they became known as Fukienese dramas). She never missed an episode, nightly 
as from 8:30 to 9. (Back then the Fukienese dramas were broadcast at almost any 
hour, free of all laws and regulations. But by the time Siwen went to work for the 
Taipei TV station, for some reason the Ministry of Information required that all TV 
stations broadcast their Fukienese dramas between 6:30 and 7:30 at night, and 
for no more than thirty minutes. In other words, each station was restricted to half an 
hour of Fukienese programming, which had to be completed before the evening 
news at 7:30. All three stations were free to broadcast news and weather whenever 
they pleased: Central TV went on at six o’clock, Taiwan TV at 6:30. [……]) (100) 
(Rose) 
AA-32 
ST: 但接而來的畫面竟是大同的廣告，除了聲量特高廣告詞，還唱歌呢 － 大同大同國
貨好，大同產品最可靠，大同冰箱式樣新 …… 家家歡喜人人愛，品質優良最老牌，大
同大同服務好 …… (146) 
TT: but what followed close on the heels of the others were ads for Datong 
appliances, which included not only booming background music but also jingles: 
“Datong, Datong, China’s best buy, on Datong products we all rely, Datong 
fridges, styles brand new, right for families, my oh my, first-rate goods, the 
ratings high, Datong, Datong, our service is tops . . .” (101) (Rose) 
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AA-33 
ST1: 好多查某耐不住餓，把行李丟在地上就跑到附近面攤吃飯。[……] 我們這邊是又
急又氣，大著喉嚨坑命令她們快進去快進去。他們也拼命吼拼命叫，呼天搶地，就是
不聽命令。幹！實在像歌仔戲文講的：「將在外，君命有所不從」。(182) 
TT1: Some of the girls were so hungry they dropped their belongings where they 
stood and ran over to a nearby noodle stand to get something to eat. [……] We were 
so flustered and so mad we screamed at them to get their asses back here. But they 
screamed right back at us, complaining and arguing and refusing to listen. Shit! It 
was like that line in the opera: ‘When the general’s away, he can ignore the 
emperor’s commands.’ (129) (Rose) 
ST2: 金發伯說：不行！餓死了也不能去唱流行歌！他說，一個學歌仔戲的人去唱流行
歌，就像一個規矩的婦人家討了客兄一樣，那是無恥！ (12) 
TT2: Uncle Chin-fa said, “No! Even if you’re starving, you can’t sing popular 
songs!” He said, “For a Taiwanese Opera singer to sing popular songs is just like a 
proper wife taking a lover; it’s shameless!” (65) (Play) 
AA-34 
ST1: 難道要大家走路到港口？又不是要搞什麼光復遊行，你講是唔是？(97) 
TT1: Did he think we were going to walk all the way over there, like some parade to 
celebrate Taiwan’s restoration? Am I right? (65) (Rose) 
ST2: 台灣光復那年，馬水生二十二歲，今年三十八，算算也不過十五六年，這十五六
年變化真大，光復前，連一畦菜園都沒有，光復後好些年，土地政策一實施，一家人
種的那十幾甲地，竟然都變成自己的！(205)  
TT2: That year when Taiwan was recovered from Japan, Ma Shui-sheng was 
twenty-two. This year he was thirty-eight. It had only been fifteen or sixteen years. 
How things had changed in those fifteen or sixteen years! Before the recovery, there 
was not even a single vegetable garden. A few years after the recovery, the land 
reform policy was put in place, and overnight more than ten acres of land rented by 
the family became their own. (24) (Land) 
ST3: 臺灣剛光復那兩三年，因為四腳仔走了，一切又都還沒有上軌道，尤其在這個窮
鄉僻壤的地方，根本也沒有誰來講過什麼，所以大家都大大方方的把合歡樹挖掉，把
土地墾出來 (232) 
TT3: The first two to three years following the retrocession of Taiwan, after the four-
legs left, everything was still unsettled. No one said anything, especially in this 
remote place. So everyone openly dug out all the silk wood trees to open up the land. 
(43) (Land) 
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AA-35 
ST1: (到了民國七十一年，可就要八百元啦！) (77) 
TT1: (by 1982 that had shot all the way up to eight hundred!) (49) (Rose) 
ST2: 民國三十二年 (139) 
TT2: Year 32 of the Republic (173) 
Note and Glossary: 1943, counting from 1911, the foundation of the Republic of 
China. (In contemporary Taiwan the use of this system for identifying the year is 
characteristic of pro-government publications. Not using it is a political act which until 
recently would not have been tolerated by the authorities. In early semi-clandestine 
editions of The Fig Tree, Wu’s date of completion of the work follows the official 
system. In later editions the conventional western system is used. (294) (Fig) 
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II. Table 
Table AA-1 
Author Fiction Title Source taken 
from 
Translator Paratext 
Wang 
Zhenhe 
Rose, Rose, I 
Love You 
(Rose) 
A novel: by 
same name 
 
Howard 
Goldblatt 
1. Front/back cover  
2. Translator’s preface 
3. Afterword 
Wang 
Zhenhe 
An Oxcart for 
a Dowry 
(Oxcart) 
A short story 
from: 
The Columbia 
Anthology of 
Modern 
Chinese 
Literature 
Wang 
Zhenhe 
and Jon 
Jackson 
1. Title 
2. Front/back cover 
3. Background 
Introduction 
4. Biographical Sketches 
Wang 
Zhenhe 
Sulan’s 
Getting 
Married 
(Sulan) 
A short story 
from: 
Oxcart – 
Nativist 
Stories from 
Taiwan 1934-
1977 
Rosemary 
M. 
Haddon 
1. Title 
2. Front/back cover 
3. Translator’s 
introduction 
Wu 
Zhuoliu 
The Fig Tree – 
Memoirs of a 
Taiwanese 
Patriot (Fig) 
A fictional 
autobiography: 
by same name 
Duncan 
Hunter 
1. Title 
2. Front/back cover 
3. Translator’s 
introduction 
4. Commentaries 
5. About the author 
6. Headings 
Hung 
Hsing-fu 
My Land 
(Land) 
A short story 
from: 
Taiwan 
Literature – 
English 
Translation 
Series, No. 4 
Cathy 
Chiu 
1. Title 
2. Front/back cover 
3. Note on author 
4. Editor’s introduction 
Hung 
Hsing-fu 
The Play’s 
Over (Play) 
A short story: 
The Chinese 
Pen 
Michael S. 
Duke 
1. Title 
2. Front/back cover 
3. Notes on authors and 
translators 
4. Translators’ Note 
5. Note on the original 
work 
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Table AA-2 
Back cover of Oxcart: Nativist Stories from Taiwan 1934-1977 
Taiwanese nativism (xiangtu wenxue) emerged during the Japanese colonial 
period (1895-1945) as a branch of Taiwan’s social and political movements for 
reform. As a literature of resistance, nativism constituted a type of populist, 
liberation narrative. The themes in nativism range from the loss of sovereignty 
and identity to the re-enactment of difference, the latter occurring despite Japan’s 
attempts to “Japanize” the island. 
Nativism re-appeared in Taiwan during the 1960s and peaked with the nativist 
movement of the late 1970s. Rich in political metaphor, the short stories of these 
two decades were directly engaged with the dilemma of the post-war period. 
Taiwan’s rapid transformation into a modern state, its westernization under 
American influence, and its increasing international isolation generated a crisis of 
identity for many under Nationalist rule, particularly the intellectuals. The anti-
imperialist slant of Taiwan’s nativism of the 1960s and 1970s provides the 
rationale for placing it on a colonial/post-colonial continuum. 
Table AA-3 
Translator’s Preface 
[…] it is Wang’s ingenious use of language that sustains the comic exuberance of 
Rose, Rose, I Love You and “creates a cacophony of discourse, not only mocking 
Taiwan’s multifarious culture, but also stressing the novel’s rebellion against the 
monophonic system on which traditional orthodox novels depend.” A unique 
mixture of Taiwanese, Mandarin Chinese, Japanese (a consequence of fifty 
years of colonial occupation, 1895-1945), and English, and the even more 
interesting mix of people who use and frequently abuse one or more of 
those languages, afford Wang a wealth of comic possibilities, few of which he 
lets pass. Puns, spoonerisms (insofar as they are possible in Chinese), mangled 
foreignisms, malapropisms, and a host of other linguistic oddities pour from the 
mouths of Wang’s characters, both the high and the low, to great satirical and 
farcical effect. For the translator, however, this feature presents a formidable 
challenge, which in turn requires a bit of explanation to readers. 
 
Wang Chen-ho knew that few of his Chinese readers would be linguistically adroit 
enough to follow all the verbal twists and turns embedded in his novel, and found 
it necessary to help them along by including parenthetical definitions, 
clarifications, even foreshadowings of changes to come. For the foreign reader, 
the problems are compounded by both linguistic and cultural chasms far too vast 
for literal renderings. It has been my goal to replicate the tone where exact 
parallels between English and Chinese (or Taiwanese or Japanese or whatever) 
do not exist or where they miss the point altogether. Foreign words appearing in 
the Chinese text are italicized; mnemonic, and frequently outrageous, Taiwanese 
renderings of English and Mandarin words are given in comic re-creations in 
brackets; while other linguistic aberrations have simply been altered to produce 
an effect close to that of the original. [……] (viii-ix) (Rose) 
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Table AA-4 
Phonetic 
Notation 
(Taiwan) 
ㄅ ㄆ ㄇ ㄓ ㄔ ㄕ ㄗ ㄘ ㄙ 
Hanyu Pinyin 
(China) 
b p m zh ch sh z c s 
Table AA-5 
Source Text (ST) Examples Target Text (TT) 
抬頭三尺有神明  the gods listening three feet above your 
head (Land) 
鷄公不啼，啼到鷄母去 The rooster doesn’t crow, so let the hen do 
it (Land) 
路旁屍半路死  Go die in a ditch! A corpse by the roadside! 
(Land) 
鴨子聽雷 like a duck hearing a clap of thunder 
(Rose) 
烏魯木齊 a real pain in the ass, for crying out loud 
(Rose) 
歪嘴鷄還要吃好米 A chicken with a crooked beak trying to eat 
rice. (Rose) 
一塊芋仔番薯也拿不回來 not one dime of the capital invested by Mr. 
Xin could be recovered (Sulan) 
我只是嫌他錢給的愛太鹹了！軟土深
掘，專欺侮你們這款斯文人！ 
It’s just that he’s too tightfisted! He can see 
you’re a softy and only wants to take 
advantage of you! (Sulan) 
地方上的醫生都阿婆嫁孫女，無主意
了。 
The local doctors were mystified. (Sulan) 
快紡無好紗，快嫁無好婆家 Spun too quickly, the silk is bad; wed too 
quickly, you’ll soon be sad. (Sulan) 
這費用像尼姑要孩子哪裡撈啊？ At the back of her mind, Mrs. Xin had a 
second anxiety. (Sulan) 
一技在手，穿吃都有 (Sulan) 
三年水流東，三年水流西，總有時來
運轉底時候吧！ 
She reminded her children of a saying that 
fortunes change every three years. After 
three years, their bad luck should also 
change. (Sulan) 
飼老鼠，咬布袋 I feed a rat to bite my own sack. (Oxcart) 
烏鴉笑豬黑 Shame on you. You are like the hog who 
doesn’t know he is filthy. (Oxcart) 
嘴巴有屎哈坑大 [she] has a yap as big as a toilet bowl. 
(Oxcart) 
向天公伯借膽了啦 You must have swallowed tiger balls! 
(Oxcart) 
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Table AA-6 
Source Text (ST) Target Text (TT) 
伊娘咧 (TS) His mother/ damn their mothers/ Your 
mother (Land) 
伊娘咧 (TS) Goddammit (Play) 
幹伊娘 (TS) fuck you (Rose) 
駛伊娘 (TS) Mother-humper (Rose) 
他媽的 (CS) damn him(Rose) 
他奶奶的熊 (CS) his granny’s beaver (Rose) 
你娘祖公 (TS) Mother of all ancestors (Rose) 
幹 (TS) dame (Land) 
幹 (TS) Fuck (Land) 
幹 (TS) Gan! ³  
Footnote: 3. A profanity. (Oxcart) 
伊娘的 (TS) Yiniang!⁴ 
Footnote: 4. A Taiwanese profanity. 
(Oxcart) 
「奸⑬你母底上那裏去？」 
註(Note)：⑬奸姦簡三字臺語同音。
(“奸 Jiān” “姦 Jiān” “簡 Jiăn” 
three words pronounce the same 
in Taiwanese.) (TS) 
“Where’s ‘Screw-your-mother’ off to?” 
(Oxcart) 
幹伊娘，給你爸滾出去，幹伊祖公 
[…] 幹！(TS) 
Gan! Goddamit! Get out of here! Gan! Get 
out! […] Gan! (Oxcart) 
沒囊巴的 (TS) you gutless bastard (Land) 
騙肖 (註：猶如混帳) (TS) You bastard! (Sulan) 
騙肖 14 
14騙肖：混帳 (TS) 
God damn you! (Oxcart) 
我打死你這條豬 (TS) I’ll kill you, you stupid SOB! (Sulan) 
巴格野魯/八個野鹿 (JS) bakayarō (stupid bastard)/ bagayarō 
(Land) 
「馬該野郎！」(JS) “Bakayaro!” (Fig) 
Note: (TS) Taiwanese swearword; (CS) Chinese swearword; (JS) Japanese 
swearword 
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Table AA-7 
ST (Source Text) TT (Target Text) 
台灣光復那年 That year when Taiwan was recovered 
from Japan (added by the translator) 
(Land) 
臺灣剛光復那兩三年  The first two to three years following the 
retrocession of Taiwan (Land) 
光復節  Retrocession Day (Rose) 
光復 Restoration (Fig) 
光復遊行 Parade to celebrate Taiwan’s restoration 
(Rose) 
Table AA-8 
Afterword 
The Mandarin song “Rose, Rose, I Love You” has had a long and florid history, 
spanning half a century and two continents. Written by Chen Gexin, with lyrics by 
Wu Cun, it emerged from 1930s Shanghai [……] Following World War II, it was 
the first popular Chinese song to return to America; recorded in English, it 
became a minor hit in the U.S. and among British troops stationed in Hong Kong. 
[……] In 1954, a film entitled Meigui meigui wo ai ni (yes: Rose, Rose, I Love 
You) was released in Hong Kong. [……] Easily the most popular Mandarin movie 
of its time in Hong Kong, Taiwan, and Southeast Asia, this film is likely the source 
of Wang Chen-ho’s inspiration, for the title song was enormously popular in 
Taiwan and became a favorite tune in dance halls. 
 
A final note on the most popular of flowers. As we learn in the novel, a particularly 
virulent form of gonorrhea was nicknamed Saigon Rose. The Chinese rendering 
of the South Vietnamese capital’s name is Xigong, a literal translation of which is 
“Western tribute.” Thorny indeed! (181-182) (Rose) 
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Appendix B 
Interviews with the translators 
 
I. Responses from Howard Goldblatt 
Reference 1 
Many have attempted to render various dialects within a text where dominant and 
minority languages appear; that includes finding similar differences in the target 
language, such as BBC English vs. Cockney, southern US black idiolect, etc. In my 
view, these attempts are rarely, if ever, successful. The illusion that characters in a 
Taiwanese novel are speaking English at all is difficult to maintain; when further 
foreignisms are introduced, the illusion breaks down. You will see in my translation of 
Rose, Rose, I Love You that I chose to work in differing dialects (Minnan yu, Hakka, 
etc.) only when puns or comical interludes demanded something; even here, I 
normally had to explain what was going on somehow. I’m afraid that regional flavor 
can really only be carried over by context. 
Reference 2 
Absolutely. It was, and is, a conscious, often even political (ideological) decision. 
II. Responses from Jon Jackson 
Reference 3 
Yes, I did meet Wang. Indeed, we met often and discussed the stories in question, 
particularly, "An Oxcart For A Dowry." The basic issue of translation, as I saw it, was 
to assist Wang in his own translation of the story into English. Specifically, the task 
was to advise and recommend to him ways in which to reconcile the differing literary 
idioms of Chinese and English, so that English speaking readers could gain more 
access to the full meaning of the story. What that meant, of course, was that first I 
had to gain a more complete understanding of the story through conversation with 
Wang.  
Reference 4 
I had worked with some other authors in the International Writing Workshop at the 
University of Iowa in the same kind of project. Some of them wrote in Polish, 
Portuguese, and Croatian (Serbo-Croatian, to be precise.) The problem was the 
same as with Wang and the Chinese language. I'm not proficient in any of these 
languages, certainly not as a speaker, and relied totally on the initial translation of 
these authors who, like Wang, had greater or lesser skills in English. What I learned 
was that translation of literary subjects is not simply a matter of transliteration. That is, 
it isn't sufficient to merely translate word-for-word, when one is dealing with literature. 
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[…] with literature it isn't merely the words that need to be translated but the culture 
that lies beyond the words. For that purpose one needs a more extensive 
relationship with the author, extended discussions -- in effect, at least a short course 
in education.  
Reference 5 
In American culture, as it happens, this is a familiar literary situation. America has 
many regional cultures, as you may know, due to the nature of this country which 
has been largely settled by diverse groups of immigrants from other countries and 
cultures -- German, English, Spanish, Chinese, and so on. Beyond that, there are 
geographical differences between, say, the urban Atlantic coastal region (New York, 
Boston, Philadelphia, etc.) and the South, the Mountain West, the Pacific coast, and 
so on.  Dialect is a common feature of these differences. There are ways of 
accomplishing the dialectical differences, to make them intelligible to more formal 
expression without losing their interesting, indeed fascinating, differences. I find that 
some accommodation must be made to insure that meaning is not impossible to 
communicate while at the same time expressing those differences. Still, one must be 
prepared to recognize that some idiomatic phrasing simply doesn't have a cognate in 
the formal diction that prevails. And yet, it would be a shame to lose the vitality of the 
regional expression out of a desire to adhere too strictly to conventional phrasing. 
Further, in the case of Wang's story, I felt that the structure of rural, agriculturally 
based Taiwanese storytelling was somewhat different in its desired effects than 
conventional American storytelling (which is, itself, heavily derived from European 
style narrative.) To a degree, I argued with Wang to make some changes. There are 
some effects, I believe. But to a large degree, I felt confident, storytelling is much the 
same world wide. The intent is all but universal, as I think most critics would agree.  I 
don't feel that much was lost.  
III. Responses from Rosemary Haddon 
Reference 6 
When I first travelled to Taiwan, I had just completed my BA in Chinese at the 
University of British Columbia, Canada. Back then, I wanted to travel abroad to a 
Chinese-speaking country in order to gain fluency in Mandarin and to deepen my 
understanding of Chinese culture. My teachers suggested that I go to Taiwan (rather 
than China), because the education system in China was still suffering the effects of 
the Cultural Revolution. In Taiwan, I spent the first year or so studying at the 
Mandarin Training Centre and in the Chinese Graduate Programe at NTU (Taida). 
The period in question was the mid-1970s and the Xiangtu wenxue yundong was 
getting underway. This was a period of intense intellectual ferment and the whole 
country, it seemed, was caught up in the movement. I myself became increasingly 
intrigued by the movement, including the literature and the debates. At the time, 
some American friends introduced me to Professor Chen Guying, who had recently 
lost his job in the Philosophy Department at NTU and was giving lessons in Chinese 
philosophy from his house in Jingmei. Chen’s house was a meeting place, or salon, 
for many of the writers and intellectuals associated the movement. My friends and I 
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spent quite a lot of time at Chen’s house, listening to the debates on modernization, 
social change, social injustice, class structure, Taiwan’s history and culture, human 
rights, civil rights and separatism (independence) versus reunification. Either at 
Chen’s house or through him, we met people such as Wang Tuo, Chen Yingzhen, 
Huang Chunming, Yang Kui, Ye Shitao, Zeng Xinyi, Wang Xiaobo, Hu Qiuyuan, Su 
Qingli, Jiang Xun, Chen Ju, Linda Gail Arrigo, and many others. At the time, I began 
to spend quite a lot of time reading the xiangtu wenxue stories and articles published 
in local journals, such as Xiachao zazhi.  
Reference 7 
My personal aims in translating Taiwan fiction lay in conveying to the West (TT 
Western readers) a picture of Taiwan as a part of East Asia that is intrinsically 
interesting, culturally distinct and politically conflict-ridden. Even now, it seems that 
the country’s history, culture and issues of sovereignty are virtually unknown. I was 
fortunate to be in Taiwan during the period of the Xiangtu wenxue yundong (Nativist 
Literary Movement) (mid to late 1970s.) Accordingly, I came to believe that Taiwan’s 
nativist literature constituted an excellent means to convey the Taiwan experience. I 
thus selected and translated eleven (previously untranslated) short stories that 
encapsulated the essence of the country’s experience. 
Regarding the representation of the ST, I felt it was important to do so as faithfully as 
possible. Taiwan’s history and culture are a pivotal part of Taiwan’s experience and 
should similarly be faithfully rendered. I felt that to do so was to show respect to both 
authors and this other culture. In the process of translation, I thus aimed as much as 
possible for accuracy in rendering the sentiment, mood and tone; the content with 
respect to characterization, plot and events; the language and dialect; and the 
narrator’s viewpoint. I did so, even though I felt that some aspects of the ST could be 
discordant to TT readers. Where possible, I found and made use of unabridged, 
complete ST and included everything in my translation.  
It is one thing to be faithful to the original; it is another to produce a translation that is 
enjoyable to read. Thus, I developed a concept that what I was reproducing was 
similarly a work of art. In some case, I felt that my rendition was perhaps more 
artistic, or better, than the original. Some of the early texts, such as those that date to 
the Japanese colonial period, were marred by linguistic imperfections, including 
incomplete sentence structure or strange punctuation. Thus, I felt that it was 
necessary to slightly “doctor” the ST for the sake of enjoyability. I justified this by 
rationalizing that it was necessary to do this in order to produce a work that TT 
readers would enjoy and would want to continue to read. 
Reference 8 
Where the literature was concerned, I viewed in primarily social rather than in 
political terms the inclusion of Taiwan dialect in the texts. The dialect enhanced the 
literature’s “regionalism” and it was important to capture this in the translation. In 
general, when I encountered dialect, I dealt with it on a case-by-case basis. Usually, 
I made use of the most appropriate English translation I could think of; in other cases, 
I romanized the original, usually in Hanyu pinyin but I sometimes also used Hoklo. In 
all cases, I was aware of the aesthetics of translation and that it was necessary not 
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to disrupt the flow. 
Sometimes, I assumed that the TT readers would not understand the encounters 
with dialect, no matter how I dealt with it, so I added footnotes where appropriate. 
[……] In my translation, I romanized the term and explained the meaning in a 
footnote. [……] In many of the original ST, authors themselves added footnotes to 
explain the dialect, concept or event referred to in the narration. I sometimes 
translated these footnotes and added them to my translation, too. In general, 
however, because the renditions are works of literature, I didn’t want to burden the 
reader with too many footnotes, so I attempted to deal with instances of dialect in 
such a way that they were integrated seamlessly into the TT.  
For dialogues between characters that included dialect, I tried to render it as 
colloquially and close to natural speech as possible. I included contractions and 
slang and now and then dropped a letter or two from words in order to convey the 
essence of the speech. As much as possible, however, I attempted to maintain 
characters’ dignity and avoided imposing a hillbilly effect.  I didn’t feel it was 
appropriate to impose the type of speech associated with, for instance, the American 
South.  I occasionally felt that I was inadvertently raising the level of the language, 
but also felt that I had no choice but to do so and that the effect was quite natural 
and convincing anyway. [……] 
Reference 9 
My views undoubtedly affected my decisions in conveying the ST into the TT. 
However, they related to my reasons for taking on the project; they did not affect the 
way that I undertook the translation. My ideological (or political) motivation was quite 
complex and included aspects of nationality (Canadian, who is vaguely anti-
American and generally leftist in political orientation) and generation (Viet Nam baby 
boomer and opposed to that war).  More specifically, it lay in my awareness of the 
inequities with the West, particularly, the United States. Besides Taiwan’s unequal 
international relations with the US, there were also inequities that arose through the 
modernization that was engineered by the collusion on the part of the KMT with the 
United States. In the centre-periphery paradigm that was current at the time, Taiwan 
had experiences that resulted from these inequities. To this extent, I was motivated 
by empathy and was aware of the way that the people of Taiwan had suffered from 
these various types of inequity.  I felt that the texts conveyed these inequities very 
clearly and that, by translating them, they would be conveyed to the outside world. 
Where the TT readers were concerned, I desired to raise readers’ awareness of the 
existence in these inequities; the role played by the US in their formation; and, more 
generally, of Taiwan’s plight. (With hindsight, perhaps some of this was a bit naive 
and a little misplaced! However, at the time I was quite young and idealistic.) 
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Appendix C 
Reader Response Study I 
Conducted by Yun-Fang Lo 
y.f.lo@ncl.ac.uk 
I would like to thank you for taking the time to do the survey. The survey will take you 
some time to complete; therefore, I am grateful for your help. 
The survey aims to find out how much the regional flavours of Taiwan have been 
preserved in the translation of the novel “Rose, Rose, I Love You”. This novel is 
written by Wang Chen-ho (Wang Zhenhe) and translated by Howard Goldblatt. 
 Please take a moment to answer the following questions. The information provided 
in this survey is strictly confidential. Tick the appropriate box or insert as applicable – 
there is no space limit. Further instructions will follow these questions. 
Full name or e-mail address: 
 
 
Gender: □ Male   □ Female 
 
Age group:  
□ 18~20  □ 21~30  □ 31~40  □ 41~50  □ 51-60  □ 61 above 
 
Country of origin: 
 
Educational background 
□ High school □ Undergraduate □ Postgraduate □ PhD 
Major/Institution: 
_________________________________________________ 
 
Do you read foreign fiction books? 
□ Never   □ Seldom   □ Sometimes   □ Often   □ A lot 
Most of them are from which countries: 
  
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
How many languages are you competent in? 
 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
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Reading Instructions: 
Please read Chapter 6 of the novel carefully and select phrases in each sentence 
which can be analysed into categories by underlining and marking them with the 
abbreviations listed below. Please also see the demonstrated example. 
Your cultural sense Abbreviation 
General usage that is commonly used and 
understood by everyone in the world 
G 
 
Far Eastern culture in general E 
Chinese culture and language (e.g. typical 
Chinese expression) 
C 
Specific culture and languages used in Taiwan 
(e.g. typical Taiwanese dialectical expression) 
T 
 
Japanese culture and language J 
Western culture (e.g. American culture and 
expression) 
W 
Don’t know ? 
Example: 
The ground-floor furnishings were considerably more austere than those 
upstairs: Naugahyde sofas [E], squat tables [E] made of inferior lumber, rattan chairs 
[E] so old they were rubbed shiny (these you could not buy anywhere, and had been 
supplied by Mrs. Qian [C], who had her servants claim them from the garbage dump 
near Mingli public school [T], and even then it took some doing). Downstairs visitors 
were treated to black tea that cost a mere fifty New Taiwan dollars a catty [T]! For 
this brilliant suggestion, they had Teacher Dong [C] to thank. At first, Chief Qian [C] 
opposed the idea: “Why should we act like paupers [G]? We can afford better.” Then, 
with a couple of loud snorts, he switched to Taiwanese [T]: “People will die laughing 
at our phony act [G].” 
This outburst had sent Dong Siwen [C] into a fit of fingernail chewing; his 
cheeks puffed out as if he had stuffed apples into his mouth. He always did that 
before saying something momentous, words that must be articulated in perfect dot-
the-i’s-and-cross-the-t’s Mandarin [C]. 
“Chief, you’re a damned candle, that’s what you are! If you’re not lit you don’t 
shine [?]. There are at least two advantages in doing it my way. First, you’ll be seen 
by the people as an ‘honest and upright civil servant [W].’ Second, you will create the 
illusion in the eyes of most people that even though you’re a councilman [G], you’re 
no better off than they are. They’ll be able to identify with you that way. ……” (p23) 
(Find Chapter 6 of the novel Rose in Appendix E) 
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Appendix D 
Chinese Questionnaire 
問卷調查 
羅芸芳 
y.f.lo@ncl.ac.uk 
 
這份問卷調查的主要目的是從文學翻譯中找出台灣文化特有的鄉土色彩，在此僅以原
文進行探討，希望藉由王禎和的小說「玫瑰玫瑰我愛你」來了解台灣人對台灣文化的
認識。 
這份問卷或許會耽誤您寶貴的時間，不便之處僅請原諒，在此非常感謝您的幫助。請
您回答以下問題。下一階段問卷請參照指示，閱讀所備之文稿「玫瑰玫瑰我愛你」第
六章。 
所有資料皆不會轉為其他用途，敬請安心填寫。請選擇最恰當的答案並在空格內打√或
在空行處填寫答案。 
姓名或電子郵件地址： 
 
 
性別：   □ 男  □ 女 
 
年齡： 
□ 18~20歲  □ 21~30歲  □ 31~40歲  □ 41~50歲  □ 51-60歲  
    □ 61 歲以上 
 
國籍： 
 
教育程度：□ 中學     □ 大學     □ 碩士     □ 博士 
就讀科系/學校名稱: 
  
_________________________________________________________________
_ 
 
請問你會哪幾國語言？如果你精通以下的某個語言，請另外在格子邊上打個星號，
謝謝！ 
□ 中文   □ 台語   □ 客家話   □英文   □ 日語   □ 其他 ________ 
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閱讀導覽 
請仔細閱讀這篇小說的第六章，並且以下面所提供之類別項目，選擇性的在句子的左
方畫線及標上縮寫代號。請參照以下之例子。 
文化特有之項目 縮寫代號 
全世界通用之普遍用語及習慣 G 
普遍所知之東方文化 E 
中國文化及用語 C 
台灣特有文化及特殊用語 T 
日本文化 J 
西方文化 W 
不知道 ? 
例子： 
而一樓的陳設與二、三樓相比就顯得寒傖得十分。合成皮的沙發 [E]，楠木矮几 [E]，
舊得發亮的藤椅子 [E] (這還是無處可買呢！是錢太太 [T/C] 派人往明禮國校附近的垃
圾場費盡心力才撿來的呢！)招待的是一斤才五十幾元 [T] 的紅茶 [W]！這可統是董老
師 [T/C] 福至心靈幫他想出來的點子。起初錢老大 [T] 很反對：「要這款扮窮裝寒酸幹
麻 [T]！錢又不是花不起！」哼了一哼，改用起台語調侃 [T]：「假先假搭(假模假樣)，
笑死人呢 [T]！」 
聽他這麼說，董斯文就咬起手指，腮幫子鼓得好似臉上結了兩個五爪蘋果，每當
要說什麼嚴肅的，他就這模樣，而且還必須用ㄓㄔㄕ和ㄗㄘㄙ涇渭分明的國語 [T]。 
「老大！你真他媽得蠟燭，不點不亮 [C/T]，教你這樣子搞，at least (至少)會給
你兩個 Advantages (好處) [T 中英文交叉講 (code-switching between Chinese and 
English)]。其一能夠讓你留下『你是清清廉廉的從政』的深刻的印象﹔其二可以讓一
般人產生幻覺，以為你一個議員過的生活也跟他們一般水準 [T 台灣的選舉現象 
(Taiwan’s election phenomena)]。這樣一來，他們便容易和你認同。……」(42-43
頁) 
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Appendix E 
Reader Response Study II 
Conducted by Yun-Fang Lo (Cary) 
y.f.lo@ncl.ac.uk/ 07855449528 
I would like to thank you for taking the time to do the survey. The study will take you 
some time to complete; therefore, I am grateful for your help. 
The study aims to find out how much the regional flavours of Taiwan have been 
preserved in the translation of the novel “Rose, Rose, I Love You”. This novel is 
written by Wang Chen-ho (Wang Zhenhe) and translated by Howard Goldblatt. 
 Please take a moment to answer the following questions. The information provided 
in this survey is strictly confidential. Tick the appropriate box or insert as applicable – 
there is no space limit. Further instructions will follow these questions. 
Full name and e-mail address: 
 
 
Gender: □ Male   □ Female 
 
Age group:  
□ 18~20  □ 21~30  □ 31~40  □ 41~50  □ 51-60  □ 61 above 
 
Country of origin: 
 
Educational background 
□ High school □ Undergraduate □ Postgraduate □ PhD 
Major/Institution: 
_________________________________________________ 
 
Do you read foreign fiction books? 
□ Never   □ Seldom   □ Sometimes   □ Often   □ A lot 
Most of them are from which countries: 
  
_________________________________________________________________ 
 
How many languages are you competent in? 
 
 _________________________________________________________________ 
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Reading Instructions: 
1. First of all, read the front and back cover before proceeding to the next step; 
2. Then, go on to read Translator’s Preface and Chapter 1; 
3. After finishing step 2, please read Chapter 6 of the novel carefully and select 
phrases in each sentence which can be analysed into categories by underlining 
and marking them with the abbreviations listed below. Please also see the 
demonstrated example; 
4. Finally, read Afterword.  
Your cultural sense Abbreviation 
General usage that is commonly used and 
understood by everyone in the world 
G 
Far Eastern culture in general E 
Chinese culture and language (e.g. typical 
Chinese expression) 
C 
Specific culture and languages used in Taiwan 
(e.g. typical Taiwanese dialectical expression) 
T 
 
Japanese culture and language J 
Western culture (e.g. American culture and 
expression) 
W 
Don’t know ? 
Example: 
The ground-floor furnishings were considerably more austere than those 
upstairs: Naugahyde sofas [E], squat tables [E] made of inferior lumber, rattan chairs 
[E] so old they were rubbed shiny (these you could not buy anywhere, and had been 
supplied by Mrs. Qian [C], who had her servants claim them from the garbage dump 
near Mingli public school [T], and even then it took some doing). Downstairs visitors 
were treated to black tea that cost a mere fifty New Taiwan dollars a catty [T]! For 
this brilliant suggestion, they had Teacher Dong [C] to thank. At first, Chief Qian [C] 
opposed the idea: “Why should we act like paupers [G]? We can afford better.” Then, 
with a couple of loud snorts, he switched to Taiwanese [T]: “People will die laughing 
at our phony act [G].” 
This outburst had sent Dong Siwen [C] into a fit of fingernail chewing; his 
cheeks puffed out as if he had stuffed apples into his mouth. He always did that 
before saying something momentous, words that must be articulated in perfect dot-
the-i’s-and-cross-the-t’s Mandarin [C]. 
“Chief, you’re a damned candle, that’s what you are! If you’re not lit you don’t 
shine [?]. There are at least two advantages [W] in doing it my way. …… (p23) 
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Appendix F 
Interviews with Readers 
I. Reader Response Study 1 (RRS1) 
i. Taiwanese participants (TNP) 
(A: the interviewer; B#: the interviewee) 
Interview with B1 (age over 50):  
A: 請問一下你知不知道 Tomari「特馬利」這個字。 
B1: 對 Tomari 我的認知是從英文字 terminal 來的 [……] 意思是指車站終點站，通常
有地方住。 
B1: 當台灣被日本統治的時候，又被台灣人拿來用，變成一個社會通用的術語，但是
現在年輕人可能不太懂這個字。 
A: 對，像我就沒有聽過這個字。那你有聽說過，QK嗎？ 
B: QK有，是休息的意思。 
A: 這兩個字，有沒有其他隱含的意思？ 
B: Tomari 據我了解，只有休息的意思。但是 QK 有負面的意思，指男女睡覺，發生
性行為的意思。 
Translation: 
A:      Do you know the word ‘tomari’? 
B1: The Japanese word ‘tomari’ is from the English word ‘terminal’. […], which 
means the last stop of stations where travellers can usually find a place to stay, 
such as hotel.  
B1: When Taiwan was colonized by Japan, the word ‘tomari’ was adopted by 
Taiwanese. But young people probably don’t know this word. 
A:      Yes, I have never heard of this word. How about the term “QK”? Have you 
heard of it? 
B1:    QK means rest. 
A:      About these two words, do they have any implications? 
B1:  ‘Tomari’ according to my understanding only means rest, but ‘QK’ has 
negative intonation, which indicates sex. 
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Interview with B2 (age around 25): 
A: 請問你有沒有聽過人家講 QK跟 Tomari？ 
B2: QK我知道但是 Tomari 我不知道。 
A: QK是什麼意思？ 
B2: 就是你要去賓館，賓館的人會問你要休息還是要過夜，比較情色，也就是你只要
做愛，沒有要過夜的意思。 
Translation: 
A: Do you know the words ‘tomari’ and ‘QK’? 
B2: I know ‘QK’, but ‘tomari’, I don’t know. 
A:  What does QK mean? 
B2: [QK] means ‘going to hotel/motel’. […], it means to have a quick sex. 
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ii. Bilingual participants (BLP) 
Interview with B6 (from China): 
A: 「they even know a little A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy」這句話，知道是什麼意思嗎？ 
B6: 我不是很懂，可能猜得出來，從 they even know a little A B C，可以知道他們會
講一點英文，但是後面我就不懂。Dog bite pig-gy 可能會猜他是西方的某種說法
吧！ 
Translation: 
A:  The sentence “they even know a little A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy”, do you understand 
what it means? 
B6: I don’t really understand, but I can guess. From the sentence “they even know 
a little A B C”, it probably means they can speak a bit of English, but I don’t 
understand the phrase “Dog bite pig-gy”. I guess it is a saying from the 
western countries. 
Interview with B7 (from Taiwan): 
A: 這一句「a little A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy」，看到這句，你想到了什麼？ 
B7: A B C 狗咬豬 (Gao Ga Di) 
A: 你曾經在哪邊聽過「A B C Gao Ga Di」？ 
B7: 我爸爸就常這樣講啊！「Chong Ying O Nong Ki Go Duung O Sha Mi A B C A 
Duo Gao Ga Di」（像他們啊都去高中學什麼 A B C Gao Ga Di）。 
A: 那你覺得這樣的翻譯清楚嗎？ 
B7: 我覺得這樣的譯法，會讓讀者難以理解它的意思。變成讀者必須先要了解台語，
甚至要了解中文，才會懂這篇。舉個例，讀者會覺得很奇怪，為什麼狗會去咬
豬，那又為什麼會跟 A B C 放在一起。那如果是一個懂台語懂中文的人，他可能
很快的就看出這是什麼意思。 
Translation: 
A:  This sentence “A little A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy”, when you read it, can you guess 
the original sentence? 
B7:    A B C Gao Ga Di 
A:      Where have you heard of this sentence? 
B7:   It is a Taiwanese saying. My father often says, “they go to high school to learn 
A B C Gao Ga Di” in Taiwanese, which means they go to school to learn a bit 
of English. 
A:      What do you think of its translation? 
B7: I think the way it was translated would confuse English target readers. 
Readers need to know Taiwanese, even Chinese, to understand its meaning. 
For example, readers would think that the sentence is strange. Why does a 
dog bite a pig and why does “dog bite pig-gy” relate to A B C? Someone who 
understands Taiwanese or Chinese would know the meaning as soon as the 
sentence was read. 
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iii. English participants (ENP) 
Interview with B11: 
A:    What does the sentence “even know a little A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy!” mean to 
you? 
B11:    A B C either to learn the A, B, C or the ABC news network. 
A:   From the content, can you guess its meaning? 
B11:   They know a bit of English. And “Dog bite pig-gy” is presumably a bit of 
English   they know. 
A: Can you read this? For example: 
Compare the following two translations: 
(a) ‘A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy’ (Translated by H. Goldblatt) 
(b) ‘A-B-C, gao-ga-De (Dog bite pig)’: In the footnote, ‘ABC gao-ga-de’ is the 
title of a Traditional Taiwanese Children’s ballad. The pronunciation of ‘pig’ in 
Taiwanese is ‘De’ which is assonant as English letter ‘D’. (Translated by YF 
Lo) 
    Which one is more understandable and retains more regional flavour in the 
translation? 
A: You are right. They do know a bit of English. 
B11:   Oh I see, “dog bite piggy” part, unless you understand Taiwanese culture that 
this is a children’s rhyme. 
Interview with B12: 
A:   What does the sentence “even know a little A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy!” mean to you? 
B12:  I am not sure. ‘Dog Bite Piggy’ like ‘dog eat dog’ in Britain, I didn’t know 
whether dog bite piggy was something meant to be ‘dog eat dog’. [……] 
A:   What is ‘dog eat dog’? 
B12: When you say ‘dog eat dog’ world, it is like I am not going to do anybody any 
favour because I am looking out for myself. So it is like if somebody gets in my 
way, I am going to get rid of them. Fighting to get on the top. 
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II. Reader Response Study 2 (RRS2) 
Interview with B16: 
A:   What do you think of the translator’s preface? Does it give you enough 
information to understand the story? 
B16: I think I like it, because he was trying to express the book how he translated 
things, already expressing there were difficulties in translation. I also like the 
fact that he talked about the writer’s family, his wife and how she couldn’t read it 
because she said it was too awful, but he said that these things need to be 
talked about. 
A:   So you think it is quite helpful of the translator? 
B16: I think he is trying to help readers understand. I think he already knows the 
difficulty for a non-native reader to read it. […] he is trying to explain […] how 
there was a bit of mixes in the writing […] He admits that he cannot do it 
perfectly, so it doesn’t stand exactly to what it is. […] I think he is very 
modest because he said there are difficulties in translation. But it is good. 
A:   What do you think of the translation? Do you have problem understanding 
certain parts of the text? 
B16:  I understand their meaning but I am not used to it. It is written in a way that 
you can understand but you are not comfortable with it.  
A:   Is it because of the language use or other reasons? 
B:   Ya, maybe the language: the language, he does use some, even English 
expressions I don’t know them so well. So even there is English expression 
which I think could have been a typical English expression. I myself am not 
uses to it. I don’t know why. 
A:   Is it because they are American expressions? 
B:   Maybe because of American expressions. 
A:   You are more familiar with British culture and British expression than the 
American one. 
B:   Also, there is modern writing, modern way of writing and old way of writing, even 
in English. Maybe the book is written in more old fashion. Because I think 
Chinese and Taiwanese are very literate in their expression. In a way that they 
use a lot of words and metaphors, so he tried to use that side of English as well, 
but I am not used to read with that type of English. I sometimes have to ask 
my roommate: Is that English or Chinese? I have a doubt myself.  
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Appendix G 
Questionnaire: Target Readers’ Response  
Conducted by Yun-Fang Lo (Cary) 
y.f.lo@ncl.ac.uk/ 07855449528 
I would like to thank you for taking time doing this questionnaire. The questionnaire 
contains three parts (I, II, III) and will take you 20 minutes to complete; therefore, I 
am grateful to have your help. 
I. Please take a moment to answer the following questions. The information provided 
in this study is strictly confidential. Tick √ or highlight □ the appropriate box or insert 
your answers as applicable. Further instruction will be shown below after these 
questions. 
Full name and e-mail address: 
 
 
Gender: □ Male   □ Female 
 
Age group:  
□ 18~20  □ 21~30  □ 31~40  □ 41~50  □ 51-60  □ 61 above 
 
Country of origin: 
 
Educational background 
□ High school □ Undergraduate □ Postgraduate □ PhD 
Study area and Institution:  
 
Do you read foreign fiction? 
□ Never   □ Seldom   □ Sometimes   □ Often   □ A lot 
Most of them are from which countries: 
 
How many languages are you competent in? (e.g. Chinese [mother tongue] and  
English [second language]): 
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II. Please read the following 8 examples carefully where you will find phrases or 
expressions in bold with their contexts that are translated in English from Chinese. 
Please rate the extent to which the translations fit your preference, by ticking √ or 
highlighting □ the box or giving the reason of your choice for each question. Please 
also read the NOTE before making any judgement.  
Example 1 
NOTE: The translator literally rendered the phrase (shown in bold below), which is a 
Taiwanese expression to curse someone to “die in hell”. What is your general 
impression of the translation? 
Translation (T): Your wife was humiliated, and you turned around and beat her up to 
show them. Go die in a ditch! A corpse by the roadside!  
□ Very Effective  □ Effective  □ Neutral  □ Confusing  □ Very Confusing 
Example 2 
NOTE: The following curse words which were translated in different methods contain 
similar meanings in English as “fuck”, “fuck your mother” or “son of a bitch”. Please 
scale the effectiveness of each translation. Sorry for the strong language!  
 Translation Effectiveness 
Very 
Effective Effective Neutral Confusing Very Confusing 
(1) Yiniang!⁴ I thought there 
might be some womenfolk 
for company. 
Footnote: 4. A Taiwanese 
profanity. 
□ □ □ □ □ 
(2) 
He barked like a mad dog, 
bowwow bowwow, half a 
day long. His mother! Who 
can understand that kind of 
barbarian yackety-yak? 
□ □ □ □ □ 
(3) 
Gan! Goddamit! Get out of 
here! Gan! Get out! 
□ □ □ □ □ 
(4) fuck you □ □ □ □ □ 
(5) “bakayarō” (stupid 
bastard) 
□ □ □ □ □ 
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Example 3 
NOTE: In Taiwan, a fiscal year finishes at the end of each Chinese lunar year. In the 
past the poor would try to settle their debts before the new year began. 
T (1):  It’s the end of the year², so there were lots of customers. 
           Footnote: ²Nian guan is the time of the year when all fiscal accounts are 
settled. 
□ Very Effective  □ Effective  □ Neutral  □ Confusing  □ Very Confusing 
T (2):  Sorry, I came home late. It’s the end of the year. We needed to settle our 
debts before the New Year, so I worked longer tonight. Luckily, my business 
is flourishing. 
□ Very Effective  □ Effective  □ Neutral  □ Confusing  □ Very Confusing 
Example 4 
NOTE: Two different ways of translating a Taiwanese folk rhyme. 
T (1):  our county boss can’t even say A-B-C, Dog bite pig-gy. 
T (2):  our county magistrate can’t even say A-B-C, gao-ga-Di (dog-bite-pig).   
  Footnote: ‘ABC gao-ga-di’ is a well-know Taiwanese children’s rhyme. The     
pronunciation of ‘pig’ in Taiwanese is ‘Di’ which is assonant as English letter 
‘D’.  It means that the letter ‘D’ is eaten by a dog.  
Which of the above translations do you prefer?  □ (1) / □ (2) 
Please give your reasons here:                                             
                                                                      
 
Example 5 
Note: Taiwan’s currency can be called NT$ or yüan. 
T (1): Ai! If I can make a couple hundred* then I make a couple hundred. I’ve got 
to live somehow!” 
 Footnote: *One US dollar is equivalent to NT$38. 
□ Very Effective  □ Effective  □ Neutral  □ Confusing  □ Very Confusing 
T (2): If he did not have to sell it, he would not, even for a million yüan. 
□ Very Effective  □ Effective  □ Neutral  □ Confusing  □ Very Confusing 
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Example 6 
NOTE: The bold phrases in T (1) and T (2) are actually saying the same thing as in 
the English expression “What are you up to? or What are you doing?” This 
Taiwanese expression, which was translated closely from the original text, appears in 
the story twice.   
T (1): “What sort of mosquito tactics are you up to?” he said in Taiwanese 
slang. Then he switched to Mandarin: “Did you take the wrong medicine today, 
or what?” 
T (2): I’ve never seen anyone more pig-headed, never in my life! […] I don’t know 
what kind of mosquito he’s turning into. 
Do you think that Translation (1) which appears in the story first is effective 
enough to help you understand Translation (2)?  □ Yes / □ No 
Please give your reasons here:                                            
                                                                
Example 7 
NOTE: Translation (1) is a literal translation of an old saying from the original text; 
Translation (2) is a translation that is closer to the English expression. 
T (1): There is an old saying in Chinese, “When walking through a bended tree, 
you unavoidably have to lower your body to go through it.” It’s not easy 
finding works, so of course I’ll go.  
T (2): One has to set one’s sail with the wind. Of course I’ll go. 
Which of the above translations do you prefer?  □ (1) / □ (2) 
Please give your reasons here:                                            
                                                                      
 
Example 8 
NOTE: Two different translations of a particular “year” from the original text: T (1) 
was rendered in Western system; T (2) presents the year system that is used in 
Taiwan (the Republic of China).  
T (1): By year 1943 
□ Very Effective  □ Effective  □ Neutral  □ Confusing  □ Very Confusing 
T (2): By Year 32 of the Republic 
Glossary: 1943, counting from 1911, the foundation of the Republic of 
China. 
□ Very Effective  □ Effective  □ Neutral  □ Confusing  □ Very Confusing 
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(Please proceed to Part III below.) 
III. In this section of the questionnaire, please read each of the following statements 
carefully and then rate the extent to which the statement is true for you. Please tick √ 
or highlight □ the box next to the rating that you have decided on. 
1. Reading literature that is very different from my culture in translation often 
requires extra concentration. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
2. When reading foreign fiction in translation, I only focus on the plot, characters 
and how the story ends rather than details of description or use of language. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
3. Reading foreign literature, such as post-colonial literature or regional literature 
which often contains special emphasis on a place and its history with strong 
cultural and linguistic flavours, gives me a deeper insight into the culture. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
4. I find it difficult to read a foreign novel in translation from a culture of which I 
have no background knowledge. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
5. I am interested in Far Eastern culture such as Chinese culture, so I have read 
a lot of its literature in English translation. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
6. When reading a translated work, I don’t think about what the original work was 
like or who the author was. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
7. One of my interests in reading foreign literature is to understand a foreign 
culture and society. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
8. One of my aims in reading foreign literature is to appreciate the literary value 
of the author’s work. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
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9. I always think that the author’s political beliefs are important. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
10. I doubt whether target text readers can receive similar images from the 
translation as the readers of the original do. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
11. If I read a translation which I liked, I would look out for other work by the same 
translator (not necessarily by the same author). 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
12. If I read a translation which I liked, I would look out for other work by the same 
author (not necessarily by the same translator). 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
13. When reading a translation, I am always aware that it is not the original text. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
14. When reading a translated work, my main interest is seeing whether the book 
conveys a sense of a completely different culture with exotic expressions. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
15. When reading a translated work, my main interest is seeing an unfamiliar 
culture being presented by easily-understood language. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
16. I find footnotes quite distracting when reading a translated text. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
17. I often assume that some information has been added or deleted in the 
translation. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
18. I prefer to have some kind of introduction about the culture before starting to 
read the story. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
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19. I think footnotes or endnotes should be provided when necessary if there is no 
background introduction beforehand. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
   
20. If a translation sticks very closely to the wording of the original it is hard to 
understand. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
21. I like to read a translated text that is full of cultural expressions from the 
original language; I can usually figure out their meaning through context. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
22. For a humorous or ironic passage, I prefer the translator to use expressions 
that are familiar in my own language. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
23. I think it is a good idea for the translator to use a dialect of my own language 
to represent dialect speech in the original text. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
24. I prefer a translated text that sounds natural in English but still contain 
unfamiliar cultural elements. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
25. I prefer a translated text to sound foreign. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
26. *After learning foreign language and experiencing foreign culture, I would 
rather read the original works rather than the translations. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
 
27. *Because I have learned the foreign language, I tend to understand more 
about the translation and can usually guess what the original linguistic 
expressions are. I think my experience and background knowledge helps me 
to comprehend the translations more. 
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
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28. *From my experience, I think it is better for those who have no or little 
knowledge of another culture to read a translation that sounds as though the 
book was originally written in English.  
□ not at all true □ slightly true □ moderately true □ quite true □ extremely true 
*Questions 26-28 are designed to answer only by those who have learned a 
foreign language and experienced the culture intensively. 
Thank you very much for doing this questionnaire! 
Please send this questionnaire back to y.f.lo@ncl.ac.uk if you have done this 
online. 
 
 
 
